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EDITOR'S PREFACE
THE author of the presentinquiryinto
the Continental
System during the beginning of the last century is known as
one of the most promineni political economistsin Scandinavia
and as athoroughinvestigator of the history of commerce.

Ff

other things he has done very useful work by his suggestlve resdrches concerning the economy of the World War.
;
When the Carnegie
Endowment
for International
Peace
: pubmes the book, the obvious explanation is thatthe Continen'tal blockade in many ways throws light on the economic
blockade among the belligerent powers involved by the World
War.
t
Thatthe NapoleonicContinentalSystemcouldby
no means
haye such far-reaching effects
as those of the World War already
appearsfrom the greatdifferenceindimensions,
and from
the fact that the separate nations at that time were far more
independent of each other economically than they are A t the
presenttimewith
its extraordinarydegree of international
division of labour. But the author further shows how powerless
the governments were at thattime compared with thoseof the
present day in the face of attempts at breaking the blockade,
and to how slight an extent the measures were supported by
the populationsthemselves.Thesegreatchangesin
the conditions of ower and in the general view are highly interesting
fromasociologicalpoint of view. But even ifNapoleon had
been in possession of sufficient power his own policy shows to
how slight an extent a real international blockade was aimed
at by the Continental System.
HARALD
WESTERGAARD.
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AUTHOR'S PREFACE
FORthe aim and character of this short study the reader
is referred to the Introduction and the BibliographicalNote.
A fewwordsmaybe
added, however, as to the conditions
under which it was written.
The dook represents a sort of synthesis of earlier studies of
the mercantilesystem and its outgrowths,on the oneside,
and the result of extensivetheoretical and practical workprivate, academic, and government-in the field of presentday wareconomics, on the other. In its original form it was
written veryrapidly d u r k the winter of 1917-18, under
strong pressureof other work, and was presented to my history
teacher, Professor Harald Hjarne, on the seventieth anniversary
of his birth, at the beginning of 'May 1918. Probably the
atmosphere of a rather strict blockadein a neutral country
will be found to pervade it as a more or less
natural consequence
of the time of its production.
When the CarnegieEndowmentfor Internatioml Peace,
through its representative for Scandinavia,
my
esteemed
colleague, ProfessorHarald Westergaard, proposedthat I should
treat the subject for its series, I overhauled my earlier text,
changing its outward arrangementinseveralrespects
and
making a number of additions, partly based on new materials.
As before, however, I was restricted to suchinformationas was
to befound in my own country, and consequently I cannot
hope to have escaped error altogether, especially
as the field
is verylarge and some of mysources not abovesuspicion.
But what I hope is that the leading ideas of the book, that is,
the interpretation of the ContinentalSystem, will prove
substantially correct.
As the book appears in an English translation, it may be

viii

A'CJTHOR'S PREFACE

well for me to point out that I have not had American readers
principally in mind. Had that been the case, the brief outline
of Americanpolicywithregard
tothe ContinentalSystem
(part 11, chapter IV) would have been either enlarged or
omitted altogether,since
it cannot contain, inits present
form, much that is unknown to educated American readers.
The British Orders in Council of 1807 have been reproduced
in an appendix, astheyarefar
moreinaccessible than the
Napoleonicdecrees, and are, moreover,veryoftenmisunderstood and sometimes
misquoted.
even
*
The English text is, in the main, the work of my colleague
Mr. C. S. Fearenside, M.A. (Oxford), Junior Lector in English
a t the University College of Commerce. There canbe no
question about the desirability of writingabookfrom
the
beginning in the language in which it is to appear, since the
association of ideaswithlanguage,
a t least in political and
social sciences, is far too close to allow a text to pass entirely
unscathed through the ordeal of a translation. But in this
case too much was already written in Swedish to leave more
than one course open to me. Mr. Fearenside has found it the
best plan to follow the Swedish original very closely, instead
of attempting to recast the sentence structure on English
lines. I amvery grateful to him, not only for the work of
translation, but also for numerous valuable suggestions
regarding the outward arrangement of the text.
My wife has been my best helpmate throughout the work,
and to the CarnegieEndowment I am deeply indebted for
the reading of the proof.
ELI F. HECKSCHER.
UNIVERSITY
COLLEGEOF COMMERCE,
STOCKHOLM,
July 4, 1919.
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INTRODUCTION
HISTORY
has rightly been called of old rnagistra vitae, which
function is incompatiblewith that of aneilla J;dei oreven
ancith piefatis. The' fact is that historical research can offer
usknowledgeonlybybringingforward
its conclusions quite
irrespective of their value as a support for any practical aims,
howsoeverlofty.Theendeavourswhichhavebeengoingon
all over the world in recent years to transform scientific work
into a species of propaganda with a great show of learning, are
related not only to the conditions of the moment, but also to
the deeper spiritualinfluenceswhichthemselveshavedone
much to bring those conditions about. They
are in this way
easy to explain ; but their tendency to endanger and to create
indifference fortrue research is not lessened thereby.
In the present inquiry I have pursued, to the best of my
humble ability, a purely scientific aim, in the meaning of the
term that has just been indicated. I have not sought to take
sides in the struggles that arebarely finished, but only to make
use of the experiences of formertimes,incombinationwith
the experiences of to-day, in order thereby to make room for
a better understanding of the entire course of developments.
As a matter of fact, it is difficult t o imagine a task within the
sphere of economic history which is more worth while
taking
up just now than a consideration of the last great commercial
blockade. As will appear from the following account, both the
resemblances and the differences of the Napoleonic wars with
respect to the recent World War are instructive in the hlghest
degree. But it canscarcelybeexpected that the matter will
be treated in a purely objective manner, that is to say, exclusively onthe basis of its own inherent conditions, by thosewho,
metaphorically speaking, have been the
in midst of the conflict ;
for the possibilities of utilizing the lessons of the past as a spear
to cast at the joints of the enemy with the laudable purpose of
B2
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THE CONTINENTAL SYSTEM

the warrior to wound and kill-to adapt the words of Victor
Rydberg--are here, quite naturally, legion.
An even approximately exhaustive treatment of the Continental System,however,liesbeyond
what has here been
attempted. Neither time nor strength wasavailablefor
so
much. It was intended that the followingsurveyshouldbe,
first and foremost,economic in character ; and the aim of
objective treatment was thereby considerablysimplified. For
economy, as is wellknown,simplymeanshousekeeping-the
directing of outward means to a given end. The moral content
of the means in themselves, and still more the expediency of the
end in itself, fall outside the confines of economicresearch.
All examination of the one or of the other will therefore be
avoided. Instead of this, we will have before us two objects :
first, the purely historical one of determining how the means
and the end came into being ; secondly, the economic one of
inquiring into the suitability of the means for their task and
the effects of the policy in general.
More clearly stated, there are three principal questions to
be examined :

1. In what economicideas did the ContinentalSystem
originate ?
2. What was its actual economic bearing ?
3. In what manner did it correspond to its aim ?
The first of these three questions is very richly illustrated,
from a purely external point of view, in the literature already
existing on the Continental System; for thethirdthere
is
likewise abundant, though not completely worked-up, material ;
the second, however, seems to have suffered from the fact that
no economist, so far as is known, has yet subjected it to scientific treatment. On all three questions, and especially on the
last two, a clearer light is thrown by comparison with the recent
blockade.
A French student of Napoleonic times, M. Marcel Dunan,
has declaredin an engrossing and verysubjectively written
bibliography of the Continental System (1913), that the time

INTRODUCTION
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has not yet come for general surveys
of this gigantic undertaking,
because, according to his view, we do not yet know either its
causes, its roots, its applications,or its effects.Absolute
certainty, however, is not given to man ; and even though it is
undoubtedly true that manyyears of researchmustelapse
before positive judgment can be passed on certain
important
points-as will, indeed, appear from what follows-the agreement in the results of the different investigations is so surprisingly great that even now it seems possible to say a,great deal
withoutmuchdanger of error.Otherwise,onemaywaitin
vain for investigations on all the necessary points, if no efforts
havebeenmadebeforehand
to summarize the conclusions
already reached.
In asupplement to this exposition the mostimportant
materials for a more detailed study of the Continental System
have been brought together for the benefit of those who may
feelimpelled to pushdeeperinto this fertile and interesting
field of inquiry.

PART I
*
i

i

ANTECEDENTS O F THE CONTINENTAL

'SYSTEM

FOREWORD
THE ContinentalSystemisauniquemeasure
to which
a country resorts for the purpose of crushing a political enemy
by economic means and a t the same time building up its own
commercial and industrial prosperity to an extent previously
undreamt of. The will to injure one’s enemy and to benefit
one’s own country is, therefore, a matter to be taken for granted
beforehand, and consequently does not require much elucidation. That w
liis seldom lacking in the life of nations, least of
all when they are at war, and was-evidently boundt o attain an
unusual intensity in a statesman of the character of Napoleon,
who throughout his career renounced all moral traditions and
madeself-assertionhis loftiest lodestar.What we have here
to investigate and elucidate,therefore,is
not mainlythese
simple aimsof policy, but rather, if one mayput it so, the means
to those ends ; or, to express it more clearly, what friends and
foes conceive to be gain and loss in the sphere of economics,
that is, what kind of economic changesthey regard as beneficial
andas detrimental.These
matters are very far fromselfevident even at the present time, although they have been the
subject of protractedscientific treatment ; andthey were
a hundredyearsago.
If we
obviouslystilllessself-evident
wish to understand the nature of the Continental System, therefore, we must first consider the body of ideas whence it proceeded; and if wewish to understand its effects,we must
further consider those ideas with reference
to their true economic
connexions.Only in that way, too, can we form a clear idea
of the similarities and dissimilarities of the Continental System
with respect to the blockade policy pursued during the recent
World War; for the aim to injure the enemy and benefit the
home country is to be taken for granted as much in our own
time as it was in the time of Napoleon.
I n order to form a correct understanding of the antecedent
conditions of the Continental System, inthe meaning just given,

10 ANTECEDENTS OF THE CONTINENTAL SYSTE&f
we must pointespecially to one feature of the mercantilist
point of view whence it sprang, namely, to what we may call
its static conception of economic life. If, for instance,,we refer
to one of the most clear-headed and consistent of the mercantilist statesmen, namely, Colbert,
we learn from many of his
writings that heconceived the industry, trade, shipping, and
bullion resources of the world as quantities given once for all,
which, therefore, couldnot be appreciably increased
or decreased
by human activity. Under such a conception it is obvious that
there can be but one conclusion, viz., that the economic prosperity of a country depends on its power to deprive its competitors of their shares of the given quantity, and not on its
power to increase the total quantity. That is to say, only at
the expense of others can a country be rich.1
It is not difficult to understand to what kind of economic
policysuch a conceptionwould naturally lead. It led to the
policy of commercial war ; and without any great exaggeration
we may say with the well-known German economic historian,
ProfessorSchmoller, thatthetrade
policy of formertimes
consisted of an unbrokenseries
of commercialblockades.2
1 Lettrea, instructions et m6moire.s de Colbert (Paris, 1861-73), vol. II, p. cclxvii ;
vol. VI, pp. 2646,269 ; vol. M,p. 239 ; et a2. As this sideof mercantilist opinion does
not appear tobe a t all generally understood,we may give a somewhat full quotation
from Colbert's Dissertation sur la question : quelle des deux alliances, de France ou
de Hdlande, peut eatre plus avantageuse d I'Angleterre (March, l669), where the point
of view is brought out with all the incisive
logic of which Colbert was master : ' E o n
peut avancer certainement que le
commerce de toute l'Europe se fait avecle nombre
de 20,OOO vaisseaux de toute grandeur ; et l'on demeurera facilement d'accord que
ce nombre ne peut estre augment&, d'autant que les
peuples sont toujours bgaux
dam tous les Estats,etquelaconsommationestpareillementtoujours
bgale.'
Finding that one of England's chief considerations in deciding for or against an
alliance muat be the increase of her shipping, he goes on to say : ' Cette augmentation ne p u t provenir que par la dbcouverte de quelque nouveau commerce jusqu'8
p h e n t inconnu, ou par ladiminution dunombredesvaisseauxdequelqu'une
des autres nations. La dbcouverte de quelque nouveau
commerce est fort incertaine,
e t il n'est pas permis de raisonner sur une chose si casuelle, ou, pour mieux dire,
si oertaine qu'elle n'errivera p., 11 faut donc que ce soit par la diminution du
Lettrea, &c.,vol. VI,
nombredesvaisseauxdequelqu'unedesautresnations.'
pp. 264-5. Cf. Sombart, Der maZerne Kapitaliemw (2nd ed., Munich and Leipzig,
1917), vol. E, p. 918.
e Schmoller, Umrisse und Untersuchungen zur Verfassungs-,Verwaltungs- und
Wirtschafttsgeschichte (Leipzig, 1898), p. 95.
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This, then, was the body of ideas in which the Continental
System originated, in so far as commercial wars, in the current
view of that time, were bound to seem economically profitable
to an extent that can scarcely be appreciated by any tolerably
clear-minded personof to-day.
All this, however, does not explain of what the benefit and
profit of commercial war, on the one hand, and the injury and
loss on the other, were supposed to consist. But on this point,
too, the mercantilist conception gaveall the guidance necessary.
Profit was supposed to consist in the augmentation of exports,
in forcing the goods of one’s own country on other countries ;
loss, in allowing other countries to force goods on one’s own
country. Industry,
trade,
navigation, that is, economic
activity in general, werein a way regarded as ends in themselves.
The goods that were their fruits, so to speak, wereto be exported
so far as possible, if they belonged to one’s own country, and
to be kept out so far as possible, if they belonged to other
countries. The verdict of the balance of trade-including,
however, the balance of payments for freightage, &c.-determined the result. Moderneconomists are far morefamiliar
with this trend of thought than they are with the static conception of things. Even in our own day ‘the natural man’
reasons in this way ; and this reasoning, so far as one can see,
is substantially a fruit of the ideas contributed to history during
the mercantilist period.1
All this ”makes clear, not only the existence, but also the
tendency, of commercial wars. Their object was necessarily to
force the greatest possible amount of one’s own goods into the
enemy’s country, and, so far as possible, to prevent the enemy
from introducing goods into one’s own country. Inasmuch
‘ as this, precisely because of the conception indicated, was the
object of trade policy even in time of peace, the transition from
peace to warwas veryeasily effected; and for that reason
This subject is obviously too comprehensive for incidental treatment in this
connexion. What the writer has in mind is the signal reversal from the rnedimval
eagerness to keep goods within reach to the opposite eagerness to dispose of goods
which has been the predominant trait both of mercantilist and of popular presentday opinion.
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we undoubtedly m&t with a consistency in the trade policy
of that time which, strictly speaking, is lacking in our own time.
Nowadays, as in the days of mercantilism, most states, guided
by the economic perceptions of the average man, labour
in time of peace to render difficult the importation of foreign
goods, and a t the same time to force their own products on
the world market, (althoughinrealitythis
is incompatible
with the former aim). In time of war, however, they suddenly
swerve around, either to the inverted standpoint of encouraging
imports and hampering exports, or, in general terms, of preventing all trade with the enemy. This statement does not,
of course, imply any judgment as to whichpolicy has the
greater justification ; it is merely an assertion of the at least
seemingly greater inconsistency of our present procedure.
An important part of what follows will be devoted to the
investigation of the question as to whether and to what extent
the older procedure may be expected to accomplish its purposethe crushing of the enemy by economicmeans.And
in that
connexion it will be shown that, while the older tendency in
war time was in close harmony with commercial policy in peace
time, its relation to the generally observed rules and methods
of naval warfare was far more inconsistent.

CHAPTER I
COMMERCIAL POLICY
To begin with, however, it seems expedient to trace in some
detail the evolution of commercial policy during the century
before the Continental System, with specialreference to the
development of that sphere of activity to which the great trade
blockade was especially to be applied, namely, the commercial
relations between Great Britain and France.

BEGINNING
OF ANGLO-FRENCH
COMMERCIAL
WAR (1660-1786)
England and France, as is well known, had been adversaries,
with certain more or less lengthy intervals, from the early
MiddleAges ; andafter mercantilism had become Srmly
established in both countries, it was inevitable that the commercial policy of both should come to be marked by the efforts
and tendencies to which we have just referred. To go back no
further than the middle of the seventeenth century, we find
evidences of antagonism in the customs regulations at least from
1660 on ; and after 1618, when the two countries were on the
verge of actual war, we may regard commercial warand mutual
embargo simply as the normal state of relations between them.
After the deposition of the House of Stuart and the outbreak
of war betweenEngland and France in 1689, there was a further
intensification of the antagonism; and with the outbreak of
the War of the Spanish Succession, in 1701, the commercial war
may be said to have assumed its definitive form, In connexion
with the Peace of Utrecht, in 1713, a famous attempt was made
to settle the commercial conflict, as well as the political differences, by means of a commercial treaty; and good-will was not
wholly lacking either on the French side or on the side of the
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Tory government then established in Great Britain. But in
other British circles,especiallyamong merchants and manufacturers, the opposition was too strong, and the treaty was
consequentlydeprived of the two clauseswhich gave it its
importance, that is, the clauseconcerningmutua.1 treatment
as the most favoured nation and the clauseconcerning the
mutual abolition of a l l prohibitions and customsrestrictions
introduced since 16M, or,in certain cases,since 1699. The
result was that the embargo was maintained on both sides,
without any noteworthy interruptions, throughout the greater
part of the eighteenth century, or for a period of more than
a hundred years.
An elucidation of the nature of this hundred years’ commercial war between France and Great Britain is essential to
a correct understanding of the origin and development of the
Continental System. In England, for instance, all importation
of French wine, vinegar, brandy, linen,cloth,silk,
salt, and
paper, and also of all manufactures containing French silk,
thread, wool, hair,gold,silver,
or leather, was prohibitedin
1678.l The lawitselfcondemned
importation from France,
in principle, as ‘ a common nuisance ’, and provided that the
French goods were to be destroyed and not allowed to enter,
even if they had been captured by English war-ships or privateers.After
1685, however,when this direct persecution of
French goods was abandoned and replaced by the establishment
of a large number of additional customs duties,2 a number of
Severe measures followed on the part of France. Accordingly,
when war actually broke out, in 1689, England returned t o the
principles of 1678. In due formshe introduced a general
prohibition on the importation of French goods and ordered
that all liquid goods that were captured should be poured into
the rivers or the sea, or be ‘ staved, spilt, and destroyed ’ at
the place where they were stored ; also that all cloths, paper,
salt, kc., should be publicly burned.3
It is unnecessary to dwell upon the protectionist nature of
29 & 30 Char. 11, c. 1, a. 70.
1 W. & M., c. 34, a. 1.

2

1 James 11, cc. 3 & 5.
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these measures,the main object of which wasto prevent French
products from competingwith domestic products in the English
market. Later on, France, which as a rule seems to have been
somewhat slower to act, proceeded to adopt similar measures,
especially after the outbreak of the new war in 1701. Thus
whenAdam Smith, who among other things was a Scottish
commissioner of customs, entered into a detailed discussion of
Anglo-French trade policy in the third edition of his famous
work more than eighty years afterwards, he felt justified in
stating that, quite apart from the multitude of import prohibitions, especially on all kinds of textiles, the majority of the
French imports before the outbreak of the newwar in 1778,
were assessed by the British customs to the extent of at least
15 per cent. of the value,of the goods involved, and that, as
a rule, this was equivalent to a formal prohibition.1
SMUGGLING
Such, then, was the nature of commercialpolicyin
the
eighteenth century, in so far as it is revealed in the customs
regulations of that time. But no idea of the economicconditions of former days couldbemoreerroneous
thanthat
whichisconveyed
by the content of such prohibitions and
restrictions. The regulations, as a matter of fact, constitute
merely an expression of what the holders of power wished to see
realized, and accordingly may be said to illustrate, primarily,
nothing more than the economic views of the time. As regards
the actual situation, we may safely assume that it was quite
different from what the authorities had in view, since otherwise
the regulations would not have been necessary ; and if we find
them repeated at short intervals, as is usually the case, we may
further assume that this was due to the fact that they were not
compliedwith. In point of fact, the onlyexceptions to this
statutes of the Realm, vol. v, pp. 862 et seq. ; vol. VI, pp. 98 et aeq., et al. M e y ,
The Tory Origin of Free Trade Policy, in Surveys Historic and Ecmmnic (London,
1900), pp. 277 et seq. ; Levassew, Les trait& de commerce entrela France et l'dngleterre,
in Reme d'dwmie pditigue (1901), vol. xv, pp. 964 et seq. ; A&m Smith, The
W'ealthof Natims (Cannan ed.,London, l a ) ,vol. I, pp. 432, 437-8.
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principle are certain codificationsof an already established
system of law. These often express a phase that has already
passed, it is true, but they nevertheless always have something
to correspond to them in the world of realities, which is by no
means the case with the innumerableordinances of the regulative
or creative type.
In thesphere of trade policy it is well known that smuggling
played a very important r61e.We
do not know,forobvious
reasons, the exact extent to which it was carried on, but there
can be no doubt that it was ,of frequent and widespread occurrence,According
to contemporary opinion,indeed,
it was
almost as extensive as legitimate trade; and Adam Smith calculated that the commercialintercoursebetweenGreat
Britain
and France, which was exceptionally hampered by the customs
regulations, wasevenprincipallycarried
on by smugglers.
Thus it hardly entered people’s minds thatthe prohibited
foreigngoodsshouldbereally
unobtainable in the countries
concerned. After the Peace of Versailles in 1783, for instance,
everything English came into fashion in France, and prohibited
goods wereimported in great quantities, in spiteof the fact that
the French customs officials, according to the French economic
historian, Emile Levasseur, carried their strictness so far as to
seize the wearing apparel of travellers and hold it pending their
departure from the country.

LICENCES
But it was not due entirely t o the demands of economic life
that recourse was had to this very radical and illegal practice,
which inmany caseswas not only tolerated, but actually
facilitated by the authorities themselves. This was usually
accomplished by means of a system of licences, which assumed
larger or smaller dimensions, according
to circumstances, but
which were almost always of importance. This licence system,
therefore, must almost always be taken intoaccount as aneverpresent means of circumventing the nominally valid ordinances.
The licences
undoubtedly
often originated in favouritism,
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bribery, and similar forms of corruption ; but not infrequently
theirorigin lay deeper. Partly they were intended to satisfy
the insatiable demands of trade, which made themselves felt
either within orin opposition to thelaw, and which, accordingly,
it was often considered best to satisfy silently beforehand; but
partly also, and at least as often, they arose from the constant
need of moneyon thepart of the government. This latter
consideration gave rise to what one might call fiscalism, that
is, to the tendency to change a policy with a certain economic
aim-whether rightly or wrongly conceived-under the pretext
of bringing revenue into the coffers of the state. On this rock
a great deal of the economic policy of the mercantilist period,
to say nothing of that of earlier mediaeval times, had suffered
shipwreck ; and this, too, was to be of fundamental importance
in relation tothe ContinentalSystem.
As a characteristic
example of the combinedeffect of smuggling and the licence
system, it maybementioned that in the last decade of the
seventeenth century there werediscovered in England traces
of a great conspiracy organizedto facilitate the importation of
prohibited French silks under false or stolen labels of the kind
prescribed to indicate the fact that the goods involved had
either been imported under licence or else had been manufactured within the country.1
The actual intercourse between two countries thus followed
a course which diverged considerably from
that laid out by their
professed policies. But if this was always the case at times of
more or less state interference in the economic domain, it was
especiallythe case in theeighteenth century. Duringthat period,
in fact, the oldpolicywasexposed
to undermining currents
flowing from two different quarters, namely, from the general
transformation in all conditions of production which had
received the nowise exaggerated nameof Industrial Revolution,
on the one side, and from the new social philosophy which was
slowly paving the way for economic liberalism, on the other.
Both of these factors were destined gradually to put an end to
W.R. Scott, The Cmtitution and Finance of English, Bwttish, and Irish Joint.
8bCk &wpanie8 (Cambridge, 1911), vol. m, pp. 80 e4 8q.
1569.43
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the old economic order ; but in the long run it was the change
in theconditions of production that may be saidto have exerted
thegreater influence. I n spite of that, however, a dixect
influenceon commercial policy came from the new social
philosophy. Curiously enough, this
impulse
originated
in
France, where the new ideas were very far from being common
property,asthe
following developmentshould
show very
clearly. Butjustas
Turgot,inhiscapacity
of minister of
finance underthe autocraticKing Louis XVI, succeeded in 1776
in carryingthroughaquiterevolutionary
reform of internal
industrial legislation-a reform which by no means had
any
favourable public opinion behind it-so one of his pupils, as
foreign minister, succeeded ten years later in bringing about
a change in external trade policy, just because there was no
representative assembly to oppose his measures.

ANGLO-FRENCH
COMMERCIALTREATY
OF 1786 (EDEN
TREATY)
The author of thisdeparture from the century-old commercial policywas the Comte de Vergennes. He was puelque
peu disciple des philosophes,and it was especially because of the
physiocratic views he shared with certain politically influential
circles in France that he was able to accomplish his purpose.
For as physiocracy attached foremost importance to agriculture, it was only natural that French statesmen were able to
for the importation of the industrial
create substantial facilities
products which England was eager to sell, in return for facilities for the exportation of the agriculturalproducts which she was
noless eager to buy. Vergennes, undoubtedly of set purpose,
neglected t o find out the opinion of French industrial circles ;
and there is no doubt that this was later on one of the startingpoints of the disapproval of his work. I n England the efforts
to establish better trade connexions between the two countries
met with great sympathy, and that, too, precisely among those
elements of the population which hadbrought
tonaught
the commercial treaty of 1713. As was shown by a farreaching inquiry conducted in Great Britain,
the representatives
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of almost all industries were eager for increased sales in the
French market, especially because of their desire to make up
forthe loss which they believedthemselves-incorrectly,
as
a matter of fact-to have sustained through the cutting off of
the American market by the secession of the colonies ; and
withvery few exceptions they scoffed at the idea of danger
arising from French competition inthe homemarket.The
Britishstatesmen
were naturally muchimpressedby
this
attitude, but at the same time they were by no means uninfluenced by the views of the economic theorists.
It was in England that the new ideas, which had gradually
gained more and more predominance in both countries in the
course of the eighteenth century, received their for all time
classicalsynthesis in AdamSmith’s The Wealth of Nations
(1776), which riddled with criticism the unreasonableness and
inconsistency of the old system that existed on paper, especially
in the form it assumed in the commercialrelationsbetween
Great Britain and France.AdamSmith’sthesiswas
that
‘ a nation that would enrich itself by foreign trade is certainly
most likelyt o do so when its neighbours are allrich, industrious,
and commercialnations ’, inasmuch as the international
exchange of goods was thereby rendered all themore profitable.
The applicability of this to France is apparent, and of special
interest is the comparisondrawnbetween the trade with the
large and near-by French market, on the onehand,which
permitted a turnover of business capital several times a year,
and the boasted and until then in every way favoured trade
with the thinly populated and remote North American colonies,
on the other, where the return from invested capital was not
made until after the lapse of severalyears.Through
the
AmericanWar of Independence this comparisonreceived an
appositeness whichAdamSmithhimselfcertainly
did not
foresee.’
Therecanbeno doubt that AdamSmith’sbook exerted
great influenceonWilliam Pitt, whowas the leading statesman of GreatBritainfrom
1783. According to a famous
1

Adam Smith, op. cit., vol.
0 2

I,

pp. 458 et seq.
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anecdote, Smith once arrived at a dinner somewhat later than
the other guests, who rose to receive him. He begged them t o
remainseated,whereupon Pitt remarked that it was onlyright
for them to rise, since they were all his pupils. While this
anecdote is perhaps just as little deserving of unqualified belief
asareother
similaranecdotes, yet one may placeimplicit
confidence in a statement which Pitt is authentically credited
with having madein Parliament after the death
of Adam Smith,
namely, that he (Smith) hadoffered the world the best solution
of all economic and commercial questi0ns.l
The result of these new forces was the Anglo-French commercial treaty of 1786 (often called the Eden Treaty, after the
name of its English negotiator), which put anend to the hundred
years' commercial warbetween
the twowestern
powers.
During the negotiations Pitt had stood firmly on his ground,
with the result that in the final settlement the British forced
compliance with practically all their demands, while the French
allowed nearlyalltheirs
to drop. Customs duties were lowered
all along the line, usually down to 10 or 15 per cent, of the value
of the goods, and prohibitions on imports were abolished. On
the other hand,almost the only British industry which was still
uneasy about French competition,
namely, the silk industry, had
its demands respected to the extentof nothing less than a total
prohibition on the importation of French silks into England.
But it was soon to prove that this somewhat belated breach
with the century-old restrictivepolicy had no support in French
public opinion, least of all in industrialcircles. Indeed, one mag
go so far as to say thatit was precisely this departure from the
tradition of commercialwar that led to a renewal of the old policy
aftertheFrench
Revolution. TheEdenTreaty,
which was
On this and what follows, cf. Rose, William Pitt and the National Revival
(London, 1911),pp. 183 et sq., 322 et sep. ; Salomon, William Pittder jiingere (Leipzig
and Berlin, 1906),~01.1,pt. II, pp. 205 et sep. ; Levasseur, Histoire dea c h 5 a mvridreo et
de l'inawrtrie en France avant 1789 (Paris, 1901),vol. II, pp. 546 et seq. ; Levasseur,
Histoire du commerce de la France (Paris, 1911),vol. I, pp. 535 et seq., 542 et seq. ;
elso, Histoirede France (Lavisse ed., Paris, 1910),vol. IX,pt. I, pp. 221 et seq. On the
situation just after the Eden Treaty,
cf. Schmidt, La crise wdustrielle de 1788 ea
France, in Revue Historique (Paris, 1908),vol. 97, pp. 78 et sep. The work of F.Dumas,
Etude sur le traitk de commerce de 1786 (Paris,. 1904),was not accessible.
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signed less than three years before the convening of the French
States GeneralonMay 5, 1789, in fact occupied almost from
the verybeginning a foremostplacein the long list of sins
imputable to the ancien rdgime. The French textile industries,
especially the cotton industry, had as early as the 'eighties
managed to benefit bythe greattechnical revolution in England,
mainly by attracting British foremen and machinery to French
mills ; but, naturally enough, they were not yet anything like
equal to their teacher. Besides this, it was allegedby theFrench
that the value of British wares declared at the customs was so
much understated that the duty fell from the nominal 10 or
15 per cent. to anactual 2 or 3 per cent.; and at thesame time
British manufacturers were said to increase the prices of raw
materials in France through the making of extensive purchases
there.The French calico,woollen, pottery, steel, and leather
industriescomplained bitterly of Britishcompetition and of
the general unemployment for which it was held responsible.
Even the Lyons silk industry worked under great difficulties,
whichcould not be attributed to any British competition, to
be sure, but which at all events were in nomannerlessened
by the treaty with its retention of the British prohibitions. Bitterest of all were the complaints that emanated from the textile towns in the north of France-Amiens, Abbeville, Sedan,
Rouen,Rheims,Chhlons-sur-Marne.Their
protests were also
embodied in the famous cahiers, in which the French people
in 1789 gave expression t o their feelings in all branches of
activity. Moreover, it has been observed that Robespierre, one
of the sworn enemies of Great Britain during the Revolution,
was a representative of the province of Artois andin such
capacity voiced the dislike that was there fostered against
British competition. But the feeling against the Eden Treaty
was bynomeansconfined to these regions. It is really only
with regard to the wine district that we meet with any attitude
of satisfaction toward the new policy ; and it is highly si@cant that thecahiers of the city of Paris, for instance,contained
a demand that the treaty should be submitted to the States
General because of the revolutionary changes it had involved
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and the vigorous protests it had evoked from all parts of the
country. Public opinion, indeed, was unanimous in attributing
the severe industrial crisis of 1788 to theEden Treaty,which was
called the death-warrant of French industry. An inspector of
manufactures even went so far as to compare its detrimental
effects with those that had followed the revocation of the Edict
of Nantes in 1685, which had played havoc with a great deal
of the work done by Colbert and his predecessors.
Thus there could be scarcely any doubt as to the political
effects of this first departure from the policy of commercial war;
and it is this aspect of the matter which is of prime importance
in this connexion. It is quiteanother questionwhether the
Eden Treaty, evenfor the moment,was actually responsible
for the placing of French economic life uponthe low level where
it was destined t o remain,with a shortinterruption, during
the revolutionary and Napoleonic periods. Severe as was the
crisis to which it gave rise, there can be little doubt that precisely the last years of the ancien rkgime were characterized by
exceptional prosperity especially, but by no means exclusively,
for Frenchtrade, andthat during the following ten or fifteen
years Frenchmen looked backt o this period as thezenith of their
country's economicdevelopment. Even as regards industry,
it is a fact that not even the flourishing period of the Consulate
(1799-1804) elevated it to anything like the same height that it
had attainedunder the ancien rkgime.l Moreover, the difficulties
created by free intercourse consequently appear to have been
exaggerated. There are positive evidences of certain wholesome
effects on French industry which must be connected with the
increased intercourse with Great Britain. Thus, in 1787, the
year of the ratification of the treaty, therewas set up in France
(Orl6ans)"naturally by an Englishman-the f i s t steam-driven
cotton spinning mill.2 Moreover, in the Constituent Assembly
1 Chaptal, De E'industrie f r u n p i s e (Paris,1819),vol.
I, p. xvi ; Levasseur,
Histoire des classes ouwi2res et de l'industrie en France de 1789 ci 1870 (Paris, 1903).
vol. I, p. 405.
Schmidt, L a d6but.s de l'industrie cotonnikre en France, 1760-1806, in Revue
d'histoire bommique etsociale (Paris, 1914), vol. vq, pp. 26 etsep. ; Ballot, Les prtts
aux manufactzcres, in Revue des dtudes napoldondennes (Paris, 1912), vol. II, p. 45.
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we find a muslin manufacturer from Versailles (1190),as well as
a silk manufacturer from Lyons(1791), stating that thedevelopmentof French industry, after the difficulties of the firstyears,
had increased apace under the stimulus of Britishcompetition,
and that in many cases French manufacturers had succeeded
in imitating and, by means of cheaper labour,in actually underselling their British competitors.This may or may not be
a more faithful picture of the actual situation than thatcreated
by the innumerable complaints; but at all events it seems only
natural that a more lively intercoursewith Great Britain should
have facilitated the spread of new ideas and inventions. But
to this, as to other things, there applies a truth which is far too
often overlooked, namely,that the economic policyof a country
is not determinedby actual economic conditions but by the
popular ideas concerningthose conditions-which is manifestly
quite another matter.
Thecommercialpolicy of the Revolution,therefore, very
soon returned tothe traditions establishedbefore 1786. Of
recent investigators we may refer especially t o M. Albert Sorel,
who in his monumental work,L’Europe et la rbvolution frangaise
(1885-1904), seeks with exhaustive, though somewhat exhausting, persistence to maintain and emphasize the consistency of
French policybefore and after the Revolution. In nearly all
the departments of foreignpolicy he represents the French
revolutionaries of different shades as unconscious successors of
Richelieu, Mazarin, and Louis XIV, and as equally unconscious
predecessors of Napoleon, whose ideas and measures are therefore also represented as almost entirely in line with the traditional policy of France. Sorel has undoubtedly exaggerated the
predestination of this development, as Professor Hjarnehas
pointed out in his noteworthy book, Revohtionen och Napoleon
(Stockholm, 1911); and in general it is undoubtedly true that
the deepest conception doesnot consist in representing the same
dramatis personae as constantly reappearing in different costumes. But in the economic sphere-which does not stand out
very much in Sorel’s work, with its marked bias in favour of
foreign policy-the connexionwith the past is verystrongly

emphasized. As is wellknown, the men of the Revolution
derived their strongest impressions from Rousseau, and, so far
as one Can see, they were very little impressed either by physiocracy
or
by British liberalism.
Consequently
they stood,
unconsciously, but almostentirely,under
the all-pervading
influence of the old economic conception. Thus it was almost
in the natureof things that theEden Treaty not only shouldbe
treated as an isolated episode, but should positively hasten a
return to the
old system-especially inasmuchas thecommercial
reconciliation with Great Britain was the work of none other
than the discredited and despised ancien rkgime.
Naturally enough,however, it was the generalpolitical
situation whichwaschieflyresponsible for the return to the
policy of commercial war ; and consequently some few years
elapsed before the change was made. In 1791 the Constituent
Assembly adopted a new tariff, which, after great protectionist
preparations, ultimately came to offer only a very moderate
amount of actual protection. France and Great Britain were
then at peace, and both were respecting the Eden Treaty. But
the new tendency waseven then assertingitselfin
France,
not only in the form of recurring complaints against British
Competition, but also in the form of an actual raising of the
customs rates onwoollens and other textile goods manufactured
in the Duchy of Berg-the even then flourishing textile region
on the eastern side of the Rhine, which was destined to play
an important part in the history of the Continental System.
In justification of these measures, whereby the importation of
textiles into Francefrom the east was cut off, there was asserted
the need of ' alleviating the detrimental effects ' of the AngloFrench treaty of 1786.l
Great Britain, under Pitt's leadership, had as long as possible
stood aloof from the struggle against the French Revolution.
But toward the end of 1792 the relationsbetween the two
countries bwame very strained. Great Britain held up cargoes
bound for French ports,whereupon
France retaliated by
Levrtseeur, Histoire dm CEassm ouwi2rea, &e., de 1789 ci 1870, vol. I, pp. 38
et 8eg. ; Schmidt, Le Grand-duche'de Bcrg, 1806-1813 (Paris, 1908), pp. 326-7.
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denouncing the Eden Treaty. This was shortly after the
beginning of 1793 ; and on February 1 of that year, less than
two weeks after the execution of Louis XVI, war actually broke
out. This precipitated both countries into a policy of economic
strangulation which was destined to last for more than twenty
years and soon to leave all its predecessors far behind. Under
the Revolution, and toa certain extent under Napoleon as well,
this policy had two very closely interwoven sides, which, however, must be kept separate for the present. One side consists
of the blockade measures and the generally rude treatment of
maritime intercourse, in which Great Britain decidedly led the
way, but was very closely followed by France ; and the other
sideconsists of the compulsorymeasures that were adopted
specifically inthe sphere of commercialpolicy.
The latter
measures were of real importance only on the French side, as
a matter of fact, sincesimilarmeasureson
the British side
would have been meaningless for the reason that French goods
could hardly have reached England without English co-operation. It is the latter policy which wewill first consider,

RENEWAL
OF ANGLO-FRENCH
COMMERCIAL
WAR (1793-1799)
On March 1, 1793, only a month after the outbreak of war,
the measures of prohibition began, and within a few months
the Convention had passed almost all the laws that were possible
along that line. The first law of this kind passed by the Convention, whichalsoannulled all treaties previously entered into
with enemy countries, prohibited indiscriminately the importation of a large number of textile, metal, and earthenware goods
whichwereregarded
as normallycomingfromEngland-it
was, of course, the home manufacturers of these articles who
had especially complained of British competition-but did not
restrict the prohibition to goodscomingfrom any specified
country. With respect to all goods not expressly exempted,
however, it was stipulated that evidence should be furnished
that they did not come from an enemy country. This rendered
necessary the use of certificates of origin for certain goods, even
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though they were indispensable to French consumers and could
not be obtained from neutral countries (especially sugar). TWO
or three months later (May 19), accordingly, such goods had to
be exempted. But thewhole of this first law wasa mild warning
in comparison with the outbreak of fury, harmonizingcompletely with the spirit of the Reign of Terror, which on October9
of the same year (Vendkmiaire 18, year 11) appeared in the
form of a law bearing the title : Loi qui proscrit d u solde la
rkpubliquetouteslesmarchandisesfahipukesoumalzufacturkes
dans les pays soumis a u gouvernement britannique. Its express
application to Great Britain, one of the enemies of France, is in
itselfsignificant, the wholelaw, asitstitle
indicates,being
a straightforward proposal to persecute all British goods in the
most drastic manner. It imposed on every holder of British
goods the obligation to declare them and hand them over to
the authorities, and provided that any customs officialwho
allowed
such
goods
toenterthe
country would be liable to
twenty years’ imprisonment in irons ; and thesame punishment
was assigned to anyperson who imported, sold, or bought them.
But even this was not enough. The law further provided that
anybody whowore or used British goodswas to beregarded as
suspect and to be punished as such in accordance with the
notorious loi des suspects ; that is to say, he might be arrested
and imprisoned at any time. All posters or notices couched in
English and referring to stocks of British goods or containing
British trade marks or appellations, as also all newspapers
announcing the sale of British goods, were ‘ proscribed ’ ; and
the punishment in this case also was twenty years’ imprisonment in irons.
After the crisis of Thermidor and the fall of Robespierre
early in 1795, the legislators again retraced their steps to some
extent by shghtly lowering the duties on non-British goods.
This did not last long, however, sincethey were raised again by
the Directory a t the close of the following year. On the whole
it may be said that the rule of the Directory, from the autumn
of 1795 to the autumn of 1799, marked a return to the policy
of the Reign of Terror, though in a somewhat modified form,
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throughout the entire economic domain. As a sign of welcome
toLordMalmesbury,whovisited
Paris to negotiatepeace,
there was accordingly passed on October31,1796 (Brumaire 10,
year V), a law prohibiting the importation and sale of British
goodson an evenlargerscale than that establishedby the laws
of 1793, inasmuch as the prohibitionwasextended
to cover
goods that were derived, not only from British industry, but
alsofromBritishtrade.And
at the same time there was
adopted-so far as is known forthe &st time, but certainly not
for the last time-the somewhat clumsy expedient of declaring
certain groups of goods to be British, quite irrespective of their
real origin. Even such goods as were brought into the country
from captured or stranded vessels were not allowed to remain
there, but had to be promptly re-exported. The resemblance
between thisandthe
above-mentionedregulations of the
seventeenthcentury is unusuallystriking.Moreover,nearly
all the regulations of the year 1793 were renewed in substance,
although the provision concerning certificates
of origin had again
to be limited after a few months. Only in regard to penalties
was there a very considerable modification. Among the goods
which were alwaysto be regarded as British was refined sugar ;
but now again, as in 1793, its exclusion proved to be impossible,
and the smuggling to which it gave rise finally resulted,in 1799,
in the prohibitionbeingreplaced
by ahighcustomsduty.
Evidence of the extent to which French legislators thought it
possible to carry the persecution of everythingBritishis
furnished by the fact that the importation of Geneva watches
was prohibitedon the ground that they contained a small
amount of steel presumed to be of British origin.
Another link in the policy of commercial war was formed
by the Navigation Act, which was brought forward with great
oratoricalfanfare
and waspassed
by the Convention on
September 21, 1793, the anniversary of the overthrow of the
monarchy. In exactimitation of the famouscorner-stone of
English maritime policy, the Navigation Act of the Commonwealth of 1651, and also of earlier French ordinances,it forbade
foreign vessels to import any products other than those of their
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own country or to carryon coasting trade inFrance. Moreover,
by a supplementary law of October 18 (Vendkmiaire 27,year 11),
all foreign vessels were saddled
with dues about ten times as
high as those imposed onFrench vessels. There is a close
analogy between these measures and those that were adopted
during the seventeenth and early part of the'eighteenth centuries. The latter were directed chiefly against the principal
carrying country of the time, the Netherlands ; and in the
same manner the law of the Convention was directed against
the new commercial nation, Great Britain. Perfde Albion came
to occupy the same position in the popular imagination as its
predecessor, only it was regarded as still more dangerous owing
t o the great development of its industries and political power.
All these trade laws of the Revolution manifestly had the
same double character as their forerunners of the seventeenth
and eighteenth centuries ; that is to say, they were intended to
injure Great Britainby excluding her goods and vessels, and at
the same time to serve as an ultra-protectionist measure calculatedto benefit French industries. According tothe official
statement, the Directory's law of 1796 was designed to 'give
newlife to trade, restore manufactures, and re-establish the
workshops ', and, on the other hand, ' to deprive our enemies of
their most important resource in waging war against us ' and
compel them to make peace. I n complete analogy with this,
BarBre, the trumpeter in ordinary of the Convention, speaking
in thename of the Committee of Public Safety, had justified the
Navigation Act partly on the ground that ' Carthage would
thereby be destroyed '-' let us decree a solemn Navigation
Act,' he said, ' and theisle of shopkeepers will be ruined '"and
partly on the ground that France would thereby multiply her
industries, stimulate the consumption of domestic products,
createher
ownship-building
yards, build up a flourishing
mercantile marine, &c.,
&c.
This, so to speak, dualistic
character the Continental System was destined to retain but
at the same time to lead to an irremediable self-contradiction.
Naturally it is true of the commercialblockades of the
Revolution, as of those of earlier times, that they were not even
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approximatelymaintained ; the resultwas that smuggling
Once more became one of the principal means of Anglo-French
intercourse.Notwithstanding the law of 1796, the practice
seems t o have grown up of importing British and other prohibited goods on a large scale
as captured goods.Disordered
as every department of the public administration was, one can
not doubt that the authorities merely winked a t all this ; and
besides they were often obligedto mitigate the laws, as we have
already seen, in order to ensure some observance of them. An
example of this was given by the Navigation Act, which was
introduced with such high-sounding words and a month later
repealed for the most part byanumber
of supplementary
regulationsproviding that certainrawmaterials
and enemy
goods might be imported in time of war by neutral vessels ;
shortly afterwards such vessels also received the right to carry
on coasting trade.l
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CHAPTER I1
MARITIME BLOCKADE

IThas already been intimated that, parallel with the commercial blockade, which came principally from the French side,
there was taking place, mainly on the British side, a systematic
persecution of trade with enemy countries, and that both of
these lines of development came to be united inthe Continental
System, Seemingly and on paper these two lines of policy were
not only separate, but also, in part, absolutely conflicting ;
this, in fact, has led many observers astray. But if we consider
the policy of the maritime blockade with reference to its actual
application, as opposed to its outward form, we find that its
character, in spite of all inconsistencies and lack of precision,
easily reveals as merely an outcome of the mercantilist commercial policy. Inthis way, consequently, the aim of the
commercial war of a hundred years ago was altogether unlike
that pursued in the recent World War. On this point, however,
scarcely any of the usual accounts give us clear information,
The majority of them take thepolicy of blockade as a more or
less self-evident matter without inquiring intoits aims. The
only writer who, so far as I know, has embarked on a deeper
analysis is the foremost naval historian of our time, the late
Admiral Mahan of the United States Navy, who has undoubtedly
cast much light on the history of the Continental System in his
books, The IlzJEuence of SeaPower upon the F,rench Revolution.
and Empire (1893), and Sea Poze,er in its Relations to the War of
1812 (1905). In general, however, it may be said that Admiral
Mahan is too much concerned with sea-power in itself to devote
sufficient attention to its connexion with economic policy and
economic activity, which after all have also a non-naval side.
In the external system of the maritime blockade the actual
blocking of the enemy’s ports and coasts unquestionably forms
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the centralpoint.Characteristic
of the system,
however,
was the practice adopted by Great Britain of establishing a socalled ' paper blockade ', that is to say, of declaring in a state
of blockade long stretchesof coast which she couldnot or would
not effectively blockade by meansof sufficient naval forces,and
on the strength of this declarationcapturingneutralvessels
bound for well-nigh any enemy port. This practice received its
most extreme statement in an obiter dictum attributed to the
BritishAdmiraltyJudge,Sir
James Marriott, who in 1780,
during the warwith Fraace and Spain, the Europeanallies
of the Americancolonies,declared
thatthe ports of those
countrieswere ipso facto blockadedby virtue of their geographic position.1 It was perhaps chiefly to this central point
in the naval policy of Great Britain that theneutrals demurred.
The demand that the blockade should be effectual, that is to
say, that it shouldapplyonly to placeswhichwere so well
guarded that vessels could not reach them without imminent
danger of capture,consequentlyplayed
an important r81e
among the fivecelebratedpointsenunciatedin
1778 by the
Danish statesman, A. P. Bernstorff, and used as thefoundation
of the unusually successful Swedo-Dano-Russian Armed Neutrality of 1780.

MERCANTILISTIMPORT
OF THE BLOCKADE
The blockade undoubtedly had its root in the idea of siege,
as the Swedishinternational jurist, Dr. Nils Soderqvist, has
pointed out ; and like the siege, accordingly, it aimed in principle a t a real cutting-off of the enemy's territory, especially
as regards the exclusion of supplies.Here,therefore,
the
external contrast with the mercantilistcommercialpolicy is
very marked; for the latter, as we have seen,aimed to encourage the forcing of goodsupon the enemy and would
consequentlyhaveregarded
a consistentapplication of the
blockade principle as a direct advantage to the enemy country
in so far as its supplies were crippled, and as an advantage to
1

Soderqvist, Le blww maritime (Stockholm, 1908), pp. 44-5.
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the home country only in so far as the blockade impeded the
foreign sale of the enemy’s own goods. This peculiar and
importantbut usually overlooked inconsistencycan be explained only by the fact that thepractice of blockade arose in
the pre-mercantilist period. But with the developmentand
spread of mercantilistideas the practice necessarily had to
reshape itself ; and this, in fact, was what actually happened.
In the first place, blockade
!l%e result was
twofold.
measures wereemployed to accomplish other purposes than
those formally intended ; and, in the second place, the regulations existing on paper were annulled, either by exceptions or
by deliberate laxity in their enforcement, to such an extent
as to create an order of things quite different from that which
was officially prescribed.

FUNCTION
OF CAPTURE AT SEA
First, then, we have to consider the employment of blockade
measures for purposes other thanthose formerly intended. Here
primary importance attaches to the fact that seizures or captures may be said to have been ends in themselves. To some
extentthisappears
even in the relativeimportance of the
paper blockade as compared with the effective blockade ; for
the former gave much greater chances of capture but, at the
same time, was a far less safe means of preventing intercourse
with the enemy. Moreover, two of the most important methods
of blockade are largely explained when we come to consider
the importance of captures-namely, the arbitrary extension
of the idea of contraband and the persistent refusal of Great
Britain to acknowledge the proposition that ‘ free ships make
free goods ’ or that ‘ the flag covers the cargo ’, which implies
that enemy goods are immune from capture on neutral vessels.
The object of this encouragement of captures for their own
sake was scarcely in any notable number of cases what one
would nowadays be most inclined to expect, that is, the procurement of goods for one’s own use in this convenient manner.
It is true thatPitt, according to a statement of the thenSwedish
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envoy in London, Lars von Engestrom-a statement, however,
which is not confirmedby the brief parliamentary reportsreferred in the House of CommonsonNovember 3, 1795, to
seizures of corn cargoes bound for French ports as a means of
overcoming the exceptional shortageof foodstuffs in England ;1
and there is also a later utterance of Napoleon to the same
effect.2 But these caseswouldseem to bealmostunique, as
one might expect beforehandin view of the fact that theobject
of the seizures was not, as a rule, to acquire goods, but rather
to dispose of them. An explanation must be found elsewhere,
namely, in the fact that captures were a means of encouragement to the captors themselves ; and to this point there was
ascribed the greatest importance. To beginwith, it applied
to the great horde of privateers, who were regarded as forming
a very important augmentation to the fighting forces of the
country, but who manifestly could not embark on that career
except with some prospect of profit. In a highly characteristic
mannerawell-knownEnglish
international jurist, William
Manning, towards the middle of the nineteenth century explained the benefit of theseprivateerson Iaissez-faire lines.
‘ They increasethe naval force of a state,’ he said, ‘ by causing
vessels to be equipped from private cupidity, which a minister
might not be able to obtain by general taxation without much
difficulty ’?

EVIDENCE
OF JAMES
STEPHENIN ‘ WARIN DISGUISE
’
But this held good, not only of the privateering fleet, but
also of the Royal Navy itself, in whichcaptures formed a source
of income to commanders and crew that was of the greatest
importanceinstimulating
their willingness and zeal,How
deeply rooted this opinion still was only a hundred years ago
is best illustrated by abook of that time which perhaps, on the
whole, gives a clearer notion of the pre-conditions of the policy
of blockade than any other, namely, James Stephen’s War in
L y d i ~Wahlstrom, Sverige och England under revolutionskrigena &jar (Stockholm, 1917), pp. 192-3 ; Parliamentary History, vol.
See p. 94.

XXXII,

pp. 235-6.

Manning, Commentaries on the Law of Nations (London, 1839), p. 117.
D
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Dbguise ; or, the Frauds of the NeutralFlags,

which was
published the same day as the battleof Trafalgar (October 91,
1805) and within four months appeared in three British
and
two American editions.
The importance of this book-which, significantly enough,
was republished during the recent World War as a contributory
aid to the
solution of its problems-will appearin several
places later on, and a few words about its author, therefore,
seem in order. James Stephen, father of Sir JamesStephen
(nicknamed ' Mr. Over-SecretaryStephen ') and grandfather
of Sir James Fitzjames Stephen and Sir Leslie Stephen, was
a barrister practising in the Prize Appeal Court of the Privy
Council, the highestprizecourt
in England.Both
inthis
capacity and earlier as a lawyer in the West Indies, he had
acquired anintimate knowledge of the conditions of trade
during the long naval war, as well as of the application of the
principles of law t o them. Thus not only
was he thoroughly
familiarwithmattersinthisdepartment,buthe
was also
far from representing any extreme jingo view. This is perhaps
best shown by the fact that, like his brother-in-law, William
Wilberforce, thegreat emancipator of the slaves, he was a
decidedly religious person, belonging t o the Clapham Sect, and
devoted a large part of his life to the struggle for the abolition
of negro slavery.This fact gives his utterancesoncaptures
their properbackground.
He dwells long on the injustice
whichwould
beinflicted on ' ourgallantand
meritorious
fellow subjects, the naval captors,' when they were compelled
to see valuable cargoes, ' their lawful game,' passing con' It is painful to reflect,' he says,
tinually under their sterns.
' that these brave men lose the ancient fruits of distant service,
while enduring more than its ordinary hardships.' His account
of the importance of capture as a n inducement for seamen may
be quotedin extenso :
Let us give full credit to our gallant officers, for that disinterested
patriotism, and that love of glory, which ought to be the main springs
of military character, and which they certainly possess in a most
eminent degree. But it would be romantic and absurd, to suppose that
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they do not feel the value of that additional encouragement, which his
l\lajesty and thelegislature hold out to them, in giving them the benefit
of the captures they make. What else is to enable the veteran naval
officer, to enjoy in the eveningofhislife,
the comforts of an easy
income ; the father to provide for his children ; or the husband for an
affectionate wife, who, from the risques he runs in the service of his
country,ispeculiarlylikely to survivehim ? By what other means,
canavictoriousadmiral,whenraised,asareward
of hisillustrious
actions, to civiland hereditary honours,hope to support hiswellearned rank, and provide for an ennobled posterity ?
. It isfrom
the enemies of his country, therefore, that he hopes to wrest the means
of comfortably sustaining those honours, which he has gained at their
expence.
As tothe commonseamen and mariners, the natural motives
of dislike to the naval service, are in their breasts far more effectually
combated by the hopeofprizemoney,
than by all the other inducements that are or canbeproposed to them. The nautical character
is peculiarly of a kind to be influenced by such dazzling, but preca,rious
pr0spects.l

..

ATTACKSON ENEMY
EXPORTS,
NOT IMPORTS
With this encouragement of capturesfor their ownsake,
however, there was undoubtedly coupled a desire to cut down
the enemy’s trade. But this desire, too, has to be conceived in
a strictly mercantilist spirit. To inflict military injury on
the
enemy, either directlyor indirectly, was not-at least not to any
notable extent-the object
of the interference with his trade.
On the contrary, the primary object was that of waging commercial war against him, i. e., of depriving him of a source of
gain, or, in other words, beating him off the field ; and, parallel
with this, it was aimed to extend a country’s own trade-which
could be done, and was constantly attempted, at the expense,
not only of the enemy country, but also of neutral countries.
This brought it about that the establishment of ablockade
dealt the latter a much harder blow than is the case at the
present time. The intention was t o prevent them from receiving
any profit either fromthe enemy countryor from other countries,
and so far aspossible to expel them, as well as theenemy, from
1 Stephen, War in Disguise: or, the Frauds of the Neutral Flags (Pigott, ed.,
London, 1917), pp. 106-7.
D2
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sources of gain which had previously been open to them. It is
perhaps not altogether clear whether considerations
of this nature
influenced some of the measures of the recent blockade. But
however that may be, it is true that such a policy has no connexion'whatsoever with the blockade of the enemy as such, but
may be pursued, as actually happened a hundred years ago,
purely as an end in itself. The objection to the proposition
that 'free ships make free goods'
was rooted inthis object much
more than in the inclination to encourage captures for their
own sake ; for as goods belonging to subjects of enemy countries
wereliable t o seizure on neutral vessels, theneutrals were
prevented from takingover the traffic which the enemy himself
had been able t o carry on before he was driven from the sea,
as the BritishhistorianLecky has well observed.1And this
was still more the case with the fourth of the great disputed
questions concerning the law of war at sea, namely, that of
commerce nouveau, or, in British terminology, the rule of 1756,
the wording of which, as elaborated by Britishjurists, was that
' a neutral has no right to deliver a belligerent from the pressure
of his enemy's hostilities, by trading with his colonies in timeof
war in a way that was prohibited in time of peace.' " h i s principle prevented the neutrals from pushing theirway either into
the enemy's coasting trade or-and this was more importantinto what might be regarded as a special form of coasting trade,
namely, trade with the enemy's colonies. I n time of peace both
naviof these were jealously guarded preservesof the trade and
gation of the home country ; but in timeof war the belligerent
power that was debarred from the sea willingly turned them
over to neutrals withthe double objectof maintaining the traffic
and of preventing it from falling into the handsof the enemy.
The characteristic difference between the policy of that time
and the policy of to-day is that, when the masters of the sea
a centuryagotried
to preventneutralsfromcarryingon
a
certain kind of trade, their object was not to kill that trade
altogether, as is the case nowadays, but toseize it for themselves.
1 Lecky, History of Englancz in t k Eighteenth Century (original library edition,
London, 1882), vol. IV, p. 157.
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It is therefore indisputable, as the neutrals complained and as
Stephenhimself admits, that Britishvesselswereallowed to
trade with France, while neutral vessels were overhauled and
seized.1 In fullaccordwith this and withmercantilist trade
policy, it was sought fist and foremost to cut off all kinds of
exports from the enemy to theneutrals, especially if they competed with those of the home country. In complete contrast
with the efforts of the recent war, the endeavours of that time
were aimed, onthe one side,at getting ridof the excess of export
goods inthe home countryand, on the other side, at preventing
the enemy from selling his products. This was in part due to
the fact that apprehensions were always felt of low prices on
these goods in the home country and also of high prices in the
enemycountry.On
the oneside,therefore,
the whole of
Stephen’saccountispermeatedbyanxietylest
the price of
British colonial goods should decline as a result of their being
kept out of the continentalmarketsbyFrench
and Spanish
colonialgoods. In previouswars,according to hisview, the
British home market, ‘relieved by a copious exportation from
temporary repletions,’ gave them
(the colonies), ‘in its large and
ever-advancing prices, some indemnity forthe evils of the war,’
while at thattime, according to his statements, the prices were
sinking on the Continent in consequence of the importation of
goodsfrom the enemy’scolonies.On
the otherhand,he is
dominated by dislike of the idea that the same neutral trade
should provide access to America of the textile and iron goods
of the Continent in competition with those of Great Britain
herself. What troubled him, therefore, was not that the Continent should get colonial goods, but that it should get them
from the enemycolonies,which,like the mothercountryitself,
should becut off from exports, he thought,
but not from imports.
Finally,therefore,all
this implies that nocutting-off of
imports to the enemy could come into the line of the policy
pursued. It denotesmerely an effort to placethoseimports
under the control of the naval power itself, so that thecountry
Holm, Danmurk-NorgesudenrigakeHistorie
1876), vol. I, p. 231 ; Stephen, op, cit., p. 170.

fra 1791 til 1807 (Copenhagen,
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might thereby give preference, so far as possible, to its own
products and thoseof its colonies, and also so that it might take
over tradeandnavigation
with the enemymainland.
The
latter consideration, however, took a secondary place, as Great
Britain often had need of neutral shipping to supplement her
own overworked mercantile marine ; and it is especially noteworthy that the neutrals’supply of the enemy’s (e. g., the
French)market with the belligerent’s (e. g., Britain’s) own
products was an allbut self-evident matter,against which
there was really no objection to raise from a British point of
view. Manifestly,
such a blockade policy diverged fundamentally from that of the recent World War.
The only substantial exception to this general tendencyand even that a very partial one-concerned import goods of
purely military importance, that is too say, military supplies,
naval stores, and sometimes, at least in principle, foodstuffs for
the enemy’s fighting forces on land and sea. These items were
emphasized by Pitt, for instance, in the great speech which he
delivered before the House of Commons on February 2, 1801,
immediately before hisretirement,indefence
of the policy
of maritimeblockade that he had introduced. In the actual
execution of the policy, however, it is difficult to find any
marked traces of this ; and, significantly enough, it was coolly
stated in Parliament, in 1812, that the clothing of the French
army came from Yorkshire, and that ‘ not only the accoutrements, but the ornaments
of MarshalSoult and his army ’
came from Birmingham. The reservation was made, however,
that they had notbeen ordered directly by the French government !
It may be remarked in passing that Edward 111, four and
a half centuriesearlier,hadalreadygiven
licences for the
exportation of corn to the enemy, though the ruling thought at
that time was that of procuring revenue for the Crown.2
1 Stephen, op. cit., pp. 60 et seq., 90, 196, et al. ; Emory Johnson and others,
History of theDomestic and Foreign Commerce of the United States (Washington,
1915), vol. II, p. 23 ; Parliamentary History, vol. xxxv, p. 916 ; Hansard’s Parliamentary Debates, vol. xxm, pp. 8, 423.
2 Brodnitz, E n g l i d e Wirtsckzf&geschidte (Jena, 1918), vol. I, p. 140.
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COLONIALTRADE
The colonial trade, which at that time was conducted in all
countries onthe lines of the Old Colonial System, deserves special
attentionin this connexion. The fundamentalidea of that
system was that the mother country and the colonies should
constitute an economic whole, with a strict division of labour
between them, so that the mother country alone supplied the
colonieswith the industrialproducts and otherthings they
needed, and in exchange received alone, or practically alone,
the raw materials, precious metals, foodstuffs, and stimulants
that thecolonies produced,all with national vesselsand through
nationalmerchants.
In this case,therefore,notonlywere
exports to the colonies regarded as economically profitable to
the mother country, but the same also held good of imports
from the colonies.Accordingly,
it wasconsideredagreat
triumph if acountrysucceeded,bymeans
of the maritime
blockade, in conveying the products of enemy colonies also to
its own shores, and at the same time in preventing those products from competing with the products of their own colonies
on the mainland of Europe, A greatmany,not to say the
majority, of the controversies that arose in those days regarding
the matter of the commercialblockade,especially in Great
Britain and America, turned precisely on the question of colonial
trade, whichalso quantitativelyplayedasurprisingly
great
partinthetotal
commercialintercourse of the sea-trading
countries,especiallythrough
the re-exportation of colonial
goods that arose out of it. Thus,according to the so-called
' official values ' in the statistics of trade, the British exports
of foreign goods (which means substantially colonial goods) rose
uninterruptedly in the course of the revolutionary wars from
21 per cent. of the total in 1792 to 3f4. per cent. in 1800. Likewise, the French re-exportation to Europe of goods from the
West Indiesimmediat.elybefore the Revolutionwas greater
than the whole of French exportation of domestic staple products of the textile and liquor industries, On the other hand,
the transit trade of the United States in French, Spanish, and
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British West Indian products increasedprodigiously during the
same period, representing in 1806 avalue of no less than
$60,000,000, or one and ahalf times the value of the exports of
the domestic goods of the United States.l

TRADING
WITH

THE

ENEMY

Such, then, were the purposes that the policy of blockade
was intended to serve. But as has already been mentioned, the
curiousthing about its practicalapplicationdid
not lieexclusively in this alteration of its objects, but also in the fact
that the policy actually pursued was in reality quite diKerent
from that which held good on paper. To some extent this was
true of the measures that pertained strictly to thelaw of war at
sea, especially to blockades ; but t o a still greater extent it was
true of trading with the enemy. The prohibition of this was
regarded, especially in Great Britain, as an indispensable principle of international law and was therefore rigorously maintained on paper ; and this notion was also strengthened by the
desire of every country to mark the moral gulf that should
separate itsown subjects from the enemy, or, as thephrase ran,
‘ t o prevent treasonable and improper intercourse’.2 But there
was not the slightestidea of carrying out this fundamental
principle in practice. With almost grotesque force the contrast
between theory and practice is brought out in one passage in
Stephen’s book in which he discusses the objection that might
be raised against his pleadings
in favour of measures against
neutral trade, namely, that they would plunge Great Britain
into war with the then neutrals and thereby
impede her exports.
He goes on t o say :
Is it asked, ‘ Who would afterwards carry our manufactures to
market ? ’ I answer, ‘ Our allies, our fellow subjects, our old and new
enemies themselves.’ Inthe last war (1778-1788”whenSpainand
Great Britain were enemies) nothing prevented the supplyingof Spanish
America with British manufactures, in British bottoms, evenwhen they
1 Haneard, vol. IX, app., col. xv ; Levaasem, Histoire dea classes ouwi2res, &c.,
avant 1789, vol. II, p. 654 note ; Johnson and others, op. cit., vol. II, p. 20.
e Stephen in the House of Commons, Mar. 3,1812, Hansard, voL XXI, p. 1136.
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were liable to confiscation by both the belligerent parties for the act,
but that thefield of commerce was preoccupied,and the markets glutted
by the importations under neutral flags.
But would I advise a tolerationof these new ' modes of relieving the
hostilecolonies ' ? Its toleration would not be necessary. Even your
own hostilities would not be able to overcome the expansive force of
your own commerce, when delivered from the unnatural and ruinous
competition, of its present privileged enemies. You might often capture
the carriers of it and condemn their cargoes ; but the effectwould
chiefly be to raise the price upon the enemy, and the difference would
go intothe pursesofyour[prize-taking]seamen.Theprizegoods
themselves,wouldfind their way from your colonies into the hostile
territories.1

It would be difficult to find a more typical example of the
capacity to ' make the best of both worlds'. The legal principle
of prohibiting trade with the enemy was constantly maintained,
while at the same time fullprovision was madeforexports
above all t o the enemy, which according to the deeply rooted
ideas of the time was of vital interest to thecountry. The same
combination of incompatible views is revealed in almost every
utterance that has come down from that time ; and when the
w
lliexisted, it was not difficult to find means forits realization.
One of these meanswas the system of licences, of which Stephen
says that ' papal dispensations were not more easily obtained
in the days of Luther '. Another means was the system called
' neutralization,'wherebyvessels and cargoes that in reality
belonged to one or another of the belligerents were declared on
sworn-that is to say, perjured-evidence, to belong to neutrals.
These tactics-which, however, were sometimes turned against
the belligerents themselves, and in such cases were combated
both by the law courts and by the supporters of the official
policy-were employed on a
strictly business basis, commonly
with a commission of 1-2 per cent. for the firm that handled
the transaction.EspeciallyEmden,in
East Friesland,which
belonged to Prussia and was consequently neutral, was a centre
for transactions of this nature, and there were loud complaints
against British marine insurance firms which bound themselves,
1 Stephen, War in

Disguise, p. 168.
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against a special premium of 1 per cent., not to urge the legally
valid plea against the enemy origin of the cargoes, which by law
always involved the invalidity of the insurance. Besides this,
moreover, there always remained the possibility of winking at
an illegal practice which there was no intention of preventing ;
and it is characteristic of the situation that in the year 1794
Swedish captains openly declared tothe
British
customs
officers that their vessels were bound for a French port.
Trading with the enemy also appears as a fairly self-evident
practice in nearly all accounts
of the commercial conditions
then prevailing. This is revealed, for instance, by the British
trade statistics themselves, whichshow that the share of the
enemycountries, France and the Netherlands (northern and
southern), in the total exports of Great Britain declined only
from 15 to 13 per cent. in the years 1792-1800. This, too, is
conclusive evidence in support of Stephen’s proposition a s t o
the impossibility of war measures adopted by Great Britain to
the end of overcoming the expansive force of her own trade.l
Following this hasty sketch of the general character of the
maritime blockade policy of that time, it seems expedient to
the development of those measures
show in a more concrete form
during the years from the intervention of Great Britain in the
revolutionary wars in 1793 down t o the Peace of Amiens in 1803.
It contains, indeed, a good deal which may be of value, not only
in throwing light on the general situation at thattime, but also
in furnishing a backgroundfor what was t o come later.
1 Stephen, War in Disguise, pp. 39, 70 et seq., 169, et al. ; Rose, vice president
of the Board of Trade in the House of Commons, March 3,1812, Hansard, vol. XXI,
p. 1122 ; Mahan, Influence of 8ea Power upon the French Revolution and Empire,
1793-1812 (London, 1893), vol. 11, pp. 252 note, 309 ; The Laws of England (Halsbury
ed., London, 1W7),8.8. Aliens, vol. I, pp. 311 -12 ; Wahlstrom, op. cit., pp. 62-3. I n
this connexion it may not be irrelevant to referas a parallel toa well-known passage
in the Pickwick Papers (oh. 40) : ‘What, am I tounderstandthatthesemen
earn a livelihood by waiting about here to perjure themselves before the judges
of the land, a t t h e r a t e of half a crown tt crime ! ’ exclaimed Mr. Pickwick, quite
aghast a t t h e disclosure. ‘Why, I don’tknowexactlyaboutperjury,
my dear
sir,’ repliedthelittlegentleman.
‘ Harshword,mydear
sir, veryharshword
indeed ! It’s a legal fiction, my dear sir, nothing more.’

MARITIME BLOCKADE
BRITISHMEASURES(1793-1802)
The measuresadopted at the beginning of the maritime
blockade in 1793 exhibitmarkedresemblances to the corresponding measures adopted during the recent World War, and
are therefore of especial interest and importance. As early as
February 14, that is to say, a fortnight afterthe outbreak of the
war, GreatBritainauthorized the capture of all vessels and
goodsbelonging to France ; and in the following month she
proceeded to work.OnApril
4 sheproclaimed all hermost
advanced principles concerning the law of war a t sea, and on
June 8 she introducedthe most famousof her measures, namely,
the instructions of 1793, whereby fleet commanders and privateers mereauthorized ‘ to stop and detain all vesselsloaded
wholly or in part with corn, flour, or meal, bound to any port in
France or any port occupied by the armies of France ’,with the
understanding that theBritish government would purchasethe
cargo withthe proper allowances for freight, called ‘pre-emption’.
This measure tookthe formof a plan to starve out France. Count
Axel von Fersen, the chivalrous young Swedish noblemanwho,
as is well known, was oneof the most active alliesof the French
imigris, had emphasized this, as early as April 29, in a letter
addressed to theRegent of Sweden, Charles Dukeof Sodermanland ; and in a notification of the measure addressed to the
Baltic powers, especially oneto Denmark in July, Great Britain
justified her June instructions in a manner very similar to that
in which the policy of starving out Germany was justified during
the recentwar. The notificationdeclared that the warwas
being conductedin a manner contrary to theprinciples of international law, that France had no recognized government, and
that thecorn trade had been taken over by the French authorities themselves, that is to say, had become an actof the enemy’s
own government ; and, finally, the blockade against imports
was represented purely as an important means of forcing the
enemy to makepeace. Lars vonEhgestrom hit the mark in
describing the tendencies of that time-as alsothoseof the
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World War-when he wrote that the struggle ‘ had passed into
a kind of political war of religion ’.
A genuine blockade of the importation of foodstuffs into
France might therefore have
been expected, that is, a ‘ starvingout scheme ’ similar to that of the World War. I n a way such
a plan might even have
been made t o harmonize fairlywell with
the continental economic policy of that time, at least until the
French Revolution ; for as a matter of fact, the prevailing note
on the subject of foodstuffs continued to be thepre-mercantilist
tendency to prevent exports, rather than the mercantilist one
t o encourage domestic production by hampering imports
and
facilitating exports. As has been already mentioned, however,
Pitt’s justification for the seizures was not based onthis notion,
but onBritain’s own quitetemporary need of foodstuffsaccording to Lars von Engestrom’s statement ;1 and evidence
of how deeply rooted the notion of the inexpediency of preventing imports to the enemy was is furnished by the fact that
the ensuing developments did not at all follow along the lines
which were indicatedin the first measures. Only fourteen
months afterwards, on August
18,1794, the previously cited
article in the June instructions of 1793 was repealed, and this
meantthattheimportation
of corn intoFrance was again
permitted. It is true that in thefollowing April a new attempt
was made t o put the instructions of 1793 into force, but this
was done chiefly with the object of forcing the United States
into a ratification of the celebrated Jay Treaty of 17%. “hat,
however, wound up the whole of this episode, so that throughout the entire period of the twenty years that still remained
before Europe obtained a lasting peace, not a single attempt at
starving out France was made, so far as we know, nor were
there any furtherefforts to stop her importson the part of the
power that had thecommand of the sea. Against only one small
country, Norway, did Great Britain occasionally make use of
her ability to prevent the introduction of supplies, for reasons
which will be discussed in due time.
In contrast with these sporadic attempts to prevent importa1 See

p. 33.
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tion into France, the regulation of the trade with the French
and Spanishcoloniescontinuedthroughout
the war, that is,
until the Peace of Amiens in180.2; and this became the startingpoint of the events that were to takeplace duringthe period of
the Continental System proper. Here, too, there was a certain
amount of waveringon the part of GreatBritain, but the
general principles were maintained with a consistency wholly
different from that shown in the other case. A beginning was
madewith the celebratedinstructions of November 6, 1793,
which aroused the particular animosity of the neutrals, especially the United States, for the reason that they prescribed the
captureofall
vesselscarrying the products of the French
coloniesorconveyingsupplies
to them.Shortlyafterwards,
however,thesedraconicorderswererevoked
as aconcession
to the United States, and their place was taken by the new
instructions of January 8, 1794. Theserestricted the order
concerningcapture to vesselsproceedingdirectlyfrom
the
West Indian colonies of the enemy to a European port ; and
this, in turn, openedup the possibility of a so-called ' circuitous
voyage ' via some neutral extra-European port, that is t o say,
primarily an Americanport,butalsopossiblyaDanishor
Swedish colonial port. Nevertheless,
it was provided that the
products of enemy colonies should have become
neutral property
inorder to beloaded, and that blockade-runningvessels,
as well as vessels conveying naval stores or munitionsof war to
the enemy colonies, would be liable to capture. These regulations were further modified bythe new instructions of January,
1798, which both abolished the requirement that the colonial
goods should have become neutral property
and also, and above
all, permitted direct traffic to a European port, that is, a port
belonging to the British Empire or to the home land of the
neutral vessel. This stipulation in favour of a British port is
of especial interest in that it furnishes evidence of the British
design to attract to
Great Britainthe trade even inthe products
of enemycolonies. As Admiral Mahan has rightly remarked,
it was an outcome of the effort characteristic of the old colonial
system to create in the home country a staple or entrepdt for
colonialgoods.
In point of fact, the instructions of 1798
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remained in force until
the termination of the revolutionary
wars in 1802.1
In comparison with the treatmentof neutral shipping inthe
recent war, these ordersdo notpresent a verystrict appearance ;
for at the present time the belligerent that is dominant on the
seas tries to cutoff practically every sort of neutral intercourse
with the enemy over such waters as it commands and even, to
some extent, overotherwaters.Butonemustnot
overlook
the fact that privateering, which it was in many ways almost
impossible to distinguish from piracypure and simple, and
even the private interests of the crews of war-ships in effecting
captures, brought about an arbitrariness and a brutality in the
treatment of maritime commerce which is unknown to-day.
This has been copiously illustrated by the recently deceased
Danish
historian,
Professor Edvard Holm, whose account
undeniably gives one the impression that the trials and
troubles
of neutral trade, even during the first years of the revolutionary
wars, in practice exceeded even those of the present time, even
though its chances of profit, as far as we can judge,were greater.
Nevertheless, the actsof the belligerents during those first years
were almost deeds of mercy in comparison with what was to
come ; and thenew departure was the work of the new French
policy. Like most of the measures of the French revolutionary
governments, the measures against maritimetrade were marked
by a combination of violence and impotence ; but they were
so far explicable because the British application of the laws of
war at sea rendered French navigation all but impossible. As
usual, the principal sufferers in the end were the neutrals, and
this time the measures of violence against them were carried
to the most extreme limitthat had yet been reached.
1 Martens, Recweil des principux truitia (2d ed., Gottingen, 1826), vol. v, pp. 596604; Annual Register, 1793, State Papers, pp. 176 et seq.; Stephen, op. cit., p. 175note,
18 et seq., 33 ; Holm, op. cit., vol. I, pp. 106-15, 171 et seq. ; Mahan, op. cit., vol. 11.
pp. 233 et seq. ; also, Sea Power in its Relations to the War of 2822 (London, 1905),
vol. I, pp. 27, 89-90,93; WahlstrGm, op. cit., pp. 10 et seq., 62-3, 99,126; Bassett, The
Federalist System, 2789-2802, in T?be American Nation : A History (New York and
London, 1906), vol. II, pp. 122-3, I29 ; Klinckowstrom, Le C m t e deFersen et la
w u r deFrunce (Stockholm, 1878), vol. E, p. 419; Lars von Engestrom, Minnen
och anteckningar (Stockholm, 1876), vol. I, pp. 235 et aeq.
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FRENCH
MEASURES(1793-1799)
At first the measures of France had been considerably milder
than those of Great Britain ; and this was natural enough in
view of the fact thatFrance stood ingreat need of the help of
neutrals.By a lawpassedonMay
9, 1793-thatis to say,
before the British instructions of June 8, but after the declaration of April 4-the Convention orderedthat all neutral vessels
conveying foodstuffs to an enemy port or carrying goods belonging to the enemy should be captured and conducted into
a French port. Such vessels were
to be fair prizes, and their
cargoeswere to bepurchasedonbehalf of France. But the
French purchase regulations themselves were more favourable
to the neutrals than the corresponding British ones ; and at
the same time it was declared, in the same way as afterwards
under Napoleon, that the orders would be abolished as soon as
the enemy on his part granted the unrestricted importation of
foodstuffs into France.
At first the practice, too, was milder on the French side.
Gradually, however, French policy turned completely around ;
and it was not long before the new tendency acquired official
form.On July 2, 1796(Messidor14,year IV), the Directory
categorically declared in an ordinance of only a few lines that
British methods wereto be applied againstthe neutrals in every
respect. The culmination, however, was reached in the notorious law of January 18, 1798 (Niv6se 29, year VI), which laid
down that the nationality of a vessel should be determined by
its cargo, so that if any vessel was carrying goods of any kind
coming from Englandor its possessions, nomatter who was the
owner, this fact alone should justify
the confiscation, not onlyof
these goods, but also of the vessel itself and its entire cargo,
Moreover, any vessel that had touched at a British port was
forbidden to put in at any French port ; and earlier it had
alreadybeenmadeapractice
to seizevesselsboundfor
a
British port.
It would have been difficult to go farther ; and this time
actionswerenotmilder,
but stillmoreviolent, than words.
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From thetwo years orso during which the law of Niv6se was in
force come all the wildest examples of high-handed procedure
on the partof belhgerents onthe seas. It was especially Scandinavian vessels that were exposed to this reign of terror, while
the only important neutralpower besides Sweden and Denmark
and Norway,namely,
the UnitedStates,beganwhat
was
practicallyaprivateering
war againstFrancewithoutany
formaldeclaration of war. The Frenchlawcame
into force
without any preliminary warning, so that vesselswhich had
sailed without knowledge of its provisions fell helplessly into
the hands of captors ; and once seized, their chances of escape
were very small indeed. With the importance that British
industry had now acquired, in fact,it was almost impossible for
a vessel to sail without having on board some article of British
origin ; and it was not a t all necessary that thesearticles
should constitute its cargo, in the strict sense of the term, t o
seal its fate. A woollen blanket on the skipper’s berth, a few
sacks of British coal for the ship’s stove, British earthenware
used by the crew, the British metal buttons of the skipper’s
coat, etc.,weresufficient to lead t o confiscation. Indeed, the
old Hamburg economist Biisch givesus in one of his last
works, that bearing the exquisite title of Ueber das Bestreben. der
Volkerneuerer Zeit, einader in ihrem Seehandel rechtwehe zu
thun (1800), such an example as this : Oncewhen a French
captor, quite exceptionally, did not succeed in finding anything
Britishonboardacaptured
vessel, two of the sailors were
bribed to disclose the alleged fact that the
skipper had had a pair
of Englishboots
which hehad
thrown overboard on the
approach, of the captor ; and that, says Biisch, was enough to
bring about the confiscation of the carg0.l I n a suit against
five Danish East Indian vessels bearing rich products obviously
of Danish origin, the captors succeeded in having the cargoes
condemned on the ground that Lascars included in the crews
were British subjects ; and in other cases vessels and cargoes
were condemned on the ground that the former had been built
in a British shipyard and had been bought after the outbreak
Biisch, StZmmtZiche Schriflen iiber die Harutlung (Hamburg, 1825), POL V,
pp. 278-9.
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of the war-in spite of the fact that the vessel was a French
prize and had beensold toits then Danishownerby
the
French captor.
Justice was indeed a parody. Those
who acted as judges
were ordinarily the consuls inthe most important haunts of the
privateers,with whom they oftenactedincollusion;nay,
someof them were themselves ex-privateers or even still cornmercially interested in the captures-an example which one of
Xapoleon’s governors was destined to follow in the fullness of
time.1 The abuses increased to such an extent that they cornpletelyoutgrew the control of the weakgovernment of the
Directory. On oneoccasion,forexample,Reubell,one of the
members of the Directory,informed the Danishminister in
Paris that a French prize court had condemned and caused to
besoldfor the benefit of the captor,aSwedishvesselwith
a cargo destined for the French government itself. Moreover,
the privateers worked into each other’s hands in various ways.
Thus oneof them might rob a neutral vesselof its ship’s papers
in order that another might seizeit with impunity ; for without
papers its condemnation was certain.
What is peculiar in the policy of the Directory, and at the
same time significant for the ensuing developments, is the fact
that it had the effect of aFrenchself-blockade. It is indeed
manifest, as Admiral Mahan points out, that the power which
was excluded from the sea was the one which really had need
of the neutrals for the procurement of its supplies, and which,
therefore, from a purely material pointof view at least, had the
most to lose by a courseof violent action against them. ‘ Every
blow against a neutral,’ he says, ‘ was really, even though not
seemingly,ablowforGreatBritain.’During
the period of
scarcely two years in which the law of Niv6se was in force, it
practically did away with
that neutral trade and navigation with
France which was to some extent independent of Great Britain.
Neutral vessels,in fact,did not venturethere, so that even
during the year 1798 their coasting trade in France declinedby
Cmreepondmce de N a p o l h zer (Paris, 1858-l869), no. 18,491 (Feb. 8,
1812).
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two-thirds and their foreign trade with the same country by
one-fourth. Moreover, the obstacles that Frenchcaptures
placed in the way of freenavigationbrought
it about that
neutrals in general were pushed back ; and this, of course, was
anadvantagetoGreat
Britain, whichwas enabledbyher
command of the sea to protect her tradingvessels by means of
convoys. The latter obstacle in the way of neutral shipping
was of less importancethanthe
former, however, because
the two neutral Scandinavian states also fitted out convoys in
common on the basis of the League of Armed Neutrality of
1794. This had excellent commercial results, at least for
Denmark, but the French policy caused it to be of very little
receive any
benefit to France. Nor didthelattercountry
compensations whatever for its own shipping, for according to
the Directory's own declaration, in 1799, the British blockade
had been maintained so strictly that not a single vesselwas
sailing the seas under a French flag.
It was therefore quite natural that Napoleon, as early as
December, 1799, that is, shortly after his accession to power,
should repeal, or cause to be repealed, the law of Niviise and
revive the more moderate regulations of 1778 (law of Frimaire
23 and ordinance of Frimaire 29, year VIII) ; and at the
beginning of the following year he did away with some of the
worstabuses in the administration of prize-courtjusticeby
instituting a Supreme Prize Court in Paris. I n principle, however, hislater policy was to be a faithfulreflection of that of the
Directory, as will be shown in due course.1
Lois"et actes, &c., vol. M, pp. 52-3 ; Bulldin des lois, &c., 2d ser., bull. 178,
no. 1,678; bulL 235, no. 2,118; Martens, op. cit., 2d ed., vol. v, pp. 388-9, 398-9; vol.
VI, pp. 743-4; Biisch, O P .cit., chs. VEI-IX 6 Holm, OP. tit., pol. I, pp. 69, 1754,195,
222 et seq., 232-50,258,266-7,307,
313; Mahan, Influence of 8ea Power, &c.,
vol. II, pp. 219-20, 243 et seq., 255 et seq. ; Bassett, op. cit., pp. 220-21. For the
whole of this part of the subject, cf. also Soderqvist, op. cit., pp. 18-49; Report
of the Fourth Special Committee of the Swedish Becond Chamber for 1902, no. 8, pp.
54-61 ; The Armed Nevtralitie-s of 1780 and 1800, edited by James Brown Scott
(CarnegieEndowmentfor
InternationalPeace,Division
of International Law.
New York, 1918) ; Hugo Larsson, Xverigesdeltagande i den viipnade neutraliteten,
1800-1801 (Lund, 1888) ; C h o n , Guataf I V Adolf och den europeiska &ken under
Napoleon (Stockholm, 1913).

CHAPTER I11
CONTINENTALBLOCKADE
THEContinental System originated, therefore, on the one
side, in a blockade that followed the general lines of mercantilist
trade policy, especially onthe part of France, and, on the ather
side, in a maritime blockadedominated by the sameideas
which proceeded from Great Britain but was imitated in still
more intensified forms by France, where, owing to the British
mastery of the seas, it acquired the character of a self-blockade.
To complete the antecedent conditions of the Continental
System, consequently, there is onlyone feature lacking; but
it is the feature which has given the policy itself its name, that
is, the combination of the European countries to the exclusion
of Great Britain, which,supposing that the sameconditions
heldgoodasbefore,
means a common self-blockadeof the
Continent as against Great Britain.
This feature did not becomesignificant until the time of
Napoleon, for until then theexternal means of exercising power,
as well as the great politicalpersonality it demanded,were
still lacking ; but recent Napoleonic research has taken great
pains to demonstrate that it wassignificanteven during the
precedingperiod. From the beginning of history the cornmunity of nations has always looked upon commercialcountries
with a certain jealousy and suspicion ; and in this respect, as
has already been said,lperJideAlbion inherited the feelingwhich
had once been fosteredagainst its rival, the United Netherlands,
This feeling was further intensifiedby theunpalatable experiences
of both enemies and neutrals during the incessant wars, on
account of Great Britain’s ruthlessly applied methods of naval
warfare, There is nothing surprising, therefore, in the fact that
plans were formed for the exclusion of Great Britain, What is
remarkable, on the contrary, is the fact that nobody, so far as
is known, has yet succeeded in showing the existence of any
See p. 32.
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such plans other than those emanating directly or indirectly
from French sources. Examples of thiskindhave
a great
interest of their own ; but they are too patent to call for any
detailed investigation.
As earlyas 174'7 we know that proposalswere brought
forward in the French Bureau de Commerce to unite France,
the HanseTowns, Prussia, and the Scandinavian
powers for the
purpose of crushing themaritime power of GreatBritainprobably a mereincidentin
the long-standingAnglo-French
consequence of the
duel.1 But it was not until after and in
outbreak of war between Great Britain and France in1793 that
this tendency acquired any lasting
significance. The attitude
took one or another of two forms, according to circumstances :
either all the continental countries were regarded as commercially dependentonEngland,andthereforeas
necessary
objectivesin the militaryand economic war waged bythe
French republic against its foremost enemy ; or else, contrariwise, they all had the same interest in crushing the power of
England and were thus the naturalallies of France.
The attitude appears in the first of these two forms in a
great speech which the Girondist naval officer, Kersaint,
delivered in the Convention on January1, 1793-that is to say,
before theoutbreak of war-and
in which heexhorted his
countrymen, with the usual revolutionary
eloquence, t o face
the struggle with the whole world. I n his opinion, France alone
hadher
own industryand
wealth, while Spain,Portugal,
Holland, and the Italian republics worked largely with British
capital and British goods. The New World and Asia, he said,
were likewise economically dependent on Great Britain ; nay,
even the trade of Denmark ( L e . , Norway), Sweden, and Russia
in naval stores was made possible by the co-operationof British
capitalists. ' One cannot find on the face of the globe,' he
declared, ' any lucrative branch of trade which has not been
exploited to the profit of that essentially shop-keeping people.'
In consequence of this, he argued, the injuries inflicted on ,the
states of the Continent fell finally on Great Britain, for whose
Schmidt, LCG a d - d w h L de Berg, p. 418.
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benefit that economic life was carried on, a view which Napoleon
was afterwards destinedto push to the extreme. Asia, Portugal,
and Spain were regarded by Kersaint as
the most important
markets for British industry, and they were to beclosed to
Great Britainby being opened to therest of the world ; Lisbon
and Brazil were to be assailed ; support was to be given to the
old adversary of the British in India, Tippoo Sahib, &c.l
Thus Kersaint not only passed over the United States, the
undiminished importance of which for British trade does not
appear to have been fully recognized in France, but also disregardedGermany andthe Europeanmainlandproper,
as
distinguished from the coastal and peninsular fringes referred
to above. As arule,however,Germanywasafactor
of considerableimportanceintheseefforts.
To beginwith, the
prohibition of 1796 againstBritishgoodswasextendedin
March, 1798, to the left shore of the Rhine,whichwas then
unitedwith the Frenchrepublic ; and this prohibition was
applied with a strictness which, in an account of the situation
writtenin 1798 and ascribed to Napoleon,wasalleged
to
presage (tbaucher) the ContinentalSystem.2For
the rest, it
was mainly a matter of paper pr,ojects and pious wishes, not of
effectivemeasures, and the majority of themconcerned the
German North Sea littoral. Here,
as a rule, it was the other
side of the policy that was turned outwards,that is, the common
interests of all the continental states againstGreatBritain.
A writer of Germanbirth, Ch. Theremin, whowas later to
serve Napoleon in various posts in Germany, published in Paris
in the year I11 (17944) a pamphlet with the significant title
Intkrdts des puissances continentales rehtivement d t’dngleterre,
in which the afterwards well-known doctrineof the natural and
inevitable conflict between Great Britainand the Continent was
developed at length, and the hostility of the other continental
states to France was shown consequently to be contrary to their
Le Noniteur, Jan. 3, 1793 ; Sorel, 01). cit., vol. 111, pp. 244-5.
Cornmentairea de NapoZdon l e r (Paris, 1867), vol. 111,p. 413. As the eesay
is not included in the Correspondance, the authorship of the Emperor does not
appear to be above doubt.
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own best interests. A year or two later, at the beginning of the
Congress of Raskdt in1797, plans were made to bar the mouths
of the Elbe and the
Weser to the British; apd at the same time
it was proposed, in a paper now preserved in the archives of the
French Foreign Office, that Hanover and Hamburg should be
transformed into a republicalliedwithFrance,
which afterwards was to be joined with the great North German rivers by
an extensivesystem
of canals. Aside from its strategical
advantages, it was thought that this would establish a commercial combination which would lead to increased sales for French
goods and to an embargoon British industrial products.
In
the sameyear (1797) thisproject called forth arefutation
published by an anonymous German ' citizen of the world ',
who turned out to be a true prophet in his exposition of the
futility of all efforts to shut out the British. In his opinion,
which subsequentexperience was destined fully t o confirm,
the Brit,ish, under the protection of Heligoland, would divert
their trade to Tonning in Holstein and thereby ruin Hamburg
and Bremen. He also.reminded his readers thatthe prohibitory measures of the French republic against British goods
had so far led to nothing more than an immense system of
smuggling.
It was precisely Hamburg that was the central point of the
earlyFrench efforts to excludeEngland. TheFrenchenvoy
there,Reinhard,the
son of a Swabianclergyman, spoke as
early as 1196 of the necessity of preventing the importation of
British goods, the exclusion of which from the French market
alone he considered at that time sufficient to ruinEngland.
At the beginning of 1798, however, shortly before his removal
t o Tuscany, Reinhard-chiefly, it is true, in order to protect
theHanse Towns, the prosperity of which hehad several
reasons to promote-emphasized the necessity of combining
all the continental states in such a policy of exclusion. That
object would be attained through the active
co-operation of
Denmark and Prussia with the passive support of Russia ; but
that would not be possible so long as only the Hanse Towns
took part, for in that case the goods might come in across
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Holstein, that is to say, from the Danish side, through Altona,
which was quite close to Hamburg.
About the time of Reinhard'sdeparture,in
1798, there
arrived in Hamburg an emissary from the Directory's Minister
of Police charged with
the mission of combiningthe many French
republicans there in the adoption of measures against British
trade. This agitator,awell-knownJacobinnamedLdonard
Bourdon, aroused the horror of the Hamburg city fathers by
assemblinghisfellowcountrymen
and exhortingthem
to
boycott British goods and also to act as spies upon the commercial activities of GreatBritain.Moreover,
the draconic
Frenchprohibitionson the importation of British goods, to
which wehave alreadyreferred,lhadeffect outside the boundaries
of France.ThusReinhardspeaks
of the consternation that
the prohibitions of 1796 aroused in the Hanse Towns, which
had been wont to supply France with those goods.2
The importance, forthe general policyof the French revolutionary governments, of all of these plans for the exclusion of
Great Britain from the European Continent, forms, as one may
easilysurmise,aprincipalthemeinSorel'sbook.3
He seeks
to show that the Frenchprogramme of foreignpolicy-the
' natural frontiers ' (the Atlantic Ocean, the Rhine, the Alps,
and the Pyrenees)-necessarily involved a recognition of these
conquests onthe partof all other powers, and that theacquiescence of Great Britain could not be enforced except by attacks
on her trade ; and that this, in its turn, could be effected only
by a continentalblockade, ' a. formidable and hyperbolical
measure, out of all proportion to the object that necessitates
it, but nevertheless the only one that can be adopted '. One
See pp. 31-32.
Zeyaa, Die Entstehung der Handelshmmern und die Industrie am Niederrhein
wiihwnd der franz6sischen Herrschafi (Leipzig, 1907), p. 94 ; Schmidt,, Le Granddmhd de Berg, pp. 339 et seq. ; ServiBres, L'Allemagne franpise aou8 Napoldon Ier
(Paris, 1904), pp. 128-9; Wohlwill, Neuere Geachichte der Freien und Hansestadt
Hamburg in8beaondere von 1789 bis 1815, in Allgemeine Staaten-GeschicMe (Got.ha,
1914), Abt. m, Werk x, pp. 181 et seq., 197,202 note 2 ; also, Franleredch und
Norddeutschland vm 1795 bis 1800, in HistoriscAe Zei&hrifl(1883), pp. 824-5.
3 Sorel, op. cit., POI. IV (1892), pp. 176, 183, 213, 266 et aeq., 359, 387 et aeq.,
392, 464 ; vol. v (1903), p. 102.
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need not accept the logic of this argument as irrefutable-the
point about the imperative necessity of British recognition of
the new conquests seems particularly weak-to
admitthat
such thoughts must have occupied the minds of the French
politicians who, under various names, guided the destinies of
fiance during the six or seven years that intervened between
the outbreak of war in 1793 and Bonaparte's definitive accession
to power in 1799. Therecan be no doubt,therefore, that
notions of that characterhadlain
at the foundation of the
majority of the legislative measures previously treated. Thus
Lecouteulx, the representative who in 1796 reported to the
Conseil des Anciens upon the legislative proposal for the exclusion of British goods, justified the measure on the ground
that the flags of France and her allies floated from Emden to
Trieste, and that almostall theports on the coasts of the
European oceanwereclosed to GreatBritain.
Consequently,
he concluded, ' we must put an end to the voluntarysubsidies which consumers of British goods are paying to that
country l.'
Withregard to foreign policy proper, Sore1 hasbrought
forward a multitude of examples bearing witness to the same
tendency, some of the more significant of which may be mentioned here. Thus about 1794 Caillard, a French diplomatist,
proposed that the Continent should be closed by a series of
alliances. ' From the Tagus to the Elbe,' he declared, ' there
is no point on the mainland where the British should be allowed
to set foot.' In 17'95 efforts were made to hand Portugal over
to Spain, in order thereby ' to deprive England of one of her
most valuable provinces ' ; and the closing of the continental
ports was nowto affect the whole coastline from Gibraltar to the
island of Texel, outside the Zuider Zee. The same tendencies,
moreover, determined French policy with regard to Naples and
Belgium. In the early part of 1797 Haugwitz, the Prussian
1 Le Noniteur, Nov. 4, 1 7 9 6 ; Mahan, Influence of Sea Power, t c . , vol. II,
pp. 248 et seq. Dupont deNemourscombated the proposal, as might have been
expected of an orthodox economist ; but when the President announced that the
motion of Lecouteulx had been carried another member exclaimed : ' Nous sommes
sauvb ! ' Le Honiteur, Nov. 6 (Brumaire 16).
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foreignminister,wrote
in amemorandumintendedfor
the
Russian government that there could be no doubt as to the
intention of the Directory to seize the coast of the North Sea
as far as themouth of the Elbe, as itsplans were known to be
to isolate England, separate her from
the Continent and exclude
her shipping from the ports of the Mediterranean, the Atlantic
and the North Sea. About the same timethe American minister
inLondonreported-incorrectly
at the time, it is true, but
evidently in accordwithcurrentrumours-thatFrance
had
demanded the cessation of trade between the Hanse Towns and
England and, its demand having been refused, had recalled its
ministerthere.1 The BalticSeawasalso to beclosed to the
British in 1795by playing Swedenand Denmark against Russia,
which for the moment was on friendly terms with Great Britain.
But the most characteristic example of all these forerunners to
the policy of Napoleon can be found in the instructions (cited
by Sorel) to the French envoy at The Hague, dated Fructidor
6 and 7, year I11 (August 234, 1795). Thisdeserves to be
cited verbatim :
The alliance with Holland offers the most important result of all,
namely, to exclude the British from the Continent, to shut them out
in war time from Bayonne to north of Friesland and from accessto the
Baltic end North Seas. The
trade with the interior ofGermanywill
then return to its natural channels.
Deprived of theseimmense
markets, harassed by revolts
and internal disturbances which will be
the consequence,Englandwillhavegreat
embarmsments withher
colonial and Asiatic goods. These goods, being unsaleable, will fall to
low prices, and the English will find themselves vanquished by excess
(vuincus pur tubondunce), just as theyhad wished to vanquish the
French by shortage.

...

In this utterance the familiar policy of strangling exports
findsclearexpression, and its agreementwith the whole of
Napoleon’s motivesfor the Continental System is very striking.
1 Preuasen und Frankreich von 1795 bis 1807, in Publieationen aua den
K . PreussisckenStaatsarchiven, VI11 (Bailleu ed., Leipzig, 1881), vol. I, p. 113 ;
Mahan, Injluence of Sea Power, t c . , vol. II,pp. 2476. Admiral Mahan, however,
appears to believe in the truth of this altogether unfounded rumour, for the facts of
which of. Wohlwill, Neuere Ceschic&e, t o . , pp. 161, 188-9.
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An excellent parallel, for instance, is exhibited by the boastful
survey that was laid before the Corps Zkgishtif in 1807.l But
this process of thought must also be examined in connexion
with the views of the French revolutionaries, afterwards taken
over by Napoleon,as t o the implications and foundationsof the
economic strength of Great Britain ; and the instructions of
1795 thus formaconvenienttransition
t o thatinstructive
chapter.
1 See

infra, p. 74.

CHAPTER IV
ECONOMIC POSITION OF GREATBRITAIN

‘ THECauses of

the Rise and Decline of Cities, Countries,
and Republics,’DieUrsachendes
Auf und Abn,ehmensder
Stddt, Lander und Republicken-to quote the title of a book
by the Germanmercantilist, Johann Joachim Becher-have
always formed,and still form, a very obscure chapter
in economic
history, and one which has been far from fully elucidated by
economicinquiry.During the period with which we are now
concerned the stability of the position of England as the leadingmaritime and colonialnation, after the relativedecline
of the Netherlands,formedaconstantsource
of speculation
and doubt, It was perhaps naturalthat this mistrust was
most prevalent in French circles, and particularly among the
French revolutionaries ; for to those who had been trained in
the school of Rousseau it was necessarily quite obvious that an
organization so completelydetachedfrom the land was unnatural and, therefore,notdurable-all
the more so for the
reason that physiocracy, so far as itsinfluence was to be taken
intoaccount at all,mightalsolead to the sameconclusions.
The hollowness of the Englisheconomicsystem
is also the
burden of the oftenquoted officialspeech in whichBrissot,
the leader of the Girondists, on January 12, 1793, laid before
the National Conventionthe whole argument in favourof a war
with England, in terms which were to be re-embodied in the
final declaration of war. ‘ We must tear asunder,’ he declared,
‘ the veil that envelops the imposing colossus of England. .
When the well-informed observer regards this imposing scaffold
of Englishgreatness,heisable
to penetrate to itsinternal
vacuity,
Say, then, if it will not be an easy matter to overturn a power whose colossal stature betrays its weakness and
calls for its overthrow.’ 1

..

-

t

. ..

Le Yonitew, Jan. 16,1793.
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Thisrepresentation of ‘ perfidiousAlbion ’ as a colossus
with feet of clay is of frequent occurrence, whether it signifies
merely what people wished or what they actually believed, orwhat is most likely-something
betwixt and between. I n
Napoleon, too, it was based on a general economic conception,
namely, that a country’s trade is of slight value in comparison
with its industry and agriculture ; and this could not fail to
react on his conception of the strength of the foremost commercial nation. The well-known French chemist, Jean Antoine
Chaptal, Minister of the Interiorunder the Consulate, and
afterwards closely connected with the industrial policy of the
Empire, describes in his memoirsNapoleon’s dislike of merchants, who only exchanged goods, he said, while manufacturers
produced them, and who with a turnover
of a million gave
employment to only two or three assistants, while manufacturers with the same turnover supported five or six hundred
families, And that Chaptal is here correctly reporting Napoleon’sconception-which,
in that case,would
notgreatly
diverge from that which is still popular-seems all the more
probable when one considers the perfect coolness with which
the Emperor from the very firstprophesied that theContinental
rule, such
System would ruin,under his directorindirect
commercial towns as Lyons, Amsterdam, and Rotterdam.]

BRITISH
NATIONAL
DEBT
But the belief in the instability of the position of Great
Britain arose not only from general economic conceptions of
thisnature,but
also from numerous actual conditions and
developments whichcould not but denote the beginnings of
economic decay. It cannot be sufficiently emphasized how long
people had believed they had seensigns of this. One of the
most important of these signswas the rapid increase in the
British national debt during the time with which we.are concerned-especially when considered in the light of the generally
Chap&& Hes eouve?oirs Sur Napozdon (Paris, 1893, but written shortly after
1815), pp. 274-9 ; Lettres inkGtesde Nupolion l e r (Leoestre ed., Paris, 189?),

no. 134.
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current notion that such a development must inevitably lead
to nationalbankruptcy. The economic literature of England
herself during the eighteenth century is full of Kassandra-like
prophecies as to the impending ruin of the state owing to the
augmentation of its liabilities. In fact, LordMacaulaysays
in a well-known passage that, with the exception of Burke, no
author since the founding of the English debt had perceived
the securitywhich the generaleconomicdevelopment of the
country provided against these dangers. Especially interesting
in this connexion is AdamSmith’sgloomyrepresentation of
the state of affairs, the view of the European national debts
presented inthe Wealth of Notiom being throughout remarkably
pessimistic for so optimistic a writer. In Adam Smith’s opinion,
the funded debts ‘ will in the long run probably ruin all the
great nationsof Europe ’,as they had already steadily
weakened
them. Andeventhoughhebelieves
that England,owing to
her better system of taxation, is in a better position than most
countries to stand the strain, he warns his readers ‘ not even
to betooconfident
that shecouldsupport,withoutgreat
distress, a burden a little greater than what has already been
laid upon her ’.
When this was written, in 1775, the funded Britishdebt was
$124,000,000, and the war with the American colonies, which
intervened between the first and third editions of the Wealth of
Nutions, servednearly to double that amount.WhenGreat
Britain plunged into the revolutionary wars at the beginning
of 1793, in fact, her national debt amounted to ~230,000,000.
Afterwards the war was financed to such an extent by means
of loans that the funded debt for Great Britain and Ireland at
the time of the Peace of Amiens, in 1808, hadrisen.to whatwas,
for the conditions of that time, the truly astounding sum of
~50’7,000,000-a fpre the significanceof which is perhaps best
made clear when one reflects that the funded debt of England
at the outbreak of the World War in 1914 amounted to no more
than ~587,000,000. Underthesecircumstances AdamSmith’s
warning could not fail to make an impression ; and indeed we
find it employed as a mainweaponagainstGreat Britain in
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in 1796 with the significant title, The
Decline and Fall of the English System of Finance. The author
was the well-known republican and free-thinker, Thomas Paine,
who had someyearspreviously
fled to France and become
a member of the National Convention. In the French journalism of the perioddealingwith this subject,which has been
sketched by an English woman historian, Miss Audrey Cunningham, an impending British state bankruptcy figures as a fairly
self-evident prospect in the future. This is especially the case
in a very measured paper, Des $names de Z'Angletewe, written
in 1803 by theFrench Zittkrateur, Henri Lasalle, and reproduced
by Miss Cunningham in extens0.l
It is true that we must beware of overestimating the importance of these views. It would be hard to discover, as a
matter of fact, anything morehopelessly shattered than the
finances of France herselfduring the Revolution ; and her
capacity to develop a great military power, despite the most
thorough-going national bankruptcy, might rather be expected
to have implanted doubts as to far-reachingpoliticalconsequences arising from financial difficulties. But the thoughts of
leading French statesmen did not move inthat direction.
Whether because of sincere conviction or because of the effect
on public opinion, therefore, it became in due time an axiom
of Napoleon that his finances both in war and in peace must be
managed as much as possible without loans ; and his ministers
of finance, greatly against their will, had consequently to
resort to the most dubious means of raising funds-not only
increasing the annual deficits in the national budget, but also
sanctioningmeasures
of downrightdishonesty
against the
purveyors to the state-rather than negotiatepublicloans.
Thus the accumulation of debt represented to Napoleon, a t
leastofficially, the one great danger to a state's existence.
a pamphletpublished

1 MacauLsy, History of Englad (1st ed., London, 1855), vol. IV,ch. XIS, pp. 327-9;
Burke, Observations on a kzte publication i7ttituled The Present State of the Nation '
(1769) ; Adam Smith, op. cit., vol. II,pp. 396, 4074,414-16 ; The National Debt,
2786-1890 (Blue Book, C. 9010. London, 1891), p. 72; Kiesselbach, op. cit., p. 70
note; "iss Cunningham, British Credit in the Last Napoleonic War (Cambridge,
1910)s pp. 17-1 8,27 et s q .
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From the pedestal of publicfinancial virtue he could then
condemn the heavily indebted GreatBritain ; and henaturally
did not neglect the opportunity to do so.
But thebelief in the dangers of piling up debt were scarcely
due to this contrast alone, the deceptiveness of which can
hardly have escapedNapoleon'snotice.
It wasalsorooted,
we may be sure, in a deeper conviction, namely, in the notion
of the artificiality, the unnaturalness, of the economic system of
Great Britain, in comparison with the well-grounded prosperity
of France, Especially typical of the French view is a passage
inBrissot'spreviouslycitedspeech,inwhich
he says that
England had nosecurity-'
not a single hypothec '-to offer
for her loans, while France, to begin with, had three milliards
in properties recovered by the Crown, as well as in the riches
of the land and of industry, ' the enormous resources which
have
long since been consumed by the claims of British ministers '.
The fact that these ' hypothecs ', which formed the guaranty
of the French paper currency (assignats), had already, at the
time of Brissot's speech, allowed the currency to decline to onehalf of its nominal value, and did not prevent it from sinking
to less than one three-hundredththereof, didnot serve to destroy
the belief in their importance for the national credit. The intangibility of a credit system like that of Great Britain caused
French observers quite honestly to doubt its staying power;
and, as usual, this held good of Napoleon quite as much as of
the revolutionary politicians. As a matter of fact, Napoleon's
amateurishness in dealing with matters of credit is revealed in
practicallyeveryline he wroteon that subject and is also
confirmed by the evidence of the people around him.1
Correspndance : CommunicationsregardsWnmcesandt'heBanquede
France ; e. q., on the former, no, 21,020 (Dec. 19, 1813) ; on the latter, no. 6,040
(Apr.15,1802), no. 14,305 (Sept. 8, 1808), nos. 16,438,16,448,16,471 (May 6, 9,
15, 1810) ; Mollien, Mdmdres g u n ministre du bhor pdEic, 1780-1815 (Gomel ed.,
Paris, 1898), POI. II, pp. 411-33, 465 et seq., et d. Less weighty in this connexion
are the utterances of the great speculator Ouvrard,Mdmoires Bur 8a vie et sea diversea
oplrationa JinunciZres (Paris, 1827), POI. I, pp. 73, 135,195,201 ; G. Weill, Le
jnancier Ouvrard, in Revue Historipe (Paris, 1918), POI. 127, p. 47; Sorel, op. tit.)
POI. VI, pp, 212,242, '
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BRITISH CREDIT SYSTEM
To all this, however, must be added the fact that there were
not lacking signs calculated to arouse genuine doubts, even in
fairly penetrating observers, as to thedurability of the British
system of credit. The maincause of this was the Bank Restriction Act of 1797, whereby the Bank of England was released
from the obligation to redeem its notes, an obligation which it
did not resume for a period of twenty-two years. Thus Great
Britainhad a paper currency throughout the whole of the
revolutionary andthe
Napoleonicperiods.
That this was
a great and unexpected blow,especiallyforadmirers
of the
British credit system, is fully substantiated by what Mollien,
Napoleon’s future minister of finance, writes about the matter
in his Mkmoires d’un ministre du trkscvp public. The fact is that
Mollien, through impressionsreceived partly fromTurgot’s
most faithful collaborator,Malesherbes, and partly fromhis
father, a French manufacturer, was entirely dominatedby
economicliberalism, and that to a far greater extent in the
English form, as embodied in Adam Smith, than in the French
form as embodied in physiocracy. I n his memoirs, which were
begun in 1817, but which were founded, according to his own
statement, onalmost daily jottings,herefers
to the strong
impression which the British Bank Restriction Act had made
on him when he was a man of forty and experienced both as
a financial official and asa practical manufacturer. Inasmuch as
the Bank of England was solvent, he believed that it was in
a position to meet its liabilities without loss to its creditors ;
but in that case, he says, its notes would decline in value, the
BritishExchequer would have to close,&c. ; and he adds :
‘ Those who have long prophesied disturbances and ruin for
England have never had greater reasons for their gloomy forebodings.’ The remarkableness of the situation madesuch an
impression on Mollien that at the close of the following year
he went so far ast o make a flying journey of observation to the
enemy’s territory, zria Germany, with the Wealth of Nation8 as
his only c0mpanion.l
Mollien, op,- cit., vol. I, pp. 185 et sq., &c.
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During the first decade of the British paper currency, that
is, from 1797 to about 1808, the depreciation of the bank-notes,
as measured by the price of bullion and the rates of foreign
exchange,wasonly
intermittently (principally inthe years
1800-2) of any very great importance.During that period,
therefore, there was no great danger to be seen in theirredeemability of the notes, and least of all any danger to the public
finances of Great Britain or to hercreditsystem in general.
But ideas onthis subject beingas thoroughly mistyas theywere,
it is perhapsalmost natural that the situationshould have
been misunderstood. In Great Britain not only the politicians,
but also the bankers and business men, obstinately refused to
recognize any real depreciation of the notes,evenwhen
it
became, in the course of time, very considerable. In France,
on the other hand, the people, under the influence of the woful
history and far-reaching injuries done by their own assignuts,
saw a peril .overhanging England in the mere existence of an
irredeemablepapercurrency.Thecontemporary
literature
previously cited laaboundswith suchviews ; and during his reign
Napoleon never failed to boast it as absolutely inconceivable
that a governmentso extremely well organizedas his should ever
have to fall back upon such a disastrous expedient as the use
of 'paper money, 'the greatest foe to the social order (l'ordre
social),' of which ' the history of all times confirms that its
fatal experiences occur only under emasculated governments'.2
But all this could at the mostshow the weakness of the
economic position of Great Britain, and thus inspire a general
hope of success in the struggle against such an 'enemy. It had
apparently no direct connexion withthat special kind of tactics
in commercial war which is called continental blockade. Such
aconnexiondoes not appear until wecome to consider the
importance that the trade of Great Britain, and especially her
exports to theContinent, were regarded as having for hercredit
system, and in general the conception of the effect of the continental connexions on British currency.
2

See p. 62.
Correa.pondam, nos. 9,929 (Mar. 5, 1806), 14,413 (Oct. 25, 1808), 21,020

(Dec. 19, 1813), Bcc.
1588.43
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EXPORTS
AND WAR O N

THE

CONTINENT

I n this respect, too, Kersaint’s previously cited
speech of
January 1, 1793, is significant, as was pointed out as far back
as 1850 by the first historian of the Continental System,Kiesselbach, and has been emphasized in our own time by theEnglish
historian, Dr. J. Holland Rose. ‘ The credit of England ’, says
Kersaint,‘restson fictitious riches. Therealriches
of that
people arescattered everywhere and essentially mobile.On
her own soilthe national wealthof England isto befound almost
exclusively in her Bank, and the whole of that structure is
supportedby the prodigious activity of hermaritime commerce.’ With such an idea it was evidently easy to arrive at
the thought of ruining the whole credit system of England by
an attack on her trade. The same line of thought-the dependence of the credit system on foreign trade-is followed more
completely in several papers of French authorship referred to
by Kiesselbach andmadethe
subject of an interesting investigation by Miss Cunningham. The writer was a Chevalier
De Guer (or Deguer), who had gone to England as a Royalist
hnign? and had there made
a special study of the British system
of finance. He is of especial interest in this connexion, for the
reason that Napoleon, in a letter of 1803, expresses great
satisfaction with hiswork, and desires from him a more detailed
account of the position of British finances. On the whole, he
regarded that system as well worthy of imitation,even as
regards the circulation of bank-notes, but at the same time he
believed that it had certain weak points. H e brought out his
results, for the enlightenment of his countrymen, especially in
a paper entitled Essai sur le crddit commercial comme m q e n de
circulation, which was originally printed in Hamburg in 1801,
but was afterwardsreprintedinFrance,andalsoinother
articles, one of which Napoleon caused to be inserted in his
official organ, Le Moniteur, for 1803.
The discussions in question were connected especially with
the questions of the gold reserve of the Bank of England and the
British rates of exchange ; and these connexions are of great
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interest here. As everyoneknows, Great Britain supported
the struggle of the Continental powers againstFrance by means
of subsidies of varying magnitude. From the beginning of the
revolutionary wars down to the Peace of Amiens in 1802, the
sum total of these subsidies, accordingto the official statement,
amounted to about $14,300,000, including one loan
of $4,600,000
to the Roman Emperor in 1’795. The total amount of extraordinary payments on the Continent, however, was much larger
than that, exceeding ~41,000,000 for the three years 1194-6
alone. The ability of Great Britain to continue these subsidies
during the later phase of the Napoleonic wars, supplemented
by her ability to maintain her own troops on the mainland, was
manifestly one of the points in the economic position of Great
Britain which, politically speaking, was bound to take a foremost place in the eyes of the French statesmen. It was important, therefore, to see how strong the connexion of those subsidies was with the British system of credit.l
In this respect,also,AdamSmith’srepresentation
of the
case is highly illuminative. In his famous criticism of the mercantilesystem as he conceived it, he is led to discuss the
question-whichis
also wellknown in connexionwith the
recent war-as to the importance of gold reserves for carrying
on war and consequently also as to their necessity for British
paymentson the Continent. He thus gets an opportunity to
show that the expenses of war are defrayed ‘ not with gold and
silver, but with consumable goods ’, and that these goods may
beacquiredbyexportingfrom
the belligerentcountrysome

Rose, Nupoleon and British Commerce (1893), reprinted in Napoleonic &diu
(London, 1904), p. 167; also in his chapter on ‘The Continental System ’ in Th
CambridgeModern History (Cambridge,1906),vol. IX, p. 363 ; C o r r e s d n c e ,
no. 6,611 ; Kieaselbach, op. cit., oh. III; Miss Cunningham, op. cit., oh. IV; Porter,
The P r ~ r e s sof the Nation (new ed., London, 1851), sec. IV, oh. IV, p. 507 (on the
basis of a return to the British Parliament in 1815) ; Tooke, A Hktury of Prices
Jrom 1793 to 1837 (London, 1838), vol.I, pp. 208-9 ; Hawtrey, The Bank Re&ri&n
of 1797 in the Economic Journal (1918), vol. XWI, pp. 52 et seq., rept. in Currency
and Credit (London, 1919). oh. XVI. The figures of Mr. Hawtrey (p. 56) a p e with
those of Tooke, if they are takento include the loan to the Emperor, though theyare
said to exclude it. The total of Tooke (€42,174,556) is wrong
by one million, aocording to his own figures. I hare followed him withthe necessary correction,not having
had access to the Purlialnentary Paper from which he securedhis data.
F2
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part either of ' its accumulated gold and silver ',. or of ' the
annual produce of its manufactures ', or of ' its annual rude
produce '. After a clear discussion of the first of these alternatives, he lays it down that ' the enormous expense of the late
war (Seven Years War) must have been chiefly defrayed, not
by the exportation of gold and silver, but by that of British
commodities of some kind or other ' ; and he makes the
weighty
observation that, as a consequence of this, the exportsof Great
Britainhadbeenunusuallygreatduringthe
war, without
yielding any corresponding imports in return. But in so far as
payment for thecontinental warwaseffected
bymeans of
precious metals, ' the money of the great mercantile republic,'
thosemetalsmust
also have been purchasedwithBritish
export goods, since neither the accumulated bullion reserves
nor the annual production of gold and silver was anything like
sufficient to cover the huge sums in question. I n general, therefore, he concludes that it is the exports of England that enable
her to wage war on the Continent, and chiefly the exports of finer
and more fully manufactured industrial articles, which are able
to bear high transportationcharges. ' A country whose industry
produces a great annual surplus of such manufactures, which
are usuallyexported to foreign countries,maycarryon
for
many years a very expensive
foreign war, without exporting
any considerable quantity of gold and silver, or even having any
such quantity to export.' Adam Smith also describes how this
works out in practice. The government arranges with a merchant to remit thenecessary supplies to the theatreof war, and
the merchant,inorder to establisha claim there, sends out
goods either to that country or to another country where he
can buy a draft on the f0rmer.l
To what extent this in itself absolutely conclusive statement-the capacity of which to throw light on the Continental
System has not,to my knowledge, been observed-rightly leads
to the conclusion that the exports of GreatBritain were a
necessary pre-condition for hercapacity t o carryona
war
against France on the mainland, is a question which must be
1

Adam Smith, op. cit., vol. I, pp. 407-11.
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entirelyreservedfor later discussi0n.lTheonlything
it is
necessary to point out here is-how very obvious such a consequencemust have seemed. In DeGuer’swritings,
as summarized byMiss Cunningham,that conclusion is reached without
reference to Adam Smith, it is true, perhaps without his being
known and, inany case, .withoutany of his lucidity of thought.
De Guer pbints out that, when war was waged in Westphalia or
the Netherlands a hundred years earlier,
as in Marlborough’s
ti.me,England had nodifficultyeitherinprovidingher
own
troops with what they required or in paying subsidies, for she
could send goodsthere and thereby obtain balancesto her credit
on the spot. But as the Belgian ports had nowbeenclosed,
and the theatreof war had also been movedto theUpper Rhine
and the Danube, great credit difficulties had arisen in
the paying
of subsidies. Thus De Guer’sway of putting thingsmight
inspire still greater hopes than that‘of Adam Smith as to the
difficulty of maintaining the continental war if the exports of
the subsidizing power werecut off from the Continent. Indeed,
the French Ziittdmteur seems to have simplified the problem to
the extent of having left outof account whatis called ‘ triangular
trade ’, which means that the exports to one country are used
in order to buy drafts on, Le., to pay debts to, another country.
With such a conceptionthe mere closingof the Continent might
seem sufficient for the purpose, even if British trade asa whole
were left undisturbed.
In his practical conclusions DeGuerapproaches the view
that Adam Smithundertook to controvert.WhenEngland
cannotpaysubsidies by exportinggoodsabroad, the consequences, in De Guer’s opinion, will be one or the other of the
following : either she must export gold ; and with the great
circulation of paper currency within the country, as contrasted
with the small increase ofits supplies of metallic currency, this
exposes all the note-issuing banks to the danger of collapse ;
or, on the otherhand,shemustneglect
to exportprecious
metals ; and as she has not sufficiently large balances to her
crediton the Continent to correspondwithherpayment
of
See pt. IV, ch. IV.
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subsidies, the ratesof exchange will then go against her to such
a n extent as to be ruinous to
hertrade.
As usual, external
phenomena, more or less correctly conceived, here affected the
train of thought. There had been a heavy decline in themetallic
reserves of the Bank of England (almost down to ;Ii1,000,000)
which had led to its suspending payments in February 1797 ;
and the attention excited by this event seems to have overshadowed the fact that the reserves only the next year rose
again t o ;Ii6,500,000, or even $7,000,000, and that during the
following years, despite considerable fluctuations, they never
again went down to the point where they were at the time of
the suspension of payments. TheBritishrates of exchange,
especially on Hamburg, had fluctuated violently,and had been
particularly ' unfavourable ' t o England, as has already been
partially hinted,l inthe years 1794 and 1800-1801 ; and thiswas
popularly connected withthe great paymentson the Continent,
which undoubtedly coincided to some extent in timewith these
consequentlyvery easily
phenomena.2 De Guer'sviewwas
explained ; to what extent it was correct, is a question which
does not appertain to this stageof our inquiry.
What does concern us here, on the other hand, is the excellentbasisfor
an attack onBritishexportscreatedbysuch
a theory. On the onehand, the conception of the rates of
exchange and the supplies of precious metals, as effects of the
balance of payment abroad, and, on the other hand, the conception of the general solvency of Great Britain as dependent
on the bullion reserves of the banks, had carried people forward
(or back) to a justification of the old mercantilist trade policy
on a much strongerbasis than before. For thecommercial policy
of the mercantilesystemalsobuilton
the doctrine of the
balance of trade, on the 'danger of ' insufficient weight in the
scales of trade '; but in the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries,
unlike the Napoleonic period, therehad been nosystem of
note circulationwith
a metalliccovering
which might be
assumed to be ruined by an unfavourable balance of payments.
1 see p. 42.
Tooke,

op. eit., vol. I, pp. 197-207, 239-52 ; vol. II,p. 384.
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EXPORTS
OF GOLD
Such trains of thought were certainly not foreign to Napoleon, as will appear from his observations at a later period, to
be treated in their proper place
; but inthe main it may be said
that he was dominated by simpler economic notions. Judging
from his own utterances, as well as from the evidence of his
assistants, indeed, we cannot easily doubt that, thanks to his
contempt for the ideologues, he was stillin the pre-mercantilist
orbullioniststage,whichsawsomethingunfortunate
for
a country in the exportation of the precious metals and good
fortune in the importation of gold as such. Thus, for instance,
in a highly characteristic letterof Nay 29, 1810, to Gaudin, his
Minister of Finance,Napoleonwriteshowsmugglingwith
England is to be arranged. ‘My object’, he says, ‘is to favour
the exportation of foodstuffs from France andthe importation
of foreignmoney.’ In another letter, of April 3, 1808, to his
brother Louis of Holland, he gives instructions as to how to
export gin to England by means of smugglers,ending in the
bullying apostrophe: ‘ They must pay with money, never with
goods,never,doyouunderstand
? ’ In accordancewith this
idea licences were issued which authorized voyages to England
againstexportsfromthere
of gold and silverinspecie and
bullion, but nothing else; and in a report
to theEmperor dated
November 25, 1811, Gaudin gives as the object of the licensing
system ‘the extraction of metallicmoneyfromEngland, the
exportation of French goods, and activity in our ports.’ His
colleague,Mollien,alsomentions as an explanation of an extremelycuriousbusinesswithenormousadvancesfrom
the
French treasuryto the financiers, whose business,on
thecontrary,
would have beento advance the taxes(lesfaiseurs de service), that
.a thing of that kind could never have taken place unless those
gentlemen had undertaken to obtain precious metals from the
Spanish colonies, which were regarded as being of incalculable
value.1 With such a conception, the war against British exports
justified itself as soonas it caused Great Britainto export gold,

f

C m m p d n c e , nos. 16,508,13,718; Servi&ws,op.cit., p. 13% note 3, pp. 1389; Mollien, op. cit., vol. I, p. 493. The letter to King Louisis printed in the
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Onemightbeinclined,beforehand,
t o doubt Napoleon’s
interest in these questions, but such a view would be an immense mistake. What was at once the strength and the weakness of Napoleon wasthat he wished himselfto understand every
detail of his government better than any of his assistants, and
this isparticularly true as regardsfinances. I do not know
whether this is a characteristic trait of the French revolutionaries in general,but the same feature, as a matter of fact, is to
be found in Bernadotte, concerning whom Trolle-Wachtmeister,
an acute Swedish observer, tells us in his diary (1816) that the
then Crown Prince did not at all dispute the possibility that
Sweden had three hundred moreefficient soldiers than he, but
declared that with regard to highfinancehewouldyield
to
nobody, as hehadlongmade
it asubject of specialstudy.
Possibly this was simply an imitation of Napoleon, with whose
remarkable financial measures the later efforts of his old rival
hadmanypointsincommon.
It iscertain that Napoleon’s
fantastic but immenselylaborioussummaries,oftenmadein
the field and always by his own hand, of the tables given him
byhisministers
of finance,reveal an almostinconceivable
attention to precisely these questions, although the results bear
no proportion to his toil or his ingenuity. A,study of his letters
easily reveals this, especially when
it is observed from wherethe
writingsdate.Mollien’smemoirs
are a runningcommentary
on the same tendency. He says that ‘ two monthsof discussions
incouncil and privateconferences,whichwerealmostdaily
repeated at Paris or Saint-Cloud after the return of the Emperor
from the banks of the Niemen (in 1807), had not exhaustedthat
curiosity, that passionfordetails,whichhe
felt especiallyin
questions of finance. His imagination created at every moment
new combinations of figures, which he took for the creation of
new resources. His errors of this kind were the more difficultto
confute because the Q r e s in which he expressed them gave
to the mistakes the appearance of mathematicalverities.’
Corrapndance from the Mdmoires de Ste-HQlne, and is dated from a place where
the Emperor arrived only a fortnight later; but there does not appear to be any
reason for doubting its authenticity.
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Consequently, it is not at all unlikely that Napoleon ascribed
to hisnotionson the creditsystem and the preciousmetals
a decisive influence on hisgreat policy against England.'

ECONOMIC DISLOCATIONS
Probably, however, other matters also played a part.

One

of these was the ratherself-evident ideawhich has already been

incidentally mentioned, viz.,that of causing dislocations in the
economic life of England, especially in her industry. He caused
one of his penmen, d'Hauterive, in a paper published in 1800,
De l'ttat de la France d Za J;n de l'an V I I I , to dwellon the
thoroughdivision of labour,onwhich
the economiclife of
England was built, as a specially detrimental circumstance in
every ' sudden change in
the channels of trade ', to use Ricardo's
famous expression. As far as wecanjudge, it wasespecially
unemployment, and consequent labour unrest, that Napoleon
hoped to bring about in England through his policy
of exclusion.
At any rate, it is a fact that few matters in his own domestic
policy occupied his thoughts to the extent that this did. The
system of grants which he introduced forthe benefit of industry
in the crises of 1807 and 1810-11 he justified withhis usual, and
in this case very sensible, lack
of sentimentality in a letter which
he addressed onMarch 27,1807, t o his Minister of the Interior,
Champagny, on the ground that he was anxious not; to save
certainbusinessmenfrombankruptcy,
but to prevent great
numbers of workmen from being without work ; and for the
opposite reason no helpwas to be obtained for handicraftsmen
and petty manufacturers on whom only a few workmen were
dependent. Mollien,who entertained an orthodox laisseg-faire
dislike of this entire system of grants, also describes in detail
how a large wool manufacturer, Richard Lenoir, who was in his
opinioninsolvent,succeededinobtaining
a loan of 1,500,000
francs owing to thefact that he was the owner of a largefactory
inone of the mostpopuloussuburbs of Paris,Faubourg St.
1 Trolle-Wachtmeister,Anteckningar och minnen (TegnBr ed., Stockholm, 1889),
vol. n,p. 74 ; Mollien, op. cit., vol. II, p. 155, et at.
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Antoine. And Chaptal, whoseviews scarcely ever coincided
with Mollien’s, tells us, in full accordance with this, that the
Emperor said to him : ‘ I fear these disturbances based on lack
of bread : I should have less fear of a battle against 200,000
men
HowNapoleonpictured
to himself the purely external
workings of the ContinentalSystemappearsperhapsmost
distinctly from the already cited Survey of the Position of the
Empire on August 24, 1807, which the Minister of the Interior
laid before the Corps Zkgislatzf. This purports t o be a picture
of the workings of the system ; but as the latter had scarcely
yet been put into execution at that time, it is mainly useful as
giving evidence concerning its purpose.

’.

England sees her merchandise repulsed from the whole of Europe,
and her vessels laden with useless wealth wandering around the wide
seas, where they claim to rule as sole masters, seeking in vain from the
Sound to the Hellespont for a port to open and receive them.l

It now remains to be seen how this policy was put into
execution, and what effects it involved.
vol.

Correapondance, no. 12,187; Ballot, loc. cit., vol. 11, pp. 48-9; Mollien, op. cit.,
19-25 ; Chaptal, Mea souvenirs, &kc., p. 285 ; Correspondance, no. 13,063.
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PART I1
ORIGIN AND EXTERNAL COURSE OF
THE CONTINENTAL SYSTEM

CHAPTER I
COMMERCIAL WAR BEFORE THE BERLIN DECREE
MILITARYWAR (1799-1802)
As everybody knows, the accession of Napoleon to power
at the close of 1799 did not lead to generalpeace,certainly
not to peacewithGreat Britain; and the tendencieswhich
have beendescribedaboveconsequentlycontinuedonboth
sides. The principal novelty was an increased activity on the
part of the neutrals, resulting in the organization of the League
of Armed NeutralityinDecember,
1800, betweenSweden,
Denmark, and Russia,withPrussia as a somewhat reluctant
fourthparty. It wasbased on the sameprinciplesas
the
Armed Neutrality of 1780, but with further guaranties against
capture under blockade, in the form of a provision for previous
warning on the part of the war-ships on guard, and also of a
prohibitionagainst the searching of tradingvesselsunder
convoy, The impulse had beengiven by the fact that the
Scandinavian convoys had been continued even after France
hadannulled the law of Nivase in December 1799, as has
already been mentioned; and consequently it is apparent
that thenew League was directed mainly against Great Britain,
Theconsequence of this was asuccession of encounters with
British war-ships ; and in September 1800 Great Britain was
guilty of an act of unusually flagrant aggression, when British
privateers just outside the port of Barcelona seized a Swedish
vessel and, under the protection of its neutral flag, succeeded
in capturing the Spanish ships lying there at anchor,
TheLeague of the Neutrals thus became an extremely
welcome moral and politicalsupportforNapoleonagainst
Great Britain ; and some of his earlier utterances concerning
the cutting-off of the Continent from England are due to its
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short career. For instance, we have his pronouncement to his
necessity of
assistant,Roederer (December 1800), astothe
' blockading the English on their island ' and ' turning to their
confusion that insular position which causes their insolence,
their wealth, and their supremacy '.l Napoleon already posed
as a champion of the freedom of the seas, and in a treaty with
the United States, signed in 1800 and ratified in 1801, he laid
down the same principles ashad been championed by the
Armed Neutrality. But, as is well known, the Armed Neutrality
came to an end after some few months with the murder of the
Czar Paul I and the Battle of the Baltic, in March and April
1801 ; and the only result of the action of the neutrals was
an Anglo-Russian navigationconvention (June 5/17 of the
same year), with the belated and somewhat reluctant adhesion
of Denmark and Sweden. By this conventionGreatBritain
succeeded in establishing the principle that free ships should
not make free goods, and that war-ships, but not privateers,
should be allowed to search convoyed trading vessels, in return
for the abandonment, in theory, of the paper blockade and for
restrictions in the definition of contraband, which was further
limitedby an agreementwith Sweden in 1803. Napoleon,
however, followed up his plans of cutting off England in other
Rose,
quarters bymeans of what the Englishhistorian,Dr.
making use of an expression of Napoleon himself, has called
his ' coast system ', that is to say, the adoption of the French
policy of the 'nineties of excluding Great Britain from access
to the mainlandbymaking
himself master of its coastsin
some form or other. After Austria had concluded formal peace
a t Lun&ville, in February 1801, therefore, first Naples and the
Papal States, and later
on in the yearGreatBritain's
own
ally, Portugal, had to acquiesce in the closing of their ports
to the British.
This phase of the blockade policy came t o an end fairly
Sorel, L'Europe et la rkvolution franpise, POI. VI, pp. 22-3 ; Holm, DanmarkNorges Histurie fra den store nordish Kriys Slutning til Rigernes Adskillelse, 17201814 (Copenhagen,1912),POI. M, pt. I, pp. 42-3. Cf. also de Watteville, Souvenirs
d'un downier du Premier Empire (Boucherde Perthes), in Revue Sapolionienne
(N.S., Rome, 1908),vol. 11,p. 71.
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soon,however,owing to the fact that peacewas at length
concludedbetweenGreatBritain
and France,namely, the
preliminaries of London, in October1801, and the formal Peace
of Amiens, in March 1802.

PEACEOF AMIENS(1802)
But the Peace of Amiens turned out to be merely a brief
and feverish pause in the world struggle ; and all modern investigators would seem to agree that a principal cause, not to
say the principal cause, of its short duration was the continuation of the commercial war after the close of the military war,
which,we may remark in passing, is a significant experience
for those who wish to form a picture of the future of Europe
after the recentgreat trial of strength.Napoleon,on
the
whole, adhered to his old policy of prohibitions, acting under
the pressure of the Frenchindustrialists, who, according to
Mollien, hadneverbeen as bent on protection as then. Confiscationscontinuedunder
the oldprohibitorylaws
of the
Revolution ; and these tendencies were the more unwelcome
to Great Britain because Napoleon, during the short period of
peace,extendedormaintained
his powerovergreatnonFrench regions, including Holland, Switzerland, and Piedmont.
The efforts made by Great Britain
to bring about a renewal
of the Eden Treaty weredoomedbeforehand
to fail,since
nothing was further from Napoleon’s thoughts. In 1806, when
peacewithGreatBritain
was againunderdiscussion,heis
said to have declared in the Conseil d’Etat that within fortyeight hoursafter itsconclusion he intended‘ to proscribe foreign
goods and promulgate a French navigation act whichshould
close the ports for all non-French vessels.
Even coal and
English milords would be compelled to land under the French
flag.’
As regards the question of the influence of Rench policy
on the economicposition of GreatBritainduring the peace
interval, the ideahasspread,on
the great authority of
Dr. Rose, that the peace meant a change for the worse ; but
this, as far as one can judge, is a mistake. During
the year

...
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1809 the export figuresshow ariseonallpoints,
especially
for the value of domestic goods and for the re-exports of foreign
and colonial goods, which rose by 15 and 23 per cent., respectively, as compared with the year before ; and at the same
time a lively, though somewhat speculative, trade with North
and SouthAmerica began. But in 1803 a great relapseoccurred
allalong the line, the figures for which fallnot only below
those for 180.2, .but also below those for the last years of the
w e ; and it is conceivable that one might have seen in this
an effect of the French restrictions and the increased possibilit.y of competition from other countries, which in certain
quarters had been expected to be a consequence of the restored
freedom of the seas.1
In any case the result of the politico-economic strainas of various purely political matters which have nothing to
do withour problem-was the outbreak of war as early as
May 1803 ; the trial of strength between Great Britain and
France was nowto proceed without interruption until
Napoleon's
fall, and in itscourse to give riseto themost unlimiteddevelopment of the ideas which we have previously traced.2
1 The value of British exports in the years
1801-3 is shown by the
figures taken from Porter, The Progress of the Nation, p. 356.

1
Year

1801
1802
36,130,000
1803

United Kingdom
Droduce and
manufacture

1

1

Real values
'

I

Official values

I

€39,730,000
45,100,000
25,630,000
~

€24,930,000
20,470,000
8,030,000

I

I

~

following
_

_

_

_

Foreign and
colonial merchandise
Official values

€10,340,000
12,680,000

The first column expresses the change in the value
of the exports, while the
their quantity. The figures in Hansard's
other two express rather the change in
Parlhmentary Debates (vol. IX,app., cols. xv-xvi) differ somewhat from these, but
show no divergence in their general tendency. Dr. Rose bases his conclusions on the
shippingfigures,which,however,accordingtohis
own statement, show a quite
insignificant decline of 3.2 per cent., and, according to Porter's figures (pp. 397-8),
even a slight rise of 6.5 per cent.
2 Rose, in Napoleonic Studies (London, 1904), pp. 173 et seq. ; Sorel, op. cit.,
vol. YI, pp. 168, 190, 207,21124930
-12, ; Levassew, Histoire des classes ouvrilres,
&c., de 1789 d 1870,vol. I, pp. 465-6 ; Pelet, O p i n i m de Naplion sur divers sujeta
de poZitique et d'dministration (Paris, 1833), pp. 238-9; Cunningham, The Growth
of English Induatry and Commerce in ModernTimes (3d ed., Cambridge, 1903),
pp. 675-6 ; Smart, E m o m i c Annuls of the Nineteenth Century, 1801-1820 (London,
1910), pp. 57, 72 ; Roloff, D i e K o l o n i d p l i t i k Napoleona I , in Historische Biblidhek
(Munich and Leipzig, 1899), vol. x, pp. 134 et seq.
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BLOCKADE
(1803-1806)

I
<

j
1

At first the commercial war continued on both sides, in the
main, under its old forms ; and to certain details of it we shall
have occasion to return later on. Immediately after the outbreak of the war(May17,1803)EnglandseizedallFrench
and Dutchvesselslyingin
'British ports. A month later
(June 24) the neutral trade with enemy colonies was regulated
on lines half-way between thoseof 1794 and 1798 ; and shortly
afterwards (June 28 and July 26) there was taken what was
at least for the moment the most effective of all the British
measures,namely, the declaration thatthe mouths of the
Elbe and the Weserwere in state of blockade,whereby the
entire trade of Hamburg and Bremenwas cut off. Again in
the following year(August 9, 1804) all Frenchportson the
Channel andthe NorthSeaweredeclaredunderblockade.
TheBritishmeasures
of the next two years are distinctly
moredifficult t o summarize,notonlybecause
of the varying
conditions of war, but alsobecause of the differenttendencies
among the leading
English
statesmen.
On
the whole, they
applied partly to the colonial trade, particularly the trade of
the Americans with the European mainland, and partly to the
trade with the North Sea coast in general. The colonial trade
with the Americans was made the object of sweeping restrictionsin 1805, not,however,through
new ordinances, but
through a new interpretation of the law on the part of British
courts.TheNorth
Sea coast was again treated in a greatly
varying manner, inasmuchas theblockade of 1803 wasannulled
in the autumn of 1805 and was renewed in an extended form
in April 1806, when it was applied also to the mouths of the
Ems and Trave. On May 16 of the same year a double blockade
was proclaimed, including, in the first place, a strict blockade
of the coast between the mouth of the Seine and Ostend, and,
in the secondplace, a less strict blockade of the rest of the
coast between the Elbe and Brest. Neutral vessels, however,
were allowed, under certain conditions, to put in at ports on
the lessstrictlyblockadedsection.Finally,
the blockade
1588.43

0
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between the Elbe and the Emswas annulled on September 25,
1806. Of course, these wobbling measures could notfail to
hit the towns of North Germany especially very hard ;and
theirpaper-blockade naturekept alive theunpopularity of
British poli.cy in naval warfare.l
Napoleon, on his part, had caused manythousandsof
EnglishmentravellinginFrance
to be arrestedimmediately
after the outbreakof war, and shortly afterwards had extended
this method of belligerency to Holland as well ; and he now
proceeded to more comprehensive measures in two different
directions.Thefirst
WBS
the exclusion of Englandfromall
connexion with the mainland, especially with the North Sea
coast. For this purposehe occupied Hanover, which, as is
well known, belonged to the Britishroyal house, and from
there he extended his repressive measures t o the great centres
of maritime trade, Hamburg andBremen. His general,Mortier,
received orders to seize allBritish ships, goods, and sailors
that were to be foundthere.
And althoughthismeasure
failed, the French largely made themselves masters of British
trade to thesepoints,both
in generalby the occupation of
Hanover, and in particular bythe seizure of the little Hamburg
district of Ritzebuttel, which included its outport, Cuxhaven,
at the mouth of the Elbe. The first of the above-mentioned
British declarations of blockade formed the answer to this ;
and the independence of the Hanse Towns was consequently
subjected to newblows frombothantagonists.
In October
1804, for instance, Napoleon simply kidnapped the British
envoy from Hamburg, that is to say, from neutral soil. Moreover, inthe beginning of 1804 a double action was taken against
the influx of British goods farther south. The imports through
Emden, in Prussian East Friesland, up the Ems to the great
market of Frankfurt-am-Main were barred bythe occupation of
the town of Meppen on the Ems ; and at the same time large
quantities of British goods were confiscated in the vassal state
of Holland. I n May 1805, Napoleon resolved to intervene
G. F. & C. Martens, Nouveau recueil de traitks (Gottingen, 1817), vol.
433-9; Smart, op. cit., vol. I, pp. 70-1 ; Stephen, War in Dia3uiac, p. 31.
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against British goods in Holland by causing French patrols to
confiscate them along the Dutch side of the frontier. This led
the Dutchlegislature, in order to preventsuchhigh-handed
procedure inthe future, to pass a law prohibiting all intercourse
with Great Britain, to order the confiscation of all vessels that
came from there, to prohibit the importation of British goods,
and also to declare certain kinds of goods to be ipso facto
British, and finally to laydown a line of demarption within ,.y
which the storing of goodswasforbidden.Thesemeasures
undeniably in many respects presage the events of the following year.
Nevertheless,in the matter of the Continentalblockade
all these things bore the mark of mere skirmishes. Meanwhile,
however,Napoleen had also taken up asecondline,which
demands greater attention, because this side of his policy was
pursued to its final goal during the first years after the outbreak of war. The secondlinewasconfined,
in the main,
within the limits of Frenchjurisdiction ; and its object was,
to close the French market to British industrial products, and
at times to colonial goods of British origin,

FRENCH
CUSTOMSPOLICY
I

4i
1
a

c

i
I

3

As link
a
in hisgeneralcolonial
pdicy, which in the main,
scrupulouslyfollowed the lines of the OldColonialSystem,
Napoleon had alreadyin 1802, during the year .of ,peace,fixed
acustomstariffoncolonialgoodsinsuchaway
that the duties
were 50 percent.higherforalmost
all specifiedgoods, and
100 per
cent.
higher
for
unspecified
goods,
imported
from
foreign colonies than on goods imported from French colonies
(Thermidor 3, year X-July 22, 1802). In the new customs
statute, which became a law immediately before the outbreak
of war in1803,this arrangement was kept practically unchanged;
but a high duty (8 francs per kg.) was estabiished on .cotton
goods,which, of course,wasaimed at the British textile industry (FlorCal 8, year XI-April 28, 1803). The outbreak
ofwarimmediatelyrevived
the oldline of pure prohibition,
02
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well known from the days of the Convention and theDirectory,
againsteverythingBritish
(Messidor 1 - J u n e 20). Colonial
goods and industrialproducts coming directly or indirectly
from GreatBritain or its colonieswere to be confiscated,
and neutral vessels had to furnishdetailedFrenchconsular
certificates showing that the goods were of innocent origin.
Nevertheless, the characteristic concession was made that the
master of a ship who, ‘through forgetfulness of forms or in
consequence of change of destination ’, failed to provide himself
with such certificates, mightneverthelessbe
allowed to discharge his cargo on condition that he took French goods of
corresponding value in return freight-an idea which Napoleon
was destined to develop stronglyin his later policy. In the
new customs statute of the following year, the principle of
prohibition was retained. On the one side, it is true, it was
made milder, among other things
by conceding the right to
import certainclasses of goods in vessels clearing from ports that
had no French commercial representative ; but, on the other
hand, it was made more strict by a
further prohibition with
avery wide range,namely, that vesselswhich had cleared
from, or had unnecessarily put in at, a British port should not
be admitted to French ports (VentBse 22, year XII-March 13,
1804). This last regulation anticipated the great Berlin decree,
which may be looked upon as the origin of the Continental
System proper.
Nevertheless one may safely assume that the whole of this
system of differentiation,with
special prohibitionsagainst
British goods and vesselscoming from GreatBritain, was
calculated to prove as impracticable a t thistime a s it had
in the preceding decade. Napoleon, therefore,quietlyfell
back on a policy of general prohibition which was not directed
specifically against Great Britain, but struck a t all non-French
goods alike. In reality those measures which affected industrial
products were feltmost severely, not by Great Britain, but
byhercontinentalcompetitors,
especially those in the then
Duchy of Berg, or what is now the Ruhr district east of the
Rhine.This
was notthe intendedresult, it is true,but it

\
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further strengthened the protection of Frenchindustry.The
foundation was laid in the Customs Tariff of 1805, which substantially raised the duties on colonial goods and cotton goods
(PluviGse 17, year XIII-February 6, 1805), and the culmination wasreachedintwodecreesissuedin
the early part of
1806 (February 2% and March 4). Thesedecrees,whichwere
incorporatedin
the great protectionistcodification of the
customslaws of the Empire on April 30 of the sameyear,
developedtendencies in twodirections.On
the oneside,
there was an enormous increase inthe customs rates on colonial
goods, with substantially less distinction-in certain cases none
at all-between Frenchgoods and foreigngoods.Thiswas
manifestlyconnectedwith the fact that Napoleon, after the
battle of Trafalgar,largelylost the power of communication
with his colonies and had to take into account the fact that
the colonial trade would fallmore and moreinto the hands
of the British.Byway
of example, we mayobserve that,
while the customs rates onbothbrownsugar
and coffee, as
well as on cocoa, in 1802 and 1803 had been 50 and 75 francs
per 100 kilograms for French and foreign goods, respectively,
they now increased to 80 and 100 francs, respectively, for sugar,
andto 75 and 100 francs,respectively, at first, and to 125
and 150 francs,respectively, later on,forcoffee;forcocoa
they increased at first t o 95 and 120 francs and afterwards
to 175 and ROO francs, respectively. Thus the rates amounted
to three and a halftimes as much as they had been three
years before. But all this was a trifle compared with the most
striking riseof all inthe customs rates, namely, onan industrial
rawmaterial
of suchfundamentalimportance
as cotton,
Having previously paid 1 to 3 francs per 100 kilograms, it was
burdened in 1806 with a duty of no less than 60 francs, which,
a t a low estimate, was 10 per cent, of the value, though it is
true that 50 francs were allowed as a drawback on exports of
cottonmanufactures.
Most revolutionary of allseemed the
simultaneous prohibition of the importation of cotton cloths,
calicoes, and muslins in February 1806 ; and the,prohibition
was extended in April to certain other kinds of cotton cloth
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become an absolute
as well. Yet at this time cotton had already
necessity.. In later years, a t St. Helena, Napoleon made out that
the Conseil d’lhzt had shrunk from this project, but thathe had
forced his will through by quoting the authorityof Oberkampf,
the leading maninthe
Frenchtextileindustry.Naturally,
Napoleon had no difficulty in getting his support of a policy
that protected his own particular industry. At the same time
theimportation
of cotton
twist
(JilBs pour m2ches) was
forbidden ; the customs duty on yarn was raised, especially
for the lower numbers, i. e., the coarser qualities ; and it was
publicly stated that thisarticle also would have been prohibited
altogether if it had been thought possible to spin sufficiently
high numbers in France.l
Southern Europe came under the same r6gime as early as
1806. In Italy, during that year, Napoleon pursueda policy
which was intermediate between the earlier and the later French
method. Thus in the Kingdom of Italy (North Italy),of which
Napoleon was king, anumber of articles, especially textile
goods,were
declared,inaccordancewithearlier
examples,
to be eo ipso British, and were consequently prohibited when
they did not come from France-a declaration which in reality
was directed principally againstthe continentalrivals of France.
On the other hand, in theKingdom of Naples, which was ruled
by JosephBonaparte, only really Britishgoods were prohibited ;
but in addition all British property wasseized. In the same
year Switzerland was suddenly obliged to pass a lawwhich,
underseverepenalties,prohibitedallimportation
of British
manufactures except cotton yarn. Thiswas an actof retribution
because Swiss merchants, in theweeks just prior to the transfer
of the principality of Neuchfitel to France, had been importing
colonial goods and manufactures there and afterwards had
been
daring enough t o complain when they were all confiscated by
Napoleon.
Bythesemeasures Napoleon felt that he had effectively
1 Theprincipalchanges
in Frenchcustoms duties oncolonialproduce
from
1802 to 1810 are tabulated in app. II, from which a better view of the aituation map
perhaps be obtained than from the enumeration in the text.
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closed the French, Italian, and Swiss markets to British industry
and trade ; but it now remained to close the rest of the continental markets in the same way. In doing this he fell back,
in reality, on the old policy of prohibition directed especially
against England, though without givingup theFrench customs
policy,whichwasprohibitiveagainst
all; on the contrary,
the latterpolicy went hand in hand with
the former throughout
hisperiod of rule. But it was to the measuresdirectedexclusivelyagainstGreatBritain
that Napoleonhimselfgave
the name of the Continental System.l
1 Bulletin des lois, &c., 3d ser., bull. 203, no. 1,849 ; bull. 276, no. 2,752 ; bull.
287, no, 2,822 ; bull. 353, no. 3,669; 4th ser., bull. 29, no. 483 ; bull. 74, no. 1,324 ;
bull, 78, no. 1,371 ; bull. 89, no. 1,515; Wohlwill, Neuere Geschichte, &c.,
pp. 271 et sq.; Vogel, Die Hanaestiidte und die Kontinentalsperre, in Pfingstbldtter
des Hansiachen Geschichfmreim (Munich and Leipzig, 1913), vol. IX,pp, 12 et seq. ;
K6nig, Die siichsiache Baumwolleninduatrie am Ende des vmigen Jahrhundgts und
withrend der Kontinentaleperre, in Leipziger Studien auf dem Gebiete der Geschichte,
45th ser. (Leipzig, 1899), vol. m, pp. 30, 4 3 4 ; Legrand, La rdmluticmfranqzise en
Hollande (Paris, 1895), pp. 309,311,327,353 ; de CBrenville,L e s y s t hcontinental et
la Suisse, 1803-1813 (Lausanne, 1906),pp. 36 et seq. ; Levasseur, Histoire des classes
ouzri2res, &c.,de 2789 ci 1870, vol. I, pp. 467 et seq., 422 note 4 ; Schmidt, Le Granddu& de Berg, pp. 333 et seq. ; Roloff, op. cit., pp.132, 205 et eeq. ; DarmstMter,
Studien zur napoleonischen Wirtschaftspolitik, in Vierteljahrschrijt f u r Social- und
Wirtschqfkggeschichte (1W5),
vol. rn, pp, 122-3 ; Rambaud, Naples sous Joseph Bonaparte, 1806-1808 (Peris, 1911), p. 436.
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CHAPTER I1
THE BERLIN DECREE

THEyears 1803-6 were notoriously full of world-overturning
a descent on England
events : Napoleon’spreparationfor
(1803-5) ; the foundation of the French Empire (May-December 1804); the formation of the Third Coalition against France
and its defeat at Ulm and Austerlitz (October and December
1805); as an immediate sequel to this, the Peace of Pressburg,
with the extension of the ‘ coast system ’ to the eastern shore
of the Adriatic, but alsothe definitive overthrowof the French
fleet at Trafalgar (October 21,1805); and finally the formation
of the Fourth Coalition andthe crushing of Prussia at Jena and
Auerstadt (October 14, 1806).
In the autumn of 1806, therefore, Napoleon’s victory onthe
Continent was as complete as his defeat at sea. Consequently
he was so far perfectly right when in later years he pointed to
the battle of Jena as the natural antecedent to theexecution of
the Continental System, inasmuchas that battle placed into his
hands the control of the Weser, Elbe, Trave, Oder, and all the
coastline as far as the Vistula, although, naturally enough, he
omitted to point to the battle of Trafalgar as anegatively
operatingfact0r.lThe
great manifestationconsistedin the
Berlin decree, issued November 21,1806, from
the capital of the
power that had been last and most thoroughly vanquished. The
external occasionwasGreatBritain’srecentlymentioned
blockade declaration’of May16 of the same year; but that was
nothing more than a pretext. Sore1 has brought to light some
documents of July 1805, and February1806,writtenby
a
certain Montgaillard, in which the Berlin decree is portended.
In these documents there is the usual talk of how England is
lost if it is only possibleto enforce a prohibition of her industrial
products in Europe, for
to destroy hertrade is to deal hera blow
1

C o r r m n c e de Napoldon Icr, no, 16,127 (Jan, IO, ISlO),
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in the heart and to attack her alliances at the same time as her
continental intrigues. But the idea that peace withthe different
powers would haveas a necessary pre-condition
the closing of all
the ports of the mainland to the Britishwasevidentlyvery
widespread, as can be seen from a contemporary utterance of
Frenchindustrialists.And,indeed,evenbefore
the issue of
the decree we find Napoleon, both in one of his army bulletins
(October $3) and in a letter to his brother Joseph (November
16),
speaking of the continental blockade as a matter of course. At
the same time as this last letter, another letter was addressed
to thecommander of North Germany, Marshal Mortier, instructinghim to close the Elbe ' hermetically ', to confiscate all
Englishgoods, and even to arrestthe English and Russian
consuls a t Hamburg.1 In everyrespect,therefore, the Berlin
decreestands out as aculmination of earlierthoughts and
measures, dthough, despite all this, it had the effect of a bomb,
thanks to Napoleon's masterly capacity as a stage manager.

PREAMBLE
Like most of the measures of both parties, the Berlin decree
purported to be a measure of reprisal rendered necessary by
numerousaggressions of the adversary ; but its regulations
wereneverthelesssolemnlyproclaimed
as embodying ' the
fundamental principlesof the Empire ', until England disavowed
herfalsepretensions. In content the regulations, as isusual
inFrenchordinances, are veryclear, at least at firstsight,
although they weregradually to prove,intentionallyorunintentionally, rather ambiguous. The preamble states : (1)that
England does not acknowledge international law ; (2) that she
treats all enemy subjects as enemies (this is directed against
herlegislationagainstalienenemies);
(3) that sheextends
the right of capture to merchantvessels and merchandise
and private property; (4)that sheextends the blockade to

I

bel, op. cit., vol. W,pp. 55, 104, 114; memorial printed in Tarle, 'Konti.
n e M m j a blokada (Mosoow, 1913), vol. I, p. 706; C o r r e s w m , nos. 11,064,
11,271, 11,267, 11,283 (Berlin decree).
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unfortified places (a reproachwhich forms a reminiscence of the
siege character of a blockade) and to places where she has not
a single ship of war ; ( 5 ) that she uses the right of blockade
with no other object than thatof hampering intercoursebetween
peoples and building up her own trade and industryon the ruin6
of the trade and industry of the Continent; (6) that trade ih
English goods involves complicity in her plans ; (7) that her
proceedings have benefited her at the expense of everybody
else ; (8) and, consequently, that retaliation is justifiable. It is
further stated, therefore, that the Emperor intends to use her
methods against her, and accordingly that the regulations will
remain permanently in force until England has acknowledged
that the law of war is the same by land and by sea and cannot
be extended to private property and unarmed individuals, and
that blockade shall be restricted to fortified places guarded by
sufficient forces.

REGULATIONS
The fundamental regulations laid
down on this basis fall
into four categories. First,the
British Isles are formally
declared in a state of blockade, and all tradeor communication
with them is prohibited (Articles 1 and 2). Secondly, the decree
turns against all British subjects in territories occupied by the
French ; theyare declared to be prisoners of war, andall
property belonging to them to be fair prize (Articles 3 and 4).
Thirdly, war is,;tnade on all British goods ; all trade in them
isprohibited and all goods belonging to England or coming
from her factories or her colonies are declared to be fair prize,
half of theirvalue to be used to indemnify merchants for
British captures (Articles 5 and 6). Fourthly and lastly, every
vessel coming direct from portsof Great Britain or her colonies,
or calling at themafterthe
proclamation of the decree, is
refused access to any port on the Continent (Article 7).
What was left undecided was the question of procedure at
sea. I n later years (1810) Napoleon himself declared on two
or three different occasions that the Berlin decree implied only
' continental blockade and not maritime blockade ', and that

.
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it was not to be applied to the sea, that is, to lead to captures ;
but this only bears witness to that capacity of forgetfulness of
whichNapoleonwas masteron occasion. It is true that his
naval minister, Admiral Decrhs, in answer to a question from
the American envoy, gave it as his opinion that a vessel could
not be captured simply and solely because it was on its way t o
an English port. It is also true that captures or condemnations
of captured or stranded vessels onthe basis of the Berlin decree
did not occur in1806 or in the first seven months of 1807 ; and
this caused shipping premiums to drop to 4 per cent. and in
England formed the basis of the regular standing argument of
the opposition against the government’s measures of reprisal.
But it is equally true that this state of affairs came to an end
with a declaration made by Napoleon himself, after his return
from Poland, and communicated to the Law Courts in September 1807 ; in point of fact, the practice had already been altered
in August and consequently not, as Napoleon later gave out,
by the newMilan decree of December 1807. TheEmperor’s
exposition of the law states that English goods on boardneutral
vessels should be confiscated ; and in practice the decree was
interpreted in such a way thatan enemydestinationwas
sufficientgroundfor the condemnation of avessel. For that
matter, this wasin fullaccord both with the principles of
blockade and with the practice of the period of the Directory.’
Even after this interpretation, however, the Berlin decree
was so muchmilder than the NivSselaw of 1798 that the
occurrence of British goods at least did not occasion the condemnation of the vessel itself and the rest of its cargo.

SIGNIFICANCE
From a formalpoint of view there are at the mosttwo
novelties in the regulations of the Berlin decree. The one is the
declaration of blockade against the British Isles, which could
1 C o r r e e w n c e , nw. 16,127,17,014 (Jan. 10, Oct. 7,1810); Hansard, voL x m ,
app., pp. xxxiii et eeq. ; Mahan, znfiuence of sea Power, &c., vol. E,pp. 83,281-2;
cf. also p. 245 ; also, Sea Pww in its Rehthm, &c., vol. I, pp. 143, 189 note 1.
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scarcely have occurred to anybody except Napoleon a t a time
when not a single war-ship held the sea against the British.
Its principal object, indeed, was to form an effective and
grandiose gesture ; and not without reason the famous British
lawyer, Lord Erskine, could later (February 15, 1808) say in
the House of Lords that Napoleon might just as well have
declared the moon in a state of blockade.1 Presumably, however, Napoleon aimed not only at thetheatrical effect, but also
a t reducing the British principle of a paper blockade toan
absurdity.The second novelty was the treatment of British
subjects and their property on the Continent. Like the former
regulation, this came about as a continental parallel to the
British system of capture at sea. Its practical effect, as far as
one can judge, was restricted to the moment of proclamation,
as the law took by surprise many Englishmen and their enterprises,
especially
in the German territories governed by
Napoleon.
The epoch-making character of the Berlin decree, therefore,
is scarcely duetoeither
of these formally new regulations.
What is important is the wide range which from the time of
the Berlin decree was given to a whole series of measures which
for a long time had been applied more or less sporadically. It
was only now that i t had becomepossible to elaborate the
different methods of reprisal into a truly ' continental ' system,
that is, one embracing
- the whole, or nearly the whole, of the
European mainland. And it was only now, too, that they were
made the central point in the entireinternal and external
policy of France, around which everything else had to turn in
an ever-increasing degree. It was only now that the idea was
seriously taken upby a ruler and statesman who had theunique
capacity and ruthless consistency whichwere the necessary
prerequisites for transforming the plan from a mere visionary
programme into a political reality. Theinterest surroundq
the development of the Continental System, therefore, is
connected with the fact that its idea now came to be followed
up in deadly earnest, and that the entire content of the ideas
1

Hansard, vol. x, p. 473.
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was thereby given an opportunity to affect the life of Europe
for better or for worse.
The content of this system should be sufficiently clear from
what has already been said, but it may nevertheless be set forth '
here, when we are entering upon the further development
of
externalevents. As adeclaration of blockadeagainst Great
Britain was littlemorethanatheatricalgesture,and
as
Napoleon was almost entirely destitute of means to assert his
will on the sea, the blockade had to be applied by land. This
means that it was, and aimed at being, a self-blockade on the
part of the Continent, just as had already been the case with
the Directory'sNiv6se law of 1798. With the object of preventingGreatBritain
from disposing of hergoods onthe
Continent and thereby bringing her to herknees, the Continent
itself was to renounce all importation of Britishgoodsand
colonial wares, so far as the latter came from British colonies
and Britishtrade.
The whole thingnotonly
was, but was
intended to be, a ' self-denyingordinance
Theprivati.ons
to which the Continent was afterwardssubjectedwerethus
a designed effect of Napoleon'smeasures, and not a t all the
work of his enemy, who, on the contrary, devoted himself to
relieving them, forthe most part in principle and almost entirely
inpractice. Unless thisstarting-point, which to our way of
thinking seems very paradoxical, is firmly grasped
at the outset,
the following development will appear inexplicable. To what
extent Napoleon realized all the consequences of his measure,
we have, it is true, no means of knowing ; but evidence is not
lacking that he was conscious of theirmainfeatures.Even
when he issued the decree concerning the closing of the Hanse
Towns (December 3, 1806), he wrote to his brother
Louis of
Holland that theserious obstacles in
the way of intercourse with
England would ' undoubtedlyinjureHollandandFrance
',
but that theyweIv necessary; and in a letter 1 addressed to the
same correspondent a few days later he says that the system
would ruin the greatcommercial towns. Moreover, in connexion
with the intensification of the system bythe second Milan decree

'.
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he wrote a year later (December 17, 1807) to theminister of the
interior, Cretet, and ordered him to encourage capturing as ' the
only means by which the requirements of the country could be
supplied
On the same 'occasion, also, his minister of finance,
Gaudin, in a report written in connexion with the Milan decree,
pointed out the injury inflicted by the system on the French
industries, which had already found it difficult to obtain colonial
raw materials ; but he considered that the injury to England
was yet greater owing to her greater dependence onindustry and
foreign trade.
Admiral Mahan, in his somewhat harsh criticism of Napoleon's policy, condemns the Continental System on the ground
that it injuriouslyaffected the neutrals, who wereespecially
indispensable to France because she herself was excluded from
the sea. ' The neutral carrier,' he says, ' was the key of the
position. He was, while the war lasted, essentially the enemy
of Great Britain, who needed him little, and a friend of France,
who neededhimmuch.' 9 This statement appears to involve
the ignoring of all the motives behind this mode of warfare, the
object of whichwas to conquer Great Britain economically ;
for that object Napoleon could neverhave attainedby allowing
neutral trade tocontinue. That Napoleon had to expect greater
'injury to Great Britain than to his own countries from the selfblockade of the Continent was a necessary consequence of the
viewswhich, as we have already seen,werecommon to him
and his adversary; and from his standpoint, accordingly, the
policy was sufficiently justified. Whether he and his opponents
conceived the economicconnexions aright, is quiteanother
question,whichbelongs to a later chapter. It is a question,
moreover, which can by no means be disposed of by a mere
reference to his need of the help of the neutrals for supplies
which he thought he could do without or replace from other
sources.

'.
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Correapondanw, nos. 11,378, 13,395; Servibres, L'Allemagne franqaise, &c.,
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EXECUTION

Napoleon immediately proceeded to carry the Berlin decree
into execution overas large a part of the Continent as possible.
With significant openness one article incorporated inthe decree
itself(Article 10) instructed the Frenchforeign-minister to
communicate it to the governments of Spain, Naples, Holland,
and Etruria-all vassal states-and to theother allies of France ;
and a letter of the same day from the Emperor to Talleyrand
prescribes practically the same course. But the decree was to
have its first political effects inthe Hanse Towns, where, as we
know, the foundation had been laid long beforehand,
and where
what were really executive measures had been ordered before
the publication of the decree.
The Hanse Towns, and especially Hamburg, were perhaps
of all places in Europe the most decisive points for the success
or failureof thecontinental System. During the last yearsof thir
ancien riggime the flourishing French trade in goodsfrom the
French West Indies hhd chiefly gone
to theHanse Towns, where
the French colonial goods had largely squeezed out their competitors, so’that theHanse Towns during these years absolutely
came first among all EurTean countries in the export trade of
France. But the revolutionary wars put a sudden stop to all
this, and that, too, not only for France, but also for Holland,
which was occupied by the French. This was undoubtedly due
in part to the fact that the policy of the Directory against the
neutrals prevented them fro& ma.intaining the trade relations
now that France could no longer maintainthem herself. It was
now that Great Britain came to the fore as by far the most
important purveyor of colonial goods and industrial products
to the Hanse Towns, and through them not only to the whole
of Germany, but also to great parts of the rest of the Continent.
At the same time Great Britain, on her part, had good use for
the corn and other agricultural produce whichwere foremost
among North German exports through Bremen. It is true that
the statistics of the period must be used with
great caution,
and the figuresfromdifferentsources,evenofficialones,
are

1
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often irreconcilable. I n this case, however, the general tendency
is unmistakable, and some data may therefore begiven. In
1789 only 49 vessels of 7,250 tons in all went to England from
Hamburg and Bremen ; but in 1800 there were 500 vessels
of 72,900 tons in all. That is to say, the traffic increased ten
times over. The value of British exports there is said to have
risen between 1792 and 1800 from $2,200,000to $13,500,000 ; in
fact, the British minister at Hamburg stated in1807 that during
the twelve preceding years the exports of colonial produce,East
India goods, and British manufactures to the Hanse Towns
amounted to anaverage of $1O,OOO,OOO-a figure the significance
of which is shown by the fact that theentire British exports in
1807 were estimated at only a little more than $50,000,000.
Alongside thistrade with Great Britain, however, there
arose in the 'nineties an extremelylively,sometimeshighly
speculative, commercial intercourse between the Hanse Towns
and the United States, which during that periodsoldmore
goods to Germany than to the entire British Empire. So long
as the trade could be carried on without any great amount of
British interference, it must have been far more favourable for
France and her allies than the British trade, inasmuch as the
American trade consisted, on the one side, of the importation
of the products of the French and Spanish West Indies, and, on
the other, in the exportation of German industrial products,
whichevenmanaged
to competesuccessfully with British
goods in the United States. But it wasone of Napoleon's
deeply-rootedideas, and one whichwassoon to assume the
solemn form of the decrees, that nearly all textile goods and
some sorts of colonial goods werein reality English, howsoever
they might be disguised, and that all goods of maritime trade
were at least ' suspect '. Consequently, he felt that almost
the entire maritime trade of the Hanse Townswas a vital
English interest ; and this was certainly the case, at least to
a large, if not to a predominant, extent.
As early as November 19, 1806, two days before the issue
of the Berlin decree, therefore, Marshal Mortier seized
Hamburg
without further ado; and two days later(November 21) French
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troopslikewiseoccupied Breaen and the W2er down to its
mouth.Meanwhile, L&k
had been taken by force as early
as November 6, after Blucher had thrown himself into the town
withhisPrussiantroops.Actinginaccordancewithhisinstructions, Mortier immediately ordered in Hamburg a statement to be made out of all money and goods arising fromtrade
connexionswithEngland.Andinamagniloquentdiplomatic
note tothe, Senate of Hamburg,Napoleon’snotorious
exsecretary and then minister there, Bourrienne, a few days later
(November 24)gave as a motive of the measure the Emperor’s
feeling of obligation ‘ to seek to safeguard the Continent against
themisfortunes withwhichit is threatened’throughthemachinations of England, inasmuchas a large numberof the inhabitants
of Hamburg were notoriously devoted to England ; and at the
same time he emphasized the regulations of the Berlin decree.
By an ordinance of December 2, and by letterafter letter,
Napoleonlaiddown,modified
and intensified the customs
cordonwhichwas to becreatedalong the entire NorthSea
coast and the river Elbeas far as Travemunde by a large military
force operating in conjunction withthe customs staff.l
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Vogel, op. cit., pp. 4 et seq. ; Tarle, Deutsch-franzdsische Wirtschaftsbeziahungen
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CHAPTER I11
BRITISH COUNTER-MEASURESAND FRENCH RETORT
POSSIBLE
LINESOF BRITISHPOLICY

THEimmediate question, after the bombwhichNapoleon
had exploded, was what attitude Great Britain would assume
toward the new blow directed against the very foundation of
her trade andindustry. We are confronted here with oneof the
points in the history of the Continental System which both a t
that time and laterhave been most often misunderstood.
Napoleon’s intention was to strangle British trade with the
Continent.The
most natural counterblow of GreatBritain
in resisting thisattemptat
strangulation, and one in strict
accord with the conceptions of those times, was to maintain the
connexion with the Continent in every conceivable way. Nor
is there any doubt that this
was in reality the main line of action
pursued by her, that is to say, chiefly by the British merchants
and manufacturers. Consequently, the main economic conflict
lay between the French measures of self-blockade andthe
British endeavours to break through that blockade. But the
efforts of the British public authorities along this positive line,
which wasin reality the decisive one, werevery much restricted
by natural causes, over and above the extremely important
fundamental condition created by the supremacy of the British
fleet at sea. And with the usual inclination of mankind in the
sphere of economics to attach too great importance to state’
measures and very little importance to the work of economic
machinery itself, the main stress has been laid on obvious but
in reality subordinate matters. It is by no means intended t o .
follow the same cour6e in this book ; but what, from a deeper
point of view, were the decisive matters on the British side do
not belong-for reasons a t which we have just hinted-to the
external course of the Continental System and must therefore
be left over for a later treatment.
It is true that onemightregardoneBritishmeasure
as
a positive counterblow, that is, an effort t o compel the enemy,
‘
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by economicor otherpressure, to revoke his self-blockade
decree. In form, indeed, this is what was attempted, inasmuch
as all measures on
both sides were represented as actsof reprisal,
that is to say, as being caused by the aggressions of the enemy
and as being intended to lead him into better ways. In the
English official language the declared object was ‘ t o restrain
the violence of the enemy and to retort upon him the evils ofi
his own injustice ’, as it was expressed in the Order in Council)
of January 7, 1807. And undoubtedly these declarations were
in many cases seriously meant. But if such pressure was to be
exerted in the sphere of economics, it almost necessarily had to
takethe oppositeform to penetratingintothecontinental
market: it had to be an effectual (;.e., import-preventing)
blockade of the Continent. And this, as we well know, was just
what people would not thinkof doing, for it would have implied,
as was indeed said in Parliament, ‘ that France had shut the
door against our commerce and that we had bolted it.’ AIthoughthis ideacame uptimeandagain,everything
else
contributed toput thesepositivecounter-measuresaside
:
Napoleon’s obstinacy, which held out small hopes of any change
in his tactics ; the slight prospects of giving any appreciable
strength to such pressure;andthedirectdisadvantages
thereof for GreatBritain’s own industrial life. As before,
therefore,nothingmore
was possible than ameregesture,
which was contradicted by every detailof actual trade life,
But by the side not only of attempting to break through
the blockade, but also of placing obstacles in theway of imports
with the object of bringing economic pressure t o bear, there
was a third,anegative
line,namely, totryto
injure the
trade of France and herallies in the same way as Napoleon had
sought to injure that of Great Britain. In other words, it was
intended to cut off their exports, and in that way, according t o
the then prevailing view, to undermine the possibility of their’
economic prosperity, just asNapoleon intended to do asregards
England. It was ‘ the policy of commercial rivalry ’,as distinct
from the policy of retaliation, to use Canning’s expression.
The expreesionWEE cited by Perceval in the House of Commons, Fob. 5, 1808.
Haneard, vol. x, p. 328.
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This could not create direct pressure, such as would compel the
annulling of a self-blockade ; but its purpose, here as on the
opposite side, would have been a slow weakening of the enemy
financially and economically. This third line, however, clearly
led t o measures quite different from those of the second line,
that is to say, not to a cutting-off of the supplies of the Continent,
but to an attack on the trade of the Continent, and especially
on its exports.
This third line was,of course, quite in accordance with the
general tendency we know, and to that extent hadpossibilities
quite different from those of the secondline. But the actual
conditions strictly limited this third linetoo,in a way even
more strictly thanthe
former,simplybecauseEngland’s
.
fourteen-year-old supremacy on the sea had not left much of
the independent maritime trade with the Continent ; and even
during peace time, moreover, that trade had had nothing like the
same importance for the continental states as British trade had
for Great Britain. With these three lines, however, the possibilities of state counter-measures were all but exhausted. From
thisit follows thatthe politicalmeasures of GreatBritain
against Napoleon’s Continental decree were not, as a whole, of
primary importance for the issue of the economic trial of
strength. I n order to make the connexion clear, however, we
must enter into a somewhat detailed study of the nature of
British policy ; and this is in
every respect so peculiar and
casts so much light on the drivingforces, that such an investigation well repays itself, even apart from the international
consequences of the British measures and reaction of these
consequences on the economic conflict itself.
What was possible and remained to be done by means of
state measures on the part of Great Britain had chiefly to do
with colonial trade, and especially with the part played by the
neutrals in that trade. I n order that this may be comprehensible, however,it is neces,sary to turnback a little and glance at
the connexion betweenthe mainland of Europe and thecolonies,
especially the West Indies, during the war period downto 1807.l
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For the following accountreferencemay be made,notonly
to the w o r h
previously
cited,
viz., those
by
Mahan,
Roloff, Levasseur, Holm, Stephen
(the
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COLONIALCARRYINGTRADE
Thecentral point in the colonial trade at thistimewas
formedby the WestIndies, especially intheircapacity
as
sugarproducers ; andamong these the French and Spanish
islands, especially Haiti and Cuba, were distinctly superior to
the Britishislands, Jamaica, and the rest. The trade to the
West Indian possessions of Napoleon and hisSpanishally,
therefore, was regarded almost as the great prize of maritime
commerce, whichwas sought after by the neutrals
with the
eager support of the European mothercountries so long as they
were powerless on the sea, while Great Britain wished to make
‘use of her power to win this prize for herself. It is true that the
foremost colony of all, Haiti, or, more correctly, its western or
French third, St. Domingue, had suffered immensely from the
many negro insurrectionsever since the firstyears of the
revolutionary wars ; but sufficient was left to arouse the desire
for gain. Furthermore,
the
remaining French coloniesGuadeloupe and Martinique in the West Indies, Guiana on the
South Americancontinent,Isle-de-France(nowknown
as
Mauritius) and Rkunion and Senegal in Africa-were somewhat
less damaged by the course of events during the war, while the
Spanish possessions seem, on the evidence of outside witnesses,
not t o have suffered seriously. The country which lay handy
to seize the trade with all these territories-which trade was
jealously guarded in peace time-was clearly the United States.
The latter had just begun its independent
politicalexistence
and was seeking ways which might lead them away from the
exclusive economic connexion with Great Britain that had been
created andmaintainedduringthe
colonial period. In this
way there arose a triangular trade which washighly important for the Atlanticstates of the American Union. Vessels
quotation on p. 107 comes from his pp. 81-2), Johnson (from whom
is takenthe table
on p. 103), and Martens, as well as t o the Statutes at Large of the United K Z ~ d o m
and Hansard‘s Parliamentary Debates, but also to J. B. McMaster’s chapter in the
Cambridge Yodern History (Cambridge, 1903),vol. M, pp. 323 et sq., and Charming,
The Jeffersonian 8 y s t m , 1801-1812, in TheAmerican Nation: A History (New
York and London,1906), vol. XI, chs.13-15.
Thequotation from McMeeter on
p. 104 is taken from his History of the People of the United States, vol. m, p. 225
(ap. Johnson, op. cit., vol. II, p. 28).
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proceeded with corn and timber to theFrench and Spanish West
Indies, took on colonial goodsthere, especially sugar and coffee,
which they conveyed to the European Continent, after which
theyreturned,
principally in ballast, butpartly
also with
European industrial products. The balance of assets which
the American merchants thus obtained on the Continent was
used t o liquidate the country's balance of liabilities to Great
Britain for its textiles and iron goods,whichcontinued
to
dominate the American market ; but a considerable part of it
was also re-exported to the rest of America, chiefly the French
and Spanish West Indies themselves.
The whole of this trade was in conflict with the ' rule of
1756 ',I and, therefore, could not be tolerated in principle by
Great Britain. Butasthe
rule was interpreted during the
revolutionary warsproperby
the great legal authority, the
British Judge of Admiralty,SirWilliam
Scott, afterwards
Lord Stowell-still to-day the great name in the sphere of the
law of war a t sea-it offered various possibilitiesto theneutrals,
and particularly to Americans.Especially in the famous case
of the iTmmanueZ (1799) he elaborated the idea, on the one hand,
that the neutrals could make no claim whatever to trade with
enemycolonies during war,becausethosecolonies,owing
to
the OldColonialSystem,
had been as inaccessible to them
before the war as if they had been situated in the moon, and
had been thrown open to trade only through the British naval
victories. But, on the other hand, he also emphasized the fact
that these prohibitions on trade in the products of enemy
so long as those products hadnot
coloniesheldgoodonly
formed part of a neutral country's stock of goods ; and this he
developed further in thecase of the Polly in thefollowing year,
to theeffect that theevidence of such a ' neutralization ' should
consist in theunloading of the goods in a neutral port and there
passing them through the customs. Such a demand for what
was called a ' broken voyage ' was not difficult to fulfil, so much
the less because the geographical position of the West Indies
made it possible, with very little loss of time, for a vessel to put
in at an American mainland port, especially Charleston, South
See p. 36.
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Carolina, on its way to Europe. It was undoubtedly with full
intention that the American government facilitated the matter
by granting permission that when the goodswere passed
through the customs payment should be made by bond, and
that practically the whole of theduty, with a very small
exception (34 per cent.), shouldbepaidbackon
re-export.
Consequently, the customs' treatment furnished the smallest
possible guaranty that thegoods had passed into neutral trade.
When the unloading of the goods was required, the vessels had
the possibility of going to a ship-building port in New England
and using the time for the completion of repairs while the cargo
was beingdischarged and reloaded. Thetripthus
became
a ' circuitous voyage '.
The result of this peculiar manipulation may be illustrated
in many ways. During the years of war the foreign trade of
the United States underwent an extraordinary increase, while
p-" in theshort peace interval therewas an immediate decline ; and,
the character of thetrade isshownby the quite unique excess
of re-exports, i e . , the exports of foreign products. It is true
that the figures are not in all respects above dispute, but they
are sufficiently reliable to merit reproduction.
i

E"0REIQS

Pear
__

1790
1791
1792
1793
1794
1795
1796
1797
1798
1799
1800
1801
1802
1803
1804
1805
1806
1807

Domestic
goods
119,670,000
18,500,000
19,000,000
24,000,000
26,500,000
39,500,000
40,760,000
29,850,000
28,530,000
33,140,000
31,840,000
47,470,000
36,710,000
42,210,000
41,470,000
42,390,000
41,250,000
48,700,000

~-

TRADEOF

THEUXITED

Exports
Foreign
goods
$540,000
510,000
1,750,000
2,110,000
6,530,000
8,490,000
26,300,000
27,000,000
33,000,000
45,520,000
39,130,000
46,640,000
35,780,000
13,590,000
36,230,000
53,180,000
60,280,000
59,640,000

STA4TES(1790-1807)

Total
520,210,000
19,010,000
20,750,000
26,110,000
33,030,000
47,990,000
67,060,000
56,850,000
61,530,000
78,670,000
70,970,000
94,120,000
72,480,000
55,800,000
77,700,000
95,570,000
101,540,000
108,340,000

-1

Imports

'

Home
consumption
'

Total

"

822,460,000
28,690,000
29,750,000
28,990,000
28,070,000
61,270,000
55,140,000
48,380,000
35,550,000
33,550,000
52,120,000
64,720,000
40,560,000
51,070,000
48,770,000
67,420,000
69,130,000.
78,860,000

$23,000,000
29,200,000
31,500,000
31,100,000
34,600,000
69,760,000
81,440,000
75,380,000
68,560,000
79,070,000
91,250,000
111,360,000
76,330,000
64,670,000
85,000,000
120,600,000
129,410,000
138,500,000
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We see here how the exports of foreign goods jumped from
almost nothing to amounts which, at the close of the 'nineties,
far exceeded the exports of domestic goods, and then during
the peace year 1802-3 fell to little more than one-fourth of the
amount for the last war year, but immediately after the outbreak of the new war rose to nearly half as much again as the
exports of domestic goods in 1806. The following figures (given
by Mahan) showing the exports to Europe of the two most
important West Indian products during the few typical war
years and peace years are also highly illuminative.
(war)
1800
I (peace)
1
8
G
T
~

Sugar (Ibs.)
Coffee (lbs.)

1

1,122,000
2,137,000

1

35,000,000

62,000,000

82,000,000 ' 20,000,000
47,000,000 10,000,000
~

1

74,000,000
48,000,000

It may also be of interest t o form a more graphic picture of
thistradethan
can begiven by figures. A sketch by the
American historian, Professor McMaster, gives a mere summary
of theabundantdata,
basedonproceedings
in prize-court
cases as found in Stephen's book to which we have so often had
occasion to refer :
The merchant flag of every belligerent, save England, disappeared
t o trade under
from the sea. Franceand Hollandabsolutelyceased
their flags. Spain for a while continued to transport her specie and her
bullion in her own ships, protected by her men-of-war. But this, too, she
soon gave up, and by 1806 the dollars of Mexico and the ingots of Peru
were brought to hershoresinAmerican
bottoms. It wasunder our
(the American) flagthat thegum t.rade was carried onwith Senegal, that,
the sugar trade wascarriedon
with Cuba, that coffee was exported
from Caracas, and hides and indigo from South America.' From Vera
Cruz, from Cartagena, from La Plata, from the French colonies in the
Antilles, from Cayenne, from Dutch Guiana, from the isles of Mauritius
Manila, great fleets of American
and RCunion, from Bataviaand
merchantmen sailed to the United States, thereto neutralize the voyage
and then go on to Europe. They filled the warehouses a t Cadiz and
Antwerp to overflowing. They glutted the markets of Emden, Lisbon,
Hamburg andCopenhagen with the produce of the West Indies and the
fabrics of the East, and, bringing back the products of the looms and
forges of Germany to the new world, drove out the manufactures of
Yorkshire, Manchester and Birmingham.
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It was not to be expected that the British would look upon
this development with approval. It took from them the trade
with the enemycolonies,conveyed
the products of these
colonies to theenemy mother countriesor gave them profitable
sales in neutral markets, and consequently subjected the goods
of the Britishcolonies to an unwelcomecompetitionon the
Continent and at the same time created a market in America
for the industrial products of the Continentwhichcompeted
withthose of GreatBritainherself.Moreover,
the shipping
of the neutrals was considered to cause an enviable activity in
the enemy ports ; and, finally, it wasconsidered to increase
Napoleon’s military power by relieving him of the necessity of
providingconvoys,whichwouldhavebeennecessary
if the
connexions had been providedby the French mercantile marine,
and also by freeing him fromthe cares of supplying his colonies.
These last matters implied a situation which the British would
certainly have deprecated for their own part and whichwas
also anything but welcome to Xapoleon himself ; but the other
aspects of the situationinvolvedmanythingswhichwere
-+
bound to tempt Britain
Great
to interfere,
5
However, the Britishmeasuresagainst the colonial trade
of the Americanswerecomparativelymildforseveralyears
afterthe draconiclaw of November 6, 1793, regarding the
confiscation of allvesselscarryingproducts
of the French
colonies or conveyingsupplies to them had beenrevoked
withintwomonths.
The absence of consistentlymaintained
blockade declarations against the enemy colonies is especially
striking. The instructions of 1194,1798, and 1803, whichwe
have previously mentioned,l aimed mainly at preventing only
direct intercourse betweenthe enemy mother countries
and their
colonies, and also, in the case of that of 1798, at drawing the
trade throughBritishports.Beyond
that, they wished to
tolerate trade only in ‘free goods ’, that is to say, goods which
had passed into neutral hands. Thus the instructions of 1794
forbade direct intercourse betweenthe port of an enemy colony
and aEuropean port,as well astrade inproductswhich
See a&, pp. 45 and 81.
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continued to be French property,while the instructions of 1’798
allowedeven direct intercourse with Europe provided a call
was made at a European port belonging to Great Britain orthe
home country of the vessel. The instructionsof 1803 introduced
a certain modification ofthis, in that,curiously enough,a British
port is no longer approved but only a port in thevessel’s home
country ; and itis further laid down that thegopds must belong
to a citizen of the same country. Especially during the first
years after the new outbreak of war in 1803 the treatment of
the neutrals, both Americans and Danes, was unusually mild
and theirshipping waslittle disturbed. The number of captured
vessels incorporated with the British merchant fleet was also
smaller in the years 1803-6 than it was in the precedingor
following years.l
The ‘ neutralization ’ of enemy property resulting from the
trade war itself, as well as from Sir William Scott’s exposition
of the law, assumed enormousproportions ; and Stephen’s book
is full of characteristic and well-documented examples of the
extent to which the regulations were evaded. These evasions,
the number of which was legion, aimed at showing both that
the trip was really (bona $de) begun in a neutral (American)
port and that the
goods wereneutral property. With the former
object new ship’s papers were procured in an American port,
sometimes, indeed, a new crew ; in fact, there were occasions
when two vessels exchanged cargoes so that they might both
truthfully say that thecargo had been taken aboard ina neutral
port. Moreover, separate insuranceswere taken for each trip,
and the’ import duty was paid in the fictitious manner previously indicated.2 With regard to the neutral ownership of the
cargoes, the most grotesque situations arose. In this connexion
an extract from Stephen’s account, which is supported by
references to the different legal cases, is well worth quoting :
1 According to Porter (op. cit., p. 396), the number of ships captured and incorporated with the British mercantile fleet was as follows :

Year

Ships

r 18022,779i 2,827
1803

Year
11-1804
1805
1806

~

Ships
2,533
2,520

,I N
: il1
1

Year

Ships
2,764
3,222

/ 1 ” ~~-1~ ~ ~
Year

1

2

See ante, p. 103.

Ships
3,903
4,023
3,899
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Merchants who, immediately prior to the last war,werescarcely
known, even in the obscure seaport townsa t which they resided, have
suddenly started up as soleowners of great numbers of ships, and sole
proprietors of rich cargoes, which i t would have alarmed the wealthiest
merchants of Europe t o hazard a t once on thechance of a market, even
in peaceable times. A man who, a t t h e breaking out of the war, was
a petty shoemaker in a small town of East Friesland, had, a t one time,
a hundred and fifty vessels navigating as his property, under Prussian
colours . , The cargoes of no less than five East Indians, all composed
of the rich exports of Batavia, together with three of the ships, were
contemporary purchases, on speculation,of a single house a t Providence
in Rhode Island, and
wereallbound, as asserted, to that American
port ; where, i t is scarcely necessary toadd, nodemandfortheir
cargoes existed.
Single shipshavebeenfoundreturningwith
bullion on board, to the valueof from a hundred to a hundred and fifty
t,housandSpanish dollars, besidesvaluablecargoes of other colonial
exports. Yet even these daring adventurers have
been eclipsed. One
neutral house has boldly contractedforallthemerchandize
of the
Dutch East India Company at Batavia, amounting in value to no less
than one million seven hundred thousand pounds sterling.

.

...

All this led, in the spring of 1805, to an alteration in the
practice of the British law courts, which considerably damaged
the possibilities of the American carrying trade. The highest
British prize court, the Prize Appeal Court
of the PrivyCouncil,
in the famous case of the ship Baez with its cargo from Barcelona to Salem, Massachusetts, and thence to Havana, declared
both the vessel and the cargo forfeited, despite the factthat the
latter had been unloaded and passed through the custom-house
in the usualway in the Americm port (May
22). This precedent
wasimmediately followed bytwoothersintheAdmGalty
Court,whereby the intention of eluding the regulationswas
declared to be decisive as against the external criteria. At the
same time the British' went a more direct way to the end of
obtainingcontrolover
the American colonies of the enemy,
namely, by passing a series
of laws which were promulgated
in April and June 1805, and in July 1806. These were intended
to encourage the importation of the products of those colonies
either directto England bylicence or to theBritish West Indies,
either to sixteen free ports established there or, with somewhat

k.
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less liberty and on the basis of a licence, to other islands, with
a somewhat varying right to be forwarded tothe British home
country. At the same time permissionwasgiven
to send
a return cargo from the British to the foreign colonies. To the
sixteen free ports importation might be made in small vessels
of any nationality whatsoever, that is to say, even of enemy
nationality.1
This new application of the law as regards ‘ circuitous
voyages ’ aroused a great deal of feeling in t,he United States,
and in April 1806, led to an American counter-measure ; and
at the same time therewere issuedthe British blockade declarations concerning the North Sea coast and the English Channel
on whichwe have previouslytouched.* The most important
of these in all respects was the blockade which was proclaimed
on May 16, 1806, on the initiative of the then British foreign
secretary, the celebrated Whig politician, Charles
James Fox.
This created a strictly blockaded region between Ostend and
the mouth of the Seine-that is to say, practically Havre-and
also two less strictly blockaded regions to the north and to the
south thereof-from Ostend
to the Elbe and from the mouth
of the Seine to Brest,
respectively.
Neutral vessels
were
conceded the right to call at theports on the last two stretches,
on condition that their goods were not contraband of war and
did not belong to enemy subjects, and on the further condition
that they hadnot been loaded in an enemy port and were not,
to begin with, bound to such a port.
Like most of the British blockade regulations, this was very
obscure ; and it is not known to me how it was applied during
the remainder of the year.Mahan’sview
that it liberated
neutrals from the obligation laid down in the Esses case, honestly
to import the goods of the enemy colonies beforethey were again
exported to Europe, i: not very satisfactory as an interpretation
of the law ;3 for the condition was absolutely binding by the
45 Geo. 111, cc. 34 & 57 ; 46 Geo. 111, c. 111.
See a d e , p. 81.
3 Mahan, InfEuence of Sea Power, &e., vol. II, pp. 269-70; alao,

its Relations,

&c., vol. I, p. 108.
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‘ rule of 1756 ’, even irrespective of the question whether any
blockade had been ordered, and consequently it could not be
regarded as annulled by the fact that the blockade had been
made less strict on certain stretches.
Both in Great Britain herself and also in America and on
the Continent of Europe, indeed, these different British measures
during the years 1805 and 1806, especially the new exposition
of the law in the prize courts, were regarded as serious blows
against the neutralcarryingtrade.
Butthe A.merican trade
statistics given above do not point
to this. On the contrary,
they show a higher figure for exports of colonial goods during
1806 than during the yearbefore or after; andthe figures
relating to captures do not show any considerable rise untilthe
followingyear. It ispossible,therefore,
that inreality the
application of the measures was such as Mahan has laid down.
In any case: it may surely be considered clearthat during 1806
Great Britain did not get rid of the neutral trade of which she
disapproved or put an end to the advantages which,from a
British point of view, this trade afforded to the enemy part of
the Continent.
Then, at the close of the year, came Napoleon’s Continental
decree.Owing to the enormousemphasiswithwhich
it was
proclaimed, as well as to themeasures by whichit was followed,
this gave a tangible occasion for
the discussion of new measures
chiefly against the neutrals. The ministry which came to power
in Great Britain after Pitt’s death in January 1806, was under
the leadership of Lord Grenville, who had for many years been
Pitt’s foreign secretary and fellow worker ; and for the reason
that it embracedmany of the mostgiftedpoliticiansin
the
country, it isknown inhistory as the ‘ Ministry of All the
Talents ’. The foreign secretary at the start was Fox, the most
Francophile of all British statesmen, and,after his death in the
middle of September, the future leader of the Whig Party, the
then Lord Howick, but better knownunderhis later title of
Earl Grey. This government was not inclined toward forcible
measures ; and the only British statesman after Pitt’s death
See ante, p. 103.
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who was to some extent equal to Napoleon, but who did not
belong to the Talents Ministry, namely, George Canning, somewhat later said disparagingly thatthe Grenvillemeasures
against the Berlindecree ' partook of all the bad qualitiesof
half-measures '.I

FIRSTORDERIN COUNCIL(JANUARY
7, 1807)
However, Lord Howick's governmental measure turned out
to be the first step in the British counteraction which was to
occupy the thoughts of the whole world during the following
fiveyears.Like its successors, it assumed the form of a measure
by theKing in Council,without the co-operation of Parliament,
and it was therefore, from the point of view of public law, an
Order in Council. Hence, this term became afterwards in the
popular mind almosta proper name for regulationsof this kind.
The first Order in Council was issued on
January 7, 1807, or
a month and a half after the Berlin decree.2 As a measure of
reprisal against the Berlindecree
and with the reference,
previously q ~ o t e dto
, ~ thenecessity of ' restraining the violence
of the enemy and to retort upon him the evils of his own injustice ', trade between enemyports was entirely forbidden,and
also trade between otherports at which the Berlindecree
prevented Englishshipsfromcalling.
The members of the
Grenville governmentafterwards maintained that this was only
an application of the ' rule of 1756 ', which includeda prohibition
of coasting trade along the territory of the enemy. But if that
had been the case, there would have been no use of asserting
an intention of reprisal ; and theopponents of the governmente. g., Lord Eldon, the Lord Chancellor in the following Ministryalso observed that the order went outside the alleged principle,
in that it prohibited, for instance, trade between French and
Spanish ports. Trade between the enemy mother country and
Hansard, vol. IX, p. 687 (June 30, 1807).
All these Orders in Council of 1807 are printed in Hansard, vol. x, pp. 12648;
but as some of them are nut r e d l y acceesible outside of Great Britain, and a8 they
are, moreover, very often incorrectlysummarized, they are reproduced inapp. I
from Hansard.
3 See ante, p. 99.
2
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hercolonieswasforbidden
as a matter of course, butthis
implied nothing new. On the other hand, as regards coasting
trade proper, it was more difficult to get at than any other part
of the enemy’s shipping,a point to which the domestic opponents
of the government did not fail to call attention. On March 17,
1807, inacommunication to J. G. Rist, the Danish chargk
d’aJgPniTeS at London at the time, Lord Howick amplified this
further bydeclaring that there wasnoobjection t o neutral
vessels carrying cargot o an enemy port, thence goingin ballast
to another port, and then carrying cargo from this last port to
the home country. It was just the flourishing Danish Mediterranean trade that was hit by the new law ; but apartfrom that
the importance of the measure can not be regarded as great,
except that toa certain extent it compromised the Whig Party
with regard to the justifiability of measures of reprisal, and so
far rendereddifficulttheirposition
with regard to the more
comprehensive
measures
of their
successors
in
the same
direction.’
It was quite natural,therefore, that those whowere in
favour of more forcible measures on
the partof the government,
eitheragainstNapoleon
or against the neutrals,were
not
satisfiedwith the January order. In this connexion we have
first to think of Stephen and his supporters, who, according to
the later evidence of his opponent, Brougham, constitut,ed the
greatmajority. It is true that Stephen’sbook had appeared
as far back as the autumn of 1805, or more than a year before
the issue of the Berlin decree ; but there is nothing to indicate
that either the man or his book had exerted any influence on
the January order. The positive demands of Stephen are not
quite clear, it is true ; but in any case they can not be regarded
as having been satisfied the
by measure ofthe Grenviue ministry,
In manypassages in hisbookStephenassumesanegative
attitude toward the thought of using the war as a pretext for
1 Lord Eldon in the House of Lords, Feb. 15, 1808 (Hansard, vol. x, p. 475) ;
Peroeval in the Home of Commons,Feb. 4, 1807 (Hansard, vol. m,p. 629). Lord
Howick’s declaration is given in Hansard, vol. x, pp. 402 ef, seq. &vald, Badrag
le’l Oplysning om Danmk-Norgea Handd og Skibsfart, 1800-1807,in
Hkh&k
Tidsskrift, VI11 (1917), vol. VI, pp. 409,433-4.
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commercial advantages, which he calls ' a morbidexcess of
sensibility to immediate commercial profit ' ; and as a warning
example to his countrymen he mentions the action of the
Dutch, during a siege, of selling powder to theenemy, whereby,
he says, they ' preferred their trade to their political safety '.
In accordance with this? he adopts for the most part a purely
naval standpoint and urges that the neutrals, with very few
exceptions,should be entirely preventedfromdealing
with
enemy countries and in enemy goods,and especially with enemy
colonies. In that way the enemy would be compelled to carry
on his trade himself and tofetter his naval forces by convoying
trading vessels and protecting his colonies and providing them
with supplies ; and by all these things the desired possibility
of captures would also be secured to its fullest extent. Alongside all of this, however, we also find hints that more directly
anticipate the followingcourse of development, namely, that
the goods of the enemycolonies might be conveyed to the
British market and there taxed tosuch an extent as to prevent
them from competing with those of the British colonies.
Stephen wascloselyconnected
with the English Tory
politician,Spencer Perceval, who as prime minister wasin
company with Stephen at the time of his assassination by a
lunatic in 181%; and it was from Perceval that there came the
first positive criticism of the January regulations, wiz., in the
House of Commons on February 4, 1807. I n hisspeech,too,
we have the first complete explanation of the motives that lay
behind the definitive Orders in Council ; and to judge by the
speech it would seem that the detailed framing of those orders
was due less to Stephen than to Perceval. The latter clearly
takes his stand, from the very first, on what we have designated
M
above 1 as the ' third line ' of policy, namely,Jhgt O
rivalry. After a criticism of the January regulations he comes
t m t he regards as two possible expedients for meeting the
Berlin decree. The one would be ' to exclude certain necessary
commerce ' from the territory of the enemy. But if this leads
us to expect a plea foran effective blockade,we are immediately
,

1 See ante,

p. 99.
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disabused;for it refers tothe importation of French and
Spanish colonial goods into France, with the object of a t least
makingthemdearer and thm strengthening the competitive
power of the Britishgoods. The alternativeexpedient, and
the one which was to acquire practical importance, consists in
the previously treated ‘ third line ’,namely, to turn the
measures
of France against herself bythe order ‘ that no goods should be
carried to France except they first touched a t a British port.
They might be forced to be entered at the custom-house and
a certain entry fee imposed, which would contributeto enhance
the price and give a better sale in the foreign market to your
owncommodities,’ It is scarcelynecessary to point out how
faithfully the previously traced economic tendency of maritime
blockade is here expressed, with sales on the enemy market as
aself-evidentaim.Thesecond
of theseconcreteproposalsis
somewhat influenced by the instructions of 1798, which in their
turn standinacertainconnexionwith
the entrep6d or ‘ old
colonial ’ system.
Perceval’scontribution t o the discussionbecame of great
practicalimportanceowing to the fact that somefewweeks
later, in March 1807, the Grenville ministry resigned and was
succeeded by agovernmentwith
the Duke of Portland as
a figurehead prime minister, Canning as foreign secretary, and
Perceval himself as chancellor of the exchequer. The minister
of finance soon found occasion to take up afresh the question
of measures against the Berlin decree, and that occasion arose
in the West Indian interest, which to some extent had also lain.
behindStephen’saction.AWest
Indian petition which had
been presented to the House of Commons as early as February
had beenreferred to aselectcommittee,whosereportwas
ordered to be printed in August. The report strongly emphasized the American trade between the enemycolonies and
Europe as the cause of the fall in the price of sugar, and this
was stated to have gone so far that it no longer covered even
the expenses of cultivation except on the largest estates in the
BritishWestIndies.
In the debate on this reportPerceval
promised a prompt treatment of the question. We may regard
1689.43
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as a first step toward the fulfilment of this promise an Order in
19),
Council which wasissued only a few days afterwards (August
whereby vessels sailing under thc flags of Mecklenburg, Oldenburg, Papenburg, or Kniphausen were declared lawful prize if
they touched at an enemy port unless they were going from or
coming to a Britishport. As the colours of these somewhat
dubious North German principalities were commonly used as
neutral flags in themore risky cases, this measure implies a f i s t
application of the new principle to a part of the pretended
neutral trade.l
ORDERSIN COUNCIL(NOVEMBER
11-DECEMBER
18, 1807)

The decisive step, however,was taken by three Orders in
Council of November 11,1807, supplemented by one of November 18, five of November 25, and one of December 18 ; and to
these there were afterwards added further new ones, so that in
the end the number of them amounted to no less than twentyfour. It is this system of ordinances, and especially the fundamental ordinance of November 11, that formed the foundation
of British policy during the following period-in form, it is true,
only until the spring of 1809, but in reality until thecollapse of
the Continental System. It is also these, and not the January
ordinance, that are usually meant when reference is made to
the Orders in Council. They were further supplemented in the
spring of 1808 by nofewer than six less important statutes
governing such points of the system as could not be put into
execution without the consent of Parliament.2
It is truly anything but easy to explain the purport of this
far-reaching complex of regulations. The Orders in Council, in
particular, are marvels of obscurity and rambling. We find the
same matter scattered over several ordinances, whichseemed
1 LordBrougham,
187l), vol. II, pp. 5,
war in Dieguiee, &C.,
pp. 620 -66 ; vol. IX,
p. 379.
48 Cleo. 111, cc.

Life and Times of, written by himeif (2d ed., London,
7 ; Bpeeche-9 of (Edinburgh, 1838), vol. I, p. 404 ; Stephen,
pp. 38 et S q . , 110 et 8 q . , 163 et seq., 171 ; Hansard, VOl. Y m ,
pp. 85-101, 1152 -3 ; app. pp. lxxxi et seq. ; Porter, op. cit.,
26, 28, 29, 33, 34 end 37.
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absolutely to contradict one another, of the same day or with
only a few days’ interval. This incomprehensibility not only
holdsgoodfor
the people of later generations, but alsofor
the people of that time ; and the fogginess of the regulations
was a standing butt for the jeers of the opposition.Thus,
Lord Grenville declared his belief that the very persons who
drafted them had scarcely understood their content; and he
also alleged that four points in the same ordinance contained
four contradictions, and that he
was not a little proud of having
been able t o understand the connexion at 1ast.l The often
confused and mutually conflicting explanationsof the ministers
did not, as a rule, help to clear matters ; and owing to the total
lack of all special investigations, especiallyas t o their connexion
withgenerallegislationregardingshipping
and the colonies,
certain points at the present time are not easy to interpretn2
But this does not apply to thegeneral line of thought, which is
quite clear ; and the pretended object of the measures can be
distinguished without any considerabledifficultyfrom their
real objects. The fundamental idea is to be found practically
in the germ as early as Perceval’s speech in February.
Seldom,however, has the contrast between the policy
officially proclaimed and the policy actually pursued stood out
in a more striking way than in the chief of the three Orders in
Council of November 11, the one which can properly be called
@e3-2?
After a declaration that the January
ordinance had not attained its object, either of compelling the
enemy t o revoke his measure orof inducing the neutrals to take
action to thesame effect,this ordinance simply proceedsto copy
the most important points of the Berlin decree, Thus not only
all enemy countries withtheir colonies, but also all-placesfrom
which the British flag is excluded (this last point has nothing
corresponding to it in the blockade declaration of the Berlin
decree), are declared to be subject to the same rule as if they
were really blockaded inthe strictest manner ; and, further, all
Hansard, vol. x, pp. 482-3 ; vol. m, p. 774.
* The
reader is here referred to the text of the Orders in Council in app. 1.
See

app. i, no. v.
I2
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trade in their products is prohibited. Every vessel trading to
those countries shall be fair prize, as well as its cargo and all
goods coming from there.
But immediately following thesedraconicregulations
are
exceptions which entirely nullify the rule and makepossible the
very trade so rigorously prohibited. Out of alleged regard for
the neutrals, in fact,
it is declared that theyshall stillbe allowed
to provide themselves with colonial goods for their own consumption and even to carry on ‘ such trade with His Majesty’s
enemies as shall be carried on directly with
the ports of His
Majesty’s dominions or of his allies ’. And in this the true
fundamental principle has found expression. Ignoring details,
we maysay that the realprincipalregulations,
asdistinct
from the apparentones, consists in permitting both direct trade
between the home country of a neutral vessel and enemy
colonies and alsodirect trade between the EuropeanBritish
port and enemy ports. What is prohibited in the first place,
therefore, is direct intercourse between the enemy colonies and
theirmother countries. But further,in the main, alldirect
intercourse between the enemy countries andotherports
is
prohibited, except when the ‘ other ports ’ are either European
British ports or ports in the vessel’s own country. That is to
say, intercourse is also prohibited between enemy ports and
neutral portselsewhere than in the home country of the neutral
vessels.
Thus the regulations left the intercourse of the neutrals,
principally the Americans, with the enemy West Indian colonies
so far undisturbed. But bypreventing the American vessels
from conveying the products of those colonies direct to any port
on the European mainland, neutral or enemy, the Orders in
Council practically cut them off from almost the whole trade
with the enemy colonies, except in so far as they were willing
to put in at a British port ; for the intercourse which was still
allowed between the enemy colonies and the United States
itself
was of no very great importance, the Union’s requirements of
West Indian products being quite insignificant. Consequently,
we can not deny the existence of a certain amountof consistency
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in these measures, despite their seeming aimlessness ; and this
showed itself in a number of details.
The principal thing in all respects was the obligatory call
at a British port. The intention of this regulation was presumably, above all,to raise the prices on the products of the enemy
colonies and the enemy parts of the European mainland in all
ports where they might compete with goods of Great Britain
or her colonies.' For this purpose it was laid down that both
goods of enemy destination and goods of enemy origin, as well
as goods which had been loaded in
an enemy port, should be
discharged on the arrival of the vessel at a British port. The
onlyexceptionswerecorn,
flour, and otherunmanufactured
natural producebroughtdirectfrom
the producingcountry,
where there was no competition with British goods, and where
it was thought possible, without inconvenience, to show a certain consideration for the exportation by the United States of
their own products, as opposed to theirre-exportation of
colonial goods. The whole of this exception, however, furnishes
very significant evidenceof the long distancethat Great Britain
had travelled fromthe temporary plan of 1793 to starve out the
Continent.
When the goods were afterwards to be exported again, the
majority of the foreign goods,but not the British colonial goods,
nor the actual products of neutral countries just mentioned,
were subjected to customs dues; and in complete accordance
with the aim of the whole measure these dutiesattained a considerableheight : for instance, for coffee, 28s. percwt. ; for
brownsugar, '10s. ; and forwhitesugar, 14s. At the prices
then current these rateswould seem to have corresponded to at
least 20 or 30 per cent, of the value.*
Whatthismeantforgoods
that hadbeenbroughtunder
British control only by military pressure, appears from such
a detailas the fact that a special provision in
the most important
1 Cf., for instance, the utterancesof Lord Bathurst, the president of the Board
of Trade, and Lord Hawkeabury (afterwards Lord Liverpol), the home swretarg;
in the House of Lords, Feb. 15, 1808 (Hansard, vol. x, pp. 471, 485).
* The figures relating to prices w
llibe found in Tooke, A Histmy of P r k , $c.,
701.II,pp. 398,414.
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of the statutes had to concede to the owner of the goods the
right to allow them tobe destroyed inport without duty.1 But
besides t.his there were also certain restrictions in the right to
re-export these goods a t all, still without the slightest intention
of cutting off the enemy’ssupplies, although it oftenmight
seem so, but only in the interests of commercial rivalry. The
greatestrelaxations,therefore,
curious as it may seem,were
made in the permission to export to European ports, inasmuch
aseverything might go there, even enemy property(to be
distinguished, of course, from commodities of enemy origin) ;
this was otherwise excluded from all toleration byreason of the
British denial of the rule that ‘ free ships make free goods
The reason, of course,was that Britishstatesmen, as usual,
wished to force upon a reluctant enemy goods via England.
All British and East Indian commodities and captured goods
wereallowed to go to enemy colonies ; and foreign goods
imported to England might go there by a licencewhichwould
always still furt-her increase their price
; while, finally, other
places, chiefly,of course, the British colonies, might not, without
special licence, receive six kinds of goods that played a special
part in the colonial trade, namely, sugar, coffee, wine, brandy,
snuff, and cotton.2
But there were two commodities concerning which there
struggle, namely, rawcottonand
arose a veryvehement
cinchona bark, usually called Jesuit’sbark. The former was
naturally of the greatestimportance in the continental industry
that competedwith the British, while the latter, as is well
known, was a p 2 c e de TBsistance in the older pharmacopeia in
all febrile maladies. After having originally thought of imposing
an export duty onthese goods too, the Britishgovernment
decided to prohibit their export. Here, a t least, where an actual

’.

1 48 Geo. III, c. 26, 8. 16 (the Principal ‘ Orders in Council Act ’). Cf. Lord
Emkine in the H o w of Lords, Mar. 8, 1808 (Hansard, vol. x, pp. g6-7).
8 This seems to the writer to be the only possible interpretation of the most
obaure of all the ordinances, namely, the Order in Council of Nov. 26, 1807 (printed
as no. IX in app. I), which is clearly the one alluded to by Grenville in his utterrrsce
previously cited(pp. 114-16), compared withthe Order in Council of the same
day (printed as no. x).

.
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prohibition of export was created, one would expect
to meet
with an aim at the actual blockade of the Continent, which the
opposition indeed often assumed, more or less bona &de,to be
the realobject of this measure. But, as a matter of fact,
nothing was further from the thoughts of the government.
Perceval,whoinhiscapacity
of chancellor of the exchequer
introduced the billson this subject,justified the prohibition
oncinchonabark,
it is true,byalleging
that the greatest
difficulties had already revealed t.hemselves on the Continent,
especially in Napoleon’s armies, throughthe scarcity of medicaments, as was indeedshownby the fact that the pricehad
increasedsevenfold.
But hewentonimmediately
t o say :
‘ The object of the prohibition in this instance was that it might
ultimately be the means of introducing other articles into the
Continent.’ For these reasons the laws themselves authorized
licencesfrom the prohibitions, as Perceval again emphasized,
inorder to prevailon the enemy to receiveBritishgoods,
‘ Therewouldbe no difficulty,’hesaid, ‘in obtainingany
quantity of this article, the moment the enemytook off his
prohibition from the importation of other articles,’ 1 Thus the
competitionpoint of viewwas the decidingfactor all along
the line,
But it remained to regulate the control by seeing that the
vesselswent as a matter of fact to the Britishports ; and
the regulations onthis subject wereamong thosethat attracted
the greatest attention, althoughthey are not of equal interestin
principle. The commanders of British war-ships and privateers
were instructed, before the new regulations became known, t o
warn vessels onthe way to enemy or other forbidden ports, and
also to order them to make their way to specially named ports.
Vesselson their way to an American port whichwas not in
their own country were to go to Halifax in Nova Scotia (which
was also used for similar purposes during the recent war) or to
a West Indian free port ; vessels south of the Equator were to
go to Ceylon, to St. Helena or the Cape ofGood Hope ; and
1 House of Commons, Feb. 22 and 24, Mar. 16, 1808 (Haneard, vol
728, 1168) ; 48 Geo. 111, cc. 29, 33, 34.

x, pp. 695-8,
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vessels on their way to Europe, either to Gibraltar or to Malta
or to any port in the
British Isles.
In addition to all this, finally, there were pure measures of
reprisal, framed according to their
French
counterparts.
Trading vesselswere to remain enemy propertyandto
be
confiscated as such, even if they weresold to neutrals ; and
what was the most unreasonable of all the regulations, the mere
possession of a French certificateof origin as to thenon-British e
nationality of the cargo was to involve the confiscation of both
ship and cargo. On the otherhand, since the lack of such
certificates involved capture on the partof the French, a neutral
vessel, a t least if it did not sail under British convoy, had,
according to this last regulation, no alternative between breaking the orders of one power or the other, with the consequent
risk of capture from one side or the other, provided, it is well
to remark, that they wished to act openly and honestly, which
therefore was practically impossible. The only effect of all this
was the establishment of asystem of double ship’s papers,
which gradually attained animmense scope ; and thus inreality
the consequence was that the laws of both sides were broken.
have
I n this multiplicity of regulations-which,however,
notby
any means been fully reproduced here-the
most
prominent thing of all is the obligation to call a t a British port,
with the possibilities thereby created of controlling and renderingdearer enemy products; especiallyenemycolonialgoods.
In the course of time, too, the British ministers managed to
find a comparatively clear expression of their ways of thinking
in this respect. This was especially the case in almost identical
utterances made in thespring of 181%by three of the ministers.
As formulated by Lord Bathurst, the president of the Board of
Trade, that is to say, minister of commerce, it ran as follows :
‘ France by her decrees had resolved to abolish all trade with
England : England said, in return, that France should then
have no trade but with England.’ 1 This, of course, did away
House of Lords, Feb. 28,1812. Hansard, pol. XXI, p. 1053.Almost
to the
same effect,cf. Rose, vice president of the Board of Trade, in the HomeofCommons,
Mar. 3,1812, and Perceval on the same day and Apr. 17, 1812. Hansard, pol. XXI,
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with the idea of blockade as such, and the licensingsystem
took its place in theseat of honour, partly through the ‘ proviso ’
regulations of the ordinancesthemselves and partly through
the licences expresslypermitted in them.
This, however, was far from clear to everybody ; nor was
it approved by all to whom it wasclear.Some of the home
critics of the Britishgovernment,somewhat
later including
Canning,whowas
amember of the government when the
ordinances were issued but had to leave it in 1809, considered
that they ought to be true to their alleged purpose of making
the enemy feelthe consequences of his own injustice and to that
end cut off hissupplies.’
But morenumerouswerethose
attacks of the opposition which blamed the government for its
advertised intention, doingso under the unfounded assumption
that it wassincere.These
criticsdwelton the impossibility
of starving outthe Continent, the small extent to which a
shortage of certain articles of luxury was felt, the encouragement to new branches of production and the invention of
substitutes whichsuch ablockademightintroduce
intothe
Continent, and all the consequent injury to British industry and
Britishcolonies. In point of fact, however, all this criticism
did not apply t o the Orders in Council as they worked and as
they were intended to work, but to Napoleon’s Continental
System. To that extent, therefore, it implied a recognition of
the appositeness of that system, whichwas certainly not the
intention of the critics, The real character of the government
policydid not, however, escape criticism altogether, as when
Lord Grenville in one of his first discussions on the Orders in
Council, in the House of Lords on February 15, 1808, declared
that : ‘ This principle of forcing trade into our markets would
have disgraced the darkest ages of monopoly.’On the whole,
however, it may be said
that thecriticism, usually very much embittered, missed the truepoint of the policy of the government.8
pp. 1120,1163; vol. XXII, p, 434. Cf. also, LordWellesley’sutterance in 1811
(see below, p. 208).
1 See ante, p. 99.
e The following are a few examples : Fiat standpoint : Canning in the House
of Commons, Mar. 3,1812 (Haward, vol. XXI. p. 1147); Lord Sidmouth,the
former and far from eminent prime minister under the name of Addington, in the
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TERRITORIAL EXPANSION
OF THE CONTINENTALSYSTEM
(1807)
I n order to make the connexion clear, the British countermeasures to the Berlin decree have been followed to the close
But on the
of the year 1807, and evensomewhatbeyond.
Continent the year 1807 had been rich in tremendous events
with far-reaching consequencesfor the Continental System.
At Tilsit Napoleon had prevailed upon Russia to join the great
policy of reprisals in the event of her failure to mediate a peace
between Great Britain and France ; and naturally enough she
failed. The bombardment of Copenhagen-Canning’s act of
violence against Denmark, which, as we know,lwas
quite
superfluous-had thrown that country entirely into the hands
of Napoleon and made its ruler, the Crown Prince Frederick,
who shortly afterwards ascended the throne as Frederick VI,
one of his few sincereallies.Meanwhile,Napoleon’sown
aggression against Port.uga1had put anend to theindependence
of that country after the royal family had fled to Brazil. The
remaining states of Europe were either moreorless
purely
subsidiary states to France, or a t leastohad been so recently
vanquished by Napoleon thatthey could not contemplate
resisting the introduction of the Berlin decree. To the former
category belonged the kingdarns of Italy (North Italy),
Holland,
and Naples, the Confederation of the Rhine, and in the
main (for
the present) Spain ; to the latter, Prussia and Austria. Besides
these, the kingdom of Etruria (Tuscany) was reduced to submission by military occupation and the other Italian territories
House of Lords, Feb. 17, 1809,
and Feb. 28, 1812(Hansard, vol. XII, pp. 791-2 ;
vol. XXI, p. 1071). Second standpoint : Lord AuckLand, president of the Board of
Trade in ‘ All the Talents ’ and in his time the eponymous negotiator of the Eden
(Hanstard, vol. x, p. 468); Lord Henry
Treaty, in the Houseof Lords, Feb. 15, 1808
‘ AU theTalents’andafterwards
Lord
Petty,chancellor of theexchequerin
Lensdome, in the House
of Commons, Feb. 18, 1808
(Hansard, vol. x, p. 682);
Whitbrad, one of the principal speakers of the Opposition, in the House of Cornmons,Mar.
6, 1809 (Hansard, vol. XII, pp. 1167-8). Thirdstandpoint:Lord
Grenville, as above (Hansard, vol. x, p. 483). Cf. the more perspicacious criticism
of Lord Grey, formerly Lord Howick, in the House
of Lords, June 13, 1810 (Hansrtrd, vol. XM, pp. 546 et-eeq).
Forthe Scandinaman investigationsthereader
is referred to theleading
authority on Danish history intheeighteenthandearlynineteenthcenturies,
Professor Edvsrd Holm, Dannaccrk-Norgea Hietorie fm 1720 til 1814, vol. w.
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bysuitablepressure.
Even Turkeyboundherself to exclude
Britishgoods. In this connexion it wasespecially important
that the great emporium of Leghorn was closed to the trade of
Englandby the overthrow of the independenceof Etruria,
At the close of 1807, therefore, there was only one European
state that openly refused to become a party to the Continental
System ; and that state wasSweden, the soleally of Great
Britain.Againsther,accordingly,Russia,
at the instigation
of Napoleon,made theattack whichwas to endwith the
conquest of Finland andthe
deposition of Gustavus IV
Adolphus. Thus during its veryfirstyear
the Continental
System attained a territorial range which far transcended even
the boldest plans that had been formulated in the minds of its
author’spredecessorsunder
the Convention and Directory,
when they spoke of a blockade from the Tagus to the Elbe or
from Gibraltar to Texel.

FIRSTMILANDECREE(Nov. 23, 1807)
At the sametimeNapoleon had labouredfurther at the
internal structure of the system in forms which, in the main,
belong to part 111. After regulating in greater detail the treatment of Britishvessels and goods on the especiallyexposed
coast-line of NorthGermany,hegave
to certainprovisions
which applied t o that coast validity for his own empire through
the first Milandecree (hovember 23, 1807). This contained
detailed regulations concerning the manner in which it was to
be determinedthat vessels had calledat a British port, concerning the confiscationofvessels and cargoes in this case(not
merely their expulsion, as was prescribed in the Berlin decree),
and concerning the certificates of origin previously mentioned
touching the non-British provenience of goods.
SECOND
MILANDECREE(DEc. 17, 1807)

It was during hisstay in thekingdom of Italy thatNapoleon
was informed of the British Orders in Council of November 11;
and he seems to have beenseized by aviolent fit of anger,
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which found expression in the second of the fundamental laws
of the Continehtal System, namely, the second Milan decree,
issued on December17,1807. The part of the Orders in Council

to which he especially devoted his attention was the in itself
notveryremarkable
examination (the warning) byBritish
war-ships ; but of course he also took notice of the obligatory
call in England and the duty on re-exports. He hurled out his
decree as ameasure of reprisal againstthe English government,
' which,' he said, ' assimilates its legislation to that of Algiers,'
and applied it only against such nations as failed to compel
England to respect their flags, and also, as usual, made it valid
only so long as England continued to disregard international
law (Article 4). Every vesselwhich submitted to any of the
three regulations-examination,call
in England, or paying
duty there-was declared to be denationalized ; it had forfeited
the protection of its own flag and, from the view-point of French
legislation, had become English property (Article l), and had
thus become lawful prize both in port and a t sea (Article 2).
The doubt which had hithertoprevailed concerning the application of the Continental System byseawas thereby removed.
The real content of the Milan decree is simply the express and
unrestricted extension of the system from the Continent to the
sea, in so far as French privateerscould make it effective there.
This fact findsexpression inthe curious formula thatthe
British Isles are now declared in blockade b0t.h by land and by
sea ; and every vessel on its way to or from an English port,
or an English colonial port, or even a port occupied by England,
are declared to be fair prize (Article 3). Moreover, by attaching
these regulations in the first place to the examination, which
the neutrals almost entirely lacked the power of preventing, and
not only to thecall in a British port,where a certain amountof
independent will might perchance remain for the masters of
neutral vessels, the Continental System hadapproached the
NivBse law of 1798 more closely than in itsprevious workings ;
that is to say, it had come to apply against neutral shipping
as such. This was quite deliberate on the part of Napoleon ;
and from this point of time dates his view that there were no
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longer any neutrals, inasmuchas they were either, and as a rule,
Englishmen in disguise, or, at all events, had made themselves
the accomplices of the English by accommodating themselves
tothe OrdersinCouncil.ThisconstructionputuponnonFrench shipping applied almostas a matter of course to vessels,
not only from allied, but also from purely vassal powers, On
the very same day
that theMilan decree was issued, for instance,
Napoleon gave orders to DecrPs, his minister of the marine, to
detain a Russian vessel-that is to say, a vessel belongingto an
alliednation-whichhadarrivedin
the port ofMorlaix in
Brittany ; and for thisorderhegave
the truly Napoleonic
justification that it was either really English-inwhichcase
it was condemned as a matter of course-or that it was really
Russian, and in that case should be detainedto prevent it from
being taken by the English.DecrPswasalsocharged
to give
orders to thesame effect to all French ports concerning Danish,
Dutch,Spanish, and allothervessels,
and to investigate
whether the regulations weresimilarlyappliedin the vassal
states, On this
basis
Napoleon
afterwards
systematically
built up his treatment of non-Frenchvesselsin the ports of
France and itssubsidiary states, with gradually more
and more
developedprotectionisttendencies as againstshippingwhich
was not purely French.l
On the same day that the Milan decree was issued, Champagny, the foreignminister at the time,receivedorders to
transmit it by a special courierto Holland, Spain, and Denmark,
with the request that these nominally sovereign states should
complywith (obtempker h) it ; andthe continentalpowers
immediately set to work to bring their legislation into accordance with the new decree of the master.2 Of greater interest
than the details of this development, which becomes important
onlyinconnexionwith the inquiry into the actual workings
of the system, is the attitude assumed by the United States1 First Milan decree : Bdletin dea l&, &o., 4th ser., bull. 172, no. 2,912, Second
Milan deoree : Corr-nce,
no. 13,391 ; of. also, Napoleon to Champgny,
Jan. 10, 1810, no. 16,127; also, Napoleon to Deorda, no. 13,398.
C o r r e s w n c e , no. 13,393 ; M a ~ t e n ~Nmveau
,
recueil, &aa, vol. I, pp. 458

*

et

sq.
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at that time almost the only remaining neutral power-toward
this blow directed byboththe
belligerents mainlyagainst
neutraltrade.The
highly instructivedevelopment
of the
American attitudetowardthe
ContinentalSystemwenton
alongside the development of Europeanaffairs down to the
practical collapse of the systemin 181.2. It will form the
subject of the next chapter.

CHAPTER IV
POLICY OF THE UNITED STATES
AMERICANPOSITIOY

THEpolicy of the United States during the period of the
Continental System is an example of the type which,in the
course of an economicwar to the knife,seeks to maintain
neutrality to the uttermost and to take all the consequences of
that attitude, without, it is true, the support of either external
military power or an efficient internal administration,' Down
to the close of 1807 this policy brought with it a unique development of American shipping and foreign trade, especially
the carryingtrade, But when the commercialwarbecame
more intense in 1807, it made a complete right-about-face and
led to the second great self-blockade caused bythe Continental
System; and finally,when this became quiteuntenable, it
drove the American Union into the very war which its leading
men had done everything in their powerto avert,
The desireof the American statesmen for neutrality scarcely
callsfor any detailedexplanation.Thesympathies
of the
popylationwerestronglydividedbetween
the combatants.
Anglophilespredominatedamong the Federalists, who later
developed into the Republican Party, while Francophiles predominatedamong the oppositeparty, the Republicans, later
known as Democrats.TheFederalistsdominated
the commercial and sea-faring states ofNew England, while the main
support of their antagonists lay inthe agricultural states of the
South. The latter party tended to get the upper hand, strongly
supported, as it was,byPresidentJeffersonin
1801-9, and
1 The best survey of Americandevelopments in this field is to be found in
Mahan, Xeu Power in ita Relations, kc., vol. I, ch.
Diplomatic correspondence
and other relevant matter is to be found in Hanaard, a6 well as in The i W U t e 0 at
Large ofthe United SMe0 of Ameriiccc.
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againbyPresident
Madison in 1809-17, partly because of
political traditiondating
from the time when France cooperatedin the American War of Independence, and partly
because the conflicts of a neutral sea-faring nation must always
be keenest with that combatant who commands the sea. The
remarkable thing about the situation is that it was precisely
those economic interests andthose parts of the country for the
defence of which the campaign of neutrality was carried to
extremes, that were its most zealous opponents and did their
utmost to prevent its efficaey. Nor did they hesitate to follow
the same tactics even during the war to which the policy of
neutrality led, just because the measures of neutralityhad
necessarily to be directed against the few remnants of international intercourse that the belligerents had left undisturbed.
Both in this respect and in other respects the neutrals of our
day have had something to learn from American developments.
The increased severity in the British treatment of neutrals,
as we know, went back especially to the new interpretation of
' broken voyages ' in the Essert! case in the summer of 1805, and
in April, 1806, it had occasioned the American counter-measure
in the form of the Non-importation Act,l which prohibited the
importation, both from England and from other countries, of
most of the main groupsof Britishindustrialproducts, excluding,
however, cotton goods. But the American law did not enter
into force until November 15, and was suspended at the close
of the year, so that it turned out to be nothing more than a
threat. The Berlin decree of November 21, 1806, immediately
led the American envoy in Paris to address an inquiry to the
Frenchminister of the marine, Vice Admiral Decrds, asto
the interpretation of the new law a t sea. In theabsence of the
Emperor the answer was favourable,2and consequently there
was no immediateoccasion foruneasiness on the partof America.
On the contrary, there were complaints in England that the
Americans were making common cause with Napoleon in order
to supply France with the industrial products
that she was
otherwise wont to obtain from England. Nor was any great
1

Undted Statea 8tatute.a at Large, vol. n, p. 379.

2

See ante, p. 91.
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alteration made in this respectby the &stBritishOrder in
Council of January, 1807, owing to itsrestricted range. Accordingly, during the greater part of the year 1801 American trade
and shippingcontinued not merely to flourish, but even to
grow, as is shown by the table previously printed.1 In reality,
the year 1807 marked the high-water mark of the trade and
navigation of the United States for a very long time to come.
But the turning-point was to be reached before the close
of the year.Thebeginning
was madewith the authentic
interpretation of t.helawwhichNapoleon,
asthe solefinal
authority, gave to his Berlin decree, whereby it came to apply
also to thesea. Then followed the new British Ordersin Council
of Kovember and Napoleon’s Milan decreeof December.

EMBARGO
ACT (DECEMBER
22, 1807)

-

-

All this set going the great Americanseries of countermeasures, which also, so far as they concerned Great Britain,
wereaffectedby
the latest act of aggression, the so-called
‘Chesapeake Affair’ of June, 1807. ABritishman-of-warrequested to be allowedto search the American frigate Chesapeake
with the object of recapturing some alleged deserters from the
British navy ; and when the request was refused, as a matter
of course, the British vessel opened fire, capturedthe American
man-of-war, and tookawayfour
of the crew. To this was
added the American annoyance at the British practice of impressing for naval service sailors on American trading vessels
on the pretext that, havingbeenbornbefore
the American
states becameindependent, they wereBritishsubjects ; and
this, combined with the Chesapeake Affair, gave rise to a very
pretty diplomatic conflict.
But what gave the principal impulse to the American cammercial,
or rather anti-commercial,
intervention
was
not the
measures of Great Britain, but rather those of France, that is
to say, the new adaptation of the Berlin decree, which brought
it about that a stranded American vessel,the Horizon, had that
See ante, p.
1589.43
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part of its cargo which’wasof British origin declared fair prize.
However, the new Orders in Council were known in the United
States (in fact, thongh not
officially) whenonDecember
$22,
1807, Congress and the President enacted the Embargo Act,l
which is one of the most interestinglegislativeproducts
of
the period. As hasalready
been indicated, it was a selfblockade of the purest water, but, unlike Napoleon’s, an open
and direct one. An embargo was laid on all vessels lyingin
American portsand bound for foreign ports. The only ex-.
ceptions were foreign vessels,whichwereallowed
to depw<
after being informed of the enactment of the law ; and-vessels
in the American coasting trade were t o give security that the
cargo should be discharged in an American port. Alrhost at the7
sametime the Non-importation Act, passed in the previous
year against British goods,was put into force and excluded
importation in foreign bottoms from the only power that was
in a position to carry on trade by sea. ‘Cinder the pressure of
the unreasonable
procedure
of both
thecombatants,
the
American government thus sought to cut off a t a blow the
abnormallylarget,rade and shipping that the United States
had until then enjoyed. I n principle the policy was impartial,
inasmuch as it was intended, on the one hand, to deprive
Great Britain of American cotton and grain, as well of sales on
the American markets, and, on the other hand, t o put an end
t o the colonial trade from which France and Spain and their
colonies derived equal advantages, and also to the importation
of theindustrial products of the EuropeanContinent into
America. Although the measure was thus indisputably twosided, the simultaneous enforcement of th.e one-sided Nonimportation Act gave the policy the appearance of being
directed
distinctly
against
Great
Britain.
That country,
by imposing
indeed, had touched on a particularly tender point
duties on the goodswhich compulsorily passed throughits
territories, inasnpch as both theUnited States and the British
opposition put it on a level with the taxation of American
trade which in the preceding generation had given the final
1

United!States Statutes at Large, vol. n, p. 461.
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impulse tothe Declaration of Independenceby
' the old
thirteen '.*
President Jefferson's motive seems to have been partly the
bias of the plantation owners, emphasized by his physiocratic
tendency toward regarding agriculture as the highest work of
man and hisgrave distrust of everything which departed
from agriculture. To beginwith, at least,heundoubtedly
considered, as the American historian, Channing, says, ' that
to put an end to, let us say, three quarters of the commerce
of t€ie United States would beablessing,
albeit somewhat
indisguise '.z But evidently this, likemost of the measures
of thedifferent powers in the commercialwar,wasalso
a measure.of reprisal, an endeavour to compel the embittered
belligerents to bereasonable. In fact, unlike the majority of
their own measures, it was a sincere attempt in that direction.
It seems also as if the Embargo Act was a means of saving the
great Americanmerchantfleet,
the largest next to that of
Great Britain, from the extinction which must otherwise have
been the almost necessary consequence of the Berlin and Milan
decrees and of the OrdersinCouncil.Thus,
€or instance,
a' large ship-owner in Maryland stated that of fifteenvessels
which he had dispatched during the bare four months between
September 1 and theenactment of the Embargo Act, onlythree
had arrived at their destination, while two had been capt,ured
by the French and the Spaniards,one had beenseized a t
Hamburg, and nine had been taken to England.
However, it is rather an academic question what the effect
of the Embargo Act would have been had it been obeyed, for
nothing was further from reality. It makes an almost moving
impression t o seehow onesupplementarylawafteranother,
eachmoredetailed and moredraconic than t,he other,seeks
to stop up the holes in the original law, which was very summary ; but it hasseldombeenshownmoredistinctly
that
a constant succession of new laws on the same subject means
1

Cf. Lord Grenville in the House of

Lords, Feb. 17, 1809. &mard, vol. XII,

p. 714.

= charming, w.cit., Pol. XII, p. 201-2.
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a constant disobedience to the provisions of the law. As early
as January 9, 1808, special enactments were made as to the
security that coasting and fishing vessels would have to give,
and it was declared that the exceptions made in the Embargo
Act in favour of public armed vessels did not apply to privateers(chapter 8). OnMarch 12, inthe sameyear, foreign
vessels also were required to give security t o the extent of four
times the value of vessel and cargo, or twice as much as for
native vessels, that they would not sail to foreign ports ; and
for fishing vessels, a declaration was imposed under oath as to
whether any of the catch hadbeen sold during the trip. At the
Same time, however, the President was authorized, very imprudently, to grant vessels the right t o go in ballast to foreign
ports in order to fetch from there the property of American
citizens, on giving a pledge to return with that property, and
33). Still
not to carryonanyothertrade,
etc.(chapter
more forceful was the intervention a month and ahalf later by
a law of April 25, which both forbade all loading of vessels
except under the control of the authorities, and also in general
terms forbade any vessel to depart, without the special permission of the President, to any United States port or district
whichwas adjacent to foreign territory ; andthecustoms
staff was charged to take under their care anysuspiciously large
stocks of goods in such border regions. Further, the law gave
to naval and customsvessels the right of search and authorized
the customs staff, pending the President’s decision, t o detain
vessels suspected of intending to break the law, and so on
(chapter 66). Finally, on January 9,1809, there was passed an
Enforcement Act,l which summoned all the weak public powers
of the Union to compel obedience to the law. Thus the President was authorized to employ the fighting forces of the United
States by land and sea and to hire the imposing number of
thirty vessels for the purpose. At the same time all theprevious
laws were made more severe. Vehicleswere also subjected to
the embargo, in order to prevent the law from being circumvented by land routes ; permission had to be obtained for the
United States Statutes at Large, vol. rr, p. 606.
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loading of vessels ; and the right of the customsofficials to
refusepermissionwas extended to the right of ordering the
discharge, in suspected cases, of goods already loaded, and also
to take goods from vessels into their custody ; and the surety
deposited was raisedto six timesthe value of the goods. Finally,
the right to sail to foreign countries for American property was
annulled.
These convulsive regulations give a kind of negative to the
actual circumstances, which would seem
to have been characterizedbyevenmoresystematictransgressions
of the law than
generallyoccurredduring
that exceptionallylawlessperiod.
In PassamaquoddyBay,on
the borders of BritishNorth
America, and on the St. Mary’s River, which formed
the boundary
toward the stillSpanishFlorida, there werecollectedwhole
flotillas of American vessels, which, under the pretence of sea
damage, put in with flour and fish at the ports of Nova Scotia
and of the West Indian Islands, and gave the skippers’ need of
money to pay for repairs as anexcuse that thecargoes had been
sold there, This transfer of trade outside the territories of the
Unionwent to the north, west, and south.Korthwardseven
hundredsledgeswentback
and forthbetweenMontreal
in
Canada and the boundary of the State of Vermont ; and at
the same time great quantities of potash were imported into
Quebec. That city and Halifax in NovaScotia had halcyon
days, the former having more shipping than the whole of the
United States ; andthe Britishgovernor of KovaScotia
declared that the Embargo Act was ‘well calculatedt o promote
the true interests of His Majesty’s American colonies ’, which,
t o say the least, was not its intention, In the West Indies, it is
true, there appeared at first a serious shortageof foodstuffs and
timber, accompanied by a great rise in prices ; and the French
islandsneverregainedtheirformerprosperity.
But many
circumstancescontributed to this ; and in the BritishWest
Indies the prices of grain sank again rapidly, and a number
of American vessels went there,as also to Havana, where onone
occasion, in 1808, there lay nearly a hundred at one time. On
the cotton market at Charleston, where the law had evidently
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been effective in 1808, an agent stated thatit had been broken
every week since December of that year and January of 1809.
Of course the right to sail for American property abroad was
particularly abused, and was therefore finally cancelled. Five
hundred and ninety vessels are said to haveleftunder
this
American
pretext, and as a rule they stayed away, like the
tonnage which happened to be outside the limits of the United
States when the law was passed, and which took very good care
not to come again under their jurisdiction. On the other hand,
of course, those vessels which remained at home in obedience to
the law remained largely without employment. Admiral Mahan
supposes that those that remained in the states were in the
majority, although, on the other hand, the complaints about
the sufferings that thelaw was alleged to cause gained involume
from the desire to make party capital out of the matter. That
part of the tradewhich, as far as one can judge,was hit hardest
was the export of raw materialsto Europe, especially the export
of raw cotton from the SouthernStatesto
England. Thus
Liverpool received only 25,926 bags in 1808 as compared with
146,756 bags, or nearly six times as much, in 180'7. Even that
part of the British importation of raw materials which was not
directly dependent onAmerican supplies showed a great decline
in 1808. This was presumably due to the general shortage of
shipping that was a consequence of the withdrawal from traffic
of a fairly large part of the second largest mercantile fleet in
the wor1d.l
I n spite of the immense extent to which the law was disregarded,therefore, it would be an exaggeration t o call the
Embargo Act ineffective as a means of giving trouble to the
1808 and 1809 theBritish
belligerents.During
theyears
opposition never wearied of holding up to the government the
1 Cf. also, Mahan, Sea Power in its Relatiom, k o . ; Charming, op. cit., vol. XII.

pp. 216 et seq. ; Roloff, op. cit., p. 207; Lord Grenville in the House of Lords, Feb. 17,
1809, and Whitbread in the House of Commons, Mar. 6, 1809 (Hansard, vol. XII,
pp.780, 1167) ; Tooke, q.cit., vol. II, p. 391 (table) ;. Daniels, American Cotton
Trade with Liverpool undertheEmbargo
andNon-intercourse Acta, in American
Historical Review (1915-16). vol. xu, pp. 278, 280 ; Sear3, British Industry and the
American Embargo, in Quarterly Journal of Economh, (1919-20), vol. XXXIV, pp. 88
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disastrous consequences that its Orders in Council had hrtd by
givingrise to the EmbargoAct,whichhad
cut off both the
supply of raw materials from the United States and, above all,
the possibility of sales there. In accordance with the good old
Britishparliamentarycustom,
they made the government
responsible for all the maladies of the body politic, while the
government, also in the usual stereotyped fashion, pictured the
situationin as favourablealight
as possible and ascribed
the undeniabledifficulties to othercauses.Anyinquiry
of
scientific value, however, must consider the course of economic
development as a whole, and for this reason the question of the
effects of the Continental System on the belligerents has been
held over for separatetreatment in the fourth part of this work.
In any case, the difficulties accruing to Great Britain in consequence of the Embargo Act were not of such consequence as
to lead its government in 1808 either to rescind the Orders in
Council or even in the least degree to modify their application.
On the contrary, Canning, as foreign secretary, conducted the
almost continuous exchange of notes with an ironic superiority
and a diplomatic skill which were calculated to irritate more
and more the American government withits clumsier methods.1
BAYONNE
DECREE(APRIL 17, 1808)
I

TheAmericanlawhad,
if possible,stilllesseffect,
in the
directionintended,onNapoleon’smeasures.Decrhs’soriginal
uncertainty as to the scope of the Berlin decree had inspired
the Americangovernmentwithwhat
it somewhatvaguely
called an assurance that the measureswouldnotbeapplied
against the UnitedStates ; and this curiouspositionwas
maintained by the Americansin the exchange of notes with
Great Britain even after the Milan decree and its application
shouldhavedefinitelydissipatedallsuchhopes.LikeGreat
Britain,France was constantlycapturingAmericanvessels
;
1 The most important debates on this subject were in the House of L
o
& on
Mar. 8,1808, and Feb. 17,1809, and in the House of Commons on Mar, 6, 1809.
For the diplomatic correspondence, cf. Hansard, vol. XLI,pp. 241 et sep. ; vol. m,
app. ; vol. XIV,pp. 881 et wq. ; vol. xm,app.
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and in so doing she behaved, if possible, in a still more violent
manner than her adversary, especially by confiscating vessels
simply and solely because they had been subjected to examination by British cruisers, a thing which they codd not possibly
have escaped. Thisinterpretation was carried to such an
extent, and with such disregard of actual conditions, that in
1808, for instance, an American brig' was declared lawful prize
because of the Britishexamination,despite
thefactthat,
immediately after the examination, it had endeavoured to flee
from the British cruiser into the portof Bilbao, which belonged
t o Napoleon's ally, Spain, and had thus done its best to show
its desire to standwell with the continental powers. As a matter
of fact, Napoleonwas so little inclined to except the United
States from his proposition that neutrals did not exist, that
with his usual ability to draw unexpected logical conclusions
he managed t o find in this very Embargo Act a justification for
seizing all American vessels that arrived a t French or ' allied '
ports. I n a letter addressed to his minister of finance, Gaudin,
on April 17, 1808, he declared, in fact, that, as thegovernment
of the United States had laid an embargo on its vessels and
resolved not to carry on foreign trade during the war, ' it is
evident that all the vessels that say they come from America
really come from England and that theirpapers are fictitious ' ;
and consequently all American vessels that came to the ports
of France,Holland, the Hanse Towns or Italy were to be
seized.l This was the Bayonne decree, and was all that the
United States got outof France by theEmbargo Act.
NON-INTERCOURSE
ACT (MARCH1, 1809)
The hopelessness of the struggle againstthe disregard of the
law by the Americans themselves finally led the President and
Congress to give it up, and that, too, shortly after the passing
of the Enforcement Act in January, 1809. The fact is that this
law gave rise to disturbances and to a &ill greater feeling of
irritation in the shipping states, so much the more so as the
1
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insurrection in Spain in the latesummer of 1808 seemed to open
up new and brightprospects to Americantrade.The
result
was a new and famous law, the Non-intercourse Act, passed on
March 1,1809.1 That law repealed the Embargo Act as a complete all-round self-blockade,and limited the embargo so as to
make it apply onlyto thetwo setsof belligerents, Great Britain
and France ; but by way of compensation it wasmade, if
possible,stillmore strict againstthem.Over
and above the
prohibition of American trade and shipping contained in the
Embargo Act, which remained in force with regardt o those two
countries, all British and French vessels, all goods shipped from
Great Britain and France, and all goods produced there, were
now forbidden to enter American ports as from May 20, 1809.
The substitution of the two-sided prohibition for the one-sided
Non-importation Act,which was exclusivelydirectedagainst
Great Britain, gave a really consistent expression
to an impartial
policy of reprisals. The intention was to provide an outlet for
American trade which could makethe measure feasible without
blunting the edge of its task as a measure of reprisal; and it
was thus, practically speaking, a rationalization
of the Embargo
Act. But it wasobviousbeforehand that any control of its
observance must be more difficult
than ever when once American
vessels obtained the right to sail to Europe, The character of
the law as a means of exerting pressurewas further marked by
the fact that the President was authorized to announce by proclamationwhen either of the two belligerents revokedoramended
its laws to such an extent that they nolongerviolated the
trade of the United States ; after which event commercialintercourse with the country of that belligerent was to be renewed.
The natural result was a considerable recovery in American
foreign trade, in the &st place with the more or less neutral
places, suchas the Hanse Towns, Altona, and especially Tanning
in Schleswig and probably Gothenburg. Thetrade with England
continued to go chiefly to Canada and Nova Scotia, and also,
especially for cotton, wia Amelia Island in the St. Mary’s River
and thence to Europe in British bottoms, which could not be
United States tYtututes at Large, vol. II,p. 528.
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regarded as attractive from an American standpoint. Cotton
went also via Lisbon, Cadiz, the Azores or other permitted ports,
while persons who had no reputation to lose made shipments
direct to Liverpool. But the need of the goods was so small,
comparatively, in Great Britain,
that the increased prices which
were a consequence of the roundabout journeyand thedifficulties
of transportation lowered profits for the American exp0rters.l
But while the economic effects continued t o arouse discord,
the political effects seemed, though somewhat late, to promise
the results expected from a policy of reprisals. Madison,who
had succeeded JeffersonasPresidentthreedaysafterthe
passing of the Non-intercourse Act, was rejoiced to receive an
English proposal for a settlement, which rapidly attained an
apparent result. In reality, to be sure, Canning’s conditions
for an agreement were entirely unacceptable by the American
government. But the British minister at Washington, Erskine,
son of the Lord Chancellor in the ‘ All the Talents ’ ministry,
went in his zeal for a settlement quite beyond his instructions
and promised on behalf of his government the rescinding of the
Orders in Council as against the United States from June 10,
1809. On this, Madison, in accordance with the authoritygiven
him in the Non-intercourse Act, announced this concession on
the part of Great Britain in a proclamation which suspended
the American act from the same day. An immense movement
immediately began in all American ports, where six hundred
vessels lay ready to sail on the appointed day ; and during the
week June 16-23, Liverpool received more American cotton
than it had received throughout the entire year of 1807. At
this point, however, it was found that the British government
disavowed its minister, and the President wascompelled to
revoke his proclamation. The new British envoy who succeeded
Erskine came immediately into sharpconflict with the American
government and was recalled ; after which all prospects of an
immediate settlement in this quarter were again blighted.
Vogel, op. cit., p. 36 ; Rubin, 1807-1814, Stwlier til K0benhmns og DanmarL
i%torie (Copenhagen, 1892), pp. 381-2 ; Bergwall, Historisk under dtteZ8e om staden
cftilhebmgs betydligaste varu-atskeppningar (Gothenburg, 1820), p. 9 note ; Daniels,
loc. cit., p. 281.
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FREEDOM
OF TRADE
(1810-11)
The Non-intercourse Act now also had to be dropped. Its
place was taken on May 1, 1810, by a third law,lwhichwas
intended to give the belligerents a period of grace within which
they might amend their ways, but at the same time to play out
the onewhodid
so againsthis
still obdurate antagonist.
It was laid do- that, if either of the twocountries,Great
Britain and France, rescinded her regulations before March 3,
1811, but the other country did not follow the example within
three months, the President might by proclamation put into
force against the latter country the principal provisions of the
Non-intercourseAct.For
the moment,therefore, trade was
free with all countries and consequently grew apace during the
year 1810.However, this didnotholdgood
of the colonial
carryingtrade,which
had largelydropped out of American
hands, not only, or perhaps not even principally, becauseof the
Continentaldecrees andthe OrdersinCouncil,
but also in
consequence of the military events themselves, in that at first
the insurrection in Spain in 1808 and afterwards the capture
of the French colonies in 1809-10, put the British themselves
in a position to take over the trade in almost anything that
could be called colonial goods. The trade that did grow apace,
therefore, wasespeciallyimports
and also alltrade in the
products of the United States, chiefly the sale of raw cotton to
Great Britain and of grain to the combatants in the Iberian
peninsula ; but this is of comparatively little interest from our
present point of view,
REVOCATION
OF CONTINENTALDECREES
(1810-12)
These two American laws of 1809 and 1810 gave Napoleon
an opportunity for a diplomatic gameof hide and seek, the like
of which has seldom been seen, and which completely. fogged
the Americans and finally led to the attainment of his object
by making inevitable a breach between Great Britain and the
1
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United States. At first he took no notice of the Non-intercourse
Act and pretended that he did not know of it, although a note
to his minister of the interior, dated December 21, 1809, speaks
t o his
of it in plain terms ; andthree weeks later a letter
foreign secretary, Champagny, shows that he desired a settlement with America, But about a year after the American law
was passed he suddenly proceeded to a measure of reprisal, the
Rambouillet decree, dated March 23, 1810, but not published
until about the middle of May. Theleastremarkablething
about this decree is that, on the ground of the Non-intercourse
Act, it was ordered that all American vessels should be seized
and sold for the benefit of Napoleon’s caisse d’nrnortissement,
although this wasgoing a good deal farther than his earlier
measures, which had not explicitly involved confiscation. What
made this particular measure especially ruthless, was another
feature, that it was given retroactive force as far back as the
date on which the American law came into force, May 20, 1809.
Thus it made Napoleon master of anumber of vessels and
cargoes (according to an American estimate, 100 vessels with
cargoes representing a value of $lO,OOO,OOO), which, suspecting
noevil, had gone t o the ports of France or her allies. But
shortly afterwards, when the Emperor learned of the American
law of 1810, he immediately saw in it a possibility for a most
bewildering diplomatic action,namely, by meansof an apparent
concession concerning the Continental decrees, todrivethe
United States into putting the
law into force againstGreat
Britain. In a more than usually characteristic letter to Champagny (July31,1810) he rejects the idea of rescinding the Berlin
and Milan decrees-which,
he says, ‘ would cause disturbance
and not fulfil my object,’-and simply charges Champagny to
inform the American envoy in a diplomatic note that he might
feel assured thatthe decrees would notbe
enforced after
November 1, andthat he should regard themas revoked.
‘This method,’ he says with calm effrontery, ‘ seems to me to
be more in accordance withmy dignity and with the seriousness
of the case.’Two
days later Napoleon sent a draft for such
a note, which Champagny forwarded practically unaltered to
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the representative of the United States (August 5). The foreign
secretary there says that he is authorized to declare that the
Berlin and Milan decrees are revoked and thatthey cease to be
enforced after November 1, ' it beingunderstood, of course,
that inconsequence of this declaration the English must rescind
their Orders in Council and renounce the new blockade principles that they had wished to establish, or else that theUnited
States, in accordance withthe law of which you have informed
me, should make their rights respected by the English '. This
note was inserted in Le Moniteur a few days later, and toward
the end of the year it was followedby a letter from the minister
of finance to the director general of customs, written by the
Emperor's order, to the effect that the decrees 'should not be
applied to Americanvessels ; and this, too, wasinsertedin
the official newspaperof France.1
One cannotbesurprised,
it is true, thatthe American
statesmen and diplomatswere at the &stblushhighlydelightedwith the Frenchdeclaration of August and, on the
strength of it, immediatelyrequested a correspondingconcessionon the part of GreatBritain.Nevertheless,
the very
forminwhich
the ' fundamentalprinciple ' of the French
Empire-the laws around which the whole of European politics
hadrevolvedforwell-nighfour
years-was revoked was so
far peculiar that it mightreasonablybeexpected
to superinducescepticism.And
it provedalmostimmediately
that
the Continental decrees were applied just the same as before,
not only in general, but also against American vessels. When
this waspointed out to him,Napoleondeclared that it was
really due to the fact that the vessels had disobeyed his port
regulations and not the internationalrulescontained in the
Berlin and Milan decrees. But in reality the fact of the matter
was that theonly vessels which were liberated were those which
had not disobeyed the Continental decrees; and with regard
CorresMme, nos. 16,080,16,127,16,384,16,736,16,743;
Bulletindeolois,&c.,
4th sei-., bull. 286, no. 5,402. Memoirs and Correspondence of Lord Ti'&esley (Pearoe
ed.,London, 1846), vol. III, pp. 116-17, 134 (here, too, can be found the correspon.
dence of 1810-11 between Wellesley, in his capacity as British foreign secretary,
and the American minister in London) ; Le Moniteur, Aug. 9 and Dec. 25, 1810.
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to those which had disobeyed them, no change tookplace
except that they were not, it is true, condemned to confiscation
but werenevertheless detained by the French authorities.
None the less, Napoleon did accord a limited amount of consideration t o the trade andshipping of the United States in the
autumn of 1810, inasmuch as he issued a number of licences to
Americanvessels that wished to importintoFrancecertain
Americancolonialgoods,
with French consularcertificates
written in cipher in order to provide security that the British
should not appear in the guise of Americans. He also reduced
to one quarter the enormous customs dues that the Trianon
tariff of August 5, 1810, had imposed upon colonial goods when
the importation hadbeen directly effected by American vessels.
A contributory motive behind this measure was the necessity
of being able to appeal to the support of the United States in
the pressure which Napoleon was now bringing
t o bear, though in
vain, on Emperor Alexander of Russia in order to keep that
country within the Continental System. But none of these
things altered the fact that the system itself remained unchanged.l
However, the American statesmen had already bound themselves to regard Champagny’s August note as a genuine and
already effective revocation and therefore wereplaced in an
extremely awkward position when compelled to maintain this
standpointintheir
negotiations with the British. For they
were at the same time exerting all their powers of persuasion
t o induce the French to make the revocation a reality. As the
putting into force of the American law of 1810 was made dependent on the willingness of the oneor the other of the
belligerents to rescindhislaws,
there consequently arose a
difficulty in applying the law against Great Britain, which had
not taken any conciliatory steps ; and it was therefore considered necessary, on March 2, 1811, to pass a new law which,
Napoleon to Eugene,Viceroy of Italy, Sept.. 19, 1810,and to Champagny,
Dec. 13,1810 (Cwrespondance, nos. 16,930,17,206); decree of Nov. 1, 1810 (Bulletin
dm lo&, &e., 4th ser., bull. 324, no. 6,067; Martens, Nouveuu recueil, &c., vol. I,
pp. 527-8).
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irrespective of this question of interpretation, putthe previously mentioned parts of the Non-intercourse Act into force
again as against Great Britain. This was the Non-importation
Act of 1811.1 Curiouslyenough, this lawseems to have been
very effective, so that the old methods of evading the prohibition on trade by shipping cargo via Amelia Island in Canada
were but little used.Cottonltccumulatedmore
and more in
Charleston in the course of 1811 ; and in the autumn no quotationscouldbepublishedbecause
there werenobuyers.
The
whole situation was very peculiar from a commercial point of
view, inasmuchas theclaims of the cotton exporters on England
could not be satisfied directly, in the natural manner, by the
importation of British goods, since all such imports werenow
forbidden.
Probably
the triangular trade through
other
countries also offered great difficulties, for we find the cotton
broker in Charlestonwhosereports
Mr. Danielshasedited
complaining of the fact that drafts on Englandwere unsaleable,
thanks to the new Non-importationAct ; and similarcomplaints wereregistered on the British side in a petition from
the cotton importing town of Liverpool.2
However, it now became more necessary than ever for the
Americans to convince the British of the genuineness of the
Frenchrevocation ; andthis offeredgreater and greater
difficulties, especially in the face of Napoleon’s own utterances.
In two great speeches delivered in March,1811, one to deputies
from the Hanse Townsand another to deputies from the French
Chambers of Commerce (the second of which was not published
officially, but was circulated in different versions), he repeated
his old phrase about the Berlin and Milan decrees asthe fundamentallaws of the Empire,whosevalidity
was coextensive
with that of the Orders in Council. In thesecond of the speeches,
it is true, he declared himself preparedto receive the Americans
in French ports, on conditionthat they should upholdthe same
principles as he did ; and if they could not compel England to
respect them, that they should declare war on that country.
United dtatea 8tatutea at Large, vol. II,p. 651.
House of Commons, Apr. 27, 1812 (Hanserd, vol. x u , p. 1081).
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But manifestly this implied something quite different from the
idea that the decrees had been abolished as far back as the
November of the previous year. Napoleon expressed himself
in a still more unqualified manner in an unpublished message
to his Conseil d’administratim du commerce (April 29, 1811),
after the passing of the Americanlaw of 1811. Inasmuch as
that law forbade American vesselsto go t o England, it followed,
he thought, in accordance with his old way of thinking, that
a vessel which nevertheless went there was not American at all
but English ; and on this hypothesis one could quite well say
that the Berlin and Milan decrees were revoked, a t least so far
as the United States were concerned !
REVOCATION
OF ORDERSIN COUNCIL(1812)
Meanwhile, the British governmentremained undecided and
awaited developments. But after Napoleon had caused to be
published a report by Maret, Champagny’s successor as foreign
minister, onMarch 10, 1812, in which the blessings of the
Continental decrees were oncemore asserted, the British Prince
Regent replied by a proclamation, dated April 21, t o the effect
that, assoon as theBerlin and Milan decrees had been expressly
and unreservedly revoked, the Orders in Council should also
be regarded,withoutfurtherado,
as having lapsed. This
at last placed in thehands of the American diplomats a weapon
againstFrance which bore fruit. Maretallowedhimself
to
be induced by it to bring forward the lastof this series of strange
documents, namely, a decree of April 28,1811, which, according
to its date, was more than a year old, but whichwas never
published and was quite unknown until that time. This decree
declared that the Berlin and Milan decrees had ceased t o hold
good for American vessels from November 1, 1810, more than
six months earlier, in accordance with the original declaration.
When this document was laid before the British government,
the British statesmen were not a little confounded, for which
Correspondance, nos. 17,482 and17,669.
For the speech t.0 the deputies of
the Chamber of Commerce, of. Thiera, Histoire dzc Conmdat et de I‘EmpiTe (Paris,
lw),vol. x m , pp. 27 et seq.
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one can hardly blame them ; but after some delay they considered that they ought to declare that, though the decree did
not contain the general revocation that had been stipulated in
the Prince Regent's proclamation of April 21, nevertheless the
Ordersin Council should berescinded as regardsAmerican
vessels. Accordingly,with the enthusiasticapproval of the
Britishopposition, the Ordersin Council were revokedon
June 23,1812,so far as Americanvessels with American cargoes
were concerned.Thisrevocation
was totake effect asfrom
August 1, though only under the condition that the American
government revoked its prohibition of commercial intercourse
with Great Britain. It is evident that many factors contributed
to this result : dearth and disturbances in England itself, for
which the oppositionlaidalltheblameon
the Ordersin
Council; the desire to disarm the war party, which had grown
stranger and stronger in the United States
; and the need of
American supplies of grain for the greatly impoverished Iberian
peninsula.1
When the British government had a t last made its decision,
however, Napoleon had already attained his object, although
neither he nor anybody else had been able to foresee the order
in which the events were to take place. On June 19, in fact,
that is, four days before the rescinding of the Orders inCouncil,
the United States had declared
war on Great Britain, partly
because of the disputes which have here been described
and
partly because of the impressmentof seamen and various other
things. I n Great Britain it was generally expected, especially
by the opposition, that the declarationof war would be recalled
when the conciliatory decision of Great Britain became known.
But this was'not the case ; and the war went on for two and
a half years,untilChristmasEve
1814. It cametoolate,
1 For the documents issued by Maret andthe BritishPrince %gent, cf. Martens,
iVoumu recueil, %c., vol. I, pp. 630 et eeq,, 542 et eeq. For the revocation of the
Orders in Council, cf. Hansard, vol. XXII, pp. 853 et eeq. (under an incorrect date),
and vol. xxm, pp. 716 e-t eeq. For the debateson the subjectin the House of Commons
on ME^ 22, 25,26, and June 16, 19,23, and in the House of Lords on June 18,1812,
of. Hansard, vol. xxm, pp. 286 et eeq., 295 et eeq., e86 et eeq., 496-7,587 et eeq., 600 et
seq., 715 et eeq. See also Mahen, Becc Power in ita Relations, %c., vol. I, pp. 286-76,
1660.43
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however, to exert any noteworthy influence on the course of
events in Europe,which was now entirely determined by Napoleon’s Russian campaign ; and so far one may say that Great
Britain’s great adversary, owing to the delay in the outbreakof
the conflict, failed to attain his object. In any case, American
events now disappearfrom the horizon of the Continental
System.
GENERALSURVEY

A summary-only very partial and sketchy, it is true, but
readily comprehensible-of this peculiar development of events
as regards America can be found in the following commercial
statistics of the United States from 1807 t o 1817. These form
a continuation to the table printedon page 103 :
FOREIGN
TRADEOF

THE

UNITED STATES (1807-1817)

T

Exports

Year

1807
1808
1809
1810
1811
1812
1813
1814
1815
1816
1817

Domestic

Foreign

goods

goods

$48,700,000
9,430,000
31,410,000
42,370,000
45,290,000
30,030,000
25,010,000
6,780,000
45,970,000
64,780,000
68,310,000

Total

$59,640,000 $108,340,000
13,000,000
22,430,000
52,200,000
66,760,000
61,320,000
8,500,000
38,530,000
2,860,000
27,860,000
150,000
6,930,000
6,580,000 52,560,000
17,140,000
81,920,000
19,360,000 I 87,670,000

Im
For home
consumption

rts

Total

$78,860,000 ;138,500,000
56,990,000
43,990,000
59,400,000
38,600,000
20,800,000
61,010,000
24,390,000
85,400,000
53,400,000
37,380,000
16,020,000
68,540,000
77,030,000
19,160,000 22,010,000
12,820,000
12,970,000
106,460,000 113,040,000
129,960,000 147,100,000
99,250,000
79,890,000

It is truethat these figures haveone great weakness,
namely, that they seem not to pay any regard to smuggling.
The enorrnous decline in exports andthe very pronounced
decline inimports shown in the year 1808, therefore,undoubtedly give an exaggeratednotion of the effect of the
Embargo Act, but picture quite correctly the almost complete
exports.
Professor Charming’s
disappearance of legitimate
calculation that, as a whole, the exports diminished by 75 per
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cent. and the imports by 50 per cent., is probably too high,
especiallywithregard
to exp0rts.lForconsonantwith
the
facts as it may be, that the figures show a stronger decline for
exports than for imports, the decrease of exports can hardly
be as great as this hypothetical @e would seem to indicate.
True, it was against American exportsthat both the Continental
decrees, the Orders in Council, and the Embargo Act directed
their blows with practical unanimity ; but, on the other hand,
it is to be observed that smuggling also directed its successful
counter-action tothe
same
point.
The
subsequent
NonintercourseActmarksapowerfulimprovement,
as appears
from the figures for 1809; and the law of 1810 makes the
imports and exports for that year and the exportsfor 1811
still higher. But, for reasons previously given, the export has
changed its character from the colonial carrying trade to the
sale of the UnitedStates' own products. In 1812 began the
warwithGreatBritain,whichgraduallyled
to the almost
complete cessation of all American foreign trade, especially of
all exports.Finally, the years 1815-17 show the restoration
of peaceconditions, and therebyprovideasuitablebackground for the alterations of war time. Especially noteworthy,
in comparison with the situation in 1807, are thelow figures for
re-exports, which are only alittle higher in 1815-17 than under
the Embargo Act of 1808. This brings out very clearly the wartime character of this trade.
It may also be of interest to see the development of one
specialline of this trade,namely, the imports of American
cotton into Liverpool. The figures were as follows :2
A OR TAT ION

OF

AKE~OAN
COTTONINTO LITERPOOL

Year

No. bags

1808
1807
1808
1809
1810

100,273
143,766
25,426
130,681
199,220

1

Year
1811
1812
1813
1814

Channing, op. cit., p. 228.
Daniela, op. cit., p. 278.
L2

1

No. bags
97,626
79,628
18,640
40,448
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As is only natural, 1808, the year of the Embargo Act,
stands lowest of the years before the war year 1813, while the
Non-importation Act of 1811 also bringswith it aheavy
decline. The Non-intercourse Act of 1809, on the other hand,
has no very strong repellent effect, although, of course, 1810,
the only year with full freedom of trade, stands still %her.
These figures,which presumably include smuggledgoods, as
well as lawful exports, thus confirm the preceding statements
in all essentials.

CHAPTER V
THE CONTINENTAL SYSTEM IN EUROPE (1808-1812)
THE ' COASTSYSTEM
'
DURINGtheyears
1808-10 externalpoliticaleventsin
Europe were characterized by the steadily-continued extension
of the ' coast system In thevery first of these years occurred
the formal incorporation of Etruria with the French Empire;
and at thesame time Rome was occupied by French troops, to
be also incorporated in the following year together with the
rest of the Papal States. By this means the Italian peninsula
was completely subjected to the power of Napoleon ; and of
all that we now count as Italy, only Sicily and Sardinia succeeded in preserving their independence, thanks to the direct
support of Great Britain, During 1809 the occupation of the
coasts was followed up on the Balkan peninsula-a movement
which had begun as early as theclose of 1805 with the acquisition of Dalmatia and part of Istria. By the Peace of Vienna
(Schonbrunn)Austriahad now to cede, among other things,
the rest of her coast, the remainder of Istria and Croatia ; and
the acquisitions of 1805 and 1809 were incorporatedwith
France, like all the territories previously mentioned, under the
name of the Illyrian Provinces. F'rom the point of view of the
Continental System, the most important thing about all this
was that Napoleon's power was now extended to Trieste, which
with some exaggeration might be called, afterthe incorporation
of Leghorn, the Leipzig of South Europe.

'.

DISAPPEARANCE
OF THE FRENCH
COLONIALEMPIRE
As is well known, however, the year 1808was a red-letter year
in the history of the Continental System, and, for that matter,
in the history of the great trial of strength as a whole. The
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change was exactly the reverse of that indicated by these new
acquisitions, for the insurrection in Spain gave to events in the
most western of the peninsulas of southern Europe exactly the
opposite course to that in thetwo other peninsulas. The effect
on the Continental Systemwas brought aboutpartly by military
conditions, in that the coastal defence on the North Sea was
weakened in respect of the forces required for the war -in the
Iberian peninsula ; but the Spanish insurrection had a much
larger bearing on the Continental System, through its consequences for colonial trade and for Napoleon's colonial empire.
The German historian of Napoleon's colonial policy, Professor
Roloff, has shown how decisivelythe events in Spain put anend
t o Napoleon's colonial plans, which had previously been built
to a large extenton the Spanish possessions. From having been
the basis for privateers against British trade, their passing into
the hands of the enemy served as a weapon against the remains
of the French colonies,whichone after another fell into the
hands of the British. InJanuary 1809 French Guiana was
taken ; in April, Martinique ; inJuly, what was originally
the Spanish part of Haiti, Santo Doming0 (the French part,
St. Domingue, had already for seven years been in the hands
of the insurrectionary negroes), and at the same time Senegal
in Africa ; in 1810 fell first Guadeloupe, thelast
French
possession in America, and then theremaining African colonies,
Isle-de-France(Mauritius) andRhnion.Inthe
same year,
it is true, Java had nominally passed to France through the
annexation of its mothercountry,Holland
; butthis large
island, too,fell finally into thehands of the British in September
1811. The doctrine that Napoleon had championed ever since
the days of the Milan decreethough not, it is true, without
some relapses-namely,
that there were no neutrals and that
all colonial goodswere English, hehadthusthe
doubtful
pleasure of seeing stern reality confirming ex post facto. But
evidently, on the otherhand,
thisin a way increased the
chances of the policy of ' conquering England by excess ',I
and madehimnot
less, butrather more,zealous to press
1 sea p. 57.
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ruthlessly through the continental self-blockade with all available means.
In Great Britain, however, in the course of 1809 expression
was given to the prevailing belief in the relaxation of the
pressure by a new Order in Council of April 26, which limited
the blockade so as to include Holland as far as theEms, France,
with her colonies and the possessions dependent thereon, and
NorthItalyasfar
as Pesaro and Orbitello,approximately
including Tuscany, the old Etruria.l The Orders in Council of
November 11, 1807, were declared tobecancelled;butin
reality their policy was continued without any change by the
manner in which licences were granted. But a general optimism
diffused itself in England during the course of 1809, thanks to
the expansion of the colonial trade.

THE CONVULSIONSOF 1810
The year 1810, on the other hand,was to be a year of heavy

ordeals for both the ‘ mighty opposites ’, and that, too, both
politically and economically. Sweden, which had resisted the
Continental System longer than any other mainland state, was
compelled as early as January to bindherself by the Treaty of
Paris to exclude British vessels and commodities, except salta merely verbal profession of no very great importance, it is
true,asAdmiralSaumarezwith
hisBritishsquadronmaintained friendly intercourse with the country without a break,
even after Sweden had been compelled, in November, to declare
war on Great Britain. Consequently, a far greater change was
effected by events on the North
Sea coast, in that Napoleon
became more and more convinced of the impossibility of compelling obedience to the self-blockade beyond the limits of his
own direct authority. For this reason there
followed in rapid
succession, first, in March, the acquisition of southern Holland
as far as the RiverWaal, then theincorporation of the whole of
Holland in July, after Napoleon’s brother Louis had abdicated
and fled from the country, and finally, in December,the further
&fartens,N w w u ~ecpleiz,&c., VOL I, p. 483.
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annexation of the Hanse Towns, the coast of Hanover, which
had formerly been assigned to the kingdom of Westphalia, the
Ems department of the Grand Duchy of Berg, Lauenburg, and,
after some hesitation, Oldenburg. The result of allthis was
that, at the turn of the year 1810-11, France extended along
the whole of the North Sea coast and the Holstein border up
to the Baltic at the mouth of the Trave. At the same time
measures were being taken along the south coast of the Baltic
by constantly more violent menaces against its three owners,
that is, Prussia, helpless butbitterly hostile to Napoleon,
Mecklenburg, and Sweden, as the possessor of Swedish
Pomerania.
It was precisely in the Baltic, however, that there happened
before the close of the year an altogether revolutionary event,
the strongest possible external blow against the structure that
was geographically almost completed, z&., the apostasy of
Russia, This occurrence had many causes, but the opposition
between the two Emperors became visible when the Emperor
Alexander declined Napoleon’s request in the autumn of 1810
to confiscate a large flotilla of commercial vessels trading in the
Baltic under different neutral flags ; and thefinal emancipation
was markedbythefamous
customsukase which Alexander
issued on the last day of the year (December 19/31). In this
document a clause about the destruction of prohibited goods
was renewed after an interval of thirteen years, undoubtedly
inimitation of Napoleon’sown measures, t o be mentioned
presently. Nothing could have been morewelcome tothe
French Emperor, if this had applied only to British goods ;
but now the clause worked exactly in the opposite direction.
Forsome important imports, foremost among them wines,
had to arrive by sea in order to be legal ; and as Frenchproduce
could come only by land, the blow struck a t France herself.
True, British goods were excluded, ipso facto, as coming from
an enemycountry.
At the sametime, however, American
vesselswere accorded preferential treatment ; andasthey
were the disguise principally used by British shipping,the whole
measure was rightly
regarded
by
Napoleon asan informal
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manner of opening a door to the navigation of his enemy. To
complete the picture,dutieson the wines of France and her
allies were increased to twice the amount levied upon those of
South-eastern Eur0pe.l
Theorder of Napoleonwhichreceived
this unwelcome
imitation was the Fontainebleau decree of October 1810, which
prescribed the destruction of all English goods throughout the
Continent, This formed the complement tothe Trianontariff
of August of the same year,which, in contrast to this, admitted
colonialgoods, although onlyagainstenormousduties.
Precisely at the time of this new turn in the Continental System,
moreover, a serious crisis broke out in England and in France,
and also in many other places ; and the difficulties of Great
BritaininspiredNapoleonwithstrongerhopes
than ever of
attaining the object of his great system, regardless of the fact
that thedislocation of French economic life wasat least equally
deep and far-reaching.

THEFINALCOLLAPSE
By the apostasy of Russia,however,
the Continental
System had lost one of its retaining walls ; and in the course
of 1811 the breach was more and more widened by Alexander’s
constantly more open favourabletreatment of British shipping.
Napoleon had to try to raise a new barrier along the western
frontier of Russia toward Prussia, the Grand Duchy of Warsaw,
and Austria, and to have recourse to still more active measures
to bar the south coast of the Baltic, now that British ships had
points d’appui on its east coast in addition to those they had had
all the time among the Swedish skerries. The last step in this
direction was taken by the occupation of Swedish Pomerania
in January 1813 ; but the immediate effect of this was to cause
Swedenopenly to fall away, Meanwhile, the preparations for
the great trial of strength with Russia afterwards made heavier
1 I have followed the translation of the ukase in Le Noniteut, Jan. 31, 1811.
Vandal, in his NapoZh et Alexandre Zer (vol. 11, pp. 52930), refers to this paper,
but I have been unable to bring hia account into accord with the text of the decree.
The CorrBmwe is, of course, f u l l of the subject.

4
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and heavier demands on Napoleon’s attention ; and with the
beginning of the Russian campaign the cordon was relaxed
everywhere. After the retreat from Moscow, in the beginning
Sea
of the year 1813,insurrections took place both on the North
coast and in the Ruhr
district (the Grand Duchy of Berg), which,
like the Hanse Towns, had been very badly treated. It is true
that they were ruthlessly suppressed, and Napoleon, sometimes
a t least, adhered to his old idea that the Continental System
had shaken the power of England. But in the rush of more
pressing claims that now came upon him, it exceeded even
Napoleon’s ability to devote to the enforcement of the system
the superhuman energy which, even under more favourable
auspices, would have been necessary to prevent it from falling
asunder. Moreover, the falling away of his compulsory allies
cost the system its continentalextension, so that even his
sincere collaborator, Frederick VI of Denmark, took a cautious
step backward ; and with the advance of the allied armies into
France there also followedwhole swarms of forbidden goods.
Finally, the Continental decrees
were
formally rescinded,
immediately after Napoleon’s abdication in April 1814. With
that the system passed into the realms of history, not without
dragging with it in its fall large parts of the new branches of
production which were indebted to it for their existence.
But before that disintegration of the system whichwas
visible from without and whichwas conditioned by external
causes had hadtime to take effect,forces from withinhad
appeared which made it a thing quite different from what had
been originally intended. What has now been described, over
and above the contents and significance of the foundational
decrees, is merely the external political f a p d e behind which
the real machinery worked. It is the latter that is to be the
subject of part III.

PART I11
INTERNAL HISTORY AND WORKING OF
THE CONTINENTALSYSTEM

CHAPTER I
TREATMENT OF CONFISCATED

GOODS

THEtaskthatNapoleonmadethecentralpoint

of his
policy manifestly imposed the greatest demands on its inventor
and his helpers, especially when we take into consideration the
administrative powers at the disposal of the governments of
the time.
With regard to what was by far the most important point,
namely, the exclusion of British and colonial goods, the question
of the application of the system a t once struck upon a peculiar
difficulty,namely, the problem of what to dowith the confiscated merchandise. To Napoleon himself, strange as it may
seem, this problemwas a matter of minor importance, inasmuch
as fromfirst to last he adhered to theview taken over from the
politicians of the Convention, that all goods were sold on the
credit of Englishmen and thuswere not yet paid for when they
were seized, and that, accordingly, the loss in any case hit the
enemy,With a persistence that neverwaveredhepreached
to his allies and helpers the doctrines that, ' inasmuch as the
(continental) merchants never buy except on credit,it is a fact
that no goods are ever paid for,' and that, ' all goods being the
' a backproperty of the English,'theirconfiscationmeans
handed blow for England which is terrific '.l On this assumption,moreover, the whole difficulty would pretty soon have
been overcome ; for after a sufficiently large number of such
losses had been inflicted on the English they might reasonably
1 Quotations from two letters addressed to his brother Jerome, King of Westphalia, on Jan. 23,1807, and to the Emperor Alexanderof Russia on Oct. 23, 1810.
Corres@w de Napoldon Ier, nos. 11,682 and 17,071. In consonance with this
the representative of Napoleon in Switzerland, Rouyer, declared in 1810 that the
Swiss oommercial houses were generally only ' mmnditaires et ex$aWonlaadres '
of the English. Letter reproduced in deCBrenville, Le syat&w wntinenld, $c.,
p. 337, See also Schmidt,Le &and-duchd de Berg, p. 374, note 2.
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be expected to grow weary of sacrificing their goods and thus
abandon the attempt toforce themon the Continent. It is true
that not even under Napoleon’s assumption did it do to allow
goods, a t least the industrialproducts of England, to make
their way into Franceitself, where they competedwith the
French products. Butforthe
industries of therest of the
Continent Napoleon had no such interest, wishing solely to prevent their competition with the continental exports of France;
and, lastly, it is manifest that neither of these points could
create uneasiness in respect of colonial goods of British origin.
From the very outset this caused an expedient which could
not fail to lead the whole system into a wrong track, namely,
that the towns and other places where the goods were seized
received the right to repurchase them, usually at an extremely
high figure.Consequently, the goodswere not excluded. On
the contrary, the different continental markets wereable, to
a very large extent, to provide themselves by means of such
repurchases (~mlchats),
and thecontrol of illicit imports was thus
rendered exceedingly difficult-a result which wasalso furthered
by the great auctions that Napoleon caused to be held for the
sale of captured and confiscated, thoughnot
repurchased,
g0ods.l The onlydevicewhich might have completely eradicated the difficulty would have been the absolute destruction
of the illicit goods in accordance with earlier methods ; and
have occurred to Napoleon
for several years it does not appear to
to go so far. But the injury doneby the repurchase tactics
was not limited to this, but went much deeper, inasmuch as
from the very beginning it robbed the policy of its ideal attriof grandeur, as being a meansfor the
butes and its stamp
emancipation of the Continent. It gave rise to intrigues, which
in an incessant crescendo strengthened the notion that the
intention of the whole affair was merely to levy blackmail, to
find a means of squeezing money out of the continental peoples
for the benefit of the Emperor and French funds, as well as of
French marshals, generals and soldiers, ministers and consuls.
Already in connexion with the events of 1808 an unusually
Khig, &e 8&h&ch& BaumWnid&rie, kc., pp. 204 et seq., 215-6.
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competentobserver,
Johann GeorgRist,theGerman-born
representative in Hamburgof France's intimate ally, Denmark,
writes in his memoirs, compiled in the years1816 to 1881, that
nooneamong
the merchants,peasants or officials, oreven
among the scholars,believed in any plansfor the good of
Europe, but only in the desire t o line French pockets. It was
commonly held that no justice was to be expected, but merely
arbitrariness and the basest motives, all marked by high
words,
threats, and deception. And with regard to the last phase
of
the system (from 1810 onward) almost exactly the same words
fall fromMollien, who was Napoleon's good and faithful servant,
though a man of strong and independent judgment. He says
that ' this pretended system
deprived of every vestige of
political prestige, has only proved
itself in theeyes of everybody
to be the most pernicious and false
of fiscal inventions '.l It
was precisely fiscalism, the baneof so many systems of commercial policy, which thereby got a footing from the very beginning
in the imposing and soaring plan and threw radical difficulties
in the way of its execution.
This was all the more the
case forthe reason that Napoleon's
assumption that everything was sold on credit was so far from
being correct that it was the very reverse of the truth. Apparentlythedemandthat
prevailedontheContinentfor
British and colonial goods made it possible for them to be sold
practically always for cash; consequently it was the continental
buyers who were the chief sufferers. And even when that was
not the case, one finds the continental buyers, e. g., not only
Hamburgmerchants,butimportersalloverGermanyand
Holland generally-according to the evidence& 1807 of their
British creditors themselves-displaying an extraordinary zeal
in the regular payment of their debts.2

.. .

J. G . Rist, Ldenserinnerungen (Poel ed., Gotha, 1880), vol. n, pp. 29-30;
Mollien, Ndmodra, &c., vol. 11, p 462. Cf. Louie Bonaparte to his brother Jerome,
Oct. 15, 1808, in Duboecq, Louzs Bonapzrte en Hollande, d'aprPs sea lettres (Parie,
1911), no. 186.
Mollien, op. cit., vol. n, p. 461 ; Konig, op. cit., pp. 180-1 ; Mahan, Znflwence
Of Sea Power, &c., vol. II, p. 306 ; Tarle, Kontinmtai'naja blokzda, vol. I, pp. 287,
361, 384; Tarle, Deutsch-franziisieche WirtschajMeziehu?qen, h.cit., pp. 679-80,
718.
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Consequently there was little or nolikelihood thatthe
British would tire of supplying the Continent with goods. On
the contrary, the inner history of the Continental System came
to consist essentially inthe
embittered anduninterrupted
struggles against the endless stream of British goods.
This difficulty with whichNapoleonwas
confrontedwith
regard to the very structure of the blockade was further complicated by the difficulty of getting honest and zealous persons
to assist him in putting it into execution. It was almost
impossible to obtain such assistants among his allies and their
organs ; and consequently one of the most amplyjustified
views inthe historicalliterature of the presenttime is the
explanation that the incessant extension of the empire along
the coast of Eutope was due to the Emperor’s need of direct
control, witha view tothe observance of the Continental
System. Of the innumerable examples of this we may mention
two, one Swedish and one Prussian. I n August 1811, when
Sweden was nominally at war with Great Britain, Axel Pontus
von Rosen, the Governor of Gothenburg, informed the minister
of state, von Engestrom, that for once in a way he had caused
to be confiscated ten oxen intended for Admiral Saumaree’s
English fleet, which lay off Vinga, and added : ‘ I entreat that
this be put in the
papers, so that I, wretched that I am, may for
once wearthe nimbus of Continental zeal in theannals of Europe.
Saumarez was informed beforehand, so that he will notbe
annoyed.’ During the winter of 1811-12 a systematic import
of forbidden colonialgoods by thestate itselfwenton
in
Prussiathrougha
specialcommissioner for the minister of
finance, Privy Councillorvon Heydebreck; and a t the same
time Hardenberg, the leading minister, wrote to that very man
and requested the strictestinquiry into thesmuggling.l
But the fact that the
situation was untenable when the
application of the system lay in such hands must by no means
be interpreted to mean that the difficulties were overcome so
Von Rosen to von Engestrom, Aug. 7, 1811, in Ahnfelt, Ur rSven8ku hfvete
och arietokratiens lif (Stockholm, 1882), vol. v, p. 269 ; Peez and Dehn, Englands
?‘orim78ch&!.
Bus der Zeit der K o n t i n e W p e r r e (Leipzig, 1912), p. 268.
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soon as Napoleon was able to set his own administrators to the
task. The generalweakness of authorityin those days, in
comparison with the present day, was perhaps best expressed
in the lack of will and capacity on the part of subordinate
organs to follow out the intentions of the heads of the state,
and that, too, even under such an almost superhumanly
equipped ruler as Napoleon. The fiscalmethods-touse
a
fine-sounding expression-which Napoleon employed in his own
interest were often turned by his subordinates against him, or
at least against his policy ; and his altogether unabashed
endeavour to turnthese abuses to his own account never failed
to divert the Continental System still further from its task.
In these respects the difference is inconsiderable between the
various organs which were moreor less completely employedfor
the purposes of the blockade policy, viz., the large detachments
of troops along the coast and their naval coadjutors in ports and
estuaries, the customs staff and border police, and finally the
local administration in the territories belonging to the Empire
and the French legation staffs and consuls in vassal states and
occupied territories.
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CHAPTER I1
RESULTSOF THE SELF-BLOCKADE (1806-1809)

EXECUTION
OF THE SELF-BLOCKADE
IN order to form a concrete notion of the manner in which
the ContinentalSystem worked, one mayproperly begin by
following the generallines of its development,eventhough
the constant efforts and hindrances exhibit a certain monotony,
which, however, is broken in 1810 by what constitutes a change
in principle. Our account inthe first place concerns the
coasts of the North Sea and the Baltic and the parts of the
mainland that lie behind them, Germany and Holland, which
played the principal parts in the policy, and in which, moreover, that policy is best known.
The ContinentalSystem, being an almostunbroken continuation of the previous policy, led tothe peculiar effect
that the seizures of British goods began before the actual issue
of the Berlin decree-in Leipzig, Frankfurt-am-Main, Meppen,
which was important for trade up the Ems, Holland, Switzerland, &c. But it was in the Hanse Towns that the centre of
gravity lay, and the military cordon in particular was during
this first phase (the close of 1806) mainly limited to the North
Sea coast from Emden, in East Friesland, whichwas just a t
that time ceded to Holland, to Hamburg, with thesalient along
the boundary of Holstein, at that time belonging to Denmark,
as far as Travemiinde, the outport of Lubeck on the Baltic.

NAPOLEON’S
ORDERSIN DECEMBER
1806
Thebestidea of the apparatus whichwas set going can
be obtained from the letters which Napoleon wrote on December 2 and 3 to Marshal Mortier in Hamburg, to the police and
navyministers, and to his brother, King Louis of Holland,
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and from the simultaneously issued proclamation (December2)
as t o the blockade in the northeast. In the first of the letters
Mortierreceivedorders
to occupyVegesackon
the Weser,
north of Bremen, in order to complete the blockade of that
river.KingLouis was to place batteries on the left bank of
the river, in order to have acrossfirefromcorresponding
batteries a t Bremerleheon the eastern shore. In the mouth
of the Elbe a redoubt and a battery were to be erected on an
island in the riverimmediatelyopposite
Stade, so that no
vesselcouldpass
without being, examined, and noEnglish
goods could come in through Altona, Hamburg, or any other
place ; and in all three Hanse Towns French troops were to be
stationed to stop Englishletters. A brigadiergeneral was to
be stationed in Stade, and another in the outport, Cuxhaven;
and in addition to this, two cordons-one from Hamburg to
Travemunde along the frontier of Holstein, and another along
the left bank of the Elbe as far as a point just opposite Hamburg-were to beplaced under the command of yet a third
brigadiergeneral.
As regardstroops,
the greater part of
GeneralDumonceau’sdivision,two
Italian regiments and a
third of the Dutch cavalry, were to be used forthese purposes ;
and at the same time the minister of the marine received orders
to send a post captain with two ensigns and forty sailors to
equip some sloops in Stade. The customs authorities received
orders t o sendfive hundred (according to the proclamation,
three hundred) customsofficials under a director of customs
and two inspectors of customs, These were the ‘ green coats ’,
and in point of fact they arrived before the close of the year
and soondrewuponthemselves
thebitter enmity of the
population,Finally,MarshalMonceywas
to have at his
disposalonehundredgendarmesfor
distribution along the
barrier. On that very same day (December 2) Napoleon wrote
asecond letter to Mortier with a renewed exhortation to set
up a good battery at Stade ; and above all things he was to
prevent all communication between Hamburg and Altona, to
confiscate on the Elbe all vesselswithpotash,coal,
and all
other goods coming fromEngland, and to detain all letters
M2
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from England. I n these
very
f i s t orders, however, the
difficulty emerged of obtaining honest executors of the measures.
The naval minister received a special reminder to send ' unbribable ' officers ; and from the very beginning an effort was
made to interest thesoldiers themselves in theeffectivity of the
blockade by the regulation that they should have the benefit
of all confiscations of goods which should try to pass. But in
several of the letters, especially that t o Fouchh, the minister
of police, Napoleon says that he has received complaints-in
reality only too wellfounded-abouthisconsul
in Hamburg,
LachevardiBre, who ' seems.to steal with impunity '.l
In Hamburg there still survived the continental establishment of the Merchant Adventurers'Company, the most notable
English trading company of an older type (the ' Regulated
Company '), though it no longer played any considerable part.
I n order to save this for the English, the Senate of Hamburg
purchased the whole establishment, called ' The Merchant
Adventurers' Court ', and presented it to the members, who
became citizens of Hamburg besides and in this way escaped
imprisonment, so far asthey didnot escape by flight. The
main thing, however, was the seizure of the English stocks of
goods,whichNapoleon,
after variousnegotiations, fixed a t
the somewhathighfigure
of 17,000,000 francs for Hamburg
and 2,000,000 francs for Lubeck ; meanwhile Bremen, by
delaying the operation for a whole year, managed to smuggle
away the greater part of the goods there and had t o account
for only 377,000 francs. In Leipzig, whose Fair still constituted
by far themost important market in Central Europe,
especially
for manufactured goods to and fromall points of the compass,
of 9,150,000 francs, whichwas
the stocktaking gave a value
redeemed for 6,000,000 francs. Things went in the same way
elsewhere.
I n GreatBritainthe
publication of the Berlin decree
caused, according to evidence given before a parliamentary
committee, a cessation of exports to the Continent during the
c h w q m d a n c e , nos. 11,355; 11,356; 11,363 ; 11,378; 11,383; Proclamation of Dm. 2, 1806, printed in Konig, q ,cit., Anlage 2.
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months of December 1806, and of January and February 1807,
with a rise inthe marine insurance premiums. But the absence
of captures on the basis of the decree, which, as we have seen
before, was at first regarded as not applying to the sea, after
that put new life into commercial intercourse ; and an Order
in Council of February 18, with instructionsfor the commanders
of vessels, granted unrestricted traffic for the vessels and goods
of the Hanse Towns and therest of that part of North Germany
whichwasoccupied
by the French ; and this safeguarded
intercourse with them.l
During the whole of the first six months of 1807, indeed,
the Continental self-blockade may be saidto have been practicallyineffective, at leastinNorthGermany.Thesystematic
dishonesty of Napoleon'stoolsgaverise
to regularorgies
during this time, especially with
the help of the new commanderin-chief in Hamburg,MarshalBrune, whomNapoleon,with
unusuallygoodreason,branded
as an 'undaunted robber
According t o the report of de Tournon, whowas sent there
especially to investigate,Brune'sinstructionsthemselves
to
the customsstaffwere
calculated to encouragesmuggling;
but that was the case to a very much greater extent with the
application of the instructions. Whenvesselscame
up the
Elbe, they wereallowed, in absolute defiance of the instructions quoted above, t o continue their journey past Stade, with
onlyonesinglepersonfrom
the barriercontrol on board,
usually an ignorant seaman, while the customs officials themselves were consistently kept at a distance. The bill of lading
was examined by a sub-officer of the navy ; and the inspection
which it was the duty of Consul Lachevardibe to carry out,
was handed over by him to a Hamburg broker, who had the
On the
greatest possible interest in lettingeverythingpass.
basis of the entirely uncontrolled investigation of this person,

'.

1 For this and what follow concerning the Hanee Towns,of. Wohlwill, N w e
GesdicMe, &c., pp. 339 et seq. ; Ser%%res,
L'Allemugne. franp&e, &c., pp. 98 et 8eq. ;
Vogel, Die Haweskidie, %c., loc. cit., pp. 18 et 8e4. ; Schifer, B r e m a und die Kentinentaleperre, lot. cit., pp. 416 et seq. Ab0 Konig, op. cit., pp. 179 et 8q., 356 et aeq. ;
Staphen in the Home of Commons,Mar. 6, 1809 (Hansard, vol. x m , app. pp. xxxiii
et 8eq.) ; Order in &unci1 of Feb. 18, 1807 (Hansard, vol. x, pp. 129 et seq.).
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the consul afterwards issued a certificate as to thenon-English
origin of the goods ; and fabricated Holstein certificates of
originwere always available to bolster up the certificate. At
the close of May 1807, Brune went a step farther and removed
the always relatively zealous customs officials from the Hamburg-Travemiinde frontier line and theElbe line from Harburg
(immediately opposite Hamburg) to Stade, replacing them by
gendarmes. Consequently, during the five and a half months
down to the beginning of August there arrived in Hamburg,
without impediment, 1,475 vessels with cargoes estimated at
590,000 tons, including the most notoriouslyEnglishgoods,
such as coal.According to the investigator just mentioned,
Hamburg was chock full of English and colonial goods, which
weresold as openly as in London, and not a singleseizure
had occurred. This would also seem to have been the time at
whichBourrienne,Napoleon’senvoy
in Hamburg-according
to his own story, which is in this case confirmed from English
sources-obtained cloth and leather from England in order to
be in a position to supplyNapoleon’sown
army with the
uniform coats, vests, caps, and shoes which he had to procure.1
The farce of Brune’sconduct in Hamburg, however,was
too much for Napoleon, who removed him in the latter half of
July and appointed Bernadotte as his successor. This appointment manifestly brought with it a stricter enforcement of the
law, although the new and well-meaningdespot
thatthe
Hamburgers thereby got proved rather costly to the town ;
nor did he entirely escape more or less unproven accusations
of corruptibility, both from Napoleon and also, later on, from
the Senate of Hamburg.2Aboveall,however,
afterthe removal of Brune, Napoleon regulated the blockade. by means
of two new decrees of August 6 and November 13,1807. These
placed the right of seizing English goods into the hands of the
customs staff, which was strengthened at the same time, while
the troops were placed at the disposal of the customs officials
BUT NapoUon, &c. (Paris, 1829), vol. M,
pp. 291 et sq.
Lettres i d i t e a de Naplion ler (Lecestre ea.), nos. 523 (Sept. 12, 1809), 823
(June 13, 1811), 826 (June 22, 1811) ; Servidres, op. cit., p. 124 ; Wohlwill, Neuere
Geachichde, &e., p. 300.

Bourneme, dldntoirea
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and increased guaranties were provided in various ways
that
unlawful goods shouldnot be permitted toescape examination.
In doing this Napoleon fell back on the old and very clumsy
expedient of declaring large main groups of goods to be eo ipso
British when they did not
come from France, that is t o say,
the majority of textile goods, (except certain ones imported by
theDanishEast
AsiaticCompany),cutleryandhardware,
glass, pottery,andlumpsugar
; and for the colonialgoods
detailed certificates of origin were required from the French
commercial agentsintheexportingport.
As regards the
question as to whether a vessel had put in at an English port,
a searching examination was prescribed of the captain and the
sailors separately, and the arrestof such of them as should give
falseinformation,after
which they shouldbesetfreeonly
after the payment of a heavy fine (6,000 francs for the captain
and 500 francsforeachsailor).
All such vessels were to be
confiscated, while the Berlindecreemerelyprescribed
their
expulsion. Thelatter of these two decrees, that concerning
certificates of origin, the examination of the crews, and the
confiscation of the vessels, was givenpracticallyunaltered
validity for the whole Empire through what is called the first
Milan decree,issued tendayslater(November
23). Within
barely a month, as we have seen,l there followed the answer
to the Orders in Council, the great second Milan decree, which
markstheend of Napoleon’s measuresbearingon
the Continental System in 1807. On the heels of all this, immediately
after the beginning of the new year (,January 11, 1808) there
came the so-called Tuileries decree, which sought to induce the
crews and passengers of vessels to reveal any call in an English
port by promising one-third of the value of the vessel and cargo
as a reward. I n September 1807, Napoleon, with his customary
ruthlessness, had intervened in Holland and, to the despair of
his brother Louis, had calmly caused his gendarmes to convey
to France from that nominally independent kingdom a citken
of Breda and a citizen of Bergen-op-Zoom on the suspicion of
smuggling.
1

See ante, p. 123.
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At the same time, thanks to Canning’s almost Napoleonic
contempt for the independence of neutrals, Napoleon received
valuable assistance in the blockade o r t h e North Sea coast in
consequence of the bombardment of Copenhagen in the beginning of September aird the breach between Denmark and Great
Britain. As a matter of fact, Schleswig-Holstein, during the
whole of the preceding period,had been a serious obstaclein the
way of Napoleon’s measures south of the Elbe. When the Elbe
and the
Weser were
barred, Tonningin particular, but also Husum
on the west coast of Schleswig, had largely replaced the Hanse
Towns during the years 1803-6 as importers of English and
colonial goods ; and their trade had flourished like plants in
a forcing-house. All attempts to prevent the passing of goods
tothe south fromHolstein territorythroughthe
town of
Altona,whichwaspracticallycontinuous
with Hamburg (all
nah), met with almost insuperable difficulties, all the more
as the localHolstein authorities neverfailed to certify the
neutral origin of the goods. It was, therefore, of very great
importance thatthe ruler of Denmark, the Crown Prince
Frederick, embittered through the conduct of Great Britain,
placed himself at the service of the Continental System, with
almost unique loyalty, and as early as September 1807 ordered
the seizure of all forbiddengoods in Holstein.Almost alone
among the allies of Napoleon, he repudiated the idea of feigning,
adherence to the system while the real intention was to allow
intercourse with Great Britain. His was not the principle
auaviter in re, fortiter in modo, to quote amodernhistorian.
It is true that the British, on their side, made a counter-move
which was to have far-reaching consequences in the opposite
direction, in that, simultaneously with the attack onCopenhagen, they occupied the Danishpossession of Heligoland ;
but the effects of this did not immediately show themselves.1
For the decreesofAug.

6 and Nov. 13, 1807,cf. Konig, op. cit., Anhge 2.

For the h t Milan decree, cf. Bulletin des lois, BEG., 4th ser., bull. 172, no. 2 912.
For the Tnileries decree, cf.Martens, Nouveau recueil, &c., vol. I, p. 457 ;Duboscq, op.
Holm, Danmark-Norges Histork, &c., vol. VII,pt. I , pp. 1234,
180,197; Linvald, Bidrw til O&aniq, &c., vol. VI, pp. 448 et seq. The following
may also be oonsulted : France : Levassew, Hietoke dea classes mvritea, &o., de
cdt., no. 95 and p. 14 ;
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RESULTSIN 1807
It remains to beseen, accordingly,to what extent
Napoleon, at
theclose of the year 1807,had attained hisimmediate object, the
self-blockade of the Continent, not only in form but also
in substynce. As regards France herself, this had clearlybeen the case
to a very high degree,as we can seefrom a very good barometer,
namely, that a shortage of raw cotton was already threatening.
As early as September the cotton manufacturerswere speaking
of having to close their mills if a breach with the Portuguese
and Americansoccurred ; and the price of Braziliancotton
(Pernambuco) in Paris rose from
6.80-7.30 francs to 8.10-15
francs per kg., while the price in London of 1s. 1Od.-1s. lld.
perpoundcorresponded to only 5-53 francs. As the British
prohibition on the exports of raw cotton was not issued until
the year 1808, and the importsof raw cotton into Great Britain
were uncommonlylargeintheyear
1807 (74,900,000Ib. as
against only 58,200,000 Ib. in the previous year), it is apparent
from the very first how the difficulties of importation into the
Continent expressed the strength of the self-blockade and not
of the British measures of reprisal.
The position in Central Europe can usually be best
followed
from the great meeting-point for continental trade, the Leipzig
Fair, which was sensitive to every change ; and the position
there is illustratedbytheunusuallyimpartialanddetailed
Saxon'reports of the fair ' (Messrelationes), intheformin
which they have beenworked up by the German
historians
Hasseand,moreparticularly,
Konig. I n thesereportsthere
appears throughouta lively movementof both British industrial
1789 Ct 1870, vol. I, pp. 409-10, 422 note I ; Ballot, Lee p&, &c., vol. II, pp. 48-9,
54-5 ; Mollien, op. oit., vol. II,p.120.Central
Europe : Konig, op. cit., sec. m ;
Hasse, Qeschichte der Leipziger M+men (Leipzig, 188fi), pp. 409 et aeq. ; Tarle,
Kontinenfal'naja b l o W , vol. I, p. 397; Schiiier, op. cit., pp.434 et seq., tables
I-m. Great Britain : Hansard, vol. x m , app., pp. xxxvii et seq., xliii et seq. ( H o w
of Commons, Mar. 6, 1809) ; trade statistics in Hansard, vols. XIV, xx, xxn,app. ;
Tooke, A History of Prices,
vol. II (tables of imports and prices), vol. I, pp. 273
et seq. ; Baines, History of the Cotton Manufacture in @red Britain (1835), p. 360
(table) ; Mahan, Z n j h e m ofsea Pourer,
vol. 11, pp. 304 eb aeq.

&x.,

&x.,
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products and colonialgoods during the earlier part of 1807,
including among other things the parcels confiscated in Hamburg and redeemed, Thesecommanded a ready sale, despite
the fact that the manufactured goods included in them were
largely out of date. But the autumn measures in the Hanse
Towns and Holstein led to a great scarcity of British textiles
and an enormous rise in price (over 150 per cent.) on British
cotton yarn, so that Napoleoncouldhere be assured of an
immediate result from his own measures and those of his new
Russian ally. For the Hanse Towns this result extended also
to colonial goods, so that the price of coffee, for instance, stood
20 per cent. higher inthe old coffee-importingtown of Hamburg
than in Leipzig ; and contrary to anything that had ever
before been beheld, it was conveyed to the former place from
the latter. Accordingly, the decline of shipping in Bremen
stands out very clearly even in the statistics of 1807. A similar
transformation occurred in Holstein, but with regard to the
rest of Central Europe the effects did not yet extend to the
colonial goods. This was chiefly due to the fact that the trade
through Holland, in spite of everything, was still comparatively
undisturbed, especially with American vessels, as the Embargo
Act was not passed until the latter part of December 1807.
Moreover, Rotterdam was alleged to have daily communication
with England, just as in time of peace. British yarn was also
shipped to Leipzig and Holland, and in September, 1807, the
Belgian manufacturers complained that The Hague was so
crowded with British cottons that a man might fancy himself
in Manchester. With regard to colonial goods,it was also stated
that the great Amsterdam firm of Hope & Co. had huge stores
of sugar and coffee. This firm, which during the whole of this
period played a leading part in almost all great international
transactions of a commercial and financial nature,and also
intervened in matters of public policy, was,incidentally, a living
monument of the closecommercial relations between the
enemies, asit had a French head, LabouchAre,who stood
in close connexion with the world-famous British commercial
house of Baring Brothers. Nor does there appear to have been
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any great scarcity of raw’cotton, especially owing to imports
through the Mediterraneanports
of Lisbon, Leghorn, and
Trieste. The fmt of these, however, disappeared through the
conquest of Portugal in the autumn of 1807, and the second
through the occupation of Etruria at the close of theyear.
But Holland remained as an important gap, which became the
moreserious from Napoleon’s point of view after he had,
in the second Milan decree of December 1807, passed to the
view that there wereno suchthings as neutrals ; and consequently he could no longer tolerate the American.shipping in
Dutch ports. At the turn of the year 1807-8, it ietrue, British
industrial products did not seem to enter as easily as before ;
but it was soon to prove that Napoleon had underestimated
thestrength of two forces which were constantly to riseup
against his plans, ziz., smuggling and the opening-up of new
commercial routes.
Finally, if we regard the process of development from a
British standpoint, we have the evidence, already cited,l of the
witnesses before a parliamentarycommittee that Napoleon’s
many counter-measures inthe late summer and autumncaused
a sudden stagnation in trade with the Continent. The marine
insurancepremiums, which at the time of the issue of the
Berlin decree had risen from 6 to 10 per cent., but had then
declined to 4 per cent.,were stated to have reached
such amounts
as 15, 20, and 30 per cent. before the middle of October 1807.
In sixty-five cases during September and October vessels that
had taken in cargo for the Continent had requested permission
to discharge them again. If we look at the statistical material
available to throw lighton the matter, we canestablishin
acomparativelyexact
way the effects of theContinental
blockadeduring 1807. It is especially noteworthy thatthe
greatexports of cotton goods show almostabsolutelyunaltered figures ($9,708,000, as against $9,754,000 in 1806 and
an average of only ;E7,34,000in theyears 1801-5, all according
to the ‘ official values ’, which are based upon unchanged unit
prices from yearto year); nor do the farless important exports
1

See ante, p.
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of yarn show any great decline ($60R,000 in 1807, as against
$736,000 in 1806 and an average of $666,000 intheyears
18014). The probably less reliable figures for totalexports
show a somewhat more marked but nevertheless insignificant
decline, namely, in relation to the year 1806 (8.1 percent.
according to the'official values ' and only 6.4 per cent. according
to ' real values ', which are also affected by changes in price).
On the other hand, we can see from these statistics that the
sales on the Continent were much more limited, namely, by
nearly 33 per cent., according to ' real values ' in ' the north
of Europe, including France ' ; and probably the exports of
manufactured goods to thosemarkets
declined more than
exportsasa
whole. This resultagreesvery
well withwhat
mighthave been expectedunder the restrictive measures of
the last quarterof the year.1
Next we have to consider colonial goods, which wereintended
to ' conquer England by excess '.2 The trade statistics do not
show any decrease of exports a t all, but rather asbght increase;
and not even the sales to the Continent are notablydiminished.
But one can see from the tables in Tooke's History of Prices
thatthe price of coffee and sugar declined slightly inthe
autumn of 1807. Possibly one may point to a slightly greater
dislocation in one single department, namely, in the imports
of Baltic goods ; and the fact is that this applies to the Baltic
trade in general, evidently in consequence of the breach with
Russia and Prussia, ratherthanthroughthe
Continental
System proper. Hemp
and more especially tallow, both from
Russia, show a rise in prices in the course of the year, and
timber from Memel exhibitsviolentfluctuations
from the
middle of 1806. But all this is a trifle ; and during 1807 there
are,broadly speaking, no traces of any substantial result of
the policy as regards Great Britain's foreign trade as a whole.
1 It should be remarked once for all that the British commercial ststistios are
not only highly uncertain in themselves, but also show inexplicable variations in
different sources. But the relative changea, as a rule, exhibit a considerably better
agreement than the absolute numbers, and map therefore be assumed to deserve
greater confidence than the latter. For the absolute figures, Bee pod, p. 245.
See ante, p. 61.
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In fact, there are
considerably less than one would have expected
from the diminished importationof British industrial products
to
the German market.

TRANSMARINE
MARKETS(1808)

It was important for Napoleon, accordingly, to attain during
1808 a more effective application of the measures of the preceding year, Great Britain also
now encountered various new
difficulties; but the peculiar thing about them is that they had
no direct connexion with Napoleon’s proceedings, but at the
mostwith the BritishOrdersin
Council-a fact which the
British opposition, as in duty bound, did not fail to point out.
The truth is that they
werechiefly caused by the American
Embargo Act, partlythroughthe
diminishedimportation of
Americangoods, and partly through the great diminution
of
tonnage, as explained in part 11, chapter IV. Accordingly, the
result for Great Britain was a diminished importation of, and
raised prices on, raw materials, which in reality did not a t all
correspond to Napoleon’s wishes that prices should be low in
England andhigh on the Continent. The imports of raw cotton
sank by 42 per cent., of American cotton to Liverpool by no
less than 82 per cent., ofwool by 80 per cent., of flax by
39 per cent., of hemp by 66 per cent., of tallow by 60 per cent.,
Naturally enough, underthesecircumstances,
theprice
of the most important kinds of raw cotton, for instance, increased in the course of the spring and summer 100 per cent.
or more. Especiallystriking,too,
was the risein prices on
goods fromScandinavia
and from theBalticcountriesin
general : timber,hemp, flax, tallow,bristles, tar, but above
all linseed, the price of which, a t least according to Lord Grenville’s statement in the House
of Lords, rose more than tenfold.
The shortage of raw cotton reacted on the spinning industry,
which did not fail to complain of its distress by a whole series
of petitions t o Parliament, wherein special emphasis was laid
on the consequences of the breachwith America. According
to undisputed statements made by the opposition speakers in

&c.
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the beginning of the following year,forinstance,
the poorlaw burdensin Manchesterdoubled in the course of 1808 ;
onlyninemills
were running full time, thirty-one had
been
runninghalftime,andforty-fourhadentirely
suspended
operations.1
Many of these complaints, however, referred to the first
months of the year. The rise in prices, on thecontrary,
was partly due tospeculation, which began in the latter partof
the year and in many respects quite revolutionized the situation. The year 1808, as it went on, came to be dominated in
fact by one of the great events in the history
of the Continental
System-the
Spanish
uprising.
But
the
direct economic
significance of this movement was not primarily what Napoleon
once stated, namely, that it gave to England a ' considerable
amount of sales on the Iberian peninsula '.2 What a limited
part this matter played can be most easily perceived from the
following export figures taken from the British trade statistics
(' real values ').
United Kingdom Produce
Year

1807
1808
1809

Foreign and Colonial Produce
to

860,OOO

1

1

1

€80,000
€200,000
€10,000,000
€30,000
€970,000
€40,480,000
800,000
430,000

~

50,240,000
40,880,000

660,000
260,000

320,000
15,770,000
2,380,000
170,000
9,090,OOO

As appears from this table, the Pyrenean states after 1807
do not figure very largely in the total exports of Great Britain,
despite the fact that the
increaseforSpain is very large in
itself ; and a good deal, even, of the amount which is included
is the direct opposite of new sales, being really supplies for the
maintenance of the British troops and the insurgents. Morel Petitions and speeches in the House of Commons, Feb. 22 and 23,Mar.
10
a n d 18, 1808 ( H a m r d , vol. x, pp. 6923, 708-9, 1056 et 8 q . , 1182-83) ; Speeches
of Whitbread a n d Alexander Baring in the House of Commons, Mar. 6, 1809
(Hansard, vol. XII, pp. 1169,1194) ; Wom-Miiller, Norge 61ja7Eem Wohzrene
1807-1810 (Christiania, 1917-18), p. 123.

Note p
no. 17,014).

r le miniare des r & i m

&Ciezcres, Oct.7,

1810 ( C o r r e c l ~ n c t ? ,
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over, it is inseparable from the geographicalposition of the
country that theIberian peninsula could not be suited for what
Great Britain chieflyneeded on the Continent,namely, an
entrance gate for its goods. The smugglingwhichnowbegan
across the Pyrenees into France cannot have weighed very
heavily, as is shown by the @res in the tables themselves.1
The establishment of the new relations with Spain in 1808,
like the flight of the Portuguese royal family to Brazil in the
preceding year, was principally important in quite another
way,namely, in thatit placed Great Britain in very close
connexion with the transmarine markets. The West Indian
possessions of Spain, especiallyCuba andPorto Rico, thus
transferred the trade in colonial goods to England, while the
mainland colonies in South America and Mexico created a large
new market for British industrial products. It i s easy to
understand that in British eyes this newpositionseemed to
open up the possibility of circumventingthe whole of Napoleon's
laboriously constructed rampart against British trade ; and
this was all the morewelcomebecause at the same time the
United States had shut herself off from the rest of the world.
The very peculiar British export figures to America for these
years show the following fluctuations ('real values ') :

I

United Kingdom
Produce

i:

Foreign
and
Colonial

Produce

Exports to
Exports to rest
Exports to rest
United
of America (incl.
of Amerida (incl.
West Indies) West Indies) States

Year

7,260,000 1809

1

I

5,240,000
$11,850,000

1
I

16,590,000
J510,440,000
18,010,OOO

1

$250,000

200,000
60,000

I

€910,00(i
1,820,000
1,580,000

The whole of this striking transformation, whichcaused
the exports to Central and South America to become a more
than abundant compensation for the very great reduction in
exports tothe United States, waswont to be cited bythe
1 Darmstiidter, Ntvdien ZUT napleanischenWirti?ch&politib,
loc. cit. (1904),
vol. II,pp. 696-7. The decline in the exports of fiance to Spain in 1808, which is
there given as amounting to 32,400,000 francs (S1,300,000), cannot poeaibly have
been compensated by British exports, if the table given above is reliable. Probebly
it largely corresponds to the imports of grain from theUnited States.
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Britishgovernmentspeakers as evidence that the Ordersin
Council had not injured the exports of the country, but had
only caused 8 transition to direct trade with the former markets
instead of sales to the North Americans as intermediaries. The
mouthpieces of the opposition, however, maintained, and with
more reason, that this new trade was really a new conquest
brought about by the Spanish uprising and consequently no
result of the destruction of trade with the United States by
the Orders in Council.

BRITISH SPECULATION
IN SOUTH
AMERICA
The new outlet for sales which thus seemed to offer itself
thedistinctive
gaverise to a violentspeculationwithall
optimism, great sales,
characteristics of a boom-general
industrial activity, and rising prices in the articles of speculathe second in
tion. As early as 1806 Sir HomePopham,
command of a naval expedition, had made of his own accord
an attack on the mouth of the Plata and had taken Buenos
Aires, upon which he sent home eight wagon-loads of silver
accompanied by a boastfulcircularaddressed
to the manufacturing towns of England together with a list of all the goods
that could find a ready sale in his conquest ; but as ill luck
would have it, Buenos &res had to be evacuated before the
goods had yet arrived. Now that access to those markets was
secured, merchants were attracted, by the memory of the hope
arousedby Popham’s circulars and the loads of silver, into
incredibly bold ventures in the way of exports. McCulloch, the
political economist, describes the frenzy, after a contemporary
source, as follows :
We are informed by Mr. Mawe, an intelligent traveller resident at
Rio Janeim, at the period in question, that moreManchester goods
were sent out in the course of a few weeks than had been consumed in
the twenty years preceding ; and the quantity of English goods of all
sorts poured into the city
was so very great,that warehouses could not.be
provided sufficientto contain them, and
that themost valuable merchandise was actually exposed for whole weeks on the beach to theweather,
and to every sort of depredation. But the folly and ignorance of those
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who had crowded into thisspeculation was still more strikingly evinced
in the selection of the articles sent to South America. , Some speculators actually went so far as to
send skates to Rio Janeir0.l

..

The h a 1 consequences of these speculations could not be
advantageous, but for the time being the situation seemed
flourishing, Thetotal exports during 1808 exhibit approximately unaltered figures, but the exports of cotton goods rose
by 29 per cent,, irrespective of the change in price. But this
did not hold good of Central and Northern Europe, where the
British trade statistics indicate a very heavy decline for both
British goods(from &5,090,000 to $2,160,000)/and colonial
goods (from 335,730,000 to $3,270,000). This, however, is
largely counterbalanced by a corresponding rise in exports to
the Mediterraneancountries ; andother information points
to considerably larger exports to the north of Europe, as shall
be shown shortly.*
If we examine the position on the mainland and especially
in Germany somewhat more closely,we find the gres.test change
in 1808 to beaunique rise in the price of raw cotton and
a shortage in the supplies, whichwere obtained mainly from
the sale of captured cargoes. At the Michaelmas Fair in Leipzig
the price of Brazilian cotton (Pernambuco) rose 223 per cent.
above the normal ; and, as before, this was especially felt in
France, where the textile industry in Nantes was enabled by
governmentloans to go overfrom cotton to wool, As Great
Britain herself suffered from a shortage of raw cotton, this can
only in part be ascribed to the Continental self-blockade. With
regard to its efficaciousness,Napoleonwas able to record an
advance in one quarter, namely, in Switzerland,where the
smuggling of British goodsceased after 1808 ; but Holland,
which was far more important from thispoint of view, was still
a tender spot. It is true that King Louis, as early as January,
McCulloch, Principles of PoZiticaZEGonomy (London, 1830),2d. ed. p. 330; Smart,,
I, pp. 122-3, 184. Cf. speech in the House of Commons,
June 16, 1812 (Hansard, vol. xxm, p. 503) ; Louis Simond, Journal of a Tour and
Residence in &eat Britain during the yenra 1810 and 1811, by a French Travellet
(New York, 1815), vol. I, p. 242 (under date of Aug. 1, 1810).
p 8 f , p. 179.
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did something to bring about an effective barring of the coast ;
but the smuggling went on so openly that, according to the
evidence of Louis himself, the shops of Leyden displayed without disguise quantities of British manufactures. By decree of
September 16,1808, Napoleon, who a little earlier had asserted
that there were people who had pocketed 20,000,000 francs
through smuggling in Holland, had recourse in violent indignacolonial
tion to themeasure
of closing the frontierof France to all
goods from Holland. This
seems to have had a certain effect,
as one can see from the fact that the imports of British yarn
and Britishmanufactures, which lasthadalready
been insignificant, to Leipzig through Holland ceased entirely at this
23,1808) there was issued an
time. A month later (October $
extremely draconic Dutch decree as to theclosing of the ports.
This decree was so OutrS that it bears every mark of applying
the principle smviter in re, fortiter in modo : all exports were
prohibited until furthernotice ; no commercialvessels, domestic
or foreign, might put in at any Dutch
ports, under any pretext,
on pain of being fired at ; fishing vessels were to return to their
port of departure, but were to be confiscated on the least sign
of intercourse with the enemy, &c.l
NEW TRADEROUTESVIA HELIGOLAND
AND SWEDEN(1808)
The effect of this, however, was a new change in thechannels
followed by trade. To begin with, Heligoland now showed its
immense importance asan emporium or base for the smuggling
of British goods into north Germany. I n 1808, according to
Rist’s dispatches, Great Britain expended &500,O00 in building
a port, fortificationsand warehouses on the littleisland covering
about 150 acres. A number(statedtobe
200) of British
merchants and representatives of commercialhouses settled
there and formed a special chamber of commerce ; and this
peculiar centre of trade was jestingly called ‘ Little London ’.
D e Cbrenville, op. cit., p. 309 ; Duboscq, op. cit., no8. 117, 118, 126, 146,
159,180,167,178,189,190 ; and pp. 47 et seq. ; C o r r m w n e e , no. 13,781. Dutch
Ordinances : Martem, Nouveau recueit, &e., vol. I, pp. U8-9, 474-5.
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According to the statements of the British merchants themselves, during three anda half months (August-November 1808)
nearly 120 vesselsdischarged their cargoes there, and the
yearly imports were estimated-though, to judge by the commercial statistics, this estimate was almost certainly too highat ;E8,000,000, or nearly a sixth of the total exports of Great
Britain for 1808 (E50,000,000). It is not surprising, therefore,
that great quantities of goods had t o lie exposed to wind and
weather, and that there wasscarcely standing roomon the
island, The difficultyconsisted, of course, in smuggling the
goods into the mainland afterwards ; but the Continental
blockade had againbeenweakenedby
the fact that in the
beginning of the year Napoleon had been obliged to evacuate
Oldenburg out of regard to his Russian ally, whowas related
to the Duke of Oldenburg. It is difficult to determine from
accessible sources what routes the goods afterwards followed.
From Bremen a certain amount reached Leipzig for the Easter
Fair, but after that nothing ; and both the shipping of Hamburg and the trade of Bremenhad,according to their own
sources, almost ceased to exist. But there were many possibilities left, especially through Holstein, where the population
and the officials alike did their best to neutralize the loyalty
of the Danish government tothe system.Theysucceeded
admirably, and it is certain that there are no symptoms at all
of decline in the traffic via Heligoland.
During 1808, moreover,Sweden had begun to serve as
a storing place for British goods, The Swedish trade statistics
had previously shown an excess of exports during the century,
especially as regards Great Britain ; but during 1808 there was
a complete reversal, so much so that the imports from there
amounted to 6,650,000 riksdder, as against exports amounting
to 2,610,000 riksdaler. It wascolonialgoods that went this
way,for the most part through Gothenburg, the positionof
which as one of the foci of the commerce of the world had, to
judge by its export statistics, been coming into view even in
the previousyear. Imports more than doubled in one year,
\mat were for the circumstances of the time very considerable
N2
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quantities of sugar and coffee (!2,900,000 Ib. and 1,300,000 lb.,
respectively) were exportedfrom therein 1808 ; and when
Admiral Saumarez was inthe town, in May, hewrote to
his son : ' Gothenburg is a place of great trade at this time ;
a t least 1,800 sail of vessels of differentnations are in the
port.' Fromtherethe
goods tried to find their way into
Germany through the South Baltic p0rts.l
Thus Napoleon was still far from his goal, and the Spanish
rising in particular was to carry him farther and farther away.
As early as October 1,1808, his brother Louis-who was always
pessimistic, it is true-wrote t o the eldest of the brothers,
JosephBonaparte, the newly created King of Spain : ' Far
from settling down, matters get more and more tangled, andperhaps I speak too much as a Dutchman, but I find something
revolutionary in the way in which war is made on commerceit seems to me that they never will attain the object that they
have setbefore them At the same time as Spain and Portugal,
he thinks, South America and Mexico have thrown themselves
open to the English ; ' and for a chimerical system the whole
Continent is losing its trade andshipping, while that of England
grows prodigiously '.2

'.

DIMINISHED
VIGILANCE
DURING THE AUSTRIAN
CAMPAIGN
(1809)
This line of development wasespecially markedin 1809
whenNapoleon's campaign against Austria and the Spanish
uprising also madeheavydemandson
him and his troops,
while trade under a neutral, that is to say, American flag, again
became possible through the Non-intercourse Act, bringing it
about that the importation of raw materials into Great Britain
Fisher, Studies in Napoleonic Statemnanship :Germany (Oxford, 1903),pp. 338 et
pp. 3834; Chon, Sveriges Historia intill tjuSoncm.de seUe.?
(Stockholm, 1910), vol. IX : A, pp. 26-7; Bergwd, Hietoriek underfiittebe, kc.,
p. 48 (table) ; Mernoire and Correqondence of Admiral Lord deSaumnrez (Ross
ed., London, 1838), vol. II, p. 105 ; Ahnfelt, op. cit., vol. V. p. 225 ; Ramm, Niit
Qateborg var frihmn (Gothenburg, 1900), p. 3.
Duboscq, op. cit., no. 182.
1

6eq. ; Rubin, 1807-1814, &o.,
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again became normal and the possibilities

of smuggling into
the Continentgrewgreatly.GreatBritain
couldalso now
rejoice in the highest prosperity in the new trade she acquired
through the Spanish uprising, as is most plainly shown by the
tables given above.1 The British exports of cotton goods show
a uniquerise : manufactured goods from S12,500,000 t o
~18,400,000and yarn from S470,OOO t o ~1,020,000(‘ official
values ’, that is to say, irrespective of changes in prices). The
former thus underwent an increase of nearly 50 per cent., and
the latter of more than 100 per cent., as compared with the
in themselves high figures of 1808.
This was not solely an effect of the possession of new
markets. On the contrary, all oursources are agreed in attributing it to the diminished watchfulness on the North Sea, where
the self-blockadewas alleged-with someexaggeration, it is
true-to have in reality ceased ; and it was considered that
trade was being carried on almost as in time of peace. This is
made visible, indeed, by a rise in the figures for British exports
toNorthEuropefrom
S2,160,000 to S5,700,000 for British
goods, andfrom S3,270,000 tono less than S8,870,000 for
colonial goods. With a zeal that infallibly reminds us of the
saying, ‘ When the cat’s away the mice
will play,’ all Napoleon’s
tools on the North Sea coast took advantage of his absence in
Austria to relax the bonds and to let vessels,
in
especially those
under the Americanflag. As early as the middleof March 1809,
King Louis of Holland declaredto the Emperor thathis country
was ‘ physically unable to endure the closing of the ports ’ in
combinationwith the closing of theFranco-Dutchfrontier
ordered by Napoleon in the previous September ; and accordingly he made certain relaxations in
the blockadebysea at
the closeof themonth.When
Napoleon, at the beginning
of June, rescinded his September decree, his brother embraced
theopportunitytorescindtheorderprohibitingAmerican
vessels to put in at Dutch ports. This caused Napoleon to put
the barring of the frontier in force again in the middle
of July;
but not only the showers of abuse which Napoleon poured over
1 See.

ante, p. 174.
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his unhappy brother, but also his brother's correspondence with
the Dutchministers, show distinctly enough how smuggling was
going on in Holland itself throughout the entire year.
Farther to the north
smuggling through Oldenburg continued
into the following year. A sudden fall in the price of cotton
yarn in northern Germany was caused in February 1809, by
the large stocks that the Manchester manufacturers had laid
up in Heligoland ; and as anexample of the scope of the traffic
which was carried on from that island, it may be mentioned,
on theauthority of thestatements of the Heligoland merchants, that sixty-six vessels and seventy smaller boats were
able, during nineteen days in June 1809, to land on the coast
goods to the value of several hundred thousand pounds. According to French reports, the guards along the Elbe and the
Weser, too, were now
reduced to a few untrustworthy Dutch
soldiers and gendarmes underthe command of a drunkenofficer.
If we cross to Schleswig-Holstein territory, we find there the
same phenomenon, namely, a huge expansion of the colonial
trade.Whatis
called the second Tonning period, which is
markedbythese
American visits, began in June 1809, and
lasted to the end of the year. The traffic all along the line was
formallyfacilitatedby
the British goveriment by means of
the new Order in Council of April 26, which restricted the
declaration of blockade in the north to theRiver Ems, at least
in so far as the German North Sea coast was not reckoned as
a dependency of France, which, of course, is just what it actually
was. In reality, however, thismeantcomparativelylittle,
inasmuch as theold regulations were in practice applied by the
issue of the British government Kcences,which shipping was
scarcely able to do without.
At the sa.me time English trade wasbeing transferred to
Gothenburg and the Baltic ports. I n Gothenburg the British
set up, in 1809, special warehouses and storeson Foto immediately opposite theentrancetothe
harbour. The reexports of raw sugar almost trebled,while the exportsof coffee,
like the shipping of the port in general, more than doubled.
The Prussian and the Pomeranian ports now became regular
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gates of entry for the importation of goods ; and the Baltic
coast came to be the centre of trade to such an extent that
the Jierante, the Jewish traders of Eastern Europe, went to
Konigsberg and Riga, instead of Leipzig, in orderto cover their
requirements of British manufactures. Finally, great quantities
of British yarn came to Trieste and Fiume before the AustroFrench war, and even after its close,from the repurchased
parce1s.l
OF
REES-BREMEN
BARRIER
(SCHONBRUNN DECREE
JULY
18, 1809)

Obviously this developmentdidnotescape
the notice of
Napoleon. On the contrary, hewas kept informed by a veritable
army of spies as to what was happening both within and without his empire, and it is clear that he did not wish to let it go
on without taking steps to stop it. He did not even delay his
counter-measures until the close of the Austriancampaign,
but limited them inthe main t o the attemptto isolate Holland,
which inhiseyeswas
the mostseriousbreach of all in the
system. At the same timeas he renewed,as has been mentioned
above, the closing of the frontier against France,2 he suddenly
ordered, by the decree of Schonbrunn onJuly 18,1809, a corresponding closing of the frontier on the side of Germany and
caused this tobecome operative at once without even informing
the ' protected ' princes in the Confederation of the Rhine who
were affected by the blockade, &x., his brother Jerome, King
of Westphalia, and the GrandDuke of Berg.Thesmuggled
goods were considered
,bythe French director-generalof customs,
Collin de Sussy, to go direct up the Rhine and the Ems, and
then to go by land through
the Grand Duchyof Berg, practically
corresponding to the Ruhr district, to the whole Confederation
1 Lettres iddites, nos. 476, 477, 527, 555 ; Duboscq, op. cit., nos. 209, 220,277 ;
Sohmidt, Le Grand-duchdde Berg, pp. 348 et 8eq. ; Wellealey, Y m ' r 8 and Corre,"
e8
vol. m, p. 196; Prytz, K r m b g i s h antechingardrande GWeborg
(Uothenburg, 1898), p. 95 ; Bergwall, op. cit., table 3 ; Channing, op. cat., vol. a,
p. 263 ; Tarle, Kontinental'naja btobda, vol. I, p. 486.
8 See ante, p. 181.
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of the Rhine. At the close of July,Frenchcustoms officers
were moved into the country, forming a chain from Bremen
through Osnabruck down to the Rhine at Rees close to the
Dutchfrontier, which was therebycut off fromconnexions
eastward. This cordon was made threefold, consistingof troops,
gendarmes and customs officers. According to one statement,
one of the lineswentalong
theDutchfrontierfrom
Varel,
near the beachof Jade, to Emmerich on the Rhine immediately
north of Rees. The violence with which the whole thing was
carried
out,
however, caused great confusion. The local
authorities refused to assist the customs officers and protested
; thegendarmes
were at times
againsttheirmovements
positivelyhostile to them ; and to crown all, the customs
officialswere sometimes corrupt, so that the blockade of the
non-French partof the Continent still continued to be practically
a failure on well-nigh all points. The unbroken severity of the
action that Napoleon followed inHolland, especially by the
incorporation of the region south of the Waal in March 1810,
seems not to have borne any great fruit either.
At any rate,
as late as May of the same year King Louis wrote sourly
to
Marshal Oudinot, Duke of Reggio : ' I have received the letter
in which you inform me that smuggling is going on to a great
extent on the coast of my kingdom. Like you, I believe that
it goes on wherever there are coasts, in Germanyas in Holland,
and even in France.'
The complete annexation of Holland in
July createda new situationhere, but at the sametime it
madethebarrier
betweenHolland and Germanysomewhat
purposeless.
During the firsthalf of the year 1810, therefore, the situation
was notgreatly
changed. Frankfurt,inparticular,
could
rejoicein an entirelyundiminished trade in colonial goods,
which came in through the ports of. the North Sea and the
Baltic, and were conveyed thence to northern Ita.ly, southern
France,and even to HollandandeasternFrance.Thethen
minister of Prussia in this capital of the Confederation of the
Rhine actually declared at the beginning of the year that the
a part in thetrade of
townhad neverbeforeplayedsuch
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Europe nor been so full of colonial goods ; and the tradeseems
further to have increasedin the course of thesummer. As
regards Leipzig, to be sure, it was stated before and during the
Easter Fair in 1810 that the imports through the North Sea
ports, especially of English yarn, had practically ceased. But
to make upfor this, the transfer of the trade to the Baltic ports
was now definitive, helped withthe best of good-will by Prussia,
and alsobySweden
and Mecklenburg, tocircumvent the
ContinentalSystemineveryconceivable
way, and, for that
matter, with useful helpfrom the corrupt French consuls in the
ports. Konigsberg above all, but to a great extent the other
townson the south coast of the Baltic-Rostock, Stralsund,
Stettin, Memel, and even Riga-now took the place of the
Hanse Towns and the Dutch ports ; and there began a unique
importation of American cotton, which attaineditshighest
level during the summer. The whole of the Confederation of
the Rhine, Austria, Switzerland, and even France, were provided from there a t a time when spinning mills were springing upontheContinent
likemushroomsfrom
the ground.
At the Michaelmas Fair in 1810 the value of the supplies of
colonial goods in Leipzig was estimated at 65,500,000 francs ;
and although only a sixth part remained
in the town, all cellars,
vaults, and storehouses were full to overflowing, chiefly with
cotton, but also with coffee, sugar, and indigo.1
D’IVERNOIS’S
EPIGRAM
Naturally enough, people in England, especially in government circles, took a very optimistic view of the situation. The
new Order in Council of April 1809, however modest was its
modification of the paper blockade, is an evidence of this fact.
Reasons are found for it in ‘ different events and changes which
have occurred in the relations between Great Britain and the
territories of otherpowers ’, which meant, of course, the Iberian
Correqondunce, nos. 16,470,16,713 ; Duboscq, op. cit., no. 290 ; Schmidt,
op. cit., pp. 3503 ; Konig, op. cit., pp. 225 et sq., 230-1, 238 et sq., 241-2 ; DermBtadter, Das UrossherzogtumFrankfurt (Frankfurt-am-Main,1901), pp. 311-12.
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peninsula. In February 1809, Lord Liverpool, formerly Lord
Hawkesbury, who was home secretary at the time, spoke in the
House of Lords about ‘ the flourishing state of commerce ’ ; and
as late as May 1810, the British budget debate was marked
entirely by a feeling of booming trade and prosperity, so that
even on the side of the opposition Huskisson considered that
the country was in a happy state of development. Especially
seductive was the roseate description given by Perceval as
chancellor of the exchequer ; and Rose, the vice-president of
the Board of Trade, said that he was unable, to be sure, to
explain how it could be so, ‘ but somehow it appeared, that
from, the industry and ingenuity of our merchants every prohibitory measure of Bonaparte’s had utterly failed of its object.
In fact, our trade, instead of being limited by it, had rather
been extended, in spite of the hostile proceedings of the enemy.’
The same idea was expressed with a touch of G/~PLP in a contemporary epigram placed on the title-page of a pamphlet
by Sir Francis d’Ivernois, a Swiss naturalized in England,
entitled Efets du blocus continental :
Votre blocus ne bloque point,
et gdce A votre heureuse adresse
ceux que vous affamez sans cesse
ne pCriront que d’embonpoint.1
Hansard, v01. XII, pp. 801 ; vol. XVI, p. 1043 et s q ; d’Ivernois, Effete du
blocus continental sur le commerce, lea jinancea et la prospirite’ dea Ides Britanniques
(London, 1809 : dated July 24) ; Servikres, op. cit., p. 131 note.
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CHAPTER I11
SMUGGLINGAND CORRUPTION ; FISCALISM
AND LICENSING
>,
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THEtendencies described in the last chapter made it increasingly clear to Napoleon during the year 1810 that he must
find new expedients if he was ever to succeed in making the
Continental self-blockade effective; and he also had another
reason for reshaping his policy, in the great inconveniences
which had revealed themselves bothin his finances andin
French economiclife. In order to form a clear idea of this
second phase of the history of the Continental System,however,
we must consider in a little more detail the smuggling and the
system of bribery.1
SMUGGLING
Concerning the prevalence of smuggling under the Continental System lengthy books might be written,for it flourished
throughoutEurope toan extent of which the world since
then, and perhaps even before then, has rarely seen the like.
Coercive measures in the sphere of commercial policy have at
all times found a palliative in smuggling, But that palliative
was used to an infinitely larger extent now that coercion acquired a range previously undreamt of ; and at the same time
it was felt to be unendurablein a quite different way than
For the smuggling and corruption there are a h m t unlimited materials in the
extensive literature bearing upon this subject, particularly in the works of Konig,
Schmidt, Serviires, Fisher, de Ckrenville, Rambaud, Rubin, Peez and Dehn,
and
also in the treatises of TarleandSchafer.Tothese,moreover,should
be added
the work of Chapuieat, Le COntmerCe et i'i&wtrie d Genbe, &c., pp. 29 el 8% 44.
The quotation fromBourriennerefers to his MMres, vol. VIII,oh. XI, pp. 196-6. The
quotation from Rist refers to his Lebenssinwuqen, vol. II, pp. 106 et sq. The
referenoe to Simond's Journal will be found in vol. I, p. 242 ; vol. XI, p. 77. Aa
to thetrustworthiness of Bourrienne and Rist, cf. Wohlwill,N e w e Geschichte, &e.,
espeoially pp. 295 note, 397 note ; also his review of Servihres, in Hanaische Ge8Chichtdliitter for 1900.
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formerly, owing both to the increased importance
of international
intercourse and to the fact that outside the limits of France
proper it represented a foreign dominion and lackedmoral
support in all classes of the community. The purely external
forms of the smuggling are of relatively subordinate importance
in this connexion. The examples that have been mentioned in
the preceding pages, and that will be mentioned in the followa couple of coning pages, mayherebesupplementedby
temporary descriptions. One of these by Bourrienne refers to
the year 1809 and has a more or less anecdotal character.

Bourrienm’s Anecdote
To the left of the short road leading from Altona to Hamburg there
lies a field that had been excavated in order to get gravel for building
houses and roads. Theintention was to repair the broadand long
street in Hamburg running to the Altona gate. During
the night the
hole from which the gravel had been taken was filled up ; and the same
carts which as a rule conveyed the gravel to Hamburg were filled with
raw sugar, the colour of which resembles sand. They contented themselves with covering the sugar with a layer of sand an inch thick. The
pikes of the customs officials easily penetrated this thin layer of sand
and the sugar underneath it. This comedy went on for a long time, but
the work on the street made no progress. Before I knew the cause of
this slowness I complained about it, because the street led out t o a little
country place which I owned near Altona, and where I used t o go daily.
Like myself, the customs officials a t last found out that the work of
road-making took rather a long time, and one fine day the sugar carts
were stopped and seized. The smugglers then had to devise some other
expedients.
In the region between Hamburg and Altona, on the right bank of
the Elbe, there is a little suburb inhabited by sailors, dock-labourers,
and a very large number of house-owners, whose burial ground is in
thechurchyard of Hamburg. Onenowsaw
more often than usual
hearseswiththeiradornmentsanddecorations,
processions, burial
hymns and the usual ceremonies. Amazed at the enormous and sudden
mortality among the inhabitants
of Hamburgerberg, the customs house
officiaIs a t length ventured to examine one of the deceased a t close
quarters
and
discovered sugar; coffee, vanilla,
indigo,
&c. This,
accordingly, was another expedient which had to be abandoned ; but
others remained.
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Rist's Description of HamburgSmuggling
Withthismay
be comparedthe moreinformative and
certainly quite trustworthy account given by Rist, the representative of Denmark, of the position at Hamburg a year after
the period with which we are chiefly concerned here, namely,
at the beginning of 1811.l
For some time there had developed a peculiar and flourishing contraband traffic which was carried on from Hamburgerberg with varying
success in full daylight and under the eyes
of the customs officers. About
this I wish t o speak, becauseit was not onlypeculiar in its kind, but
also
not without influence upon the manners of the people and later events,
and even became the subject of a genuinely humorous popular poetry.
The abundance of cheap colonial goods in Altona, which could not
be prevented by any prohibitions or other measures from this side of
the frontier, and the
similarly unpreventableconnectionwithHamburgerberg, macle this last-named place a regular emporium for contraband goods. Speculators in that line of business had at that time hit
upon the idea of entrusting t o all kinds of low-class people, chiefly
women, boys and girls of the rabble, the task of carrying the forbidden
goods in small quantities through the customs guard stationed at the
town gates. The attempt had been successful and was soon continued
on a large scale. The city gate was thronged with all kinds of canaille
coming in and going out in a steady stream.Behind some wooden sheds
near the city gate one saw the arsenal of this curious army and its
equipment,
which
was a t once
disgusting
and laughable.
There
women turned up their dresses in order to shake coffee beans down in
theirstockings and to fastenlittlebags of coffee everywhereunder
their clothes ; there boys filled their ragged trousers with pepper in
the sight of everybody ; others poured syrup in their broad
boots ;
some even claimed to have seen women conceal powdered sugar under
their caps in their black tangledhair. With these burdens they a t once
started off, and afterward delivered over their goods in certain warehouses located near the city gate and received their pay. In this way
immense quantities of goods were brought in ; and agreements with
these petty dealers, based solely on good faith, seem seldom to have
been broken on either side.
Thistrickerycouldnotlongremainconcealedfromthecustoms
officers ; and thereis no doubt but that they
could soon have checkedit.
Rut thisdoes not seem to have been the intention a t all. This ' filtration '
1 We b o w from a letter of Bourrienne to Napoleon in October 1809 that the
same situation existed at that time.Lingelbach, Hiatorical Investigation and the
Commercial History of the Napoleonic Era, in the Amerdcan Historical Review (vol. XTX
(1913-14), p. 270.
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-that
was the technical term-was
regarded as a happyhuntingground, which was preserved as a means of enabling officers always to
cover their requirements from it. If the officials seized every third or
fourth ‘ bearer (Truger)-that was the people’s technical term-and
kept his or her load, they derived a fine income from it ; but thetraffic
was not a t all disturbed by this,for losses were part of the business, and
the customs officials had simply to hold out their hands to getall that
they needed. Many of them were also well bribed by the principal
duty,
participatorsinthe traffic. If an unknownfaceappearedon
recourse was had to strategical measures : a dense column was formed,
some heavily armed persons in the van were sacrificed, and the others
burst through like a whirlwind, to the great joy of the spectators. The
manifold incidents and perils which surrounded this Schuckeln or Tragen,
the spirit of good-fellowship with which the trade was carried on, and
the gallows humour that it’created, inspired a poet, and by no means
contemptible poet of his kind, from this or some neighbouring department t o indite some ‘Schuckeln ditties ’, which for some time were in
everybody’s mouth and were highly characteristic. It is certain that
this business was for severalyearsin
succession a source of good
earnings for the poorest elements of the population and considerably
diminished mendicity. When the poor lawofficials
asked parents
receiving supportabouttheir
children’s means of livelihood, their
This
answer as a rule was : ‘ Hee [or see] drigt ’ ( h e - o r she-bears).
offscum of society had suddenly appeared as if sprung out of the soil,
and in thesame way i t afterwards vanished.

AU

this was by no means peculiarto Hamburg, although the
fact that Hamburgerberg and country residences and places
of amusement lay on the Holstein side rendered control very
difficult and led to the rudest and
mostrepulsivecorporeal
searchings of both women and men in the middle of the open
road. Rist says that it was an especially difficult time for the
corpulent, just as seems to have been the case duringthe recent
World War on the. shores on the Sound. On the North Sea
coast the smuggling was still more systematicin Bremen, which,
according to Max Schafer, the latest describer of its fortunes
under the Continental System, was a ‘ smuggling metropolis ’.
It derived special advantage from what Vandal has called the
amphibious nature of the coast, in that, thanks to Die Watten
(the numerous islands lying flush with the water), goods could
be smuggled in direct from the British. From English sources
we learn how rawsugar was sent when refinedsugar was
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prohibited,and eau swrde when raw sugar was prohibited ;
how coffeewent in as horse-beans, sugar as starch
; and how the
names of pepper were legion. The same systemflourished, however, from Gothenburg in the northwest around
all the coasts of
Europe to Saloniki in the southeast, without any great variation in the methods. Probably the most primitive. expedients
were resorted t o ontheBalkan peninsula. Here sugar was
packed in small boxes weighing at the most 200 kilograms,
so that they could be transported ,on horses and asses ; in this
way it was conveyed by armed bands through Bosnia, Serbia
and Hungary to Vienna. France proper was undoubtedly the
most closely guarded country, but even there, accordingto both
English and French witnesses, smuggling flourished to a very
large extent. A t the very same time when the Berlindecree
was flung out, when the new prohibitive customs ordinancewas
enforced forFrance herself, the English MondhZy Magazim,
following the,statements of experts, described how British goods
of different kinds were exported on French orders
to France
everywhere along the frontiers and could easily be insured up
to the place of their destination, and how immediately after
their arrival they were stamped as of French manufacture and
made to serve as evidence of the high level attained by French
industry. A well-informed andintelligentFrench-American
traveller, Louis Simond, who visited Great Britain in 1810-11,
relates how the English goods ' are packed in small packages,
fit to be carriedbyhand,andmadetoimitatethemanufactures of the country towhich they are sent, even to the very
paper andoutwardwrapper,andthenames
of the foreign
manufacturers marked on the goods.' On pieces of broadcloth
in Leeds, for instance, he observedthe markof Journaux FrBres
of Sedan.
On the sea the smuggling is said to have started principally
from Cowes, in the Isle of Wight. Here the goods were packed
into hermetically sealed chests, which were afterward thrown
into the water, chained to little buoya, like fishing nets, and
safelyhauledashoreon
theFrenchsidebytheinhabitants
under the very eyes of the patrolling vessels. If we may credit
an active French customs
officerat the time, Boucher de Perthes,
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the use of British textilegoods came very close to theEmperor’s
person. According to him, Napoleon learned, in the course of
a journey with.Josephine, that her trunks were crammed with
the forbidden goods, and made the customs authorities mercilessly seize them all.

Normality of Smuggling
Through this all-pervadingsystem smuggling acquireda
stamp of normality, which was of great importance, especially
for Napoleon’s subsequent policy, and which forms yet another
significant example of the general contrast between appearance
and reality by which the policieswere dominated. On both
sides the smugglers were used as ordinary means of commercial
intercoursein cases where it was not desired to recognize a
traffic which could not be done away with.
I n this case the
French made use of the English word in the slightly corrupted
form of ‘ smoggler
Boucher dePerthes, whowas sub-inspector of customs at Boulogne in 1811 and 1812, in a letter.
from there defines them as‘ contrabandists of their (the British)
nation, who are attached t o our police and who at the same
time carry on a traffic in prisoners of war and guineas, people
of the sack and the rope, capable of everything except what is
good’. In another letter he relates how they smuggled French
brandy into Great Britain, well
as as guineas out o€ that country,
besides acting as spies for both sides. Two or three letters from
Napoleon are particularly striking as to the normality of these
transactions. I n a warning that has already been mentioned,l
one of the many received by King Louis of Holland, the Emperor writes (April 3, 1808): ‘ If you need to sell your gin, the
English need to buy it. Settle the
points where the English
smugglers are to come and fetch it, and make them pay in
money but never in commodities.’ I n a letter two years later
(May 29, 1810) t o Gaudin, his minister of finance, he develops
in thefollowing way the tradewhich is carried on withthe help
of the ‘ smogglers’ : ‘ My intention is t o favour the export of
foodstuffs from France and the import of .money from abroad.

’.

1 See

ante, p. 71.
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At the same time it should be possible to impose a pretty stiff
fee, whichshouldbe fairly profitable
For that matter I
should be very much inclined to let the smugglers in only a t
Dunkirk, unless current practice required that they should also
be received at Flushing.’ Thus the whole line of thought as it
appears in this letter is almost grotesque ; the influx of money
is to be effected by smugglers, who are to be treated with such
consideration that even their habits are respected. This last is
especially striking whencompared with Chaptal’saccount of
Napoleon’s behaviour toward the legitimate trade, how he
wished to command it like a battalion and ruthlessly directed
it now here, now there. But the smugglers were necessary for
the prosperity of Dunkirk and made that town exempt from the
general crippling of economic lifein the ports ; it was therefore
a serious matter for the town to see the smugglers moved from
there, as Napoleon threatened to do in 1811.1
Naturally enough, this good-will toward the smugglers was
displayed only when they served the interestsof the government
policy ; apart from this there prevailed a war to the knife. On
the other hand, the normality was not limited to these cases,
but held goodover the whole line;andthe
governments
maintained an unequal struggle against the smugglers. In
one passage Mollienspeaks of the futility of the efforts of 20,000
customs officials, whose posts were known, to guard a frontier
threatened bymore than 100,000 smugglers,whowere
supposed to have goodconnexions in Paris and were favoured
by the population besides.2According to Bourrienne’s statement, there were no fewer than 6,000 smugglers in Hamburg

...

De Watteville, Sozcvenirs d’un douanier, &c., hoc. cit., vol. 11 (NOS), p. 113
note 2 ; vol. m (1909), pp. 78, 82-3. Althoughtheanecdote about Josephine’s
British goods does not appear in the contemporary letters, but in the much later
memoirs, it gains credibility from theassertion of BoucherdePerthes that the
ex-Empressoftenreminded him of theincidentduringher
last years. For the
Die Continentakperre, kc.,p. 122. For
smuggling from Cowes,cf.Kiesselbach,
the rest of thetext, of. C o r r e s M m , nos. 13,718, 16,508; Lettree iddites,
nos. 874,877 ; Chaptal, Souvenirs, bo., pp. 274-8 ; Tarle, KontinentccFnaja b l o w ,
vol. I, pp. 308-7, 515-0. The authenticity of the letter of 1808 is not altogether
above suspicion, but it is in complete consonance with Napoleon’s correspondence
88 a whole.
Mollien, Hknoires, &e., vol. III,p. 10.
1569.43
.
0
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alone, a figure, of course, which can make no higher claimsthan
those of Mollien to express anything more than a general notion
of the enormous scope of the smuggling.
Commercial Organizationof Smuggling
Of special importance is the organized,or, to express it
better, the commercial, character of the smuggling. In Naples
an economicwriter,Galanti,spoke
of it as ‘ a useful trade,
inasmuch as it prevents the ruin of the state ’ ; and in various
places Napoleon’s organs complainthat it is regarded as a quite
honourable occupation. Smuggling had also quite lost the character of managingbychance to break through the customs
barrier on the chance of profit. It was based on definite businesspractices,withfixedcommissions
that varied with the
degree of certainty surrounding a successful result or the difficulties in the way of getting through t o different places or with
different goods. In Strassburg there were ‘ insurers ’ of different
grades, the chief of which charged a commission of from 44)to
50 per cent. ; in 1809 it was considered that the expenses of
passing the frontier of France were, as a rule, 30 per cent., while
the above-mentioned new customslinebetweenRees
and
Bremen could be broken through for 6 or 8 per cent. ; and a t
about the same rate it was possible to smuggle any commodity
whateverfromHolstein
into Hamburg. A convincing impression of the business-like character of the smuggling is
alsogiven by Napoleon’s Fontainebleau decree(October 18,
1810), where a careful distinction is drawn between leaders or
undertakers-in Adam Smith’s sense-(entreprelzeurs),
insurers
(assureurs), shareholders (intkressks), managers of the practical
work (chefs de bade, directeurs et conducteurs de rdunions de
fraudeurs), and finally ‘ ordinary bearers ’ (simpbs p~rteurs),
in whichwe
b d a completehierarchy ranging downwards
from the directors of the smugglingenterprises through the
capitalists and officials to the unskilled workers.
But there was a marked difference with regard to the ease
with which the different kinds of goodscould be smuggled.
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British industrial products, it is true, came in on a large scale,
though, to judge by a statement from Leipzig, principally yarn ;
but their entrance was resisted by the different governments
even in most of the vassal states of France, because they wished
to exclude British manufactures on protectionist grounds. The
situation was quite different with regard to colonial goods. In
this respect all people, from the crowned ruler down to the day
labourer, were of one mindand thought intheir desire to break
the iron band of the Continental System ; and the smuggling
of these goodsaccordingly met with nothing but assistance
and support.

OFFICIALCORRUPTION
But the unevenness of the struggle with the great organization at the disposition of the smugglerswasenormously increased by the thorough-going corruption which was also distinctive of all branches of administration at thetime, especially
those branches which had to deal with the blockade.
In part the system of bribery in earlier times undeniably
formedsimply a kind of payfor the servants of the state,
although of the most objectionable kind possible ; and the h e
between perquisites and bribes was often as fine as a hair.
With regard to Bremen, for instance, we are told how the constant exactions of money for commandants, war commissaries
and consuls-for non-dutiable goods, certificates of origin, and
all kinds of lawful intercourse-took the form of b e d fees with
definite names ; thusthe feesfor certificates of origin,for
instance, increased tenfold during the first six quarters after
the issue of the Berlin decree. There was scarcely a place in the
territories occupied by France or under French control where
similar tactics were not employed. In the autumn of 1810
Napoleon wrote to Marshal Davout instructing him not to let
the commander at Danzig, General Rapp, tolerate any corruption, although ‘everybody takes bribes ’. Hamburg seems to
have been especially exposed to people of this type. Marshal
Brune, Consul Lachevardi&re,and almost more than anybody
else,Bourrienne,wereperfect
&uo&
inthis respect. As
0 2
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regards Bourrienne, Napoleon is alleged to have said that he
(Bourrienne) would have been able to find a silver mine in the
garden of the Tuileries if he had been left alone there ; and a t
the beginning of 1811 the Emperor calculated that his former
secretary had made seven or eight million francs a t Hamburg.
The Emperor’s letters are full of embittered outbursts against
his corruption, whichseems to have been carried on quite
systematically with the connivance of sub-agents of different
sorts, and which finally led, first to his being prohibited to sign
certificates of origin, and then tohis being removedfrom office.
But these are only isolated examples of things that occurred
everywhere.l
Rist, who, like the purely Hamburg;-an writers, fully confirms
the French statements as to the
corruptibility of Bourrienne and
his associates, does not represent the conduct of his Holstein
compatriots in any better light. Moreover, passing
to another
country, we are informed that in Geneva eighty customs officials had to be dismissed in seven months forcomplicity in
malversation ; and from the Rhine frontier we have further
information thatthe director of customs and his relations
.
directlyhelped
the illicit trade in the smuggling centre of
Strassburg, and that the
customs lieutenants on theRhine
lived on bribes when they had no British pension.
However oppressive a corrupt administration may be t o the
population, yetthe bribery system wouldscarcely have led
Napoleon to changehispolicy, if the whole thing had been
limited to exactions above those allowed by laws and ordinances. From the standpoint of the Continental System, however, the unfortunate thing was that at least as much, and
probably more,could be gained by facilitating or actually
encouraging-always for
a consideration-precisely the traffic
which the Continental System aimed to annihilate by every
possible means. For such illegalities on the part of the officials
the people were willing to pay munificently, and they were, if
1 Besides the above-cited passages, cf. especially Napoleon’s letters of Sept. 2,
11, and Dec. 18,1810,and of Jan. 1 and Sept. 3,1811. Currapondance, nos. 16,859,

16,891, 17,225, 17,257, 18,111.
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anything, somewhat more amiably disposed than before toward
their foreign rulers. One of the very few persons who from the
beginning to the end really made the resolute execution of the
ContinentalSystem the lodestar of all hisconduct,namely,
Narshal Davout, Prince of Eckmiihl, the last French GovernorGeneral of Hamburg-an ever reliable sword in the Emperor’s
hand, and, as far asone can see?a man of the same type as the
German generals who during the recent war governed occupied
territories-for that very reason brought upon himself perhaps
a stronger hate than anyof Napoleon’s other tools ; and among
the inhabitants of Hamburg he passed underthe name of Marshal
‘ Wuth ’ (Fury).

FISCALISM
But it was not enough that the ContinentalSystem was
renderedillusoryby
the ever-presentsmuggling,whichwas
constantly assisted sub rosa by the corruptibility of the officials.
That smuggling involved another disadvantage in that Napoleon at the same time lost forhimself and for France the benefits
which an openly conducted trafficof the same scope wouldhave
brought with it. This was primarily a matter which concerned
the finances of the state ; and such a development could not
fail to irritate the Emperor, who, of course, always had difficulties in obtaining sufficient revenue, especially as hewould
not openly have recourse to loans. The customs receipts which
a system of imports that wereallowed, but made subject to
duties, would have yielded, and even, under the former and
milder rhgime, had actually yielded, now fell into the hands of
the smugglers and dishonest officials. The customs receipts of
France herself, which in 1806 had been 51,200,000 francs and
in 1807 had even risen to 60,600,000 francs, declined in 1808 to
less than one-third of that amount, or 18,600,000 francs ; and
in 1809 they declined still further to the insignificant sum of
11,600,000 francs.Thepowerful head of the French customs
system, Collin de Sussy, and also Montalivet, whowas somewhat later homesecretary, then conceived the characteristic
idea that the statemight be able to enter into what was literally
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a competition with the smugglers. This was to be arranged in
such a way that in some form or other the importation of the
hitherto forbidden goodswas to be permitted, but only on
payment of a duty that exactly corresponded to an amount
which, as we have seen, the smuggling business had previously
cost. In that,case no more goods would comeinto the country
than had been the case beforehand, but the profit would fall to
the state instead of to the smugg1ers.l
Such a device could not fail to appeal to Napoleon with his
cynicalsense of reality for everything that had to do with
means ; but what he shut his eyes to till the last was the great
extent towhich this means damaged hisgreat end. As a matter
of fact, this meant that fiscalism had definitively gotten the
upper hand over the Continental System, at least in one-half
of its range. The object was no longer to exclude goods, but to
make an income by receiving them instead ; and no sophistry
in the world could make the latter compatible with the fotmer.
But we cannot maintain that Napoleon in this respectconsciously acted in opposition to his objects. His line of thought
was as inconsistent as that which is still constantly found
outside the circle of professional economists, in which the fact
is ignored that themore prohibitive or protectionistic a customs
tariff, the less it brings in, and consequently that that part of
a customs duty which keeps goodsout brings in no money to the
treasury. This duality of conception in Napoleon finds a very
typical expression in a letter addressed to his brother Jerome,
King of Westphalia, on October 3, 1810, in which he first points
out how advantageous the new system would be for this young
prodigal by bringing him in a larger income ; and after that he
goes on to say : ' It will also be a great advantage in othei
respects, since the continental customers of the English merchants will not be able to pay for them (the goods), and the
consumption of colonial goods, which will be rendered dear in
this way,will be diminished. They will thus be exposed to
Darmstiidter, Das&osslmmgturnTrankfurt,
p. 308 note 3. Cf. Peroeval in
theHouse of Commons in the Debate on the Budget, 1810. Hansard, vol. XM,
p. 1056. See also Schmidt, Le Grand-ducU de Berg, pp. 358-9.
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attack and at the same time driven out of the continent.’ The
representatives of Napoleonused the samelanguage in dependent countries.1 So far, therefore, the reshaping of the
Continental System aimed at no real increase in its efficacy,
butrather at the reverse,inasmuch as Napoleon acquired
a direct interest in the admission of goods into the country.
On paper, however, no departure from the principles of the
Continental System was ever acknowledged, inasmuch as the
Berlin and Milan decrees were retained unchanged t o the last ;
and Napoleon zealously impressed on his stepson Eugene, the
Viceroy of Italy, the necessity of not letting the goods in ‘ to
the detriment of the blockade ’, But inhis inexhaustible supply
of expedients Napoleon founda simple means of circumventing
his own system in fact, namely, by granting exceptions from
the prohibition on import in the matter of captured goods.

Prize Decree (January 12, 1810)
By a law issuedat the very beginning of the year 1810 (January la), it was laid down that goods the importation of which
was forbidden (with the exception of certain kinds of cotton
fabrics and hosiery) might be introduced into the country on
payment of a customs duty of 48 per cent. when ~ e came
y
from prizes captured from the enemy by war vessels or licensed
privateers. This was called ‘ permitted origin ’ (wigines permises). Butthe exceptionhereestablished
with regard to
cotton goods was developed still further in the course of the
year; and in this processNapoleonskilfullytook advantage
of the differentfeeling that prevailed on the Continent with
regard to colonialgoods and English industrial products. In
accordance with this, the newsysteminvolved
a relentless
prohibition of British goods, but made concessions with regard
to colonial goods,whichwere admitted onpayment of huge
duties, So far as the system in this formcould be enforced,
Napoleoncontrived at least notto favour British industry,
but only British trade. Thatthe exception was in form
1

Comeqmdance, no. 16,983 ; de CBrenville, op, cit., pp. 331-2.
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restricted to prize goods was in reality of no importance. It is
true that Napoleondeclared, in a letter to Eugene, that all
colonial goods which had not been captured or seized should
orders
remain excluded ; but according to Thiers,express
were given in the correspondence of the Customs Department
that this should not be strictly observed-and there can be no
doubt about the practical extension of the concession to all
colonial goods.1
As regards the customs rates, the principle, as has been said
already, was that they should correspond to the costs of smuggling. When Holland was incorporated with France on July 9,
1810, it was laid down, in approximate conformity with the
of
above-mentioned law of January, thatthe largestocks
colonial goodsin that country should beadmitted to theempire
on payment of a duty which in the decree of incorporation was
fixed a t 50 per cent. of the value, but which, according to a
somewhat later declaration, was to be 40 or 50 per cent., according to the time of the declaration. This principle was applied
not only to France, but also to all the vassal states, which now
became the object of the same merciless pressure with regard
to thenew system as they hadformerly been with regard to the
Continental decrees and which, as a rule, formally submitted
at least as obediently as then.
Butto
make assurance
doubly sure, every stock of colonial goods which was as much
as four days' journey from
the French frontier was to be re. garded as intended to injure France, and was therefore to be
subjected to examination by French troops ; in fact, French
troops were actually employed for the purpose. I n order that
the right degree of pressure should be attained, it was the intention that the new order should be carried through simultaneously over the whole Continent, so that there would be no
country to which the goods could fly in order to escape these
heavy burdens ; consequently Eugene at least received orders
to keep the new instructions secret for the present. Principally
Law of Jan. 12, 1912 (Bulletin h lois, k c . , 4th .eer., bull. 260, no. 6,122);
Letters to Eugene of Aug. 6 and Sept. 19,1810 (Cwrmpondance, nos. 16,767,16,930) ;
Tbiers, Histoire dzc coneulat, &c., bk. X X X ~ vol.
,
XII, p. 186 note.
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out of regard for the captors, but not exclusively in their favour,
it was conceded that the dutymight be paid in kind, that is to
say, by means of a corresponding part of the goods which were
to comein, and also in promissory notes ; and without this
concession it is certain that in many cases such large amounts
could not have been gathered in. Every holder of colonial
goods was bound to declare them, so that, as Thiers expresses
it, the whole was taken in any attempt at barratry and half in
case of honest declaration.
Trialton Tarifl (August 5,

1810)

The whole of this arrangement has taken its name from the
Trianon tariff of August 5, 1810, which is one of the fundamental lawsof the new system. This does not provide for
customs duties based on a percentage of the values, but laid
downspecific duties by weight (per 100 kilograms) on the
different kinds of colonial goods. Duties of 4d and 50 per cent.
still seem to have been applied, however, for prize goods and
goods imported by licence, respectively. How high these rates
were may perhaps be more clearly set forth by comparing with
the highest rates of duty, namely, those on goods from nonFrench colonies, in the tariff of 1806, to which reference has
already been made;and
yet the 1806 duties had already
formed 'the corner-stone of a whole series of rises in customs
duties. The duties at different dates are tabulatedin appendix
ii,which will perhaps afford the clearest view of the amount
of the increase. The most violent was the rate on raw cotton,
which as late as 1804 was assessed at only one franc per 100
kilograms, n
I 1806 this rate was raised to not less than sixty
francs, notwithstanding that raw cotton had become the
foundation of a main departmentin the new industrial development which began under the Empire. These rates, however,dwindle into insignificancewhencompared
with what
wasnow
enacted. According t o the Trianon tariff, South
American andlongstapled Georgia cotton hadto pay 800
francs ; Levantine cotton, if imported by sea, 400 francs, and
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if passing through the custom-houses onthe Rhine, WOO francs ;
other cotton, except Neapolitan, 600 francs. This classification
was evidently intended to hit hardest the
goodswhichwere
mostdependenton
English imports. We havealreadymentioned the fact that all goods from French (Dutch) colonies,
with the corresponding vessels, were free, and that the direct
importsby American vessels onlypaid one quarter of the
amount, a matterwhich in reality meant nothing, as the British
blockade prevented all such direct imports. Indigo was raised
from 15 francs (1803) to 900 francs, after which (in January,
1813) there followed a new rise to 1,100 francs ; cloves from 3
francs (1806) to 600 francs ; tea from 3 francs (besides, in certain
cases, 10 per cent. of the value) to 600 francs for green tea and
150 francs for ot,her kinds ; coffee and cocoa from 150 francs
and ROO francs,respectively (1806), to 400 francs and 1,000
francs ; while h e cinnamon, cochineal and nutmeg, which
had not been specified in the older tariffs, all paid 2,000 francs
per 100 kilograms.Some thirty new headings were added to
the tariff by a supplementary schedule of September 27 of the
same year.
Fontainebleau Decree(October

18, 1810)

But as a new road was now in reality opened for the legitimateimportation
of colonialgoods,
it was important for
Napoleon not only to strike still harderat theillicit importation
of those goods, but also to make the sale of British industrial
products impossible. It is this idea which lies at the bottom
of the immense increase in therigour of the customs laws which
is marked bythe Fontainebleau decree of October 18,1810, the
last of the great laws in this department. Both
the penalties
now introduced and the treatment
of the goods themselves
involved a reversion to the most violent methods of the prohibitive system. First as regards the prohibited goods, that is
to say,
manufactured
products,
the smuggling leaders of
different grades were punished with ten years’ penal servitude
and branding, while the lower-grade tools might under extenuating circumstances get off with a milder kind of punishment
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(peiws correctionnelles) and 5 to 10 years' policesupervision.
The smugglingof the goods specifiedon the tariff, that is to say,
colonial goods, involvedas much as four years' penal servitude,
while ' simplesmuggling,' that is,smuggling ' without any
agreement or obligation of a kind to form an undertaking or
insurance,' did not lead to penal servitude.
The regulations as regards the treatment of the goods were
carried to still greater lengths than the punishment for smugglers. As regards colonialgoods the penalty was limited, as
before, to confiscation, the goods to be sold by auction every
six months ; but with regard to prohibited goodsNapoleon
now went to the extreme and ordered that they should be
publicly burned or otherwise destroyed after a list had been
made of them with prices attached. Here Napoleon was following precedents which were to be found in English legislation of
the seventeenth century, and which was repeated as late as the
beginning of the reign of George 111.1 For the whole of this
draconic legislation there wereerectedspecialcustoms courts
(cows prtv6tales des douams), the operations of which have
stood out to later generations as the culmination of the oppression involved in the Continental System.2

Napoleon's Complicity
The system of corruption created by Napoleon's tools under
the old order of things could not, however, be abolished simply
by the fact thatthe Emperor himself introduced fiscalism
3 Geo. 111, c. 21. It may be questioned, however, whether the truculence of
this statute was seriously meant. The later British mwures were, however, made
the subject of a very effective article in Le Nmiteur of Dec. 9, 1810.
a Decree of July 9 regarding the incorporationof Holland, 8ec. 10; decree of Aug. 5
(%anon tariff) ; decree of Sept. 27 ; decree of Oct. 18-aceording to the archivea,
Oct. ls"(Fontaineb1eau decree) ; decree of Nov. 1 (Bulletin des lois, kc., 4th Mr.,
bull. 299, no. 5,724 ; bull. 304, no. 6,778 ; bull. 315, no. 5,958 ; bull. 321, nq. 8,040 ;
bull. 324, no. 6,067); Kiesselbach (op. cit., pp. 1334) gives a translation of the
enlarged Trianon tariff of Sept. 27 which is not in the Bulletin des lek. See also
Thiers, op.cit. ; Lewsseur, Hietoire des c h 8 e s mvri$es, kc., de 1789 d 1870, vol. I,
PP. 481 et seq. ; Zeyss, Die E~bktehungder Handdshmwn, &c., pp. 140 note,
149 et Seq. ; Schiifer, op. cit., p. 444 ; Bourrienne, op.cit., vol. VII, p. 233.
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instead of the complete blockade. On the contrary, we fmd
proportionally a still larger number of examples of bribery and
embezzlement after the Trianon and Fontainebleau decrees
than before. But Napoleon, on his side, had to a great extent
changed his treatment of them, in accordance with his new
fiscalist tendencies.Hismethod
became simply to demand
a share of the bribes of the dishonest officials, and in that way
convert them into sponges with which to soak up revenue from
the illicittrade.The
resemblance to the Trianonsystem is
thus striking. Two or three cases from the beginning of 1811
are particularlycharacteristic in this connexion.One
of the
most fully compromisedofficialswas
theFrench consul a t
Konigsberg, Clbrembault, who released fourteen British ships
in the Baltic, belonging to a large flotilla which Napoleon had
pursued the whole autumn-of which more anon-with a cargo
worth 2,800,000 francs, and was stated to have obtained the
magnificent sum of 800,000 francs on this affair alone and
1,500,000-1,600,000 francsaltogether. A t the same time the
malversations of Bourrienne and Consul Lachevardiche still
went on in Hamburg. With reference to this Napoleon wrote
to his foreign minister, Champagny, a hghly characteristic
New Year's letter to the effect that Cl6rembault was to hand
over to the Foreign Office all that he had received ; and he
also declared his intention t o compel Bourrienne to payin
2,000,000 francs in the same fashion, while LachevardiBre was
to pay 500,000 francs to thesinking-fund of the French government. His intention was that the first two amounts should be
employed for the erection of a residence for the foreign minister ; and the letter ends : ' Youwillsee that I shall get the
money for a reallyhandsome palace which will costme nothing.'l
This was not a mere idle fancy ; on the contrary, it turned out
that Cl6rembault had already anticipated matters by paying
of his own accord 500,000 francs to the Emperor's privy purse
(caisse de Z'extraordinaire), and that he had
stillearlierpaid
Letters to Champgny (Jan. 1) and hvary, minister of polioe (Jan. 7). Lettrea
iddites, nos.733, 748. Cf. letter to Davout (Jan. 1). Curreapondance, no. 17,267.
See a160 Kijnig, op. cit., p. 237.
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200,000 francs into the cash box of the Foreign Office. In this
manner the Continental System was perverted into a gigantic
system of extortion, for naturally this was no way to cut off the
Continent from the supply of goods.

LICENSING
SYSTEM
TheTrianonpolicyissupplemented
by the second great
novelty which was introduced duringthe noteworthy year 1810
in the sphere of the Continental System, namely, the licences,
It is true that these in themselves did not form any novelty,
even on the part of Napoleon, and, as weknow, still less on
the part of Great Britain ; but on the Continent their importance had been slight, as is shown by the fact that, according
to Thiers, the total value of the trade which had been carried
on by licences before the Trianon tariff had amounted only to
20,000,000 francs. It was only now that they became a normal
and integralpart of the Continental System, in close conjunction
with the generaltendency of the newpolicy, and t.hereby
contributed, just as much as the new customs regulations, t o
lead away from the original aim which was still officially maintained. The differencewithrespect to the Trianon policy in
reality lies only in the fact thatNapoleon here considered himself to be faithfully copying his adversary.
Great

Britain

In Great Britain, in fact, the licensing system had acquired
an immense range, culminating in 1810 with the granting of
over 18,000 licences in atwelvemonth;
and, according to
almost unanimous information, it was carried though to such
an extent that thegreater part, not onlyof British foreign trade,
but also of the maritime trade of the whole world, was carried
on with Britishlicences. But this did not prevent the Heligoland
merchants, for instance, from feeling their operations restricted
by not getting so many licences as they wished. The licence
system placed practically the whole power over foreign trade
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in the hands of the British government, more particularly in
the hands of the president of the Board of Trade. This very
fact was enough to provoke incessant attacks on the whole
system on the part of the opposition ; and it also aroused great
dislike on the part of the business world, which had already
begun to regard as almost an axiom the incapacity of the state
to judge commercial questions. It is true that on two different
occasions, in 1805 and 1807, certain general exceptionshad been
granted from the current regulations, especially for importing
foodstuffs and raw materials into Great Britain. But evidently
the merchants considered-probably on the ground of dearly
bought experience-that the commanding officers of the warships and privateers did not refrain from seizing other vessels
than those which had licences in due form, and therefore continued to take out
such licences even when, from astrictly
legal point of view, that was superfluous.
In the opinion of the opposition, this state of affairs could
not cease until the laws had been repealedfrom which the
licences granted freedom in individual cases. Thus the opposition regarded the licensing system as a further inconvenience
of the Orders in Council and as subject to the same condemnation as they. In the House of Commons the chief speakers of
the opposition in economic questions, especially Alexander
Baring, the junior partnerinthe
famous firm of Baring
Brothers & Co., Henry Brougham, the barrister, and Francis
Horner, the originator andchairman of the famous Bullion
Committee of 1810, were therefore indefatigablein their attacks
on the licensing system. The first two named, together with
the lawyer J. Phillimore, author of a pamphlet entitled ReJlect i m on the Nature and Extent of the License Trade (1811),
carried on the campaign
outside
Parliament too-Baring
especially, by his pamphlet entitled A n Inquiry into the Causes
and Conseqwnces of the Orders in Council (1808). The attacks
of the opposition, however, were met by the government with
the assertion that licences would be quite as necessary, even if
the Orders in Council and the blockade were entirely revoked,
to serveas a form of dispensationfrom the prohibition of
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trading withthe enemy. In 1812,for instance, Lord Castlereagh,
then foreign secretary, declared that not a fifth of the licences
were due to the Orders in Council ; and as it wasgenerally
considered to be equally self-evident that this trade with the
enemy should be forbidden by law and encouraged in reality,
the government so far had the better of the argument.
But the opposition to the licenceswasnourished by the
looseness with which the whole thing was managed by the incompetent administrators whowere at that time guiding the
destinies of GreatBritain.
In onecase,forinstance,two
licences granting an otherwise refused right to import spirits
weregiven out, according to the statement of the minister
concerned,Rose,owing to a purely clerical error on the part
of the official in the Board of Trade who made out the papers.
One of these licences by itself was said to have brought in to
the fortunate owner no less than $4,000 ; and Baring, ' perhaps
the first merchant in the Kingdom, or perhaps in the world ',
declared that he would gladly pay $15,000 for such a licence.
On anotheroccasion it wasallegedwithoutcontradictionin
Parliament that 2,000 guineas had been paid for two licences
to trade with the Isle-de-France (Mauritius) and Guadeloupe,
and that bribes were openly given for the purpose, though not
to the Board of Trade itself. That British licences were openly
bought and sold, not only in Great Britain, but also all over
the Continent, was a fact known to all the world; they were
a mere trade commodity not only in Gothenburg and Norway
but even in Frenchmaritimetowni,such
as Bordeaux and
Amsterdam.Theopposition,which
naturally insistedupon
the rights of Parliament as against the government,also
objected-in the same way as was the case in Sweden during
the recent war-that the licensing system gavethe government
revenueoutside the control of Parliament and was therefore
unconstitutional.
On the other side, the licences formeda manifest advantage,
not merelyfor the Britishgovernment but alsoforBritish
external policy in general,by permitting a regulation of foreign
trade according to circumstances, without the proclamation of
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more or less disputable principles of international law ; and so
farthey accorded pretty well with the general attitude of
horror displayed in British public life toward all doctrines and
declarations of principle. It was really the licensing system
that rendered possible the formal concession with regard to the
original Orders in Council which was effected by the new Order
in Council of April 26, 1809, in that theold regulations could in
reality be maintained without being put on paper, simply by
being madethe condition for the granting of licences. This
found quite open expression, for instance, in the letter which
the Marquis of Wellesley, as foreign secretary, wrote to the new
British Minister a t Washington, Foster, in 1811, and in which,
amongother things,hesays
: ' You will perceive that the
object of oursystem was notto crush thetradewiththe
Continent, but to counteract an attempt to crush the British
trade.Thus
we have endeavoured to permit the Continent
t o receive as large a portionof commerce as might be practicable
through Great Britain " o f which there is not a word in the
only Order in Council of 1809 then in force-' and that all our
subsequent regulations, and every modification of the system
by new orders or modesof granting or withholdinglicences, have
been calculatedfor the purpose of encouraging the trade of
neutrals through Great Britain.'
The licences were thus, in thefirst place, a flexible means of
carrying through the policy that had been marked out once
for all. It is true that this did not prevent them, as we have
seen, from coming to serve quite other purposes through the
inefficiency and laxity of the officials ; but these abuses did not
imply thatthe Britishgovernment
hadaltogetherlostits
control over the licensing system. Thus, for instance, the ease
with which the Norwegians obtained licences in 1809-11, despite
the fact that the Dano-Norwegian monarchy was a t war with
Great Britain, was due to the British
need of Norwegian timber.
Later on, when pressure was regarded as desirable for political
reasons-it was just at the time when Norway was suffering
immensely from shortageof foodstuff$-the granting of licences
in effect ceased entirely, although under the form of a claim
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for security to amounts which it was not possible to achieve
(~,OOO4,000per licence).
Even in its consistent form, however, the licence system led
to embittered 'resistance in many quarters of Great Britain,
especially in the seaports. In 1812 Hull, Sunderland, South
Shields, Scarborough, Aberdeen, &c.,overwhelmed Parliament
with petitions against the licensing system, largely for reasons
opposite to those usually alleged by the opposition. Here the
attitude adopted was that the neutrals, with the object of
maintaining connexion with the self-blockaded ports of the
mainland, were admitted to too large a share in tradeand
shipping, andfurther that British subjects, contrary tothe
Navigation Act, were allowed to ship cargoes in neutral vessels.
In thisway these, petitions alleged, it was unintentionally made
possibleforNapoleonhimself
and hisallies, under a neutral
flagand withBritish licences, to take part in trade
with impunity.
Thus one example was cited when thirty-seven vesselswere
allowed, in 1810, to go without hindrance from Archangel to
Holland ; but this was due evidently to the usual carelessness
in the application of the system. With regard toadmitting
foreign vessels and sailors, on the other hand, the government
could point to the insufficiency of the British shipping for all
purposes and to the advantage of penetrating to the markets
of the Continent under a neutral flag when it could not he done
under a British flag. This last was an idea which was strongly
confirmed by Napoleon'sview of the matter. On the whole,
the British licences, despite their luxuriance of growth, remained, at least in principle, what they had been from the
beginning,namely, a means of combining the formal British
blockade of the Continent with the real mercantilist aims of the
policy, as has been described in part I of this book, "his found
expression, among other things, in regulations which really
placed a premiumon exports, namely, in the form that the
granting of a licence to import was made dependent on making
exports to thesame value, either ingeneral or for certain goods ;
e,g., the granting of licence forthe importation of wine in return
although
for an engagement to export colonialgoods.And
1M)B.Q
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licences were often sold for high sums on the Continent (700
Rigsdaler in Norway, it is said, and 500 florins in Amsterdam)
andinGreatBritain
itself were supplied bythestateat
such a considerable price as $13 or S14 apiece for individual
licences, with the addition of a guinea for each licence when
a large number were in question-on some occasions, however,
higher charges did occur-yet the opposition, so far as I know,
despite its repudiation of the whole system on constitutional
grounds,neverinsinuated
that the state
was influenced by
of
fiscal points of view, butonly alleged abusesinfavour
individuals. Even if one acceptsthe highest number of licences
for a twelvemonth, about
18,000 for the year 1810, and the
highest conceivable average amount perlicence (Le., H4;which
is assuredly too hgh an estimate), the highest annual amount
would only be about 32250,000 or 6,5?50,000francs.
FALSE SHIPS’ PAPERS (BROUGHAM’S DESCRIPTION)

But the licences in Great Britain had also another object
which, from the standpoint of the Continental System,was more
importantthan all thematters we havejustdealt
withnamely, that of providing trade and shipping with an opportunity of circumventing Napoleon’s commercialprohibitions
ships,
withoutthereby being exposed t o capturebyBritish
which undoubtedly would have been the consequence if the
formal British regulations had been applied. What had to be
done was to avoid both Scylla and Charybdis ; and on both
.sides theregulations had been brought to such a pitch that this
was absolutelyimpossiblewithout
a dispensation. Whatthe
licences rendered possible, in this particular, was a completely
systematic and commercially organized traffic with false ships’
papers designed to show the continental authorities both the
non-British origin of the goods and the departureof the vessels
fromnon-British ports-a parallel t o the case of smuggling.
The best and most graphic description of the whole business is
perhaps containedin a speech made by Brougham in the House
of Commons on March 3, 1812, the relevant part of which may
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thereforebequoted
in extenso. It will hardlybethought
necessary to draw special attention to the priceless business
letter in the forgery line which concludes this account.1
Butthelastandmost
deplorableconsequence of this licensing
system, is the effect which it is producing on the morals of the trading
part of the community of this country. Here I implore the attention
of the House, and the attention of the hon. gentlemen opposite (would
to God I could appeal to them in amore effectual manner), and intreat
them to consider the consequences of giving continuance to a traffic
‘ a system of simulationand
which has so oftenbeendescribedas
dissimulationfrombeginning
to end ’. These arethe words of the
respectable Judge who presides in our Courts of Admiralty [Sir William
Scott],whoashe
owes in that capacity allegiance to no particular
sovereign, is bound to mete out justice equally to the subjects of all
nations who come before him. This is the language of the right hon.
and learned gentleman alluded to, but in my opinion, i t would be still
more accurate to say that it is a system which begins with forgery, is
continued byperjury,and
ends in enormous frauds. I will ,reada
clause from the first license that comes to myhand-for it is in them all
-in 18,000 licenses a year-and i t is a clause which demands the most
serious attention of the House. What are we to say when we find that
the government of the country lends the sanction of its authority to
such expressions as the following, in the licenses from port to port :
‘ The vessel shall be allowed to proceed, notwithstanding all the documents which accompany the ship and cargo may represent the same
to be destined to any neutral or hostile port, or t o whomsoever such
property may appear to belong.’ Notwithstanding, says his Majesty in
Council-at least his Majesty is made t o use such language-notwith1 Brougham’s speech will be found in Hansard, VOL m, pp. 1110 et 81q. Other
parliamentary matter, including petitions bearing upon the British licence system,
will be foundunderthefollowingdates
: Jan. 29, Mar. 7,1808 ; Feb.17,1809 ;
May 23, 1810 ; Feb. 18,27,28, Mar.3,Apr. 16,17,27,29,May4,20, June 16, 1812.
Hansard, vol. x, pp. 185 et 8q., 923 et ee4. ; vol. XII, pp. 791-2 ; vol. X m , pp. 168-9 ;
VOl. XXI, pp. 842 et a q . , 979 et S q . , 1041 et S q . , 1092 8 q . ; VOl. XXU, pp. 411 S q . ,
424 e t S q . , 1057-8,1118-9,1152 et 8e4. ; VOl. XXIII, pp. 237,540. &E
Cunningham,
Brdtbis Credit, &c., pp. 6 2 3 ; Mahan, I n j l m w of Sea Power, kc., voL II,pp. 228
et Sep., 308 ; also, 8ea Power in its Relations, kc., vol. I, p. 246 ; Wellealey, MemirQ
Bcc., vol. m, pp‘ 195-6 ; Quarterly Review (May, 1811), vol.V, pp. 457 et Se4. ; Grade,
8verdge O C ~ ,T&it-Allianee%, 1807-1810 (Lund, 1913), pp. 424, 428-9, 431 ; WormMiiller,
cit., paas-irn ; Jacob A d , Erindringer 8Ona Badrag til Noryea %iefotie
fra 1800-1815 (Christian& 1844), vol. II, p. 197; Holm, Dannwrk-Norgw Hislozie,
&c.,vol. vn: 2,pp.351-2,
385-6; &rvidreS, op. n‘t., p.286.Someverydraatio
Norwegian instmotions to ship’ masters may be found in Worm-Miiller,op.cit.,pp.
601 & 8 q .
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standing,says this paper, which is countersigned by his Majesty’s
Secretary of State 18,000 times in a year, this trade is carried on by
fraudandperjury,
wewill sanction that foulness, and wewill give
orders that these ships shall be enabled to pass through the British
fleets. Perhaps thefull import of this clause is not known to theHouse.
It is proper they should be informed that papers are put on board
stating the actual place from which the ship cleared out, signed in the
proper and usual manner, with lettersfrom the ship-owner to theproper
persons ; and that these real documents form what is called the ship’s
papers. By this license the captain is enabled to takeon ‘board another
set of papers, which are a forgery from beginning to end, and in case
his vessel happensto be overhauled by ourcruizers, he escapes detention.
If the ship happento clear from London, it is perhapssaid to clear from
Rotterdam, and the
proper description is made out, as nearly
as possible,
in the hand-writing of the Custom-house officerat Rotterdam, andif i t be
necessary that thepaper should be signed by a minister of state, asis the
case in Holland, his handwriting must be forged, frequently that of the
duke of Cadore [Champagny],or perhaps, as I happened to see the other
day, thatof Napoleon himself. Not onlyare thenames forged, but theseal
is also forged, and the wax imitated. But this is not enough. A regular
set of letters is also forged, containing a good deal of fictitious private
anecdote, and a good deal of such news from Rotterdam as might be
supposed to be interesting to mercantile people, and a letter from a
merchant in Rotterdam to the ship-owner. Thus provided, the vessel
sails, and the object of the clause in thelicense which I have just read,
is to prevent her from being seized by any of our cruizers who may
intercept her. This is what is meant by the general expression of‘ Notwithstanding all the documents which accompany the ship and
cargo may represent the same, &c.&c.’ So much for the system of
forgery on which this license trade rests ; but all this is not enough.
All this must be done with the privity of the merchant here, and of his
clerks. That most respectable branch of society, and these young men,
whom they are initiating into trade, areno longer a t liberty to follow
the system, by which our Childs and our Barings have risen to such
respectability and eminence ; but from their very outset in
life, are
now to be initiatedinthehumiliating
mysteries of this fraudulent
commerce. All these forgeries, too, are confirmed by the solemn oaths
of the captain and crew when they arrive at theirdestined port. They
are obliged to swear in words, as awful as i t is possible to conceive, that
alI these documentsand letters aregenuine. Every sort of interrogatory
is put to the
captain andthe whole crew, whichis calculated to discover
what is the real port from which the vessel sailed, and to the truth of
the answers to all these interrogatories the captain and thewhole crew
are obliged to swear. They are obliged to declare from what quarter
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the wind blew when they left Rotterdam (although they
were never
near the place) when they took a pilot on board, and a number
of other
particulars, which they are obliged to asseverate on the most solemn
oath which it is possible t o conceive ; knowing at the same time that
they sailed from London and not from Rotterdam, that they took no
pilot on board, and that their other statements are utterly
false. So
that, under this system, the
whole crew and captain are under the
necessity of perjuring themselves, if they wish to act up to
their instructions. I n confirmation of these statements, I will read to the House a
letter of a most curious description which hasbeen put into my hands,
written to an American merchant, of the highest respectability, the
contents of which would be extremely ludicrous, if the contemplation
of them were not accompanied by a feeling
of disgust at the moral
depravity it displays. It is written by a professional man, not that he
is either a lawyer, a physician, or a divine, for he would be a disgrace
to anyof these honourable occupations; but he is a man who has made
the forgery of ships’ papers a regular and organized profession. I shall
omit the names of any of the parties, becauseI should be sorry to injure
individuals, whose only connection with the writer has been, that he
has dared to send them this most atrocious circular.It is as foll’ows :

-.

Liverpool,
GENTLEMEN-we take the liberty herewith to inform you, that we have established ourselves in this town, for the sole purpose of makingsimulated papers
[Hear,Hear I] which we are enabled to do in away
which willgive ample Satisfaction
to our employers, not only being in possession of the original documents of the
ships’ papers, and clearances to various porta, a list of which we annex, but our
Mr. G
”
+
having worked with his brother, Mr. J - h ,
in the eame
line, for the last two years, and understending all the necessary languages.
Of any changes that may occur in the different places on the continent, in the
various oustom house and other offices, which may render a change of signatures
necessary, we are careful to have the earliest information, not only from our own
connections but from Mr. J-B”,
who has proffered his assistance in every
Way, and who has for some time past made simulated papers for Messrs. B”
and P-,
of this town, to whom we beg leave to refer you for further information. We remein, &c,

Then follows a long list of about twenty places from and to which
they can forge papers (having all the clearances ready by them, from
the different public agents) the moment they receive intelligence that
any merchant mayneed their assistance in this scheme
of fabrication.

France
That part of this whichmade an impressionuponNapoleon must above all have been the last-mentioned side of the
licence system, for it evidently enabled the British to evade his
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blockading decrees with success. But the whole fashion of saying one thing, and meaning and doing another, accorded exquisitely with his general and
bent
created apossibility, which was
particularly welcome under the then prevailing circumstances,
of altering his r w e in fact without formally repealing ‘ the
fundamental law of the Empire ’ before the English had given
way. It was only natural, therefore, that the licensing system
on the British side should encourage imitation on the side of
Napoleon.Accordingly,
the ContinentalSystemduring
its
last years developed into a huge system of jugglery on both
sides, when neither side honestly applied its own regulations,
but both broke them with a capriciousness that to some extent
increased the sufferings of the already more than sufficiently
harassed peoples.
Rut this external resemblance between the tactics of Great
Britain and Napoleon concealed a fundamental internal dissimilarity. In this case there is an unusual amount of truth in
the old dictum quumduo fmiunt idem, non est idem. The
licences created, or at least had the power t o create, a perfectly
consistent application of the policy that Great Britain wished
t o pursue, namely, the promotion of trade with the Continent.
For Napoleon, on the other hand, every licence, his own no less
than his opponent’s, meant a breach in theself-blockade of the
andthus
Continent andinthe
isolation of GreatBritain,
drove one more nail into the c o f h of the Continental System.
For Napoleon the licences were an integral part of the new
order of things, the otherhalf of which was the Trianon regime ;
and like that, the licences on his side contributed greatlyto the
more and more dominant fiscalism, which was not the case, to
any notable extent, in Great Britain. I n this way the licensing
system in Great Britain acquired its real importance for the
Continental System by kveigling Napoleon into an imitation
which removed him still further from his great aim.
Sometimes this factfmds very open expression in Napoleon’s
copious explanations of the licensing system, alternating with
highly confusing and obscure accounts of its significance. ‘ I n
this place it is necessary to tell you again what you already
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understand,’ runs an unusually explicatory letter to Eugene,
Viceroy of Italy (September 19,1810), ‘ namely, what is meant
by a licence. A licence is a permission,accorded to a vessel
that fulfrls the conditions exacted by the said licence, to import,
or export a certain kind of merchandise specified in that licence.
For thosevessels the Berlin and Milan decrees are null andvoid.’
LICENCE DECREE JULY (25, 1810)

What an almost all-embracing range this suspension of the
Continental decrees attained is shown by an express order, the
so-called ‘ Licence decree,’ of July 25,1810, and also by a number
of confirmatory measures adopted by Napoleon during the subsequentperiod. Thus it was laiddownin the licencedecree
that beginning on August 1,1810, no vessel bound for a foreign
portmightleaveFrenchportswithout
a licencesigned by
Napoleon’s own hand. If the vessel was bound for any of the
ports of the Empire, or was engaged in coasting traffic in the
Mediterranean, a moregeneralpermit
(acquit-d-caution) was
required, but also a written bond which was not annulled until
evidence couldbe furnished of the vessel’s arrival at the French.
port. All vessels that were devoted to le grand commerce or la
gTande navigation were therefore obligedto have a licence ; and
for this procedure there was given the hghly significant justification that nosuchtraffic
was possible withoutcalling at
a British portor a t least being examinedby the British-which,
according to the Milan decree, involved ‘denationalization ’ and
confiscation. Despite the fact that both the Berlin and Milan
decrees strictly forbade all intercourse with England and
all
calling at English ports, Napoleon now went so far as t o make
it a point of honour that French vessels should visit English
waters, and go to London,eventhoughthey
were under a
neutral flag. ‘ Under this disguise England receives them, and
I make laws for her owing to her pressing need of commercial
intercourse.’ It was not surprising that such a change of front,
which in 1812, for instance, led to a licence for the importation
of rice from London,befogged many people completely.
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It goes without saying, however, that licenceswere not
given for nothing, either for visits to England or for any other
purpose. At first they had to be paid for, as a rule a t very
high prices. At an early period we hear of 30 or 4Ll napoleons
(600 or 800 francs) ; a t a later period 41)napoleons (800 francs)
plus 30 francs per ton of wheat, and 15 francs per ton of rye,
was regarded as cheap for exports from theHanse Towns.
Import licencesforcolonialgoods
from Englandfetched as
much as 300 napoleons or 6,OOO francs, that is to say, much
higher amounts than the
British licences. Nor did Napoleon
make any secret of the fact that they were intended to yield
him un revenu c d h a b b .
OBLIGATION TO EXPORT

But further the licences were intended to serve Napoleon’s
aims in the sphere of trade policy. I n this connexion the main
thing was to encourage the exportation of French, and to some
in good years,
extent also Italian,industrialproductsand,
foodstuffsfrom both countries, as well as from Danzig and
othergranaries.
I n exchange for thisthere was granted, as
a rule, theimportation of colonialgoods,whichwas
simultaneously regulated by the Trianon policy, either generally or
with special reference to Levantine and American products.
But there were also stricterrules where nothing was to be
or
brought back to Franceexceptship-buildingmaterials
precious metals, and specie,whichwere in constant request,
and which Napoleon, in consonance with his well-known views,
was always seeking to draw from England.Thus from 1809
on there was a long series of varying types of licence, which
differed widely in detail, but do not offer many points of interest. One of the most significant types is the combined one
which permitted vessels to take corn from Germanports in
Napoleon’s empire to Dunkirk and thence to England, provided the corn was discharged inEnglandandnavalstores
were taken as return freight to Dunkirk, where French wine,
silks, and manufactures had to be taken on board and conveyed
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to Hamburg. One of the most stringent conditions for licences
was that imports into France, and to some extent also into
Italy, of whatever kind they might be-apart from foodstuffs
during years of famine, as in 181R"required from the importing
vessel a return cargo of French goods from France or Italian
goods from Italy of at least the same value. Such return freight
was particularly silk and other French textiles, but also wine
and brandy, and,in goodyears, natural produce,especially
fromItaly. All this was to be in proportions which varied
a great deal from time to time, but were usually determined in
great detail. This very far-reaching system, whichalso had
something, though on a smaller scale, corresponding to it on
the British side, as has already been mentioned,l had developed
from a regulation introduced into the French customs ordinance
of 1803 as a kind of punishment for vessels whose papers were
not above suspicion in respect of the innocent origin of their
cargo. This even applied to incorporated territories, such as
the Hanse Towns, when importing to 'the old departments
It may be said at once that this attempt on the part of
Napoleon to transform the Continental System from a gigantic
plan of blockade against Great Britain to an in itself less noteworthy method of augmenting the exports of France, led to an
almost complete fiasco. The goodswere taken on board, of
course, but as their importation was prohibited in England,
and as, moreover, they were not in a position to compete with
British manufactures, there could be no sale, And it i s in the
very nature of things that the method of circumventing such
export ordinances must be still more varied than in regard to
obstacles in the way of imports, and the dodges invented were
all the more numerous. On the whole, it may be regarded as
a general rule that purely coercivelaws in the sphere of
economics have far fewer possibilitiesof being made effectivein
a positive direction than in a negative one. In most cases, in
fact, it is almost impossible that the positive law can effect
anything more than theexternal forms of economic transaction,
while the negative regulation or prohibition can much sooner

'.

1 See a n k

p. 84.
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make the transaction impossible both in substanceand inform.
Of course,goodswere exported when theirexportation was
ordered ; but as it was difficult to fix the quality of the goods
in the law, the consequence was that people bought up every
conceivable kind of rubbish-articles long since out of fashion
or useless from t.he very start-in t h e French idiom ‘ nightingales ’ (roesignols), which sing only by night,-which could
be
purchased for a song and then priced a t any -re
whatever.
Under these circumstances, of course, there was lesa chance
than ever of effecting any real imports of goods into England,
and it was stated openly, for instance, in the French Council
of Commerce and Industry in 1812, and was for that matter
generally known, that the goods were simply thrown into the
sea. All this held good of that part of Napoleon’s policy which
to some degreestood in connexion with the Continental System,
namely, the trade with England. With regard to the countries
incorporated or allied with the empire, the possibilities were
probably greater, inasmuch as the vessels could be controlled
on their arrival with the French goods ; but obviously all this
was valueless as a weapon in the struggle with the enemy.
FRENCH SHIPPING MONOPOLY

Finally, also, the licensing system was elaborated into
a purely protectionist measure with regard to French shipping.
In his letter to DecrAs, the naval minister, written on the same
had already
day as the issue of the Milandecree,Napoleon
prescribed that all non-Frenchvessels should be detained in his
ports ; and now the licensing system was adopted t o the end of
creating a practically complete monopoly for the French mercantile marine. Especially openhearted in this matter is the
Emperor’s commentary on the licence decree of July 25, contained in a letter to his lieutenant in Holland after the incorporation of that country, the arch-treasurer Prince Lebrua
(August 20, 1810). After observing that no vessel, according
to the first article of the decree, could depart to a loreign port
without licence, he goes on to say : ‘ The article applies
to
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all kinds of vessels, French, neutral or foreign ; that is to say,
with the exception [&I that I do not grant licences to other
than French vessels. In two words, I will not hear of any
neutral vessel, and asa matter of fact thereis in reality no such
thing ; for they are all vessels which violate the blockade and,
pay tribute to England. As to the wordforeign, that means
foreign to France. Thus foreignvessels cannot trade with
France or leaveour ports, because there are no neutrals.’
According to a previously cited letter to Eugene, of September
19,l Napoleon develops still further the idea, in that, with the
sole exception of naturalized captured vessels, he requires that
the vessels shall even be built in France. It is true that all this
did not apply without exception, for in some individual cases
licenceswere granted to vessels of alliedor neutral states.
Likewise the Hanse Towns, whichbelonged to Napoleon,
Danzig, and towns in Italy, received licences, though only upon
payment of unusually high fees ; as a rule, however, allies were
excluded as rigorously as neutrals. Especially hard did the
system strike against France’smost faithful ally, Denmark,
whosaw all hervesselsin the ports of Napoleonseized and
detained, despite endless negotiations and the support of
Davout ; and when the vesselswerefinallyreleased,
in the
spring of 1812, a t which time there were still eighty left, their
release was conditioned upon exportation of huge quantities of
French silks, which was an absolute impossibility. We obtain
the right background for these tactics when we take into consideration the fact that Denmark had also to submit to supplying other vessels for the transport of corn to Holland and at the
same time to place officers and sailors at Napoleon’s disposal
for the naval expedition that he was then equippingon the
Scheldt against England.2
See ante, p. 215.

Lioensing decree of Jdy 26,1810, printed in Martene, Nauveau recueil, kc.,
vol. I, p. 612 ; C o r r q m d a n c e , nw. 18,224, 18,787,18,810, 18,930 ; Lettres idditee,
bc. cit., nw. 652,874,927,928,929,972,1082
; Servihres, “p. tit., pp. 134-9, 266
et 8eq. ; Schiifer, q.cit., pp. 438-7 ; Tarle, K ~ i n m M ‘ n a ~blokoda,
a
vol. I, pp.
310-11, 560 ; Holm, Danmark-Norgeo Hietorie, vol. VII : 2, pp. 64-5, 188-9, 287-8,
271-2. The work of Melvin, Napoleon’e Nadgatkon &8km (New York, 1919), has
reached me too late to be taken into account.
8
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Thus there canbe no doubt that theContinental Systemhad
missed its mark in several decisive respects. Instead of hitting
the enemy, it had partly shot past him and become a means
of promoting the interests of France-correctly or incorrectly
conceived-at the expense of her own helpers in the struggle
againstGreatBritain.Thecustoms
policy proper had had
this tendency from the very beginning; and its later development, which continued along the same lines, w
i
l be described
in connexion with the effects of the system on the Continent,
in part rv of this book. To what extent all this had driven
Napoleon into the very course that theBritish in reality aimed
at from start to finish, is shown withunusual clearness by
a statement made in the autumn of 1811 by General Walterstorff, the Danish minister in Parisat thetime, to theeffect that
France had no other trade except with England and,of course,
wished to keep that for hersel€. Here we find the position described in words almost the same as those employed by the
British ministers with regard to the object of their p0licy.l So
far the success of the system was almost incontestable-for
Great Britain.
1

See ante, p. 120.

CHAPTER IV
THE TRIANON AND FONTAINEBLEAU POLICY
IN OPERATION (1810-12)

ADMINISTRATION
OF NEW POLICY

FROM
what has been said in the foregoing chapter it is by
no means to be inferred that theContinental System had failed
altogether. The Fontainebleau policywas directed primarily
against the exports of British manufactures ; and here Napoleon was in deadly earnest.
But there was no sharp line of demarcation between the
prohibitory measures directed against Great Britain and the
orders relating tothe importation of colonialgoods,which
were, in Napoleon’s view, half repressive and half fiscal ; nor
could any such line be found owing to the lack of clearness in
men’s grasp of the matter. It is quite impossible, therefore, to
keep them distinct in this account. The administrative organs
were largely the same for both, and both were violent and detested by the people ; but there can be no doubt that the fiscal
measures formed beyond comparison the most effective half of
the new system, because the desire for the goods always made
the people comparatively w d h g to pay, if only they could get
the goods by so doing. It is true that thecompetition with the
smugglers came far from putting anend to their traffic, that is
to say, to continue the same terminology, far from giving the
state the monopoly of importing prohibited colonial goods;
but in any case it brought substantial sums into the public
treasuries.
Napoleon’s
customs revenues alone rose to
105,900,000 francs in the period from the Trianon tariff to the
,00O
, OO francs in
close of 1811, this as compared with only 116
1809; andthe auctions of confiscatedgoods, together with
the licence fees, brought in f a r more, to say not@ of what
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the vassal states contrived to make. We have a t present no
complete survey of the total yield of the newpolicy to the
government treasuries,but a general ideaof the whole situation
is given by the fact that,
according to Thiers, the auctions
aloneduring the remaining months of 1810 yielded a cash
return of almost 150,000,000 francs. In the contemplation of
such figures it isnot difficult to understand the magnitude
that the fiscal side of the policy was destined to attain ; and,
indeed, it was t o become more and more marked during each of
the remaining years.
Thecorner-stone of the new building, visible to all the
world,was formed by the incorporationwithFrance of the
Hanse Towns and Oldenburg and the rest of the North Sea
coast. This took place about the turnof the year 1810-11, and
brought it about that the new measures, both administrative
and military, struck by far the hardest on the North Sea. It is
true that from the beginning this involved a great limitation
in effectiveness, inasmuch as thecentre of gravity of the British
continental traffic had alreadybeen moved definitely from there
to the Baltic coasts and Gothenburg.
The special regulations that were issued in the early part of
October concerning the payment of customs duties for goods
between the coast and the old Rees-Travemiindeline are of less
interest ; and their relations to the Trianon tariff are not clear
in all details. Of the greatest importance, rather, are the new
judicial system-if such a fair-soundingword can be used-and
the new military barrier.

CUSTOMSCOURTSAND

THE

MILITARYCORDON

It was on the North Sea coast that the new customs courts
were of the most importance, and it was there that they proceeded with all the cruelty and contempt for private rights
that invariably characterize an unscrupulous police. The new
customs staff, which is represented as a rabble scraped together
from different countries, penetratedbgdayandnight
into
dwelling houses, and espionage flourished more than ever.
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With grim irony Eudel, the former head of the customs
system in Hamburg whowas tolerably well hated by everybody, was able, according to Bourrienne, to prophesy that he
and his greencoats wouldbepositivelymissed
: ' Hitherto,'
he said, ' they have seen only roses.' Rist, on whose evidence
what has been just said is partly based, furnishes the following
information of greater value :
A tribunal of blood, the prevostal court, the most frightful toolof fiscal
despotism, was soon domiciledin Hamburg. In defiance of common law,
the unfortunate accused here became a victim to the unlimited caprice
of hismerciless tyrants. Le Grand Prdvdt, halfcustomsofficial and
half judge, here settled matters of life and death ; and as a kind of
mockery against every notion of honour, this bastard offspring of civil
and military authority had received the same rank as the prefect and
the president of the supreme court of justice. Everybody shunned his
presence ; and, for myown part, I have never beenable to meet without
a sense of loathing ahis, as far as one can judge, quite worthy holder of
such an office.

During one fortnight in 1812 Le &and Prdv6t in Hamburg
pronounced one hundred and twenty sentences of six months'
imprisonment, all foroffences against the blockadedecree.
The result was that in Hamburg the prison became so crowded
that a hundred prisoners had to be conveyed to the galleys of
Antwerp, while at Bremen the prison conditions were so bad
that 224 per cent. of the prisoners died. Death sentences were
also passedand executed, as Ristcorrectly states in the passage
just cited, although no justification for this was to be found in
the Fontainebleau decree, "he whole system became still more
detestable for the reason that thelicensing system wasits background, Bourrienne states that the father of afamilycame
near being shot in 1811 for having imported a small sugar-loaf
in the Elbe Department, possibly at the very momentwhen
Napoleon was signing licences for the importation of a million
sugar-loaves.Moreover, in Hamburg the system gave rise to
perfectly meaningless intrigues in conjunction with the usual
lawless robbery on the part of the functionaries ; all of which
was especially troublesome owingto the fact that Holstein was
indissolubly united with Hamburg, and after the annexation
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of the Hanse Towns people suddenly found the border of the
Empire running between Altona and Hamburg. Consequently,
the most elementary economic functionshad to come to a
standstill owing tothe
prohibitive legislation. This was
carried to such an extent that the Holstein peasants were a t
first not permitted to take back over
the frontier the money
they had received in payment for the foodstuffs that they had
sold, because it was against the law to take money out of the
country.
Alongside this new system of justice on the basis of the
Fontainebleau decree, Napoleon now fell back on his military
ever before. Massha’s
resources to a greaterextentthan
army corps, now under the command of Oudinot, was stationed
on a line from Boulogne along the coasts of Brabant . and
Holland, with its strongest division a t Emden to maintain
the connexion with the Hanse Towns. Next came Davout’s
corps, which, accordmg to Thiers, was ‘ the finest, most reliable,
and best organized ’ in the army, ‘ the invincible third corps,’
the only corps in the whole of Napoleon’s army whichnow,
during the short interval of peace upon the mainland, was kept
upon a war footing. It consisted of three divisions, each composed of five regiments of infantry divided into four battalions
(sixty battalions of infantry in all), with eighty cannons ; and
in addition t o these there was one division of cuirassiers and
one division of light cavalry, a great
siege train, and finally
a flotilla of gunboats stationed in the mouths of the rivers.
The extreme outpost of this line was General Rapp’s force at
Danzig. In a letter of September 28, 1810, to Davout, the
mainstay of this organization, Napoleon gavedetailedinstructions as to how the differentgeneralswiththeir
forces
were to be distributed, and he expressly declared that the two
divisions stationed along the German North Sea coast had as
their sole task the prevention of smuggling. Moreover, considerablefortifications were madealong the coastwith the
same purpose in the lastmonths of 1810, after a plan to capture
Heligoland without maritime forces had had to be abandoned.
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CONFISCATIONS
Aswas to be expected, the execution of the new decrees
encountered far greater obstacles in the vassal states than in
the incorporated territories. According to French opinion, the
Trianon decree, in the beginning at least, remained a dead
letter in all the states of the Confederation of the Rhine, except
Baden. Prussia, like Saxony, made an attempt to except raw
materials from the tariff ; and the somewhat moreindependent
states, such as Russia, Austria, and Sweden, never, so far as is
known, introduced-the tariff as a whole. It seems as if it was
just this passive resistance in August and September 1810 that
contributed to bring about the issue of the Fontainebleau
decree in October. The great decree (for France) that usually
bears this name, dated October 18 or possibly 19, was preceded
a few days before (October 14)by a decree for the Grand Duchy
of Frankfurt and followed by corresponding laws promulgated
by the other states of the Confederation of the Rhine, as well
as by Denmark and Switzerland. The mostnotorious and
dramatic was Napoleon’s intervention in Frankfurt. Although
that town, and the Grand Duchy created for the last electoral
prince of Mainz that bore the name of the town, was nominally
a sovereign state, on October 17 and 18 it was suddenly entered
by two French regiments of infantry without the Grand Duke
being so much as informed of the event. All the gates were
occupied and artillery was stationed on the great square, after
which the decree was posted up and an order was given that
a declaration should be made of all colonial and English goods.
French customs officialssearched all warehouses,sealed all
vaults and seized all books and letters ; in fact, the whole of
the great trade movement was stopped. For several days there
was a violent agitation, as the general belief was that all the
goods were going to be confiscated ; but the excitement abated
somewhatwhen the colonialgoodswerereleased, by a new
decree of November 8, on payment of duty according to the
Trianon tariff. As usual, malversation occurredon a large
1569.49
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scale ; but none the less Darmstadter, the German historian,
reckons the yield to the French treasury at 9,OOO,OOO francs.
The fact that thedirect intervention of France thus caused
the other states tolose the profit served to stimulate the measures
of those states themselves ; and externally, at least, they began
to show great zeal in obeying the new decrees, so that colonial
goods were seized everywhere. I n Leipzig, which corresponded
in eastern Germany to Frankfurt in thewest, there was an unusual amount of colonial goods in the autumn of 1810, as has
previously been mentioned ; 1 but the great interest
of the
Saxon government in maintainingthe fairs evidently prevented
very forcible measures there against goods that were always in
suchgreatrequest.
Among the moststriking measures are
those taken in Holstein,which had become one of the principal
regions for the storage of colonial goods. In order to get them
into his hands, Napoleon now conceded that for a limited time
they might be imported intoHamburgonpayment
of the
duties corresponding to the Trianon tariff ; and at the same
time hecaused the Danish governmentto impose corresponding
duties within his territory, in order that the owners should not
be tempted to retain their goods. From Napoleon’s point of
view this move turned out better thanmost of the others. The
final date had time after time t o be moved forward until the
spring of 1811, so that theenormous stores could be completely
exported ; and theFrench treasury made 19,700,000 francs on
the payments in kind alone, and 4!2,500,000 francs altogether.
Rist describes how during the last weeks the highways from
Tonning were never free of loaded carts, inasmuch as half the
peasants of Holstein had deserted their fields. Thousands were
lost, many thousands were stolen, and hundreds of &-loads
waited all night at Hamburgerberg for the gates of the town to
be opened. Cotton lay all about the fields like snow.
For the states of the interior there was a special difficulty
in the treatment of colonial goods that had already. passed
through another state in Napoleon’s sphere of power and had
there paid duty according to the Trianon ‘tariff. T h e method
adopted at first, namely, the exaction of the duty in every
1 see ante, p. 186.
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country, was evidently fatal for intermediary states such as
Frankfurt ; and gradually an arrangement was made whereby
the tariff was generally applied as a tax on consumption, not
as a transit duty, but with freedom for goods that had once
paid the duty. In this connexion,however, there was the
usual difficulty created by the systematic measures of Prussia
and Sweden(Swedish Pomerania) calculated to make the
Continental System illusory, despite the most abject terms in
the ordinances issued. Prussia allowed payment at par in
government securities,which stood at 59.5 per cent. ; and
when the goods afterwards went through to otherquarters
with Prussian certificates of payment, the measures once again
missed their aim, This went on until in the spring and summer
of 1811 the Prussian certificates were disapproved and a fresh
violent raid was made on what had been let through in the
meantime. In consequence of this, the results of the new policy
in Central Europe proper could not emerge clearly until the
middle of 1811.
Owing tothe confiscationswhich took placewhennondeclaredcolonialgoodswerediscovered,
great auctions were
arranged-preferably in towns which lay at some distance from
the great smugglingplaces,because the priceswere highest
there. Foremost among these was Antwerp, but of considerable importance also were Frankfurt, Cologne,Mainz, Strassburg, Milan, Venice and other towns near the old frontier of
France. At these auctions the colonial trade was provided with
goods and thus given a constant source of supply alongside the
smuggled goodsand theduty-paid imports ; and bythis means
there was created a possibility, besides smuggling,of purchasing
the goods at a rate lower than theforeign priceplus the customs
duty.

AUTOS-DA-~fi
What we have here dealt with are the colonial goods pure
and simple. British industrial products, of course, according
to the Fontainebleau decree were under all circumstances condemned to destmction ; and from this rule Napoleonnever,
so f a r a6 is known, made an exception. But itwould be a great
82
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mistake to conclude fromthis that the blockade was more
effective inthis point thaninthe
other. On the contrary,
quite the reverse is true, and the reason is the total absence of
pecuniaryinterest, public and private, in obedience to the
latter regulations. The public burning of goods, as ordered by
the decree, was a genuine auto-da-fb (act of faith), which was
performed publicly to the accompaniment of military music
and in the presenceof all the high dignitaries of the place.
But theceremony was just as great whatever
was the realvalue
of the goods burnt at the stake ; and against the possibilities
of malversation thatthis offered thevirtue ofNapoleon's
officials could naturally make no resistance. It is improbable,
indeed, that the autos-du-fkwere 'comedies ', as Darmstadter
calls them, everywhere ; but the fact that they
were so in
a large number of cases is shown by the accessible material,
and was also admitted in cautious terms
evenbyNapoleon
himself. This was especially the case inFrankfurt, where
at thefirst inventory, inNovember 1810, there was set to work
an imperial commission consisting, amongothers, of French
officers.Whenrolls
of goldcoinswere
placed in a drawer
especially set apart for the purpose, the goods became Swiss or
Saxon instead of British ; and the goods which actually came
to the stake were regarded as having a value of only 800,000
francs, although they were officially valued at 1,&00,000francs.
At the renewed purgation at Frankfurt,afterthePrussian
certificates of origin had been condemned in the spring of 1811,
one firm had a whole warehouse full of British goods ; but here
again the same story was repeated. A Jew from Friedberg by
the name of Cassella was made a scapegoat, and only his British
cottons were burnt. On this occasion the mayor wrote with
there
refreshing candour : ' When they were spreadout,
seemed t o be a lot of cloth, and they could give the impression
of a great quantity at the burning '-which, in his opinion, was
all that was required, as the object must be ' t o ward off unpleasantness from France, not to ruin 'our own population
For other places we have less detailedstatements,although
a number of figures are available. It is,however,impossible
t o check these figures with reference to their authenticity f o r .
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the autos-du-fi in North Germany. A number of them, which
are given in Servihres’ account for the Hanse Towns and in
M. Schafer’s account for Bremen, showthe total value of goods
burnt to be about 4,500,000 francs. But in addition to these
many burnings took place for which we have no figures ; and
besides it is very difficult to determine the truth behind the
official statements.
Nevertheless, these burnings of British goodsformed the
most striking and amazing feature of all in the new system, as
the conflagrations,especially during the last months of 1810
and the beginning of 1811, blazed in hundreds of towns from
one end to theother of the territory of Napoleon and his allies,
with the soleexception
of Denmark. Undoubtedly these
blightingscenesproduced
a tremendous though altogether
exaggerated impressionof the Emperor’s dogged determination
to follow out his plans for the economic overthrow of England,
regardless of anything else ; and consequently they were a very
cunning display of power. Even now it is impossible to read
the Mvnhur without being impressed by the incessantly recurring inventories and details concerning British goods committed to the flames, sometimes in a dozen different places on
a single day. The French Chambers of Commerce and Industry
naturally struck up what one of them appositelycalls ‘ a
concert of blessings ’ that the Emperor in this unusually direct
way had freed them from an overwhelming competitor,although
it is true, as the German historian Zeyss has shown, that some
of these blessings were conferredin consequence of orders from
high places.1
&lres iddites, nos. 803, 830, 837, &c.
845,Prussian ordinances in Ifartens,
Nouveau recueil, &c., vol. I, pp. 514
et seq. : Rist, op. cit., vol. II, pp. 78.87, 105-6;
Bourrienne, op. cit., vol. w, p. 233; vol. IX, pp. 50-1; Rubin, op. cit., pp. 393
et seq. ; Darmstildter, Dm Groas?wmgtumFranlfurt, pp. 312
ei eeq. The decree for
hmkfurt in Le Ymiteur, Nov. 11, 1811 ; Zesselbach, op. cit., pp. 135et sq. ;
Schmidt, Le Grand-dwlk de Berg, pp. 375 et sep., 380, 386; &rvibreS, O p . Cit.,
pp. 148-9, et273
eeq. ; Sohiifer, op.cit., pp. 429-30
; Konig, op. cit., pp. 195, 231-2,
kc. ; Thiers, op. cit., vol. XII, pp. 28
et seq., 191-2 ; Tarle, Kontinentdnaja b b k d a ,
VOl. I, p. 2% ; de CBrenviUe, op. cit., pp. 57 et seq. ; Zeyss, op. CiL, pp. 140 et e q , ,
Anheng IX ; Levasseur, Hietoire des classes ouvrQres, &c., de 1789 B ,18YO, voE I,
pp. 485 et seq.
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NEWCOMMERCIAL
ROUTES(1810-12)
The most remarkable consequence of the new system was
a new arrangement of the traderoutes, which took place in two
directions. In the first place, the sea route was again brought
officially into favour by the licence system, as it had not been
since the Berlin decree. This change evidently was mainly
important for France herself,wheresmuggling
had always
encountered the greatest difficulties ; and it put an end, for
instance, t o the prosperity which Strassburg had enjoyed as
a staple for French imports, both legitimate and illegitirnate.l
In the second place,and thiswas the most important, the whole
of this tradein colonial goodsand British manufactures shifted
from Central Europe proper-the regions of the Rhine, Weser,
Elbeand Oder-to EasternEuropeandtheDanube
basin.
Beginning with the summer of 1811, there was apractical
cessation in the supply of British goods to the Leipzig fairs,
and even colonial goods declined there to an insignificant proportion of what they had been.Curiouslyenough,
Frankfurt
suffered less, comparatively speaking. This was evidently due
to the fact thata genuine good-will to obey the system existed
to a considerably greater extent in Saxony than in the other
states of the Confederation of the Rhine ; and this, in turn, is
partly explained by the fact that the great and
flourishing
textile industries of Saxony profited by the measures against
British competition, while Frankfurt in particular had nothing
similar t o gain by those measures. But at all events, this development shows an increasing efficacy of the blockade in great
parts of Germany. The question naturally arises,however,
why Leipzig did not take advantage of the licence system with
regard to colonialgoods ; but the answerseems t o be that
imports throughthe Baltic portscould not penetrateto Leipzig
after thePrussian certificates of payment hadbeen disapproved.
But this does not imply any general success for the new policy
Darmstiidter, Die Verwaltung
Unter-E.?-9ae8(Bae-Rhin) unter N a p d m 1,
in &it8chrift fur die Ges&ich$e des Oberrlaeina (N. F., XIX, IW),
pp. 662 et seq. ;
Tarle, Rontinental'naja blokada, vol. I, pp. 2744,280.
~
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in Germany, so long as the Baltic coast could only be barred
ineffectively. Consequently, the chief effect, in fact, still.was to
cut’ off Western Europe itself,whilemakingGermany
the
purveyor of smuggled goods.

Bacher’s Account
The main thing, however, is the changed trade route which
Napoleon thus brought about. With unusual insight and openness the course of developments was predicted as early as
October 2, 1810, in a report (printed by Schmidt in his work
on the Grand Duchy of Berg) by Bacher, Napoleon’s minister
to the Confederation of the Rhine. This seems to give such an
excellent picture of the situation that it may be reproduced, as
regards its main part, instead of a specialaccount. If the
reader will go to thetrouble of placing a map of Central Europe
before him, Bacher’s reasoningwill prove extremely instructive.
The new direction which colonial goods take, now that the coasts
of Hollandand the HanseTowns as far as the Oder are nolonger
accessible, is stated to have created such activity on all roads leading
fromdifferentplaces in Russia to Prussia onone side andthrough
Poland and Moravia to Vienna on the other, as also from the Turkish
provinces to the Austrian empire with regard
to British goods discharged
in the Levantine ports, that the Danube will now take the place of the
Rhine as the channel through which the states of the Confederation of
the Rhine will in future be able to provide themselves. The German
merchants considerthat thissweeping change in trade that has reduced
Holland and Lower Germany
to commercial nonentity will leadto active
new connexionsbetween Russia, Austria, andBavaria,andconsequently serve to create secure routes, which will conveynot only colonial
goods, but also British products, as far as the states
of the Confederation
of the Rhine, and from there to the Rhine and even to Switzerland, as
soon as the price there covers the costs of transport. Even if one should
admit that the connexion between the Rhine and the Elbe has been
really cut by the threefold cordon created by the measures taken in
h w e r Saxony and Westphalia, which is far from being the case, still
the effect would be nothing but the increase of the supply of colonial
goods from Russia through Konigsberg and Leipzig.
Even supposing that the King of Saxony, who has spent very considerable s u m s in encouraging the muslin, calico, and cotton factories
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and printing works that are now so flourishing in his territories, might
be willing t o extend the customs cordon from Wittenberg to thefrontier
of Bohemia, and at the same time be induced to place a tax on raw
cott,on, which is in conflict with his interest in procuring the best conditions and qualities for hismills, nevertheless this painful sacrifice,
whichwould reduce the whole of the mountainous part of Saxony
[Erzgebirge, the chief seat of the calico industry] to thedeepest misery,
would be no profit to France. It would only enrich the government and
merchants of Austria, who would derive benefit from the customs duties
on imports and exports and
a substantial profit on the transitof colonial
goods, which one could never prevent from penetrating as contraband.
Through Bohemia into Voigtland, Bayreuth, and the Upper Palatinate, and through Upper Austria. and Styria into Salzburg [which a t
that time belonged to Bavaria]and Berchtesgaden. Forthesehave
always been corridors through which French and otherprohibited goods
have passed into the empire of Austria [that is t o say, in the opposite
direction], despite all vigilance on the part of the customs officials of
that empire.
Thecottontrade
workerswouldbecompelled
to emigrate from
Saxony and Voigtland, and even from Bavaria, Baden, and Switzerland, in order to seek their livelihood in the Austrian factories erected
and managed by Englishmen, whoby this meanswould again overwhelm the statesof the Confederation of the Rhine with their products.
In this way France during and since the Revolution has lost a valuable
part of the masters and workmenwho in their time contributed
to
makefamous the manufactures of Lyons, St.ztienne, Sedan, and
Verviers, and the departments of Ourthe and Roer, but who afterwards
enriched Austria, Moravia, and also Saxony.

'

I n other words, the fact was that trade had moved outside
Napoleon's jurisdiction. Vienna, inparticular, now obtained
a great part of the central position in the tradeof the Continent
that had previouslybelonged to Leipzig. At an even earlier
stage the Jewish Jierante of East Europe had sought on the
coast of the Baltic, at KSnigsberg and Riga, the British goods
which they or their customers would not do without, and had
not been satisfied with the substitutes in the way of Saxon and
Swiss manufactures that Leipzig had to offer. They now found
a staple in Vienna. To that place the goods went by two routes,
a northern one through the Prussian and Russian Baltic ports
round the Grand Duchy of Warsaw to Brody in Galicia (on
Austrian territory, quite close to the Russian frontier) ; and
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a southern one to the same point (Brody), a t first from Odessa,
that is to say, across the Black Sea, and after the outbreak of
the Franco-Russian war, wia ConstantinopleandSaloniki to
Lemberg. Butthis connexion was bynomeanslimited
to
supplying EasternEurope. On the contrary, it also became,
just as Bacher had predicted, the starting-point of a transport
of goods throughBavaria,
which permittedtheduty-free
transit of colonial goods and even passed British manufactures,
to the rest of South Germany and Switzerland, and making
possible their smuggling into France.
But it is obvious that these roundabout routes andlicensing
fees or smuggling expenses and bribes were bound to increase
the cost of transport enormously ; and so far this new policy
also threw serious obstacles in theway of British trade, although
these were relative and not absolute hindrances, as the ContinentalSystemin
its originalform was intended to create.
Tooke gives a number of interesting examples of the immense
cost oe freight during the years1809-12 in comparison with the
year 1837, when his book was written.l For instance, wheat
freights were 50 shillings per quarter, as against h. 6d. ; hemp
freights were $30 per ton, as against $2 10s. ; timber freights
were 330 per load, as against $1, &c. Silk had to go roundaboutwaysfromItaly,
e.g., fromBergamoinonecase
&a
Smyrna, and in another case via Archangel (sic), so that the
transport tookoneyear
andtwo years,respectively ; and
when it went through France, the expense was $100 per bale,
besides the freightfromHavretoEngland.
Tookeparticularly states that the freights to and from France
were enormous.
For a vessel of little more than one hundred tons the freight
and the French licence might amount to no less than E50,000
for a trip from Calais to London and back to Calais, which for
indigo meant a freight of 4s.6d. per English pound,as compared
with Id. (that is to say one fifty-fourth) in 1837 ; and the gross
freight for a ship whose total value was $4,000 was S80,OOO for
a trip from Bordeaux to London andback.
1 Tooke,

History of Prim, &c., vol. I, pp. 309-10 note.
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BALTIC
TRADE

All this shows clearly how important the Baltic trade, side

‘

by side with the Mediterranean trade, had become since the
North Sea blockade had
increased in efficiency. British shipping
passed more and more to the Baltic ; and it was there, accordingly, that Napoleon had to exert his greatest pressure-a fact,
indeed, which found expression in repeated warnings issued to
the Baltic powers in the course of the summer. But it was not
until the autumn of 1810 that matters became really critical ;
and theevents that then occurredhad far-reachingconsequences.
A British commercial flotilla of six hundred vessels under different neutral flags, with a cargo worth $8,000,000 or, $9,000,000
had been delayed a t Gothenburgbyunfavourableweather
until August (according to Lord Bathurst’s statement in the
House of Lords in 1812, it was only until June) and had then
passed intotheBalticinSeptember
in order to proceed t o
Swedish, Russian, and Prussian ports.
Napoleon nowsaw in
this a possibility of striking a great blow against this important
part of English trade,and in Octoberheoverwhelmed
the
different governments, partly through Champagny, his foreign
minister, and partly by direct appeals, with the most urgent
reminders to confiscate all these vessels, which, in the words of
Champagny, were ‘ wandering about like the fragments of a
scattered army ’. Threats that Napoleon himselfwould send
people to confiscate the cargoes, if the governments failed to
do so on their own account, alternated with highly-coloured
pictures of the economic crisis in England and of the certainty
of her submission within a year as a consequence of complete
confiscation ; and also, finally,inducements were offered by
reference to the profits which would be reaped by confiscation.
In Mecklenburg Napoleon considered that he had effected
his will by this means, namely, in the shape of the expulsion
of the vessels ; and Prussia also gave way, although ClJrembault, the Emperor’s own consul at Konigsberg, largely made
seizures illusory, as weknow.
Thequestion now was about
Russia ; but here Napoleon metwithresistance.
Emperor
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Alexanderobstinatelyrefused to have all nominally neutral
vessels confiscated, and, besides, denied that more than about
sixty vessels (the French ambassador
at St. Petersburg,Caulaincourt, gave the figure for loaded vessels since the middle of
September,according to Russianallegations, as onlyfifteen)
had airived at his ports ; and this fact he tried to explain by
stating that some of them had returned and others had discharged at Gothenburg and other Swedish ports. This latter
statementmayindeed benearlycorrect.
In consequence of
all this, it is apparent that Napoleon’s action had failed in the
main, although evidently agood deal hadbeen seized in Russia.
A memorandumfromBritishmerchantsin
1816 gavesuch
a high amount (as far as we can judge, much too high) as 14.0
cargoes with a value of ~1,500,000. I n Sweden, where smaller
practicalresults
than ever were to be attained-so
unreservedly was Swedish policy based on the support of the British
fleet under Saumarez-there was effected in the spring of 1811
a t Karlshamn, by accident, a great seizure of over a hundred
vessels under the flags not only of Denmark and Prussia, but
also of Hamburg,Papenburg,
&c., inthe belief thatthey
really w-ere cargoes of the furst twonationalities. But when
they proved to be British property, of an estimated value of
S500,000, a settlement was effected whereby the goods were
treated as Swedish and then by fictitious purchase returned
to their former owners, so that the British here lost nothing.
The heat with which Napoleon had pursuedhis course of action
against Russia with regard to the British vessels-among other
things, the demands laiddown in a personal letter addressedto
the Emperor Alexander-largely contributed to widen the gulf
between the two allies, and was a contributory cause to the
breach in the sphere of trade war which was practicalIg brought
about on the last day of 1810 by the famous Russian customs
ukase, which, as hasbeen mentioned before,l was directed
againstFrench goods. In the course of 1811 the splitwas
steadily increased by Alexander’s more and more openly displayed good-will towards British vessels, whichnow came in
1 See

ante, p. 152.
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without hindrance in large flotillas and discharged their goods
on the Russian coast. According to a letter written by Napoleon at the end of August 1811, 150 vessels had in this way
been received in Russian ports under the American flag.

Gothenburg
The importance of Gothenburg for the trade of Europe has
neither before nor since been so great as during the two years
1810 and 1813. The factthat thetwo intervening yearsshowed
less commercial activity was due partly to French and Danish
captures, and partly also to the general decline in the Baltic
trade under the pressure of a scarcity of corn and Napoleon's
Russian campaign ; and, moreover, the more and more open
connexions
between
GreatBritainandRussiamanifestly
diminished the need for Swedish intermediacy. In September
1810, Axel Pontus von Rosen, the Governor of Gothenburg,
and the most original, humorous and energetic Swedish actor
on the stage of the Continental System in this exciting time,
describes how the roadstead presented an appearance such as
it had never had since the Creation, with 19 British men-ofwar and 1,124merchantmen lying at anchor ; and in the
course
of onesingle day, when the wind veered round t o the east,
several hundred vesselssailed away at the sametime.The
instructions given to von Rosen in the following November
explained that in the case of vessels with cargoes belonging t o
Swedish subjects, and flying the American or other acceptable
flag, ' His Majesty does not require you to recur to extremities
of diligence, but on the contrary to
suppress facts and facilitate
traffic as far as you may do so in consonance with necessary
precautions and without compromising your position.' Imports
which had quadrupled between 1807 and 1809, quintupled in
1810. Especially flourishing, of course, was the enirep6t traded
in 'colonial
goods.
Thus the exports of raw
sugar
were;
14,500,000 pounds (about twice as much as the year before),\I
and of coffee 4,500,000 pounds, not reckoning what was conveyed to other places in Sweden and from there to foreign
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countries. A native of the town who returned in 1811, after an
absence of fifteenyears,declared that he looked in vain for
traces of the past and that he moved in an unknown world.
But Gothenburg under the Continental System has as yet no
historian.% the Baltic itselfit was Hano and thelittle loading
place of Matvik on .the Swedish south coast, in the province of
Blekinge (by somewriterserroneouslylocated
in Finland),
which, like Gothenburg on the west coast, was made, by the
instructions of the Swedishgovernment, both a base for the
Britishsquadron andan emporiumforcolonialgoods
and
manufactures. But, for that matter, Sweden as a whole formed
a great point of transit for British and American trade, partly
to Russia and partlyto the southern ports of the Baltic, because
that route was regarded as more secure from French
and Danish
privateers than the direct route.1
Correspondance, nos. 16,476 ; 16,713 ; 17,040 ; 17,041 ; 17,062 ; 17,071 ;
17,098; 17,099; 17,179; 17,396; 17,517; 18,082; Vandal, NapoZdonetAZexandreler
(Paris, 1893), vol. II, pp. 487 et sep., 508 et seq., 557 ; vol. 111 (1896), pp. 208-9,
(1903),
215-6. TheMemorial of 1816 printed in the EnglishHistoricalReview
vol. svm, pp. 122 et seq. ; Hansard, vol. XXI, p. 1056 ; 6chinkeLBergman, dlinnen
w Sceriges nyare hiatoria (Stockholm, 1855),vol. VI, pp. 69-70, and app. 10 (letters
fromGovernorR'oeen to Bernadotte, the Crown Prince, Karl Johan) ; Lars von
Engestrom, ilfinnen och Antecbingar, vol. II, pp. 182-3, and app. 5 c (letters from
von Rosen to Ton Engestr8m) ; Yernoirs, &c,, of Lord de Saumret, vol. 11, pp. 229
et seq. ; Clason, op. cit., vol. IX : A, pp. 26-7, 149-50, 156 etseq., 213. Governor
vonRosen's letter of Sept. 8, 1810, is printed in Ahnfelt, op. cit., vol. v, p. 239.
See also Bergwall, Hietorisk underrrittelse,kc., table 5 ; Froding, Det form (tiitebwg
(Stockholm, 1903),pp. 115 et seq. ; also, Gteborgs K 6 p och Handels-gille
16611911 (Gothmburg. 1911), pp. 124 et seq. ; Ramm, op. cit., pp. 3, 8-9; Grade, op.
cit., p. 429.
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CHAPTER V

THE BRITISH CRISIS OF 1810-12

*.

How did the trade of Great Britain fare under the pressure
of the events on the Continent described in the last chapter ?
With regard to theexports of manufactures, one might surmise
a decline beforehand, for sales via the North Sea coast were
zkz
,
madedistinctlymore
difficult, andtheroundaboutroute
the Baltic coast could not fail either to make the goods dearer
for the consumer, and thus diminish sales, or, alternatively, to
lower theprice for the producer. As regards thetradein
colonial goods, on the other hand, it was not clear, a priori,
that the conditions would be greatly altered, inasmuch as the
increasedcontrolandthe
new duties werecounterbalanced
by the extensive imports involved by the Trianon policy and
the licences.
Nor, if one looks at the actual course of events, does that
give any certain pdnts d'appui for the connexion between cause
and effect, a thing which must always to a great extent have to
be solved bytheoreticalreasoning.
At the firstglance, it is
true, that connexion might seem fairly obvious. For the fact is
that the economic boom in England was brought '*toan end by
a severe crisis in July and August1810. The purely commercial
difficulties, withbankruptciesoccurringto
an extraordinary
extent among merchants, formed the
beginning of this ; but
they abated insome degree later on in the summer of 1811and
still more from February 1818. On the other hand, the great
lack of employment and the profound distress which somewhat
later made its appearance,
especially in the cotton industry
and among workers, stillcontinuedduring
thegreaterpart
of 1812 and in their turn brought aboutserious disturbancesin particular, the ' Luddite riots ', with the wholesale destruction of loomsfromNovember 1811. It was, therefore,only
natural that in these events, combined with the heavy depreciation of British currency, Napoleon should see the long-desired
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fruit of his protracted struggle against the foundations of the
enemy's economic existence. But the very fact that the crisis
broke out not solely in England, but quite as much in France,
and not solely in those countries, but also in Amsterdam, the
Hanse Towns, Prussia, and Switzerland, and above all in New
York, shows how complicated the whole connexion was. From
the standpoint of the general effects of the Continental System
on the economiclife of the different countries, this question
belongs to part IV ; but the most palpable side of the'question
must be anticipated here.'
Undoubtedly it was a peculiar combinationof circumstances
that worked together. In comparisonwith the systematic
policy of economicblockade andthe comparativelylimited
military resultsof the recent war,the Napoleonic wars exhibited
a considerably greateruncertainty both in the execution of the
blockade and in its range. The licensing system and the uncertainty of the customs policy against which complaints were
so oftenraised in France,on the oneside, and Napoleon's
lightningconquestson
the Continent and GreatBritain's
colonial acquisitions, on the other, could not fail to give rise
to dislocations and consequently to speculativeenterprises
which, within the department of economic life affected by it,
namely, foreign trade, transcended anything weknow in our
own time. So far the existence of a very general crisis during
the years 1810-11 is fully explicable; and so far it has no direet
connexion with the Continental System, but only the indirect.
connexion that followsfrom the influence of the Continental
System in bringing about general unrest in the world. At all
events, it is very obvious that we here have to do with effects
that did not strike Great Britain alone or even specially.
Next, as regards the purelyBritishcrisis,what
stands
1

For the United Kingdom (and in part other countries) : Report of the Neleet

Committee on. the Sfate of Commercia2 Credit, Mar. 7,1811 (Hansard, vol. SIX,
pp. 249 et sq.) ; a h the debates and petitione on the subject (Hansard, vol. X I X ,
pp. 123,327,416,403,529,613,662
; vol. xx, pp. 339,431, 808, 744) ; Simond,
Journal of a Tow, &c., vol. 11,pp. 48-9,265 ; Tooke, op. cit. (extract9 from the
Monthly Magazine), vol. I, pp. 300 et seq. ; vol. 11, pp. 391, 393 et 8e4. (tablea) ;
Smart, op. cit., vol. I, pp. 2034,226-7,263 et seq.
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out as a principal cause is the all but inevitable rebound from
the huge speculation, especially in South America, but also in
the West Indies and the Iberian
peninsula, which has been
described previously ;1 that is t o say, it is still a phenomenon
having no direct connexion with the Continental System. I n
allprobability it was furtheraccelerated,as the British opposition alwaysmaintained,by
an exaggeratedgranting of
credit, caused bytooextensive an issue of notes(inflation).
The course of events appearsto have been somewhat as follows :
First of all, exporters could not get payment from their South
American buyers. As early as August 1, 1810, we hear of five
business houses in Manchester, with aggregateliabilitiesamounting to what was for that time the stupendous.sum of 322,000,000,
that had come to grief in this way ; and at the end of the
year we hear of bankruptciesin Manchester occurring not
merely daily but even hourly. The inability of exporters to
honour bills drawn upon them by manufacturers involved the
latter also, particularly the Scotch ones, in the crisis ; and
later the confusion spread to the credit-giving banking houses
and through them, in ever-widening circles, not only to the
cotton trade butalso to thehardware trade. Excessive speculationson the South American market also affected prospects
of the future, inasmuch as not only was there no payment for
goods already sold, but .also new sales were largely rendered
impossible. So far a completely adequateexplanation of the
dislocation is given by the South American trade. But to this
there was added, as from March 1811, a new factor, which
likewise. lacked any direct connexion with the Continental
System, namely, the unusually successful strangling of AngloAmerican trade which the United States set going through the
passage of the Non-importation Act. Finally, it isa selfevident matter that thesufferings caused by the crisis, and the
deeptraces it left among the working population of Great
Britain, were largely due to the fact that the country was in
the midst of the sweeping transformation to whichArnold
Toynbee gave the name of ' Industrial Revolution

'.

1 See ante, p.

176.

"HE BRITISH CRISIS OF 1810-13
But if it isclear that many factors independent of the
ContinentalSystem were at work, it would nevertheless be
a great mistake to regard the crisis as entirely uninfluenced by
the policy of Napoleon. Externally the situation was, almost
to the extent that the
Emperorhimselfmighthavedesired,
one that must inevitably have led t o ' the conqueringof England
by excess '. The year 1810 was characterized by unprecedented
imports of raw materials and colonial products. This appears
from the following table, whichgives a convenient summary
of the gross imports of those goods fromthe outbreak of war in
1803 to the final peace in 1815. (See next page.)
This table shows that the figures for 1810, with only two
exceptions, arein generalmuchhigher
thanthe even hqh
figures for 1809 ; and in the two most important items, cotton
and sugar, they are higher than in any other year during the
wholeperiod.Theexplanation
of this fact is stated to be,
first, that the payment for exports t o South America, so far as
there was any payment,wasmade
in colonial goods; and,
secondly, that the great warehouses at the London docks had
led to a great storing of all the products of the world and
consequently to extensive speculation in them by middlemen.
It is self-evident, too, that a great and expressly acknowledged
part in this developmentwasplayedby
the trade with the
United States, which was quite unimpeded in 1810, as well as
by the conquest of the French and Spanish colonies, and also,
so far as wool is concerned,by the British successeson the
Iberian peninsula.When
a stoppage of salestookplace,
therefore, the situation had unusually large chances
of becoming
serious.
Accordingly, there followed in rapid succession during the
summer and autumn of 1810 the events we all know about.
As early as the spring (Apriland May) the signs of a crisis had
really shown themselvesin France, a crisis which might possibly
have reacted on Great Britain ; but far more important was
the incorporation of Holland, in thebeginning of July, by which,
according to Britishevidence, there was, at least for the
moment, a complete interruption of the trade between the two
1669 43
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countries which had beengoing on throughout the reign of
King Louis.At the beginning of August there followed the
Trianontariff ; inOctober, the intensifiedblockadeof
the
German North Sea coast, the Fontainebleau decree,and the persecution of British and colonial goods in all Napoleon’s vassal
states .; and at the same time six hundred trading vessels were
wandering around the Baltic. It was also in the sphere of
colonial trade that the first blow occurred, in that one of the
foremost dealersin West Indian products became insolventand
dragged down with him his bankers, who in their turn dragged
after them the provincial banks with which they were associated. .
A meeting of London merchants and representatives of the
Scottish manufacturing districts in February 1811, summed up
in proud and somewhat exaggerated terms the situation in its
connexion with the Continental System by saying that Great
Britain had become ‘ the emporium of the trade, not only of the
Peninsular but also of the Brazils, of Spanish settlements in
South America, of Santo Domingo, the conquered .colonies of
Guadaloupe, Martinique, &c., but even of countries under the
directinfluence of the enemy ’, inasmuch as the latter had
wished to take advantage of the protection of British justice
and the honesty of British merchants. ‘ The measures of the
enemy having been especially directed toward preventing the
exportation of the immense quantities of merchandize of all
descriptions thus accumulated, the consequences are that the
goods became a burthen.’ Thefollowing remarks of the FrenchAmerican, Simond, upon his visit to the West Indian docks in
August 1811, are infull accord with this : ‘ At present
the
giant receives, but sends nothing away.Thewarehouses
are
so full that it has been necessary to hire temporary ones out
of the docks. The export district is literally deserted.’
The connexion with the Continental System thus seems to
be manifest ; and tojudge by alI English sources, the difficulties
connectedwith the disposal of colonialgoodswere at first
even greater than in thecase of exports of manufactures. Duripg
1810, forinstance, thetrade statistics givepractically un- *
altered figures forthe exports of British goods, though, of course,
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it is possible that in the first half year there was a rise which
made up for the decline in the second half year ; on the other
hand,they show a decline of 199 percent. for foreign and
colonial goods, and it was notuntil 1811 thattheexports
declined more or less parallel for both groups. From this one
may safely concludethat theTrianon and Fontainebleaupolicy
practically had the effect, at least for the moment, of making
thingsmoredifficultby
the strictercontrol than of making
them easier by the fiscal customs and licensing system. As
regards the effect of the different markets on the development,
we may possibly makecautious use of thetradestatistics,
althoughtheirreliabilityisundoubtedlylimitedevenwith
of course much more dubious
regard t o the legitimate trade, and
with regard to smuggling intothe Continent. We are here
concerned with ‘real ’, that is to say, declared, values ; but the
decline is no lessmarked as regards the
‘official ’ values, in which
changes of price have been e1iminated.l (See opposite page.)
- We note immediately the pronounced decline in 1811-for
colonial goods partly even in 1810-for the northern part of
the Continent, which, together with the almost complete disappearance of exports t o the United States and the substantial
diminution in the figures for South America explains the great
decline m the totals. On the other hand, it is remarkable how
little the Mediterranean trade was disturbed, which indicates
the importanceof the Balkan peninsula as a port of penetration
for the new trade route through Vienna. The relatively strong
rise for Portugalin 1811 indicates a transformation at this
point, which was favoured by Wellington’s military successes.
This increase in the trade with Portugal, which is confirmed
from other sources, constituted the first sign of the limitation
of the crisis in thesphere of foreign trade asearly as the spring
and early summerof 1811.
It is also of interest to follow the development at closer
range, so to speak, with regard to the most important domestic
1 flansard, vol. XXII,
app. 1, cols. Ixi-lxii (the total figure for 1806 beingcorrected).
b usual, the figures are for Great Britain only, not for Ireland.
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articles of export, namely, the products of the cotton industry.
On this point only ‘ official ’ values are available : 1
COTTON
__

Year

Manufactures

Yarn

€6,442,037
7,834,564
8,619,990
9,753,824
8,708,046
12,503,918
18,425,614
17,898,519
11,529,551
15,723,225
16,535,528
21,480,792

E639,404
902,208
914,475
736,225
601,719
472,078
1,020,352
1,053,475
483,598
794,465
1,119,858
808,850

__.

1803
1804
1805
1806
1807
1808
1809
1810
1811
1812
1814
1815

I

In full accordance with the preceding table we here find
almost the same position in 1810 as in 1809 contrasting with
a huge decline in 1811”quite independent
of the change in
prices, be it noted-a decline which for woven goods amounts
to 35* per cent., and for yarn to no less than 54 per cent.
Practicallyall
pronouncements on the question of the
causes of the crisis, especiallyin 1811,are also agreed in attributing it to the scarcity of sales and the closing of the continental
ports. The main factors are very well summarized in a letter
from Liverpool, dated November 22, 1810, reprinted by Tooke,
from which we may quote the following paragraph :
The effects of a vast import of colonial and American produce, far
above the scale of our consumption at the most prosperous periods of
our commerce andattainingamagnitudehitherto
unknown to us,
have, in the present cramped state of our intercourse with the Continent,
developed themselves in numerous bankruptcies, widely spreading in
their influence, and unprecedented in extent of embarrassment. It is
but fair, however, to ascribe a portion of these evils to theconsequences
of a sanguine indulgence of enterprise, in extensive shipments of our
manufactures toSouth America,which
so confidently followed the
after a table in Beines, op. cit., p. 350. To avoid mistakes, it might be well
to utter a warning against the natural conclusion that it is possible to read from
the figures the relation between manufactures and yarn in the exports ; to judge
by the years when there are ‘ real values ’ available, a doubling of the figurea for
yarn would give an approximately correct notion of this.
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expedition to La Plata, and the removal of the government of Portugal
to Brazil. They are further aided
by the speculations which prevailed
during the various stages of the American non-intercourse, and which,
unfortunately, were not confined to the: duration of the circumstances
which excited them.

The effect of all thiswas a fall in prices in England,
especially
for colonial goods ; and this, in considerationof the high prices
for the same goods on the Continent, served Napoleon as
a
decisive proof of the success of his policy. Thus, for instance,
the prices of coffee, according t o Tooke’s pricestatistics for
four different points of time in each year, showed a downward
tendency as early as July and November
1810, and fell with
a crash in March 1811 ; e. g. the price of ‘ St. Domingo, for
exportation ’ fell from 96-105s. percwt. in January 1810 to
36-42s. per cwt. in March 1811 ; and for ‘ British Plantation,
in bond, inferior ’ the fall was from70-112s. to 25-52s. per cwt.
in the same period. For sugar the decline was somewhat less
pronounced, but theprice bad reached its
lowest level somewhat
earlier, namely, for most grades, as far backas November 1810.
Thus for ‘ Havannah White, for exportation ’ there was a fall
from 60-75s. per cwt. in July 1810 to 38-51s. in November ;
and for ‘ East India, Brown, in bond ’, from 50-60s. in April
to 37459. in November. As regardscotton, of course, there
were numerousquotationsforthemanydifferentqualities,
and the general effect is somewhat varied during 1810 ; but
the spring of 1811 shows, almostwithoutexception,
W e s
that are about half of those that held good a year previously.
Thus, ‘ West India, Surinam ’ fell from 22-27d. to 9-15d. per
pound;
South
American
(Pernambuco)
from
25-27d. to
14-15d. ; and the most important kindof all, North American
cotton(intermediatequality,
BowedGeorgia), fell, according
to Daniels’Liverpool figures, from 21-22d. in January 1810
to lO&l2@
in June 1811 ; while Tooke’s fqures here reveal
a stillheavier fall-from 17-19d. in April 1810, to 7-9d. in
April 1811, respectively. The same was the case with Spanish
wool, which between the same two points of time sank from
13-16. to 7-88. per pound.

CHAPTER V I
SELF-DESTRUCTION OF THE SYSTEM
NAPOLEON
completely misinterpreted the significance of
British difficulties ; and how much the dislocation of British
colonial trade was an effect of the general insecurity of the
world, that is to say, not solely of Napoleon’s measures, is
shown by the fact that theFrench crisis, too, had its origin in
huge speculations with regard to colonialg0ods.l It is also
doubtful towhat extent Napoloen’s torrent of words concerning
the impending ruin of England fully convinced even himself.
At any rate, a remarkable document dating from as far back
as the beginning of 1812 shows how far he had come to doubt
the expediency of maintaining the Continental System in its
original form and purpose. The document referred to, which
is printed from an official copy in the greatedition of Napoleon
1’s correspondencewhichcame
out under Napoleon 111, is
there called N o t e SUT le blocus continental. It was dictated in
the Council of Merchants and Manufacturers on January 13,
and, like many of Napoleon’s otherdictatedutterances,
it
has the character of a kind of imperial monologue. In the
case before us, however, it gives us the unusual impression of
half-formed thoughts in the mind of a man who does not see
his way clearly before him ; and if it did not end in charging
the home secretary to work out plans in accordance with the
lines laid down, one might easily conceive the whole as a mere
and consequences of
experiment in thought. The pre-history
the plan have never been examined, so faras I know, and
consequently much of it is obscure;but,notwithstanding
this fact, it is of uncommonly great interest as an indication
of the general trend of Napoleon’s thoughts.
1 Darmstiidter, 8tudim zur mpleonieciden Wi&ckz&volitik,
pp. 579-80.

Zoc. cit., VOI. n,
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In his introductory wordsNapoleonlays
it down that
there are two alternatives : ' either to remainwherewe are,
or to march with great steps toward a different orderof things '.
As an illustration of the established order he makesacomparison between the prices of sugar in the different countries
underhisrule in relation to the customs rates, and on the
basis of this comparison he concludes that thelaws are enforced
loyally in France, the Kingdom of Italy, and Naples, but less
diligentlyin thestates of the Confederation of theRhine;
after this a calculation is made of the requirements in those
three countries, on the supposition that the consumption has
been reduced to a third. So far as one can understand, it is
on the basis of this that thesecond alternative is to be founded,
namely, an altogether unimpeded granting of licences for the
whole requirements of all transmarine goods,onpayment of
heavyduties, and alsooncondition of the export of French
goods. The requirements of sugar
imports,
estimated at
450,000puirztauo, will thus bring into the coffers of the state no
less than 70,000,000 francs ; and this importation will be allowed
against an export of money to the amount of 1O,OOO,OOO francs
and of goods tothe value of 30,000,000 francs. The same
system is afterwards to be applied to coffee, hides, indigo, tea,
raw cotton, and dyewoods. ' This will produce,' he says,
' a great activity in industry, encouragementfornavigation,
thenavy andthe brokeragebusiness, a customsincome of
200,000,000 francs a year, and agerm of prosperity and life
in all our ports.'
So far there was nothing more than a consistent followingout of the established licensing system, even though the last
expressioncited hints how heavily the policy had fallen onFrench
economiclife.
Butthe reasonsalleged andthe immediate
executionshowhow
far Napoleon had travelledfrom the
originalplan of the ContinentalSystem. It is truethathe
does not make the slightest admission of this. ' For France,'
he says, ' the result will be a dream '- a dream which could
not have been attained without the Continental System. ' His
Majesty does not regard this as a change in the system, but as
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a consequence of it.’ He maintains, in fact-in
the ,most
palpable c o d i c t with his own decrees, thoughwithout the
slightest sign of embarrassment-that he has never said that
France should not receive sugar, coffee, and indigo, but alleges
thathehas been contentwithcustomsdutiesthereon.What
he now pretends to have said is merely that the goods were
not to be received except in exchange for French goods on
French vessels and dependent upon the licences. Of all this,
needless to say, the Berlin and Milan decrees gave not the
slightest hint. .‘ Accordingly, it is the thus improved system
that has achieved this result,which had not been counted upon
for several years.’
However, the question arises how such a general granting
of licences, with the object of bringing in money to the treasury
and forcing up exports, would affect England, the crushing of
whom, of course, was the primary object of the original policy.
‘This will not benefit England with regardto industry, brokery,
or freights ; it w
l
l
i profit England solely as a saleforher
[colonial] goods,and a part of those goods are really Dutch and
French [as originating in their colonies]. Without doubt this is
very advantageous for England, but it will cause an upheaval
there ; and is the profit less or greater for France ? ’ ‘ That
profit,’ continues Napoleon, ‘ is for France like three to one,
while the profit of the Treaty of Versailles (the Eden Treaty)
was more like one to seven,’ and therefore we have now to deal
with ‘ a lasting system that may well be eternal ’.
For the present, however, in the opinion of the Emperor,
it is unnecessary to discuss whether the system can be introduced, for it should a t all events be attempted ; if it fails, the
whole thing may well remain in the minutes of the Council.
The execution is to take the form of a normalization of the
licensing system, in thattwo kinds of licences are tobe granted,
the one unconditional for the import of foodstuffs, the other
for the import of colonial goods on condition of the export
of wine and brandy from Nantes and Bordeaux and of textiles
from the north of France. For the non-French territories of
Napoleon there are to
be arranged fourteen‘ series ’ of importing

U
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places
with
corresponding
export obligations, which
will
partly include the products of these countries themselves, but
should take place through French licences. Of the duties,
an amount between one-third and two-thirds shall fall to the
princes concerned and the remainder shall fall t o the French
treasury, provided they follow the routes indicated.Danzig
may possibly be allowed to export not onlybuilding timber
but also corn to England, on condition 02 sending twiceas much
to France, and on payment of a special export duty, which
should be considered in detail.1
We thus seeon what coursesNapoleon had now started
out. We are hereconcernedwithabalancing
of the purely
commercial advantages of France against those of Great Britain,
that is to say, the points of view of the kind that are usually
put forward, for instance, in negotiating a commercial treaty;
and in full analogy with this, the system is thought of as a
permanent measure, not as a war measure, designed to destroy
England.
The
concession,
deliberately
shoved
aside by
Napoleon and treated by him as a trifle in form, that the new
order of things would be advantageous for England in respect
of the trade in colonial goods, stands in the strongest possible
contrast tothe proud announcement of 1807 that England
sees her vessels laden withsuperfluouswealth,wandering
around the seas and seeking in vain a port to open and receive
them. NowNapoleonhimselfconsidersopening
an his ports
for the purpose, if only he can get these vessels to take French
goods in exchange.Thismeans
thatthe principle of the
Continental System has been abandoned. To use an expression
of Professor Hjlirne, in his book Revolutionen och Napobon, in
connexion withother sides of the policy of the empire, one may
call this the ‘ self-destruction of the system ’.
During the period of barely fourmonths that remained
before Napoleon’s departure for the Russian campaign we find
1 Cwre.s@nce,
no. 18,431. There is a kind of germ of all this in the Memorandum of July 25,.1810,which forms the hasis of the licenqe and Trianon decrees,
extracts from which are given in Schmidt, op. cit., p. 368.
a See ante, p. 74.
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no traces in his correspondence of any formal measures on the
lines of theJanuary memorandum. Evenhissuperhuman
powerswere
more and more completely absorbedbyhis
sphere of economics the
militarypreparations ; andinthe
threateningshortage of corn formed a peril whichoccupied
his thoughts to the exclusion of all plans with more remote
objects in view. From what is so far known, therefore, it does
notappear that the new order of things was everformally
accepted,eventhough
theactual policy, so faras onecan
judge, came’ nearer and nearer
thereto.
Besides, already
during 1812 the economic situation slowly improved in Great
Britain, especially afterthe South American tradehad got
into a healthy state as early as February, although, it is true,
there were stilldisturbancesin
the textiledistricts.
The
Continental System was deprived of a main pillar quite early
in J812 (March)through the fact that Davout, whomSore1
calls the ’ archi-douanier ’ of the empire,left for the front,
which meant the removal of the inflexible determination to
prevent smuggling into the country via the North Sea coast.
After the retreat from Moscow and the advance of the Russian
troops along the Baltic coastin thebeginning of 1813, it became
manifestly impossible to maintain
the
barrier.
Thus
the
prefect of the Weser department reports that ‘ smuggling was
raising its head all along the line ’ ; the warehouses were filled
with contraband, and smuggling vessels went openly across the
seas to the enemy. Rist gives a vigorous description of the
rising against the French customs officials in Hamburg at the
close of February 1813, when a whole army of trouserless
smugglers hurledtheirhereditary
enemies intothedried-up
canals and good-humouredly stormed their premises. ‘ Thus,’
he goeson, ‘ there disappeared within a few hours all those
barriers, those densof imperial avarice,and theforbidden goods
streamed unimpeded along the forbidden ways.’ In the same
way smuggling broke out openly in Switzerland, after having
been kept down as much as possible during the preceding period.
This, however, did not mean that Napoleon had abandoned
the Continental System. I n HamburgDavout resumed his
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power and exacted a frightful vengeance ; and as late as May
and June 1813, the Emperor caused'quantities of colonial goods
to be confiscated in the Grand Duchy of Berg, Hamburg, &c.,
even such as had paid the proper dues or had been sold by the
French customs officials, and had them conveyed to the usual
placesfor the collection of such goods.On the other hand,
this does not settle the question whether, and to what extent,
the object pursued wasthe great aimof the Continental System,
orwhetherNapoleon,
aftertheretreat
fromMoscou~, still
believed in the possibility of success in his struggle against the
economic fabric of England. At times this lastwas undoubtedly
the case, as is stated by so credible an observer as Mollien,
who lays particular stress on the hopes of an impending ruin
for the credit of England with which the unfavourable rates of
exchange inspiredthe Emperor at that time. Still, this question
must be separated from that of gaining the end in view through
the particular meanscalled the Continental System ; and on
this subject, which concerns us here, it must be said that fiscal
considerations had now become so pressing that it was necessary
t o brush aside the idea of carrying out thewar against the trade
of Great Britain. Napoleon's utterances at this period become
more and more frankly mercenary ; and we mayregard as
the epitaph of the system a new memorandum by.the Emperor
immediately after his return from Moscow (December 22,Isla),
a significant counterpart to the long memorandum of January
in the same year that we have summarized at length above.
In that document the Emperor charges his minister of finance
to inform the ministry of commerce that he needs 150,000,000
francs in ordinary and extraordinary customs revenues during
1813, giving the following reasons :
In order to arrive at this result, you must consider what remains
to be received for licences already granted ; and for those additional
ones which must be granted to obtain this result, which is necessary
for the first of all considerations, namely,that of having what is indispensable for the present Bervice of the state. Undoubtedly it is necessary
to harm our foes, but above allwe must 1ive.l
1 CorreepndanCe, no. 19,391 ; k r e a idditea, hoe. 1,002, 1,013, 1,018, 1,082;
Mollien, op. cit., vol. 111, p. 237 ; Rist, op. cit., vol. II, pp. 142-3, 159-60 ; Smart,
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This necessity to live, that is to say, fiscalism, in combination with the hopelessness of a consistent application of
the self-blockade, was what had led to the self-destruction of

the Continental System ; and we have good reasons to doubt
the possibility of its continuance in spirit and in truth, even if
the Russian campaign and the wars of liberation had not intervened. As it is, the giganticexperiment had been followed
t o such a point that the end seemed to be in sight, though it
was not obtained. It isthereforeinevitable that opinions as
divided. Nevertheless, a good
to its feasibilitymustremain
deal more light falls
on this question if one investigates the
effects of the Continental System on the economic life of the
differentcountries. This is to be the subject and the object
of part IV.
op. cit., vol. I, pp. 335 et s q . ; de CBrenville, op. cit., pp. 113, 310 ; Tarle, Deutschfranwsische Wirtschf&beziehungen, pp. 686-7; Schmidt, op. oit., pp. 408 et seq.

PART IV
EFFECTS OFTHE CONTINENTAL SYSTEM
ON THE ECONOMIC LIFE O F GREAT
BRITAINAND THE MAINLAND

CHAPTER I
DIFFERENT TYPES OF EFFECT

THE Napoleonic

wars occurredduring a period of farreaching importance for the material development
of Europe,
"hat implies that during this period theeconomic life of Europe
musthaveundergoneagreattransf&mation
which canbe
ascribedonly in part t o thesystemunder
discussion. The
problem will therefore be not only too
widely extended, but
also-which is of more consequence-altogether erroneously
stated from the very outset,if we regard it as identical with the
task of showing the generalchanges in the economic life of
Western Europeduringthe
first. decade anda half of the
of that,what we haveto do is
nineteenthcentury.Instead
toisolatethoseaspects
of the development which canbe
connectedin any way witht,heContinentalSystem.
This
is a problem of a more or less theoretical nature, which presupposes a knowledge of the generalconnexion that exists
between cause and effect in the sphere of economics, and which
can therefore not be solved by purely historical methods.
Thepoint whichoffers thegreatestinterestin
such a
problem is theworking of the blockade policy in so far as it became effective. Consequently, wenow lay aside the weakness
(provedindetailin
the preceding part) of the Continental
System as a measure of blockade, and turn to the results of
the policy.
On the Continent proper the Continental System necessarily
came to work as a gigantic protectionist policy pursued to the
limit. By excludingforeign goods it stimulated the domestic
production of all kinds of goods which found any general use
within thecountry or evenwithin the Continent. To this
extent, the Continental System, like the system that prevailed
during t.he recentwar, affords an occasion of studying the effects
i5SS.43
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of a highprotectionismenforced
with the greatest violence
and with all the resources of the state for a short period. The
difference between thisandthe
rkgimewhich characterized
the blockaded states of the Continent during the recent war
lies solely in the fact that such a system of protection was then
freelychosen,whilein
our own dayit wasimposed
from
without. On the other hand, the Continental System, like the
state of affairs prevailing during the recent war, exhibits one
significant and very fatal dissimilarity from the ordinary kind
of protection that prevails in peace time, namely, that under
the latter r4gime the obstacles in the way of imports usually
embrace only the products of industry and agriculture, not the
raw materials of industry, whereas the natureof the Continental
System as a general self-blockade compelled, or a t least should
have compelled, equally rigorous embargo against all kinds of
commodities imported by sea. The efforts of the all-important
individual who dominated the Continent had consequently t o
be directed toward procuring of raw materials within his own
territories, a task whichalways encounters more insuperable
limits than that of working up materials which are to be found
within one'gown borders. And so far as such an effort failed,
there was an irremediable self-contradiction within the policy
itself. Either, in fact, it was necessary to sacrifice the industrial
development by which the position of GreatBritain asthe
workshop of the world was intended to be crushed, or it was
necessary to accept raw materials through the co-operation
of the ruler of the seas and thereby fail in theobject of destroying
the commercial and maritime power of Great Britain and
consequently fail also in the object of ' conquering herby
excess
When Mollien speaks of the inexplicable ' contradiction ' between the obstacles in the way of the supply of raw
materials and the prohibition of British manufactures, because
t,he formerbenefited British industry more thanthelatter
damaged it, consequently he puts his finger on this irremediable
doubleness of the very principle of the Continental System.1
On the Continent, however, there existed a further contrast,

'.

1

Mollien, Mdmoiru, &c., vol. II, p. 462 ; vol. m, pp. 323.
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which was nat at all implicit in the idea
of the Continental
System, but was a consequence of the fact that the overthrow
of Great Britain was not the all-dominating thought
of Napoleon
or his system to the extent that he usually pretended. As has
already been shown in several places in the preceding account,
infact,thepurelyprotectionisticaims
of the systemfor
France herself practically took the same rank as the object
of conquering the enemy. It was for that reason that Napoleon
not only neglected what otherwise ought
to have been done,
in the interest of the first object, to fqrm aneconomic combine
of continental Europe, but even directed his policy against the
countries of his own continental vassals and allies.

FXANCE

It follows that the effects of theContinentalSystemin
the country of Napoleon's heart, that is, in France itself, were
all that a protectionist
policy pursued with absolute ruthlessness
can involve for a country
that adoptsit. When we say ' France '
here we use it as anabbreviation for the old French monarchy
and the French acquisitions of the revolutionary period, i. e.,
including Belgium and the left bank of the Rhine but not, in
the main, the conquests of the consulate andthe empire,
which wereotherwisetreated.The
effects here were bound
to be the typical consequences of an embargo policy ; and, as
appears from what has just been
said, such a policy directed
not only against the supply
of goods by sea and from lands
beyond the seas, but also to a large extent against the supply
of goods by land and from the other continental states.
We
mighthere foresee that the situationmustbecharacterized
as that of economic self-sufficiency and of a hothouse development of industrial production.

THEREST

O F THE CONTINENT

As regards the other continental states within Napoleon's
more or less undisputed realm of power, on the other hand,
the effectswere bound to be far more varied, differing not only
5 2
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according to the degree of their political independence and to
their actual observance of the Continental decrees within their
territories,butalsoaccordingtotherelativeimportance
of
thetwooppositetendencies
of which they were the object.
A moment'sconsideration will show that their position had
features in common both with that of France and with that of
Great Britain. It resembled the former in so far as they, like
France, had to abstain from supply by sea ; it resembled the
latterinasmuchasthey,likeGreatBritain,wereshutout
from sales in the markets which
were under the direct sway
of Napoleon.Consequently,
the effects inthenon-French
parts of Central and Southern Europe cannot be expected to
have the same self-evident, consistent appearance as in France;
but they have a practical and historical interest
of their own.
Moreover, the effects on the Napoleonic mainland were bound
to vary with the position of foreign trade and of the production
of goods intended for foreign sale. In this connexion, however,
we must emphasize at the outset the limitation in the effects
which follow from the fact that scarcely
in
any of the continental
states waseconomiclife
centredoninternationalexchange.
The great commercial citiesof Hamburg, Bremen, Amsterdam,
Rotterdam,Antwerp,and,inFrance,Bordeaux,
Marseilles,
Nantes,Havre,andLa
Rochelle, were, itistrue,entirely
dependent on foreign trade and suffered proportionately from
the blockade in so far as it became effective ; but this point
so fullyillustratedintheprecedingpart
hasbeenalready
that it is not necessary to dwell further upon it here. Among
the non-French states, countries which, like Saxony, Switzerland,theGrandDuchy
of Berg, Bohemia,and Silesia, had
already reached the industrial stage and were therefore very
dependent
on
international
intercourse,
were those
most
affected by the Continental System; however, they
too were
affected very differently, according to their political position.
The difference between industrial countries and countries
especially givenover to agriculture and the yielding
of 'raw
materials, namely, North Germany and especially the Baltic
Sta.tes,Prussia,Mecklenburg,Russia,Austria,
andHungary,
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didnotprimarilyconsistin
thefactthatthelatter
were
independent of foreigntrade, since theyalsohadexports.
It consisted, rather, in the fact that, from the standpoint
of
the Continental System, the industrial life of the two groups
of countrieswasaffectedquitedifferentlyby
the blockade.
Theindustrialcountries,ontheone
side, foundobstacles
placed in the way of their supply of raw materials ; but, on
the other hand, owing to the strangling of British supply, they
increased the possibilities of sale for their own manufactures
outside of France and Italy. It waq as regards sales that the
agrarian countries were more or less hard hit, partly through
the general obstacles in the way of navigation, which offered
almost the only possibility for the conveyance of their bulky
goods, and partly also through the prohibition of intercourse
with Great Britain, who was their chief buyer.1 Owing to the
tendency of the ContinentalSystem to renderdifficultonly
imports into the Continent, however, the effect of this factor
was considerably diminished for
the countries producing raw
materials and corn. For instance, it practically did not make
itself felt in MecMenburg during this first period. But, as will
be explained more fully later on in this book, Napoleon’s attitude toward the supplying of England with foodstuffs was so
opportunistic, that it is not worthwhile to attemptto draw any
conclusions inprinciple as totheresultsthatmighthave
ensued, So muchmaybeasserted,however
: the difficulties
of the agrarian countries were due, not Napoleon’s
to
deliberate
intention t o cut off England from the supply of foodstuffs or
raw materials, but to his verywell-grounded apprehension that
an export to England from countries which were not directly
under his sway would give rise to the importation of colonial
goods and Englishmanufactures.
I n this way, primarily,
1 The great advantages accruing to the northern countries in their intercourse
with GreatBritainconstitute the maincontention upheld in J. Jepson Oddy’s
valuable book, European Commerce (London, 1805), and his figures bear out his
statements. As regards Russia, he ‘ cannot help observing how amazingly advantageous its trade is with the Britishdominions. Not only is the amount of the
sales nearly equal to those of all other nations, but it is from Great Britain only
that Russia receives a balanoe in cash ’ (p. 209).
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the situation for both Prussia and Russia is explained. During
the secondperiod
of the ContinentalSystem,
it istrue,
the difficultiesfor theagrariancountries
were increased ;
but that wasbecause allmaritimetradewithin
Napoleon’s
sphere of power was now made dependent on French licences,
that is to say, on the Emperor’s need of money or his favour.
The particular ill-will with which the Continental System was
manifestly regarded in the agrarian countries is explained less
bytheactualdamage
it didtothe
economic life of those
countriesthanbythefactthatthe
policy didnotcontain
any protectionistelements, and consequentlydidnotoffer
the popularimagination any compensationwhatever for the
incessant and intensely irritating intervention that it caused.
As regardsallthecontinentalstateswithin
Napoleon’s
realm of power, the Continental System had a restrictive effect
onexportsbythrowing
difficulties inthe way of imports,
which it is the sole business of exports to pay for. One may
also express the matter in this way : increased self-sufficiency
mustdiminishthe
need of exportsbydiminishingimports.
Theonlyreasonablyconceivableexceptionfromthismight
be if in any case imports by land increased more than imports
by sea diminished ; and it is not impossible that the greatly
extendedintercourse of Saxony with Eastern Europe led
to
such a result.

GREAT BRITAIN
Such, from the standpoint of general principles, must have
been the position of the continental states. In regard to Great
Britain,ontheotherhand,onemayexpress
oneself more
briefly at thisstage.Theprimeobject
of Napoleon’s policy,
of course, was to bring about a dislocation, to prevent the sale
both of manufacturedproductsand
of the colonialgoods
imported with a view to re-export, and consequently t o ruin
the credit ,system and create unemployment in industry.
So
long as it was a question only of such ephemeral phenomena,
the contrast between Great Britain and the Continent must
have been very great, with excess of goods prevailing on the
island kingdom and scarcity of goods prevailing on the Conti-
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nent. On the other hand, in so far as the exclusion of goods
from the Continentproved to be lasting and was not made
unimportant through increasedsales in other partsof the world,
the economic life of Great Britain necessarily aimed in the Same
direction as that of the Continent, namely, toward increased
self-sufficiency. The losses incurred in foreign trade, shipping
and export industry, indeed, must have made production for
sale at home more profitable and thus have given a backward
wrench to the unprecedented development which Great Britain
was just then undergoing. There is nothing t o indicate that
Napoleonthought so far ahead ; od the contrary, any such
speculations would undoubtedly have been answered by one of
his usualcandidexpressionsabout‘ideologues
’. Butthat
would not have prevented the results from
being what we have
indicated.
Manifestly, this would have damaged the economic position
of Great Britain immensely, quite apart from thegreat dislocations that occurred during the period of transition. It would
have reduced her national income far below what it had been
before, inasmuch as such a development would have involved
passingoverfromindustries
which were excellentlysuited
to her in her then position to other industries which were far
lesssuitable.
For thisreason,
too, the losses consequent
upon a lasting mutual embargo between Great Britain and the
rest of the world would have been far greater for Great Britain
than for the Continent.Fortheinternational
division of
labour,specializationinindustry
and commerce-to confine
ourselves now to what was most typical at the time-formed
thefundamentalconditionforthepossibility
of Britain t o
derive benefit from her position as the almost
sole possessor
of the great new inventions. The position of the continental
states, on the other hand, was already, at the outbreak of the
great struggle, so much less widely separated from economic
self-sufficiency that a returnthereto
would haveinvolved
farmorelimited
sacrifices. They would thereby, it is true,
havelargely lost theadvantages of enjoying,bymeans
of
purchase from England, the fruits of the great inventions and
of covering their requirements in transmarine goods ; and at
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the same time they would have had, with increased sacrifice
and diminished results, to find substitutes for both by a kind
of production whichwas in itself, from an economic point
of view, misdirected. But
the
extent
of all this
must
nevertheless have remained insignificant in comparison with
the corresponding reshaping of Great Britain. Evidently
this
result by no means implies that the position of Great Britain
would have been absolutely worse than that of the Continent,
but only that Great Britain would thereby have lost far more
considerableadvantages whichshe hadalready gained. The
turning back of the clock could only have had its worse effects
on the situation in the country
where the greatest advances
inmaterial
development hadjust
previously taken place.
Whether Great Britain in the long run, under the suppositions
just given, would have been able to preserveherrelative
precedence, is quiteanotherquestion,and
one which it is
difficult to answer. h’evertheless, in this case the answer may
quite wellbe conceived to be in the affirmative, and for the
reason that the blockade itself rendered difficult, and would
have continued to do so, the spread of the industrialrevolution
from GreatBritain tothe Continent. In reality, of course,
the development did not at all follow this course ; but, nevertheless, the theoretical results following from a given position
are being examined in thisplace, not only t o illustrate what the
Continental self-blockade, thought out to its logical conclusion,
would have involved, but also in order to be able t o confront
with it the actualcourse of development in due time.
COUNTRIESHAVING INTERCOURSE
WITH GREAT BRITAIN
Finally,whatmust
be made clear is the position of the
countries which had unhampered supply from Great Britain,
that is, chiefly Sweden and, before the completecarrying
through of the American self-blockade, the UnitedStates.
The position of these countries was necessarily marked by an
abnormally facilitated supply, inasmuch as Great Britain was
obliged to seek there the greatest possible compensationfor
the markets from which she was debarred. While the countries
of the seh-blockade wereforced
intothegreatest
possible
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many-sidedness of production, therefore, the countries now in
questionfellinto
a kind of hypertrophy of imports. This
means that they were brought to buy industrial products and
colonial goods in return for a relatively shght output of their
ownproducts-adevelopment
in itselfveryadvantageous,
in so far as it gives a great indirect result of the productive
forces of thecountry.Incontrast
with theseadvantages,
however, stand the dislocations in the economic organization
of the country which would have been
a consequence of the
necessarydiscontinuance of previouslyexistingbranches
of
industry.Butthiswasscarcelythe
case as regardseither
SwedenorAmerica.Moreover,
it is notreallynecessaryin
principle, because, as has been said, the development in itself
merely implies that one gets more than usual in exchange for
one’s owngoods. It is therefore of greater importance, from
the standpoint of the temporary nature of the whole situdtion,
that the industrial development
of those countries was somewhat
delayed by the exceptional facility of importing British goods,
a matter which was of nolittleconsequence for the United
States.Tothistheworkings
of the ContinentalSystemin
thosecountrieswouldhavebeen
confined if the Napoleonic
self-blockade of the Continent had been complete andeffective.
But as this was very far from the case, and as the breaking of
the blockade was especially done by countries of the type now
in question, there was a huge increase of re-exports, that is t o
say, of intermediary trade, and this became beyond all comparison themostimportantfactorintheactualsituation.
Nevertheless, theimportance of the formerfactorwasnot
cancelledbythis
; therewasalso
a greatincreaseinthe
imports which remained within the country.
Again, with the
immense increase of prices for British and colonial goods on
the Continent, the occupationof the middleman must obviously
have been extremely profitable when successful, but, of course,
proportionately speculative and uncertain.
Havingsetforththeposition
of the differentcountries
inprinciple, we may now pass on to
a consideration of the
concrete development, which offersan abundanceof instructive
features to illustrate and compare with those
of our own day.

CHAPTER I1
EFFECTS ON FRANCE

THEdevelopment of the industrial life of France under the
influence of the Continental System, like the development of
all the industrial countries under that system,tookplace
especially inthe sphere of textile industries ; and nowhere
did the conflictingtendencies appear so marked as there.
Nevertheless, a great deal of the development of the French
textileindustry was not onlydevoid of connexion with the
blockade policy itself, but, on the contrary, an evidence of its
restricted range.1
LUXURY
INDUSTRIES
This applied especially to everything which falls under the
heading of luxury industries, including the most brilliant and
historic textileindustry of France, the manufacture of silk.
We, who only recently felt the pressure of a rigorous blockade
and shortage of supplies, can best appreciate the fact that in
1 Chaptal, Del'induatriefranpise,
vols. I-II; Levaaseur, Histoire des clusses
ouvrikres, &c., de 1789 ci 1870, vol. I, especially bk. II,chs. v-vi, and blr. III,
o b . ii-iii ; Darmstlidter, StwEien zur m p l m i s & n wirtsclrafltep~itik,
loc. cit., vol. II;
Tarle, Koniinental'naja blokada, vol. I (devoted almost exclusively to the trade
andindustry of fiance) ; Ballot, Les p b s auxmunufacturtx, loc. cit., vol. 11 ;
Schmidt, Jean-Baptiste Say et le blocus continental, in Revue d'laisloire des doctrines
imnmniques et sociales (1911), vol. IV, pp. 148 et se4. ; aho, Le8 de%uta de I'indFtrie
cotonnite en France, 1760-1806, ibid. (1914-19), vol. VII, pp. 26 et seq. ; Ballot,
Philippe de Girard et E'inventim de 2aJikture mkaniqued u lis, ibid. (1914-19), vol. VII,
pp.135 et seq. ; also, La rkvolution technique et les dt?buts de la grande exploitation
&ns 2a m6tallurgie f r a n p i s e , ibid. (1912), vol.V, pp. 29 et ee4. For the incorporated
territories, cf. Varlez, Lea saluirea d a m l'industrie gantoise (Brussels, 1901), vol. I,
pp. 9-36, and apps. 111 and IV ; vol. 11 (1904),pp. 24-32 ; Herkner, Die oberels2issische
Baumwollinduatrie und ihre Arbeiter (Strassburg, 1887), pp. 35-93 ; T. Geering, Die
Entm*cklung des Zeugdrwke im Abendland seit dem X V I I . Jahrhundert, in Vierteljahrscbift fiir f.Jocial- und Wirtschaftageschichle (1903), vol. I (foundedprincipally
upon the great work of A. Jenny-Triimpy, Handel und Idustrie des
K a n t o m Glarua, und in Pardleledazu : Skizze der allgemeinen Qeachichte der
Textilindwrtrien mit h m d e r e r Beriickeichtigung der echweizeriechen Zeugdruchwei ;
Glans, 1899-1902) ; Darmstiidter, DieVerwaltung dea unter-Elaa.88,&c., loc. cit.,
vol. XIX (1904), pp. 631-72; Zeyas, Die Enletehung der HadeZ%x?arnnern, &c., pp.
62-90,103-29. For comparison with England, cf. especially Mantoux, La rdvolution
induatridle au X V I I P &Me. Eseai sur
lea commencemente de la grande induatrie
moderne en Angleterre (Paris, l w ) , and Baines, History of the Cotton Manufacture
of Great Britain.
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such a situationtheproduction
of luxuries would hardly
expand and take more and more varied
forms, and perhaps
stiIl more the fact that governments, however great their lack
of intelligence in the sphere of economics, would be foolhardy
indeed to go so far as to encourage, not to say enforce, such
production. As this was the case duringthe first French empire,
therefore, it is in the very nature of things that the cause can
not be sought in the Continental System regarded as a measure
of blockadeagainstGreatBritain.On
the other hand, it is
intimately connected with the general protectionist tendency
that completely dominated Napoleon\ and forms the explanation of the peculiar nature of the ContinentalSystem as
contrasted with the corresponding system of the present day.
It wasprecisely
the historicluxuryindustries
of France
thatthe
inheritor of theadministrativetraditions
of the
Bourbons most unhesitatingly and enthusiastically supported ;
and it was mainlyintheinterest
of the silk industry that,
on the one side, alicensingsystem was carried out with its
obhgation to exportFrenchindustrialproducts,and,on
the
other side, the commercial measures againstthe allies of France,
which comprised a monopolization of Italian raw silk for the
requirements of the French silk industry and every conceivable
measure against the for’eign rivals of that industry.
Thevauntingluxuryinboth
word and deed, which in
Napoleon’s view was a principal means of raising the prestige
of the empirebothinternallyandexternally,also
worked
particularly well with the tendency to createsales for industries
of the kind in which the French had excelled for centuries ;
and a great deal of the encouragement of industry therefore
consisted, quite naturally, in orders of all kinds on behalf of
the court and imperial palace. Probably the fact that such
a policy diverted productive forces from turning out what was
necessary for the support of the people as well as for the
prosecution of the war, didnotgreatlyoccupy
Napoleon’s
thoughts. To him, in fact, the function of economics presented
itself more in the light of the popular notion of the necessity
of ‘ providing employment ’ than as a need to bring about the
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greatest possible result from the efforts of limited powers.
But in thisrespect a far more correct perception has forced its
way into the minds of the governments of nearly all countries
during the recent war-the German Vaterlundischer Hilfsdienst
(vulgo, ZiwildienstypJEiicht), the BritishNational Service, and
various other names, form the best evidence of this-despite
almost equally great economic ignorance in the beginning ;
, and this showshow comparatively gentle, after all, was the
pressure of the Continental System in comparison with that of
the recent war. As the object of our investigation is to determine the actual effects of the blockade policy, therefore, there
is no reason to pursue any further the industrial development
on its luxury side.

WOOLLENAND LINENINDUSTRIES
On the other hand, the situation is quite different in the
case of the other branches of the textile industry. Of these,
t,he cloth manufacture had quite as deep roots in the history
of France as the silk industry ; and it had, like that, and in
fact like the whole of French industrial life, suffered greatly
from the storms of the revolution, both through the general
insecurity of life and limb and through the hopeless state of
the currency in consequence of the assignut system. It now
raised itself out of its decay and had a brilliant period, which,
-for instance,in Rheims-surpassed thelast years of the
ancien rkgime, which was now justly remembered as having
marked the summit level of old Frenchmaterialculture.
Undoubtedly, the development of the woollen industry was
promoted by Napoleon's policy, especially by careful work in
the way of production of wool and the procurement of wool
from Spain, and also withregard to the coarser clothing in
consequence of the military requirements, which always and
everywhere in our climes make special demands on this branch
of the textile trade.Remarkably enough, so far as one can
judge, the greatestprogress was made inone of the incorporated
territories, namely, the Roer department, meaning that
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particular part of the present Rhine province which is situated
on the left bank of theRhine (Nieder-Rhein). In the now
world-famous textile,centres,fix-la-Chapelle,
Cologne, &x.,
there were almost the onlyindustrialcentres which the old
French manufacturers recognized as equal rivals in the finer
branches of the clothing trade.1 It is true that the blockade
against Great Britain also played its part here, and still more,
perhaps, the blockade against the continental rivals of France,
But we cannot speak here of any at all decisive effect of the
ContinentalSystemitself,
as the woollen industry was long
established in France and was not brought to any distinctly
higherstate of prosperity than it hadattained before the
Revolution, despite the fact that various new specialities were
taken up and also various technical advances
were made, of
which more anon. Thus it was principally for the regions which
had previously been outside France, or had been treated by
the customsauthoritiesas foreigncountries, that the policy
became important, inasmuch as it gave them
a share of the
sales on what was a t leastintended to be the hermeticallysealed Frenchmarket.
According to Chaptal’scalculation,
exportshadindeedabsolutely
declined, if onetakesinto
consideration only the old French territory, al€hough internal
sales and the total production had increased since 1789. The
situation was less favourableasregards
the linenindustry,
whereevenintheincorporatedterritories
it was only tKe
Belgian district of Ghent thatshowed any marked development.
COTTONINDUSTRY
Especially with regard to the linen and woollen industries,
however, it is true that the comparatively slow development
was caused by the expansion of the cotton industry, an expansion which was unique,and,in
the eyes of contemporaries,
quite phenomenal. Here there is no doubt that we are brought
1 Cf. a pronouncement of the leading man in the clothing induetry, Ternaux,
sen., in Conseil g 6 r a l des manufactures, immediately after the Restoration ; printed
in Levaaseur, Histoire des chses ouwQres, &c., de 1789 d. 1870, vol. I, p. 732, app. A.
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face to facewith an effect of the Continental System; for,
on one side, the whole of this branch of industry was comparatively undeveloped before the Revolution, while, on $he ot.her
side, the competition of Great Britain was more overwhelming
here than anywhere else in the industrial life of France. The
French people had alreadyaccustomedthemselves
to cotton
goods to such an extent that the prohibition on imports in
1806 was all that wasrequired to speed upthe domestic
production amazingly, especially as the foundation had been
largely laid by the many prohibitions and embargoesduring
the whole of the preceding decade.
Here again it was two incorporatedterritories that exhibited
the most violent growth, namely, Mulhausen in Upper Alsace,
with old traditions in that line, and Ghent, which under the
leadership of one man, Li6vin Bauwens, the great captain of
industry,' stands out as a striking example of one of the two
kinds of development due t o the Continental System. Ghent,
it is true, had old and boasted textile t.raditions, dating from
the MiddleAges ; but long before the Revolution almost all
manufacture had disappeared there, and as the revolutionary
wars put an end to the little that remained, this old manufacturing centre had come to belookedupon as a dead town.
I n 1801, however,Li6vinBauwens
startedthere a machine
cotton-spinning mill and also a hand weaving establishment.
To begin with, he was almost alonein the matter, being helped
merely by his brothers,but as early as 1803 he had no less than
23'7 workmen. It was not longbeforehisexamplebegan
to
be followed by a number of other persons, especially relatives,
who entered into violentcompetitionwithhim,
particularly
for the altogether inadequate supply of labour. An enormous
expansion thereupon began ; the whole of Flanders and northern
France werecoveredwithspinning-mills
and homeweavers,
the new enterprises extending, in fact, as far as Paris and its
environs. But Ghentremained
the maincentre,
and for
a fairly long time it was the only place in the empire where
cotton goodswere manufactured on a largescale,especially
for militaryrequirements ; and it alsoobtained as markets,
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not only France and Belgium, but also Holland, Italy, Spain
and the larger part of Germany. At the summit level of this
prosperity the former ' dead town ' was stated to have fifty
factories and ten thousand workers in the cotton trade; and
the shortage of labour was so great that wages jumped up to
wh.at wasthen the amazing amount of 5-8 francs per dkm.
In contrast with this production for sale on a large scale
there existed in Miilhausen, and in southern Alsace in generaland had long existed-a flourishing manufacture
of the finest
qualities of calicoes and printed
cotton
goods.
The
real
impetus, however, came with the annexation of the town by
the French republic in 1798 ; and the Continental System made
it theleading centre for calicoesand prints upon the Continent,
at the expense both of Base1 and of British sales in Europe.
Theimportance of the development a t Miilhausen appears
best,perhaps,from the population statistics, whichshow an
increasefrom 6,628 in the year 1800 to 8,021 in 1805 and
9,353 in 1810, a growth of 41 per cent. in ten years. Alongside
this, however, there were also veryimportant and comparatively
new centres for the cotton trade within the limits of old France,
especially in the old textile districts of northern France and in
Paris and its suburbs. One of the mostcelebratedFrench
leaders of industry, Richard Lenoir, was stated by a German
observerwho isgenerallyregarded
as reliable(Fahnenberg)
to havehad in hisfactoriessuchfor
that timeincredible
numbers of workmen as 10,600 in 1808 and 14,000 in 1810.
According to the statements of Chaptal, who isthroughout
obviously a partisan of the new industry, it is true, but who in
spite of this is in many ways our most reliable source
of information, the production of cotton yarn was already sufficient for
homerequirementsalmost
up to the highestnumber(finest
gradeskin reality, however, up to number 100 only. Even
as regardswovencottongoods,
in hisopinion, the imports
had declined to about 6 per cent. of the figure for the last year
of the ancien rdgime ; but in this estimate a considerable
amount of smuggling,forwhich
an overwhelmingevidence
exists, was assuredly left out of account. It is also worthy of
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note that what was a t times a very considerable export of
piece goods had begun.
Evidently this development was calculated to give Napoleon
himself and his helpers a great certainty of victory, both as
an evidence of the profitableness of the Continental System to
France andas a blow against the economic supremacy of
Great Britain. To what a great extent the whole thing was
regarded as an important item in the struggle against Great
Britain isshown
by many facts.WhenNapoleon
visited
Oberkampf, the mostfamous of the leaders of the cotton
industry, who a.s early as 1760 hAd laid the foundation of
calico printing in old France by the establishment of his famous
works at Jouy, outside Versailles, he decorated him and added
the explanation : ‘ We are both carrying onwar against the
British, but your waris
the best.’AndLi6vinBauwens
produced a wonderful judgment on thepart of the British
Court of King’sBench, by which, on the accusation of Lord
Erskine,he had beencondemned todeath in contumaciam,
because, ‘ not content with having stolen the secrets of England
in the art of tanning,hehad
also robbed her of the most
important branch of her trade, the cotton manufacture, which
was the apple of her eye.’
I n reality, however, there wasno point where the two
opposing tendencies of the Continental System were so much in
conflict with one another as here ; and the reasonwas, of
course, that the industry was based on a raw material which
was for the most part unobtainable by other means than by
the forbidden route across the seas. From the very first
moment, therefore, the shortage of raw materials hung like the
sword of Damocles over the head of the flourishing new development,causing
continual fluctuations and constant changes.
During the year 1808, for instance, L i b i n Bauwens, according
to his own statement, employed 1,269 workmenonMay
1,
but only 230 on November 1 ; and the same state of affairs
was said to prevail among his competitors. Moreover, according
to the same authority, the price of raw cotton rose at the same
time from 5.25 to 11 or 12 francs per half a kilo and thensank to
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6 or 7. As early as 1807 the shortage of raw cotton had begun
to make itself felt in France, and in the course of 1808 it producedagenuinecrisis
in the cotton industry, which found
expression in many forms, Thus,for instance, the prefect of
the Aube department declared that the closing of the spinningmills in Troyescaused by the ‘ equallysudden and unique
rise in the price of raw cotton ’ had reduced 10,000 people to
misery ; and on this account he submitted aplacardwhich
was apparently insurrectionary.1According to another statement, the difficulties of the French weaving mills were further
increased by the fact that the weaving mills in Germany and
Switzerland,owing tothe scarcity of yarn prevailing there,
hadgotten hold of French cotton yarn andthus rendered
that dearer. The difficulty was partly overcome this time,
andthestate
of prosperity continued into the year 1810,
which as a rule marks the summit level of the industrial prosperity of France, as also of England and the non-French parts
of the Continent. But then, as we know, came the great crisis,
of which the shortage ofraw cotton formed one of the most
obvious causes;and thisshortage was made worseby Napoleon’s
Rambouillet decree, issued in the spring of 1810, which dealt
asevere blow at Americanshipping:During
the following
years of the empire the shortage became moreand more acute,
and in 1813 it led to a complete stoppage of operations.
The whole of this position is not in the least degree difficult
to explain, but its importance is worthy of illustration with
figures. The available statistics especially show how practically
impossible any real competition with the British industry-or,
to be more explicit, the impossibility of creating an industry
that could provide the whole population of the Continent with
cotton goods on approximately the same terms as were offered
to British and Americanconsumers-must
have been made
by the mere fact that raw material wasscarceor unobtainable,(See next page.)
On examining the columns for North and South American
1 Report to the home secretary, June-15, 1808, printed in Tarle, Kotltiwn#al’naja blokada, vol. I, 720-1.
1569.43
T
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cotton we note the enormousdistancebetweenBritish
and
continental prices, During the years 1808-13 the prices, even
in Leipzig, the centre of the European cotton trade, are almost
without exception twice as high as in London, and in certain
years (1808-9) they are four times as high. To a far greater
extent than one would have expected beforehand, the figures
follow one another a t similar distances-a fact which appears
withparticularclearness in the increase of priceonGeorgia
cotton in 1808 (autumn) and inthe fall of prices corresponding
to both qualities in 1811. Tnis illustrates whathasbeen
previouslysaidconcerning
the almostuniformincrease
of
prices caused by smuggling. It is quite true, indeed, that we
havenosecurityhereforagreement
in quality between the
differentquotations ; butthe conclusionshere put forward
may be said to hold good a fortiori, as at least one factor is
excluded which would increase, and not diminish, the distance,
namely, the heavydepreciation of Britishcurrency,which
makes the British prices too high when, as here, they are converted t o francs at par.Alevelling-downtendencyfirst
appeared in 1813, in connexion with the Anglo-American war,
which raised the British prices, and the fall of the Continental
Systemon the Europeanmainland,whichlowered
the continental prices ; and the year 1814, owing t o the continuance
of the former factor and the peace on the Continent, led to
a unique situation, in that Georgia cotton wascheaperin
Leipzig than in London.
However, the table shows something more, namely,that the
French prices without exception stood higher than the Leipzig
prices. Nor is this surprising,inview of the stricter customs
watch in France; but it is none the less z1 fact which made
still more difficult the position of the French cotton industry.
Unfortunately, it ispreciselythesefigures
that least bear
comparison inthe table ; but light can be thrown onthe matter
by other figures, based on French consular reports, afor
number
of differentplaces at the =metwopoints
of time,namely,
the twocrises of May 1808 andJune 1811. If we arrange
these places as nearly as possible in accordancewith the
T2
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magnitude of the prices, the figuresassume
shape (francs perkilogram) : '

I-

City
Wseilles
Antwerp
Paris
Ronen

.

Pernamhuco

.

May 1808

1

1

Louisianr

.
.

.

the following

-

Smyrna
~6.50
6.92
7.50
7.92

~

-

June 1811

City

~

London
Naples
Trieste
Leipzig
Frankfurt
Base1
Milan
Paris
Bremen."

As we see fromthis table, the French industrial centres
come last, with the sole exception, at the later time, of Bremen.
As allthis necessarilyfollowedfrom
thenature of the
self-blockade, it could not take Napoleon by surprise ; and in
point of fact hewas prepared for it, although his countermeasures
were
somewhat
hesitating. At times the only
expedient he saw was t o replace the colonial cotton by some
other cotton which did not have to be obtained by sea. The
mostobvious kind was Levantine, but here, too, there were
great difficulties,arising
partly from its short stapleand
generally inferior quality and partly from the great delays and
inconveniences of transportation, as it could not be conveyed
across the Mediterranean and as a very expensive transport in
wheeledvehicles had consequently to be arranged through
Bosnia uia Genoa and Marseilles. The figures given above also
show how the French prices for Levantine cotton ran up, even
in comparison with the British prices for the far more valuable
American cotton. The situation was all the more unsatisfactory
becauseNapoleonwouldbynomeans
be satisfied with the
coarsegoods that alone couldbeproducedfrom
Levantine
cotton. Thus there arose the idea of starting the cultivation
of cotton nearer home,preferablywithin the borders of the
empire ; and in this connexion the most obvious choice was
Naples.Naples,
to use the expression of the French envoy
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there, was t o be ‘ France’srichestcolony
’, or, t o borrow a
phrase from a French historian,l ‘the tropical element ’ in the
Continental System ; it was this fact that caused Neapolitan
cottonalone t o beexceptedfromtheenormouslyincreased
customs duties imposed by the Trianon tariff. But the cotton
that could be obtained from Naples (Castellamare),
even in combination with that which was admitted in later years from Spain
(Motril)andwithwhat
could beotherwisescrapedtogether
from places nearerhome(fromRomagna,
&e.), supplied but
a smallfraction of the total requirements ; on the basis of
Chaptal’s figures for the output of\the spinning-mills in 1812,
one may perhaps calculate this supply
at 12 per cent. of the
whole.2
All this was so obvious that Napoleoncouldneverfeel
unmixedjoy
at the prodigiousdevelopment of thecotton
industry, but, on the contrary, time after time occupied his
thoughts with the idea
of rooting out cotton goods and replacing
them by other textiles, such as had long been manufactured
in France and were basedondomesticrawmaterials.
Even
as early as 1809 he declared that ’ it would be better to use only
wool, flax, and silk, the productsof our own soil, and t o proscribe
cotton forever on the Continent, because we have no colonies ;
but as we cannot control the fashions, of course,
73
Thesamethoughtlaybehindhisresolution,
effected in
the following year, to offer a prize of no less than a million
francsfortheinvention
of a flax-spinningmachine ; but
after the outbreakof the crisis of 1810-11, he tooksuch a strong
stepagainstwhat
was afteralllargely his ownworkas,
in
January 1811, to banish cotton goods from the imperial
palaces.
But for the very reason that Napoleon had given two years
previously, theextirpation
of cotton goods-at
which he
assuredlydidnotevenaim
at thisstage-wasa
hopeless

. ..

Rambaud, N a p h wu Joseph Bonaparte, p. 437.
The weightof spun yarn in 1812 was 13,470,000 kgs., which with the additionof
one-twelfthfor loss of weight correspondsto 14,590,000 kgs.of cotton. In comparison
with this the supply of Italian and Spanish cotton was 3,000,000-4,000,000 limes
(French pounds), or an average of 1,750,000 kgs. Chaptal, op. cit., vol. II,pp. 7, 16.
a Quoted by Tarle, Kontinental’naja blokdu, vol. I, p. 513.
1
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undertaking ; and he, like his people, had to take the consequences of a situation from which there was no escape.
The development of the cotton industry is characteristic
of the effects of the Continental System, not only through t.he
dualism that existed between the exclusion of raw materials
and the forcing of manufacture, but to anequal extent through
the violently enforced stimulation of a production that had not
grown up out of increasing natural requirements for an article
but outof a sudden embargo in combination with state measures
of all kinds. There is no doubt that great over-speculation had
occurred in the industry and had had its share in the French
crisis of 1810-11, just as a similar over-speculationin thecolonial
trade gave the impulse to the crisis in Great Britain. Mollien,
an observer who formed unusually cooljudgments, pointed
thisoutin
a letterto Napoleon, and especiallycalled his
attention to the insufficient supply of capital possessed by the
industry andits consequentdependenceonloans
and bills
of exchange. I n his memoirs he is, on the whole, very critical
not only of the heads of factories, especially Richard Lenoir,
whose untenable business position and reckless way of living
hesays that heexplained tothe Emperor, but also of the
industry itself, where, in his opinion, many millions had been
invested in what could have been made equallyserviceable
a t half the expense.1
When, after somemonths, the crisis of 1810 reached the
cotton industry, it hit it very hard and effectively, especially
the spinning-mills,which as a rule seem to have seen their
number of workmen decline by a third in the course of 1811.
There was a general improvement in the course of 1812 which
continued in places during most of the following year, a t least
if we may credit the deliberately roseate reports of the home
secretary to Napoleon in the latterhalf of 1813. But the Ghent
industry declined steadily early in 1813, and lateron in thesame
year, that is to say,before the fall of Napoleon, the decline
spread in ever-widening circles. Probably with great exaggeration, but certainly not,without grounds, the Executive Committee
Mollien, MLm&res, &e., vol. m, pp. 12,22 et seq.
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for Cotton of the Council of Manufactures expressed the view
in the following year, immediately after the Restoration, that
the whole of this branch of industry was ruined in 1813 to such
an extent that 600,000 individuals had t o choosebetween
begging or putting an end to their miseryonabattlefield.
Capital to the amount of 300,000,000 francs was paralysed and
workingpower to the value of 2L30,000,OOO francs was lost.
The most comprehensible picture
of the decline fromthe summit
year of 1810 to the autumn of 1813 is offered by the official
ilgures for the Ghent industries, reproduced onthe next page.1
We note in thesefigures the poweriuleffect of the crisis
of 1811 as regards the spinning-mill$,but, in contrast with this,
no effect at all as regards the weaving-mills or printing works,
while the decline in 1813, with a quite different kind
of uniformity,extendsover
all branches of the industry ; and, if
me judge by the number of spindles, it implies a. reduction of
almost a half.
The strongest evidence of the enforced stimulation of the
industry, however, is shown in the events occurring at the fall
of Napoleon.When
the frontiers wereopened in connexion
with the march of the allied armies, and later, in April 1814,
formally opened bya series of decrees issued bythe Provisional
Government, the cottonindustrycollapsedaltogether,
and
almost all the leading manufacturers were ruined. The majority
of them-chiefly Richard Lenoir, but also Li6vinBauwenshad received liberal supportin the form of loans from Napoleon
during the crisis of 1810-11, which they had not been able to
repay ; and with the fall of the empire all prospect of their
everrepaying them disappeared.Bauwens,
who had been
lauded in every conceivable fashion as the benefactor of his
town and as a pillar of the prosperity of France, saw his property
sold by distraint, and he himself had to flee to Paris to escape
imprisonment.Chaptalparticularlyregrets
the ruin of the
1 Varlez, op. cit., vol. I, app. III. The reports of the home seoretmy are printed
in Tarle, op. cit., vol. I, pp. 735 et seq. The Report of the Committee of the C m h t
of Manufactures in 1814 is printed in Levasseur, Histoire des clasee.9 wm&ee, &c.,
de 1789 d 1870, vol. I, pp. 726-7, app. A.
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great nankeen manufacture owing to the overwhelming competition of Indian and British goods,whichwereallowed
to
enter on payment of duty ; and the amount of the duty was
in reality, according to circumstances, 45-50 centimes per
metre, which can not have been less than 20-25 per cent. of
the value of the goods and consequently no mean protection
in itself.1 But, of course, this was a very considerable step from
complete embargo, despite the smuggling.
Whatever construction one may put on the matter, the
fate of the French cotton industry on the fall of Napoleon
shows that it had by no means become capable, during the
time of the blockade, of holding its own against foreign competition. Nor is the great prosperity which, after a quite short
interval, occurred under the Restoration any real evidence of
its competitive efficiency, inasmuch as a prohibition of the
imports of foreign textiles was almost immediatelyre-introduced;
and the protection of the industry was thereby evenconsiderably increased, as raw cotton now came in free. Indeed,
as will be shownthroughout this chapter, the technical advances
in French industry were not, on the whole, very great under
the Continental System, andthey still fell far behind Great
Britain in almost every
respect.
Without the help of
Englishmen very little progress could as yet be made in anything which had to dowithengineering
or metal working
industries ; and LihvinBauwens,for
instance, started his
machinespinning-mills with the help of fiveforemenwhom
he had virtually kidnapped from England, and whom he
detained half with their consent and half by violence. As has
been indicated before, however, it was almost inevitable that
the blows of the Continental decrees against everything living
ordeadwhichbore
the name of Englishshould have a restraining effect on the spread of English ideas and the removal
of Englishmechanicsor
inventors tothe Continent ; and,
indeed, Mollien said somewhat bitingly, in connexion with his
Loi relative a w douanes, Dm.17, 1814. Bulletin des lois, &c., 5th ser., bull. 62,
no. 529. CT. Levassew, Histoire des ~2assesouvritea, &c., de 1789 & 1870, vol. I,
pp. 562 et seq.
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general criticism of the new industry, that the machinery was
built by ‘ roving Englishmen who were not the best mechanics
of theircountry ’. Chaptal’s complacent account of how,
throughhis far-sightedness, machines were procured which
were the best in Europe and were continually being developed
by improvements from without and by native invention, must
also be taken cum grano Balk
Thisappears best from what, in the main, isdistinctive
of the two great branches of industry that were revolutionized
by the inventions of the immediately preceding generation
(thetextileand
ironindustries), namely, that Franceand
the Continent in general were even at the time of Napoleon’s
fall farfrom being in aposition to take up the
new fundamental
processesonwhich
theindustrial life of Englandhad been
based for quite a long time.

FUNDAMENWL
PROCESSES
In t h e sphere of the textile industry this holds good both
of the power t o spin high numbers of yarn (fine grades), the
use of the steam-enginein the spinning industry, andthe
power-loom. Regarding the first of these, as has already been
mentioned, they had not gotten beyond number 100 in cotton

yarn in 1815 ; it was reserved for the Restoration to move
forward in a few years t o number 200 or (as a rarity) even
291. With regard to the steam-engine, we have already mentioned that one single French spinning-mill had passed, as early
as 1787 (the year after the Eden Treaty) to the use of steam
power,whichwas
at that date a complete novelty even in
England. It would be difficult to find anything more indicative
of the technical stagnation which then occurred than the fact
that the next time a French steam spinning-mill is mentioned
is no less than twenty-five years later. It was not until 1812
that the pioneering firm of DoUeus, Mieg & Cie., which is still
famous all over the world, set up such a mill in Miilhausenthat is t o say, in an incorporated territory. Power-loom works,
which, it is true, came far later than therevolution in spinning
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in England also, but which nevertheless began to be set up
there as early as 1801, are scarcely mentioned on the Continent
during the whole of this period. The only examples known to
the writer from the territory of the empire-where, for that
matter,there is a total lack of detail-belong,like
steam
spinning-mills, to the incorporated territories, namely, Ghent
an4 Sennheim (in Upper Alsace) ; and neither of them can
have been of any great consequence, as the information about
them is so sporadic. I n the department of mechanical printing,
it is true, greater advances were made on the Continent, in
that the great invention in this department, cylinder printing,
appears to have come into use at Oberkampf’s factory at
Jouy, as the first placeon the Continent, in 1800, and in
Miilhausen and other places in 1805-6; but even this was
just twenty years after the institution of similar technical processes in England. In the department of engineering technics
it was only outside the cotton industry that the Continent
during this period ever took the lead in any decisive respect,
namely, as regards both the Jacquard loom,which at first
really served the silk industry alone, and Girard’s invention of
a flax-spinning machine. This last, whichwas patented in
1810 and thus realized one of Napoleon’s hopes, significantly
enough, left France before anything had been achieved; the
inventor had to fleefromhis
creditors to Austria, and an
Englishman got hold of his invention. This gave rise to a
flourishing Englishindustry, which did not return to the native
country of the inventor until twenty-five years after the invention. The continental textile industry reached the same level
as the British textile industry in only one single department,
namely, in dyeing and other branches wherechemistry could be
employed, of .which more anon.

IRON
INDUSTRY
Still more striking is the stagnation and backwardness of
French economic life in the sphere of the iron industry ; and it
is highly significantthat Chaptal, in his detailed and enthusiastic
description of the progress of industry, here confines himself

J
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exclusively to the department of manufacturing-especially
the making of scythes, pins and needles, files, awls, hammers,
andother tools-and
saysnothingabout
the production of
iron, although it was just that which in England had undergone a complete revolutionin all itsstages duringthe preceding
period. The explanation must be found in an almost incredible
backwardness attributable to the French iron industry, which
is all the more remarkable in view of the fact that that branch
of industry was manifestly of the greatest importance in the
incessant wars, and, to judgeby accessiblefigures, had also
undergone a very great quantitative development. Nevertheless, the fact itself seems t o be quite evident, as shall now be
shown.
Although coking and the making of pig-iron by means of
coke-that is to say, the smelting of iron-ore with the help of
fossil fuel-date back toabout 1735, andat leasttwenty
years later hadbegun to be widespread in English iron-working,
Frenchsmelting-furnacescontinued
to be operatedalmost
entirely with charcoal, even after 1808, in spite of the shortage
of woodwhich made its appearancein that year.Theonly
known example of coke smelting-furnaces wasofferedby the
now world-famous Creusot works, which had started the new
methods in 1785 ; but the entire process went steadily backwardduring the revolutionaryera. I n 1796 the iron was so
bad that it could be used only for ballast ; in 1806 the orders
of cannonfor the Navy were taken away ; and the annual
production during the years 1809 t o 1812 rose to no more than
2,300 to 3,000 tons.Quiteparallel
was the case with the
revolutionarychangein
the production of malleable ironsmelting in Cort’s reverberatoryfurnace
or the puddling
process-which freed this second stage of iron-working from
dependence on charcoal. This
invention
was considerably
younger, it is true, as it dates from 1783 ; but even during the
eighties it had come into use in England and was at the time
of the Continental System widely employed in English ironworking. During the years 1802 and 1803 it had been searchingly studied by theSwede, Svedenstjerna, and theFrenchman,
Bonnard, working together.Here,
too, the Creusot works
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seem to have been the only ones of any importance, inasmuch
as a reverberatory furnace was started there in 1810, though
it is not clear whether this involved any useof coal fuel ; other
experiments with puddling were failures from the very start.
As regards the production of steel, thatisto
say,iron
with a large content of carbon, Huntsman-also in Englandhad found a solution of the problem of producingcast-steel
(crucible steel) about 1750,8a solution whichwas rapidly noised
abroad and twenty years later
was pretty generally adopted
in England. On the Continent this method seems to have been
introduced in 1808 by the Swiss manufacturer, J. C. Fischer,
whose establishment outside Schaffhausen became the object
of great attention ; and in 1812 the firm of Krupp wa6 founded
for thesamepurpose.Butintheterritories
of theFrench
empireonlyoneisolatedexample
of suchmanufactureis
known,andthat
was introduced by twoBelgiansin
LiAge,
incorporatedterritory.Finally,
the level attained was also
remarkably low in the engineeringtrade, which inEngland
was already enormously developed as compared with the precedingperiod.Therealpioneersinthisrespectwithin
the
French empire seem to have been two Scotsmen, father and
son, of theafterwardsfa,mousname
of Cockerill, who-also
in. LiZge, in 1807-laid the foundation of the Belgian engineering trade.l
Thus France proper and the most important parts
of the
empire, as regards the iron and iron-working industries, practically remained unaffected by the advances of the preceding
generation ; this fact stands out in comparison, not only with
England, but also with Germany, as well as Sweden, a country
which held fast to oldprocesses, but which even with them had
attained great eminence. Consequently, the economist Blanqui
was quite justified in saying towardthe close of the Restoration
that the advancesintheironindustryinFranceweremade
almost entirely after 1814. I n consequence of this the French
iron industry in 1814 was quite defenceless in face of foreign
1 Besidestheabove-named
works, cf. a petitionpresented by Cort’s son in
1812 (Hansard, vol. xxi, pp. 329 et sq.) ; Beck, Geecitichte des Eisena (Bramchweig,
1897). VOl. III, pp. 692 8 q . , 1089 et S q . ; VOl. N (1899), pp. 165 d 8 q . cf. ab0
AUgemeine Deutsche Biographie, 9.0. J. C. Fischer.
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competitors, who were stated to sell at 3 0 4 per cent. under
French prices ; the blockade hadhad nomore stimulating
effect than that a 50 per cent. customs duty was necessary to
keep the industry going.
The total impression we get in these essential industries,
therefore, may be summarizedsomewhat as follows : The
effect of the Continental System was primarily to exclude at
least the industry of the French empire fromBritish influences ;
and under the conditions then prevailing these influences were
indispensableforevery
country desirous of participating in
the fruits of the great economic revolution.

CHEMICALIXDUSTRY
There was onedepartment, however, in whichthe superiority
and pioneering workof French industry were plainlyto be seen ;
and that department is at the same time one where we have
an opportunity to study the positive side of the Continental
System, the side that promoted progress. This is the chemical
industry, or, to put it better, all processes where the results of
chemical studies could benefit pr0duction.l
The fact that the course of development took this direction
in France rather than elsewhere, it is true, was fundamentally
due to something quite different from politics, namely, the fact
that Lavoisier, through hiswork
during the two decades
immediatelypreceding the French Revolution, had laid the
foundation of the whole of modern chemistry and had made
it immediatelyapplicable to a number of practical tasks.
Moreover, he had had a number of eminent pupils whose work,
t o a stillhigherdegree,wasdirectlybeneficial
to industry ;
their results, too, were to a large extent apparent before or
aboutthe outbreak of the Revolution,when
the external
pressure had not yet begun to make itself felt. In certain cases,
also, theyhad becomeeconomicallyusablebefore
the Con1 Cf.the brilliant sketch by Professor Arthur Binz, Urapung und Ent2oickelung
der c h i s & Indwtrie (a lecture delivered at the Berliner HanaXshbchule in
1910). His statement aa to the development of artificial s& (p. 7 note 2) cannot,
however, be brought into accord with the facts ; and the w e of chlorine bleaching
is older than one might infer from his words (p. 10 note 7).
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tinentalSystemandconsequentlyhadgreatimportancefor
industrial development during its sway. I n this connexion the
first place should be given to Berthollet’s theory, based on the
discovery of the Swede, Scheele, for the production of chlorine,
which became of very great importance for the whole of the
weavingindustry owing t o the fact that as earlyas 1785
chlorine bleaching took the place of sun bleaching. James Watt
almost immediately brought about the transferenceof the new
method to England, which undoubtedly here followed in the
wake of French progress instead of taking the lead. Another
chemical method of still more central importance-which also
had come into use during the years before the outbreak of the
Revolution-was the production of sulphuricacid,
which
became the starting-point for a whole series of other branches
of production,
I n this connexion, however, it is evidently not the chemical
advances of this kind that possess the greatest interest, but
rather such as were firsthelped ontheirwaybythegreat
self-blockade, the importance of which for the process of
development was-if the expression may be allowed-maieutic.
It may be laiddown as a general rule, indeed,that theeconomic
service rendered by a war or by a blockade consists mainly in
breakingdown the barriers which impedethe use of new
inventionsratherthanin
evokingthose new inventionsor
discoveriesthemselves. So far the dictum to the
effect that
‘ necessity is the mother of invention ’ would hit the point
better if it were rephrased ‘ necessity is the nurse of invention ’.
I n a warsituation,indeed,public
feeling is so unnerved, as
a rule, that thereis seldom sufficient calm for profound scientific
work ; and even if there were calm, time is lacking, for everything has to be done on the spur of the moment, and science
seldom allows herself to be commandeered. What is done in
war andin case of blockade, therefore,is rather toseize violently
upon inventions which have been already or almost completed
-that is, in a purelytechnical sense-but which have previously been devoid of economic importance. When a country
is suddenly cutoff from the old sources of supply, processes that
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previously lacked economic importance may become the best or
even the onlyexpedient.This
is largely the explanation of
the ' development of the great industrial marvels ', of which
Chaptal and othersof that period speak. Afterwards, when the
exceptional situation disappeared, the marvels also vanished,
for theyhad
donetheir work. They fell backunder
the
threshold of consciousness, so to speak, and became once more
potential instead of actual ; and this is the only proper thing,
if we wish to keep the economic position of the people at its
highest level. I n this way is explained without difficulty the
general ddbhle which overwhelmed the industrial creations of
the Napoleonic age at the dawn of peace. I n certain happy
cases, however, the blockade has givenri.se to a new production
that has only needed such a help to strike root ; and in those
cases it has really carried economic development onward and
proved itself a genuine protectress.
In thesphere of chemical industry proper the great example
here is the production of soda from sea salt. This discovery
had been made by Leblanc as early as some time about 1789statements as t o the year vary somewhat, as is usually, and
quitenaturally,
the case in thematter of inventions and
discoveries. The efforts of thegreatFrench
chemistduring
the whole of the revolutionary age to make his work bear fruit
had come completely to grief, however, andhe was ruined
several yearsbefore his death in1806. Then camethe severance
of intercoursewithSpain,
whence soda had previously been
obtained, and this gave a hitherto undreamt of importance to
the production of soda, whichnow proved itself t o be, even
economically, thoroughly justified, inasmuch as it was developed
to such an extent that theprice could be reduced from 80-100
francs to 10 francs per 100 k g s . A similar developmentattended
the manufacture of another product, which in the fullness of
time was one day t o become the basic material for a substitute
of Leblancsoda,namely,ammonia
; and the production of
alum and camphorby
chemical methodsmayperhapsbe
mentioned here, and possibly, too, the advances made in the
important production of nitric acid.
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These fundamental discoveriesledafterwards
to a great
manyothers, as has alwaysbeen the case in the sphere of
chemistry, owing tothe many different products thatare
obtainedbyasynthesis.
But it would fall far beyond the
writer's competence t o give a detailed account of all this, Yet
onemight venture the assertion thatthe Frenchchemical
industry during this period,on the basis of the h s t great
advances of modern chemistry, went through, and caused the
world to go through,adevelopment
of somewhat the same
kind as did the chemical industry of Germany after 1870,
chiefly on the basis of the derivatives of coal-tar. To mention
onlyone or twomoreexamples, the supply of sodaformed
the foundation for the manufacture of soap, while the hydrochloric acid obtained as a by-product of sea salt in recovering
sodabecame, initsturn,the
basisfor the manufacture of
chlorine, Of specialimportancealso in the development of
the textile industry were the newpossibilities in the manufacture of dyes and the printing of them on different kinds of
material, which were brought about by the increased knowledge
of chemistry. Most famous in theformer respectwas the manufacture of ' Berlin blue '-also called ' Raymond blue ', after
its inventor-and the use of ' Adrianople red' in calicoprinting, where a memberof the famous textile h m of Koechlin
(Miilhausen)madeadvances in 1810 and 1811 which far exceeded what had been achieved in England,

SUBSTITUTES
FOR COLONIALGOODS
The question of the dye industry led one naturally to the
problem of finding substitutes for the more or less inaccessible,
and alwayscondemned,colonialgoods.
It was quite natural
that thework ofthe French government and itsorgans, perhaps
Chaptal above all, should be directed primarily to this point.
That measures were urgently needed here with regard
to
dyeing substances can be deduced from the great rise in prices,
which, at least at Leipzig,wassometimesmoremarked
than
for raw cotton : for indigo the price was ordinarily twice as
h h , but sometimeseven three,four,orfivetimes
as high,
1569.43
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whilefor cochineal, dyewood andother dyes the price was
usually doubled.1By
farthe most important dyeing substances were the two first-named : indigo and cochineal. As
a matter of fact, this was no great novelty in either case, for
people had long used two native dyeing plants, woad (Isatis
tinctoria) and madder (Rubia tinctorum), for the production
of blue and red, respectively, but it was now regarded as a great
advance thatthe chemists had been able to establish the
presence of the same dyeing substance, indigo, in woad as existedinIndianand
Arnerican indigofera. Expectations,particularly as to the domestic production of indigo, were raised
extremely high. People expected to he forever independent
of the colonial product, and even as late as1818, that is to say,
after the Restoration, Chaptal cherished the hope that France,
by means of her domestic production of indigo, would even get
an export article that might compensate her for the profitable
trade in colonialgoods that she had lost when in 1814 and
1815 she had had to sacrifice the greater part of her colonial
empire. I n reality, however, the results were very small, and
they had no importance whatever for the future. T h e cultivation of 32,000hectares with woad had been prescribed ; Indian
indigo had been declared an English product and its importation had consequently been forbidden ; three imperial indigo
factories had been founded and prizes had been awarded to
private individuals ; but evea as late as 1813 the output came
to only 6,000 kgs., apart, from 500 k g s , of Indian indigo (called
‘ani1indigo ’) from an Italianplantation. Only one single factory
survived 1814 ; and thewhole episode vanished withoutleaving
any traces behind. As is well known, it is by synthetic methods
that substitutes havebeen found inour own day for the natural
dyeing substances, indigo and alisarin (the dyeing substance
contained in madder) ; and during the recent war the reverse
strateof things prevailed to such an extent that Great Britain
had sometimes to fallbackon
natural indigo totakethe
place of the unobtainable synthetic indigo from Germany.
Withregard to the other colonialgoods, the substitutes
1

Figurea given in Konig, op. cit., p. 224.
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for coffee and tobacco offer us no interest other than that which

'.

lies in ' ldoking into one's own windows
Among coffee substitutes were included chicory, dried carrots, acorns, sunflower
seeds, and sugar beets ; as substitutes for tobacco were used
leaves of gooseberries andchestnutsand
milfoil (Achillea
millefolium) ; and the scope of the production of Europe as
a whole isillustratedbythefactthatDenmarkalonehad
seventeen factories for making coffee substitutes.1
BEET SUGARINDUSTRY
Butthegreatexampleindicatingtheimportance
of the
Continental System f o r industrial development that is usually
cited is the mamfacture of beet sugar ; and there certainly is
a kernel of truth in this, if one only recalls what was said above
regarding the character of the effects distinctive of such times.
The fact is that it is far from true that the possibility
of
obtainingsugarfrombeets
was a noveltydatingfrom
the
time of the ContinentalSystem. As earlyastheyear
174'7,
the German chemist Marggraf, of Berlin, had discovered that
sugar beets contained the same substance as sugar cane; and
fromthe close of the eighteenthcenturyanotherGerman
chemist, Achard, had worked incessantlyon experiments in the
production of beetsugar. I n a raw-sugar factory located on
his Silesian estate,Kunern,Achardhadeven
succeeded in
producing sugar and had published his results in
1809 ; but
no manufacture of importance had arisen in consequence of all
this.Achard'sfateexhibits
a greatresemblancetothat
of
Leblanc someten yearsearlier,in spite of the fact that a domestic
production of sugar had also been the subject of investigation
in France, through a committee appointed by the Iristit& de
France in 1800. Thus the matter was technically in a fairly
advanced state, though it served no economic purpose as long
as it was possible to procure colonial sugar under something
like the old conditions. When those conditions
were changed,
1 Besidesthe works mentioned et the beginning of thischapter, cf. also de
arenville, Le syst2me continental, &c.,pp. 306 et seq. ; Vogel, Die Ham"&te, &x.,
JOG. Cit., p. 35 ; Rubin, 1807-1814, &c., p. 436.
u2
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therefore, it is not a t all surprising that advantage was taken
of the theoretical results already attained; on the contrary,
there is more reason to be astonished that there was so long
a delay before it was determined to replace colonial sugar in
this way. Before thatthe shortage of sugar hadhadtime
to make itself very perceptible. At Leipzig the price of sugar
rose almost uninterruptedly until 1813, when it was approximately three and one-half times the amount it had been seven
years earlier ; and in Paris the price rose first (1810) to four
francs per livre, and later (1819) to six francs, or approximately
eight and twelve francs, respectively, per kg.Meanwhile, the
London quotations for even the best qualities of sugar during
1812 corresponded t o between 1.35 and 2 francs per kg., that
is to say, from one-fourth to one-ninth of the French price.l; ,'
Naturally enough, therefore, people had a t a much earlier
date begun to search the Continent for a substitute, and there
was scarcely any substancecontaining sugar that was not
employed before they came to the beet. Honey, whey, chestnuts, pears, apples, maize, maple, potatoes, figs, cherries,
plums,sea-weed, and finally grapes were tried.Grape sugar
was the first stage, and as much as 2,000,000 kgs. were manufactured in the years 1810-11 and given a bounty ; but this
syrup, which was black and did not crystallize, was repulsive
and had an unpleasant odour.
At this time, however, the cultivation of sugar beets had
already been started, and the manufacture of beet sugar had
begun a t several places, especially a t Passy by the firm of
Delessert. It is only natural that enthusiasm was great when
the resultappeared ; and it was alleged, assuredly for that
time with great exaggeration, that the product could not be
distinguished from cane sugar. There followed a visit (dramatically described by Chaptal in his Memoirs) by Napoleon to
Delessert, who was decorated by the Emperor andregarded as
a pioneer. The imperialadministrationtook
thematterin
1 Calculated from figures given in Kiinig, op. cit., p. 226. See also Levaseem,
Hisfoire a h dU48.54 0um"3res,&o., de I789 d I870, vol. I, p. 475 ; Tooke, 9.cit.,
vol. II, p. 414.
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hand, in accordancewith its usualmethods,bymeans
of
measures which ran exactly parallel with the treatment of the
manufacture of indigo, and which followed one another in rapid
succession. A prohibition was established on
the importation
of colonialsugar, and it wasordered that beetsshould be
cultivated first on 32,000 hectares and afterwards on 100,000
hectares, which order, it istrue,wasnevercarriedout.
It
was ordered further that there should be four imperial sugar
factories, and a special onein Rambouillet. There is no question
that this gave rise to a lively development of both the culture
of sugar beets and the manufacture of sugar, not least among
the German-speaking people residing %thin and without the
borders of the empire, and experimentally as far northas
Denmark.And
Napoleon’s organsmade all that couldbe
made of this success in the work of becoming independent of
the supply by sea. Thus the home secretary, in his survey of
the condition of the empire submitted to theCorps Zkgislatij in
February 1813, stated how it had seemed an .impossibility to
find anythingtoreplacesugar,
indigo,cochineal,soda,
‘and
cotton ; but ‘ we have exercised a strong will, and theimpossible
has been accomplished through our efforts
From the year
1813 onward,heheldoutprospects
of amanufacture
of
7,000,000 livres (nearly3,500,000 kgs.) of sugar in 334 factories,
which were stated to be ‘ almost all ’ at work ; and this he
considered to correspond to at least half of the demand, which
had diminished greatly owing to the rise
of price.
. As usual, therealitywassomewhat
lessbrilliant. According to the home secretary’s own report to Napoleon later in
the year, it turned out that, owing t o ignorance and unfavourable weather, they had only got
1,100,000 kgs. of sugar and
that of the 334 licences issued only 158 had been actually
used ; and if one may believe a statement made bythe directorgeneral of manufactures andtradesimmediatelyafterthe
Restoration, the
quality
of the sugar
placed
on
themarket
was so bad that it had created a prejudice against the home
product. As a matter of fact, the retrograde tendency began
as early as that same year (1813), and afterwards the fall of

’.
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the empire drew with it the decline of the industry, so that
not a single one of the sugar factories held its own. But after
only two years two new factories were started, one of them by
Chaptal on his estate at Chanteloup. A high duty on colonial
sugar set the manufacture of beet sugar on its feet toward the
close of the 'twenties, so that the contribution of the Continental System on this pointturned out to bear fruit after the
lapse of adecade and a half. Thus the sugar beetindustry
stands, by the side of the Leblanc soda, as an evidence that
a blockade may, in certain cases, remove some of the obstacles
that stand in the way of an important economic development.

CHAPTER I11
EFFECTS ON THE REST OF THE CONTINENT
FRENCH
POLICY
OF INTERESTS
THEstrain of egoism in Napoleon’s policy is a well-known
and abundantly proved side af the Continental System, which
naturallyweakensthesympathyusuallyshownbyGerman
writers :for the fundamentalidea of the plan to exclude England
from the C0ntinent.l The pretended object 2 of combining the
Continent of Europeintoan
economic unitagainstGreat
Britaindidnot,
it is true,altogetherlackchampions.The
fairlyobvious and undeniablyimportantidea
of developing
the Confederation of the Rhine (whichembracedthe whole
of Germany,withtheexception
of the possessions of Austria,
Prussia, Sweden, and Denmark, andwhose creator and powerful
protector Napoleon was) into a customs union, which, incidentally, would have been an antecedent of the German Zollverein
of 1833, was put forward by Beugnot, the
‘ imperial commissary’
or supremehead of the local administrationintheGrandDuchy of Berg, ontwoorthreedifferent
occasions ; it also
1 The

best general survey
is contained in Darmstadter,Studien zur nupoleonischen
et seq. Frenchcommercial
statistics are given in the earlier section, vol. II, p. 566 note 1. Cy. also Schmidt,
Le Grand-duchi de Berg, pp.342,413 et aeq., 420, app. C (Champagny’s report of
Aug. 5,1807) ; Tarle, Deutsch-franziisische I~rjrtsc~~sbeziehungen,
loc. cit., pp.699
et seq., 725 ; Tarle, Kontinental’naja blokm’a, vol. I, 119,570,app. XIV (reports
of French spies), app.XIX (petition from Leyden); de CBrenviUe, op. cit., pp. 141-2,
155,174 et seq., 255 et seq. ; Rambaud, op. cit., p.440note3 ; Konig, q.oit.,
pp. 267,289 ; Kiewning, Lippe und Napoleons Kondinentalsperre gegen den britischen
Handel, in Mitteilungen a w der Lippisctben Geschichte und Lande&unde (Detmold,
1908), vol. VI, pp. 161 et eeq. ; Letters to Fouche and Eugene (Corregpondance de
NapoZion l e r , nos,15,874,16,824).TheNorthSeacoast
from a customs point
of view : Bulletin des lois, &x,. 4th ser., bull. 299, no. 5724 ; bull. 397, no. 7340 ;
Zeyss, op. cit., pp. 129-30,261 et seq. (Report of the KrefeldChamber of Com.
merce); Vogel, op. cit., pp.47-8 ; SchLfer, Bremen und die KontinentaEsperre, loc.
cit., vol. xx (1914),p. 428.
2 See ailfe, p. 53.
Wirtschftspditik. koc. cit. (1905), vol. m, pp.113
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had a spokesman in Bacher, Napoleon’s minister to the Confederation of the Rhine a t Frankfurt ; but it was not in the
least degree this spirit that prevailed in Paris. In the late
summer of 1807 Napoleon charged Champagny, who was just
then passing from the Home Office to the Foreign Office, with
the task of determining what the princes of the Confederation
of the Rhine wished for their trade, and what measures should
be taken to secure a market for French industrial products
intheirterritories.
It was assuredly in accordance with the
Emperor’s intention that the second question was the one that
Champagny in ‘reality answered, and in doing so he followed
the significant line that it was necessary to prevent the now
consolidated German states from throwing obstacles inthe
way of French sales and particularly the transport of French
goods across Germany, obstacles which had beenimpossible
at the time when the states were small and divided. In accordance with this idea, Napoleon maintained a whole swarm of
commercialspies all over Germany, and thesemadereports
on the smuggling of English and continental goods and on the
capacity of French manufacturers to beat foreign competitors ;
and toa large extent it was on the strengthof such information
that Napoleon later directed his measures against sales in other
countries.
A celebratedillustration of the way in whichNapoleon
in reality regarded his political mission in this department is
contained in a letter which he dispatched from Schonbrunn to
Fouch6 (acting home secretary at the time) after his victory
over Austria in 1809 (September 27). In that letter themaster
empties the vials of his wrath over the commercial department
of the French Home Office :
If the department had doneits dut.y, it would have taken advantage
of my march into Vienna to encourage merchants and manufacturers
to export their clot.h, pottery, and other goods which pay considerable
duties in Austria, cloth alone paying 60 per cent. I should, as a matter
of course, have released them from these dues and filled the warehouses
of Vienna chock-full of French goods. But that department thinks of
nothing and does nothing.
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Accordingly, it was not to exclude England, but to make
a breach in the customs wall against French goods, that he

here wishedto make use of his victories ; and in full accordance
with this the French manufacturers just a week later tried
to bring about an export of fine French cloth to Vienna on
payment of a very insignificant duty, without any reciprocity
for Austrian goods in France.
But Napoleon’segoisticpolicywasmostclearly
framed
with regard to the Kingdom of Italy (North Italy), which he
was anxious to transform entirely into an economic dependency
of France. Hermetically sealed to the sales of the industrial
products of all other countries, it was open to receive French
goods andto provide France with needed raw materials
(chieflysilk), but without any corresponding right to derive
advantages from the French market ; finally, it was designed
as a barrier to prevent goods from the competitors of France
from penetrating into Naples, Sardinia, and South Europe in
general. Owing to the fact that Italy for hundreds and even
thousands of years had beeneconomicallyconnected
with
Switzerland and Germany by close commercial ties, this policy
involved a severe dislocation of the industrial life of these last
two countries and compelled them to have recourse to other
markets or to other branches of activity. Napoleon has never
given his general principles relating to the treatmentjof allies
and subordinate non-French territories a more intensive
expression than in another famous letter which he addressed
on August 93,1810,to his faithful and reliable step-son, Eugdne
Beauharnais, who governed Italy in his name as Viceroy.
The fundamental idea of this letter appears in the following
extract, with Napoleon’s own highly significant italics :
My fundamental principle is, France first and foremost (la France
avant tout). You must never lose sight of the fact that if English trade
triumphs on the seas it is because the English are the strongest there.
It isreasonable, therefore, that as France is the strongest on l a d ,
French trade shouldalso triumph there. Otherwise all is lost. ,
Italy has France to thank for so much that she really should not mind
if France acquired some commercial advantages there. Therefore, take
as your motto : La France avant tout.

. .
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The beginning of this policy inItaly hasalready been
described,l and thecontinuation followed along the same lines.
The decree of the year 1806 was directed against Bohemian,
Saxon, Swiss, Bavarian, and Berg textile goods, and seems to
have hithardest.the Grand-Duchy of Berg. f i a t country,
which was at thattime nominally ruled by Napoleon’s brotherin-law, Joachim Murat, but in reality by the Emperor’s own
organs, managed to obtain an exemption for itself in January
1807 ; but asearly as December of the same year this exemption
was cancelled. Beginning with the following year its goods were
definitely excluded from the Italian market, while the exports
of Switzerland were hit particularly hard by an intensification,
introduced about the same time, of the decree of 1806, which
forbade all imports of cotton goods except from France. The
position of French goods in the Italian market was further
strengthened in 1808 by a curious Franco-Italian ‘ commercial
treaty ’ which Napoleon, in his capacity as autocratic ruler of
both countries, concluded with himself. Finally, this policy
culminated in 1810 in a triple regulation
which in the first
place extended the prohibition of imports from cotton goods’
to woollen goods, when they came from other countries than
France, in the secondplace supplemented the prohibition on
imports by a prohibition of transit,andinthethird
place
forbade the export of Italian raw silk except to Lyons, the
export of silkfrom Piedmont, whichwas incorporatedwith
France, having been forbidden as early as 1805. The explanation given for this (in the letter toEugene just cited) was that
it would otherwise go t o England, because Germany did not
manufacture silk ; butthisexplanation
ignored the fact,
well known to Napoleon, that Switzerland bothcarried on
a trade in Italianraw silk and also had a flourishing silk manufacture. Inthe Kingdom of Naples,whichwas
ruledfirst
by JosephBonaparte and afterwardsbyMurat,there
was
applied, under the hard pressure of Napoleon, a similar policy,
first .with preferential duties on French goods and afterwards
with a prohibition on the import of foreign goods.
See an&, -p. 86.
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As regards the states of the Confederation of the Rhine,
Xapoleonobservedconsiderably greater restraint ; and comparatively little is known as to violations of their right of selfdetermination, despite Champagny’s proposals just mentioned.
On the other hand, it is highly significant that not even the
territories incorporated with the empirein Napoleon’s own
time were thereby automatically placed on the same footing
as ‘the old departments ’. This was a weaknesswhich had,
as a rule, characterized the loosely combined states of the old
rkgime, not least France herself ; but in Napoleon’s strictly
centralized realm it did not mean any such looseness of structure, but something quite different.There,indeed,
it is an
expression of the fact that the territories were worked into the
empire in order to be shut out from British supplies, and at
the same time werenot to bemore than proselytes of the
gate ; that is to say, they were to be left without participation
in the advantages of the French market. This policy, which has
not yet beenmade the subject of specialinvestigation,was
applied, for instance, as against Holland and ‘ the Hanseatic
departments,’ in such a way that French goodscould be
conveyed to theincorporated territories without letor hindrance
in the same way as to theother parts of the empire ; but goods
from there, on the other hand, were regarded as foreign when
they were conveyed to France. For Holland, it is true, it was
laid down inthe decree of incorporation thatthe customs
frontier with France should disappear as early as the beginning
of 1811, but this disappearance was repeatedly put off and seems
never to have been realized. It makes a peculiar impression,
for instance, t o hear of people from Leyden, in 1811, and from
Osnabruck, in 1812, praying for free intercourse with
the empire,
although both placesbelonged to the territories incorporated
in 1810 ; and the same was the case with the Hanse Towns.
The whole of this egoistical system probably had an even
more irritating than economically injurious effect on the other
countries becauseit ran counter to themost cherished economic
sentiments of the natural man as to the advantages of exports
and the disadvantages of imports. Moreover, it did not even
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have the redeeming feature of providing the export goods of
France with the dominant position that was its sole object and
ruimn #&re. To a considerable extent this was due to thefundamental character of the Continental System, with its tendency
to make the supply of raw materials enormously dear and difficult ; for, as the figures already given show very clearly, this
hit France the hardest, because smuggling by sea was checked
more effectually there than farther to the north, while goods
smuggled by land had
to be filtered through many customs
frontiers before they reached France. But it was further aided
by thefact that French industrywas marked by the production
of luxuries, which rendered sales extremely difficult, especially
toward the close of the period, when the burden of the endless
wars, both bloody and bloodless, on the whole of Europe was
pressing withincreasing weight. Finally, there was thefact
that France could not by any violent measures overcome the
circumstance that herindustrieshad
not made so much
progress as those of certainothercountries..
In Italy, it is
true, these factors made themselves felt
to a less extent, for
the industries of that country did not really appear as competitors ; and the blockade towards the north would seem to have
hadacertain
degree of efficacy. At anyrate, the available
flgures for the Kingdom of Italy show that Franco-Italian
commerce increased many times over, so that about half the
foreign trade, including both imports and exports, fell to the
exchange of commodities with France ; and from Naples also
there could beascertainedarise
inimports fromFrance.
On the other hand, this implies no increase in the exports of
France on the whole. Only one year during the period of the
empire (1806), according tothe official returns, could show
@yes
as high as those of the last years of the anckien. rkgim,
despite the huge annexations of important industrial regions
that had taken place since then ; and, as has already
been
mentioned, the export of woollens had declined. It is particularly striking how poor a showing France made in competition
with her continental rivals in the German market. It is fairly
obvious, and also confirmed by the sources, that the obstacles
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whichNapoleonplaced
in the way of the exports of those
countries to the south of Europe must have helped to further
their penetration into other markets, where they entered into
competition withFrance. Thus the Swiss showedthemselves
a t a Leipzig fair for the first time at Easter, 1808, after the
closing of the frontier toward Italy had been made more strict
at theend of 1807 ; and their sales of muslins were forced anew
on that marketafter the still stricter embargo of 1810. In
that case it is evident that Iittle had been gained froma French
point of view, even though injury was inflicted on the trade
of the other countries as a result of its being diverted from its
natural course.
The reports of the French commercialspiescompletely
agree with the statements found in German and Swiss sources
as tothe difficultyfor France to compete with the other
countries. Thus from Switzerland we learn that French
competition was unimportant in Germany, except for silk ;
from Bohemia, that French goods couldnot compete ; and from
Frankfurt, that French goods were the least important of all.
The French reports usually sought an explanation of the fact
that German and Swiss goods had the upper hand in various
accidental circumstances,such as greater proximity tothe
place of production, simpler qualities, greater ease in obtaining
raw materials, &c. But some,on the other hand, are more
frank. Thus the report from Darmstadt runs : ‘ The cashmere
and ccjtton factories of Saxony and Switzerland injure our
trade in Germany, where they find great sales and are much
in request under the name of English wares, the appearance of
which they imitate.’ And in the autumn of 1810 one of the
French commercialspiesmade a statement which,from the
standpoint of Napoleon’segoisticpolicy,
must be regarded
as a condemnation of the entire Continental System : Their
competition ‘ is perhaps at the present moment moredangerous
for France and Italy than that of the English manufacturers,
because they dispute the Continent with us
Thus, despite
the bestwill in the world and despite unlimitedpowers to
reserve for France what had become free through the blockade

’.
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against England, Napoleon had scarcely succeededin obtaining
any increased sales for French export industries. As a measure
to promote exports in the interest of France,therefore, the
ContinentalSystemcannot
be regarded as havingachieved
any great results.
We must now examinesomewhatmoreclosely
how the
economic lifeof certain other continental countries, and particub
larly their manufactures,wasaffectedby
the Continental
System ; and in this matter,especially with regardt o the general
effect, it seemsproper to limitourselves to a few typical
examples.
SAXONY

Of allmanufacturingcountrieson
the Continent there
is scarcelyonewhichdeveloped
so powerfullyunder
the
ContinentalSystem as Saxony.Various
factors contributed
to this. To beginwith,Saxony
lay at somedistancefrom
France and was governed bya native prince in whom Napoleon
had confidence. A powerful French interest further demanded
that itseconomic life should be spared from violent dislocations
and gallingrestrictions,because the LeipzigFair,which has
seldom had in its long history so much importance as during
the Napoleonic wars, demanded a certain liberty of movement
for its existence, and that existence was of great importance
to French exports, the directconnexions of whichseldom
extended farther to the east than Leipzig.Underthesecircumstances it was natural that Napoleon should take care not
t o exercise there the continual intervention that fell to the
lot of his vassal states that bordered on France, On the other
hand, Saxony had an excellent situation for connexions both
with the North Sea and with the Baltic, and also, before the
incorporation of Trieste, with the Mediterranean, and it was
thereforelessaffected
than mostcountriesby
the changed
directions of maritime trade. Even though the Leipzig Fair,
owing to this change, diminishedin importance during the last
years of the Continental System, yet the supply of cotton for
the country’s own requirements was even then, as far as one
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canjudge,sufficient ; and in any case it wasincomparably
better than in France, as isvery clearly shown bythe foregoing
tables illustrating the prices of c0tton.l
Saxony was already at this time a manufacturing country
with a many-sided development, both as regards the majority
of textile industries-cotton, wool,linen-andiron-working.
But so far as I know, it is the history of the cotton industry
under the Continental System that has been subjected to the
mostthoroughinvestigation.
This has beendoneespecially
in the work that has so often been cited in these pages, namely,
Konig's Die Slichsische Baumwolknindustrie am Ende des
vorigen Jahrhunderts und wahrend der Kotttinentalsperre (1899),
which on the whole would seem to be the most useful of the
existing monographs on the industrialconditions of this period.
In general, this one-sidedness in the literature very well
corresponds to the reality, for it is in the sphere of the cotton
industry that onereally has to expect the workings of the
Continental System in Saxony.
The Saxon cotton industry, which had a long history behind
it, had not become the object of British competition until the
seventeen-seventies, after the inventions inthe
spinning
industry, principally as regards the fine goods (muslins) that
were manufactured in Voigtland inthe south of Saxony,
mainly in Plauen. Tne competition had beenmet bythe
imitation of the British goods, but for this purpose the Saxon
yarn was too coarse; and this brought about the admission
of British yarn for the muslinfactories shortly after 1790.
But even thenthere wasnomore
than a short breathing
space, for beforethe close of the century the British competition
was regarded as overwhelming, even in the matter of muslins.
The second main division of Saxon cottons, the coarser calicoes
intended for *printing, whichwereproducedon
the northern
slope of the Erzgebirge, centering in Chemnitz, held out somewhat longer. That too was basedon British yarn as warp,
but it also went under immediately before the introduction of'
the Continental System.
See ante, pp. 274, 276.
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What made it possible to check this development under
the Continental System, however, was not only the fact that
Saxony was an old home of the cotton industry,
which was only
gradually disturbed inits position, but also two other important
facts. One wasthat what had been revolutionized in theBritish
cottontrade at thistime
was really only spinning, while
the power-loom was still only in its infancy. The beginning of
the Continental System was simultaneous with the well-known
and peculiar phase of -the British industrial revolution
when the
hand-weavers, who were later reduced to abysmal misery, had
brilliant incomes owing to the scarcity of workers t o weave the
increased quantities of yarn produced by spinning-machines.
No doubt the economic organization of British weaving also
had been changed under the pressure of the great spinning. mills, and the technique of weaving had also been improved
in Great Britain. But for a country whichwas able to bring
its own spinning industryintoapproximateequalitywith
the British spinning industry, there was still some possibility
of holding out against British competition ; and we here come
to the second factthat made possible a restoration of the
Saxon cottonindustry when the ContinentalSystem placed
difficulties in the way of theimportation of Britishcotton.
This second fact was that the spinning-machinery had already
obtaineda firm footing in the country before the blockade
rendered difficult the importation of British machines and
British operators. Hargreaves’s spinning-jenny, which was only
a multiple spinning-wheel and therefore did not put an end
to, but rather supported, home industry, had already reached
Saxony in the seventeen-eighties, and there were thousands of
machines there before the Continental System. But of far
greater significance wasthe fact that in the
year 1801, in consequence of the importations of Britishoperators,twogreat
spinningmills were started in Chemnitz, one with Crompton’s
mule andthe
other
with
Arkwright’s water-frame. This
created the possibility of producing both long and fine thread,
though not by any means so fine as the British thread (muletwist up tono. 70 and water-twist up tono. 36), and, ingeneral,
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of keeping pace with the development of British technique.

It was really only the mule-spindles that obtained a firm footing
during the period of the Continental System; while waterframes nevercame into commonuse,
and jennies almost
completely disappeared, the number of mule-spindles increasing
steadily from 13,200 in 1806 to 255,900 in 1813 (of which in
the half-year betweenMichaelmas 1811 andEaster
1812,
there was a rise'from 132,000 to 210,150,an increase of 59 per
cent.). The development of machine spinning suffered a slight
check at the collapse of the Continental System in 1813-14;
but on the whole the results attained in this matter seem to
have held their ground. Alongside this, moreover, there arose
8 special and comprehensive industry for the manufacture
of spinning-machinery, distributed over some dozen workshops,
of which the most technically advanced, though not the largest,
was under the management of the British mechanic who had
fitted up the first mule spinning-mill in 1801.
Thus it is fairly clear what causes made it possible for the
Continental System to check the decline in the Saxon textile
industries. Despite their importance, the period did not bring
any general quantitative increase in production.According
to Konig'scalculations,which
are basedon the year 1805
when the effects of British competition had already appeared
all along the line, there was only one year (1810)that exhibited
higherfigures (an increase of 25 per cent.) thanthe year
taken as the basis,while the figures of the other years and
average werelower.
The course of developmentshowed a
decline for the. muslin industry, which was dependent on the
almost unobtainable high numbers of yarn. Thatindustry
partly passed to Switzerland, and partly lost through British
competition its most important remaining market, Turkey.
On the other hand, there was an increase of nearly 44)per cent.
for unprinted calicoes, so that thecotton industry of Voigtland,
and consequently of Saxony as a whole, passed more and more
tothe production of calicoes. In a somewhatsimilar way
calico-printing grew, and the results were so satisfactory that
the British could sell nothmg whatever when, after Napoleon's
1560.48
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fall, they firstshowedthemselvesopenly
at the Michaelmas
Fair at Leipzig in 1814.
In spite of all this-and here isperhaps the point that
presents the greatest interest-the Saxon cotton industry, like
the correspondent French one, had not been in a position to
keeppacewith
the technicaldevelopment of Great Britain
during t,he period of the blockade, There were practically no
steam spinning-mills, but somewhatmore than half of the
spinning-millsweredrivenbywater-power
andthe rest by
animal-power or hand-power. Far more important, howeverfor the former was evidently mainly due to a good supply of
natural power-is the fact that cylinder-printing did not come
into use duringthe period, but calico-printingwas still performed
by the extremely slow hand method.Consequently, it took
the British only three or four years (1817) to get the better of
the Saxoncalico industry ; and undertheinfluence
of this
competition the transition to machine-printing, which it had
not beenpossible,or,morecorrectly,necessary,
to adopt
during the longperiod of blockade,tookplacein
1820. All”though the Continental System had a very strong stimulating
effect on industrial development in many directions, therefore,
yet it had not built up industry so firmly as to prevent a relapse
for some years after the close of the blockade ; and this was
due to the incapacity of protection to provide for the adoption
of the technical advances that had not been introduced before
the beginning of the blockade.
SWITZERLAND
While the industrial development of Saxony, on the whole,
-was stimulated by the Continental System, in certain regions
in Switzerland the result was quite the opposite, the situation
there being f a r more complicated. And what is now to be said
about Switzerland applies also in large measure t o the Black
Forest and, peculiarly enough, to Geneva as well, though the
latter was incorporated with France.1 In the Swiss and Baden
1 De Cg,,nviUe, Le ay&m cantine&,
&e. ; Chepuimt, Le commerce et rindwtrie
d Gedve, &e. ; Geering, op. cit. ; Cothein, Wirtsch@geachichte des Schwrzwaldes
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regions (with the exception of one single branch of production)
there was a violentdecline inthe previouslywell-marked
industrialdevelopment and a distress which was widespread,
and, in certain districts, frightful.
Nevertheless, it is a great
mistake to regard the blockade as the sole cause o€ this devastating backward movement. The character
of Swiss industry
made it peculiarly susceptibleboth to the revolutionary
influence
of the great inventions and to the changes undergone by the
general economic position of Europe toward the close of the
Napoleonic wars.
About 1770 Switzerland was the pioneer countryinthe
Europeancottonindustry,withbothspinningand
weaving
highly developed under the forms of home industry, for which
the country was uniquelyadapted.Shortlyafterwards
the
machine-spun British yarn beganto penetrate into the country,
but this development was checked by the obstacles which the
course of the French Revolution
placed inthe way of intercourse
with England. Also, when Napoleon began to close the land
frontiers more and more tightly a
new change took place in
thesituation.Theimportation
of rawmaterials for allthe
Swiss textile industries-cotton,flax,hemp,
raw silk-was
rendered difficult, while the calico-printingworks of Geneva, on
the contrary, suffered through being placed within the French
customs frontier and thereby being shut off from the supply
of unprintedcottonfromSwitzerland.Theseverance
of the
many ties that connected Switzerland with all the bordering
countries was thusprimarily responsiblefor
the confusion
that prevailedduring the first five years of the nineteenth
century. The earlier years of the Continental System brought
about, as we already know, the closing of the Italian market,
but, on the other hand, they led to what were sometimes great
sales inGermany. We aretoldthat
at theEaster Fair at
Frankfurt, in 1809, the Swiss completely dominated the market.
They left the townafter having sold their stocks, but furnished
themselvesanew andhadanequally
sweeping success with
und der angrenzenden La?ulscidafm (Straseburg,
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their new supplies and at equally good prices. Until this time
Switzerland had had no very great difficulty in providing
herself with raw cotton or even with British yarn, especially
because the important port of Trieste was still open. It is true
that a shortage of Brazilian cotton had made itself felt, but this
had been partly replaced by North American cotton.
What really caused suffering during this period was not the
general state of the trade, but the hopeless struggle that handspinning was carrying on against machine-spinning, hastened,
as it was, by the importation of yarn and also by the increasing
necessity to fall back on the short-stapled Levantine cotton ;
for this quality did not admit of the spinning of b e numbers
of yarn, whichotherwise constituted the onlychance left to
hand-spinning. The misery of the Swiss hand-spinners would
seem, as regards the range of the injury, to surpass considerably
what we know of the correspondingeffects of the industrial
revolution in Great Britain. But it is in the very nature of the
case that we here have to deal with sacrifices for what cannot
possibly be looked upon as anything but lasting material progress. The definitive introduction of machine-spinning went on
in Switzerland, as in Saxony, under the protection of the Continental System, but on a foundation which had been laid beforehand in both countries-in the year 1801. In Switzerland, in
much the same way as inSaxony, the new branch of production
had been in the way of falling a victim to British competition ;
but it was saved and POW developed itself, partly under Saxon
influence, by means of a spinning-machineindustry. The lastnamed industry gradually became independent, and acquired
a great reputation, like machine-spinning itself. It maintained
its prosperity, not only under the Continental System, but also
afterits fall, though it suffered a momentary dislocation.
Probably the manufacture of spinning-machinery in its turn
is connected wit'h the manufacture of cast or crucible steel at
Schaffhausen, and possibly also with the general development
of the engineering industry in Switzerland that has played an
important part in the economic history of the country during
the nineteenth century.
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However, Napoleon, the ‘ mediator ’ of the Swiss Confederation, undeniably had an eye on its industry ; and there was
no comparison between hisruthless and continuous intervention
in Switzerland and his relativelymildtreatment
of Saxony.
This fact explains many of the dissimilarities in the’consequent
evolution of the two countries. The Emperor never
neglected
an opportunity to make Switzerland, a dangerous competitor
that was politically powerless, feel the whole weight of the
measures both of the Italian and of the French governments ;
and the states of the Confederation of the Rhine,especially
Bavaria, were not slow to follow suit. I n 1809 occurred the
incorporation of Trieste, which was a hard blow for both the
imports and the sales of Switzerland ; but it was the years
1810-11 which, so far as external policy is concerned, gave the
decisive turn toevents. It was then that the lastmeasures were
taken in Italy which definitively shut off the south of Europe.
At the same time the Trianon tariff led both to repeated and
violentransackings of SwitzerlandforBritish
goods and to
prohibitionson thetransport of colonialgoods (cott.on) from
the states of the Confederation of the Rhine, and fmally also
to the decline both of the Frankfurt and the
Leipzig Fairs,
so that sales for the north were rendered difficult at the same
time that sales to the south were strangled. Nevertheless, we
do not form the impression that these external events were the
main cause of the almost all-embracing crisis which now broke
over the whole of Swiss economic life. Of the seriousness of
thisset-backthere
does notappearto
be anydoubt.
me
Landammann(President)summedupthesituationinApril
1812, inthedistressfulproposition
that ‘the industries of
Switzerland are now nearing their end ’ ; and a considerable
emigration took place, among other places, to the left bank of
the Rhine.
The fundamental cause of this hard blow seems rather to
have been the general distress which now spread over Europe,
and which struck Swiss industrywithparticularseverity
because mostof its branches were concerned withthe production
of luxuries. In the cotton industry this especially held good of

.i
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the manufacture of muslins and embroidered goods, in which

Switzerland and Baden had been beyond the reach of competition on the Continent and had suffered no inconvenience worth
mentioning from the Continental System. But it was just here
that a devastating crisis broke out which put an end forever t o
these branches of production in certain districts, and for the
moment practically everywhere. To a somewhat smaller extent
the position was the same for calicoes and coarser unprinted
cottons. Outside the sphere of the cotton indust,ry, both the
silk manufactureandthemaking
of watches and jewellery
obviously satisfied what was in.the main a demand forluxuries.
The most highly developed watch industry, t.hat of Geneva, is
stated to have declined to a tenth of its former magnitude.
Evidently it will not dot o see in thisan effect of t.he Continental
System ; and the fact that Switzerland during the recent war,
despite far greater difficulties in the supply of raw materials
and foodstuffs, was yet able to avoid such great dislocations
as in 1811-13 is evidently connected with the fact that it has
now, not only industries that supply the luxury demand but
also, and perhaps t o astillgreater
extent, otherkinds of
industries.
To outward
appearances,
consequently,
the difference
between Switzerland and Saxony is verygreat.
If one tries
t o gettothebottom
of the significance of the Continental
System for Switzerland, t h e dissimi-larity,however, will diminish
considerably. I n both
countries
machine-spinning
secured
a firm foothold, while the weaving industry could not maintain
itself in either country. But things were undeniably far worse
in Switzerhd for' three reasons ; because of the much greater
ruthlessness of the Napoleonicpolicy there ; because of its
more intimate connexion withsurroundingcountries
; and,
above all, because of the fact that Swiss industries were far
more concerned with the production of luxuries.

.
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GRANDDUCHYOF BERG
Of all the regions of the Continent beyond the borders of
France there is scarcely one whose fortunes under the Continental System are so indicative of the dualism of the policy
as those parts of the right bank of the Rhine that Napoleon
combined into the Grand-Duchy of Berg. What this territory
at the presentmomentmeans
to the industry of Europe is
well understood when its most important part is mentioned,
namely, the Ruhr district ; to this was added the closely allied
Siegerland, which forms a continuation of the district farther
to the south. To that region belong such centres of trade and
Rhine navigation as Duisburg and
Ruhrort, textile centres such
as Elberfeld, Barmen, and Miilheim, some of the foremost coal
andironminesinthe
world, and iron-working andmetalmanufacturingcentres,suchasEssen,
Gelsenkirchen, Dortmund, Bochum, Siegen, Dillenburg, Remscheid,
and Solingen.
I n a word, it is oneof the most eminent and highly concentrated
industrialdistrictsinthe
world. Eventhoughthedevelopment of the Rhenish-Westphalianterritoryinto
its present
position has progressed with giant strides, especially since 1870,
yet, even at the beginning of the last century, Berg was one
of themostadvancedindustrialcountries
of the Continent,
particularly in the departments of metal manufacture and of
textiles, both woollen and cotton. It was, as a rule, superior
to the corresponding French indudrial areas and
was called,
not without reason, ' a miniature England '.
It is evident that a region of this kind would have served
better than almost any other to form t.he central point in
a
combination of the Continentagainst theindustry of Great
Britain ; and few regionswould, at least for themoment,
have gained more by sucha position. But evidently this would
have presupposeda willingness t o subordinate French manufacturinginterests to thedemands of theuniformcontinental
policy ; and it was precisely this willingness that was lacking.
Theveryindustrialsuperiority
of Bergtherebybecameits
misfortuneunder
the Continental System; it fellbetween
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two stools, being inexorably excluded from the French market,
but no less inexorably bound to French policy.
Situated quite close to the French frontier, which at that
time, as everybody knows, was formed by the Rhine itself, its
mere geographical position threw obstacles in the way of its
retaining the relative independence enjoyed by the majority
of the other statesof the Confederation of the Rhine. But this
was all the more impossiblebecause the countryinreality
was governed throughout on Napoleon’s own account, at first
in the name of Joachim Murat, but from 1808 even nomi.nally
under the rule of the Emperor in his capacity as guardian of
the new Grand-Duke, the minorson
of Louis Bonaparte.
Its position, in combination with t.he
measures described above
for the blockade against Holland by meansof a customs cordon
betweenRees and Bremen in 1809 and the incorporation of
Holland in 1810, placed difficulties in the way of the supply of
colonial goods both from the Baltic and from the North Sea
to quite a different extent than was the case in Saxony. This
was especially the case after the Trianon tariff, which particularly during its earlier phases involved dues in all the states
through which the goods had to pass ; and there was still less
possibility of any supply throughthe Mediterranean than there
was in the case of Switzerland. Thenativeminister of the
Grand-Duchy, Nesselrode, said
with
bitterness
that Berg
was the only country that had ever conscientiously applied
the Trianon tariff. Every reason conspired to force her to the
French side in the great struggle.
Under such circumstances ‘it constituted.an excess of
punishment to place the country outside the French customs
frontier, so much the more so because a very extensive mutual
exchange of commodities with France had commenced before
the Revolution, consisting, on the one hand, of the exportati.on
of metal wares, cloth, and ribbons, and, on the other hand, of
the importation of wine,oil, and colonial goods. The more
unavoidable the sufferings that the new situation caused to
Berg, the more persistent and ardent became the desire of its
1 See

ante, p. 183.
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inhabitants to beincorporatedwith
the empire,like their
more fortunately situated countrymen on the left bank of the
Rhine ; and if that wereimpossible, at least they asked to
enjoy some modification in the prohibitive French regulations
regarding customs duties and prohibitions on imports, which,
as has beenpreviously stated,l didmosteffectuallyprevent
competition from the right bank of the Rhine. The unbroken
stream of prayers from the population in this directionwas
alsoactivelysupportedby
both Beugnot, the localFrench
governor at Dusseldorf, and Roederer, the secretary of state
for Berg in Paris. But all was in vain. Sometimes Napoleon’s
heart softened, as inJanuary 1807, when he admitted the
goods of Berg intoItaly ; butthe oldtendenciesalways
regained the upper hand, and, as has already been mentioned,
the specific concession referred t o was revoked before the end
of the year.Particularlyviolent
was the resistance tothe
incorporation of Berg that was raised from the Roer
department
on the left bank of the Rhine,where a new and flourishing
textile industry in &x-la-Chapelle, Cologne, and Krefeld was
greatly profitingby sales on the closed Frenchmarket and
fearednothing so much as competitionfrom the superior
industry of Berg. In this matter there was unusual truth in
the saying, ‘ Preserve mefrommyrelatives
’. It makes an
impression which is half-amusing and half-repulsive when one
reads the addresses, reeking wit.h French patriotism,
to Napoleon
or to the prefect of the department, in which the Chambers
of Commerce of Cologne, Aix-la-Chapelle, and ICrefeld, and also
the cotton manufacturers of the Roer department, tried, with
everyconceivablesophism,
t o prevent any listening to the
prayers of Berg, owing to its industrial superiority, its uafair
methods of business, and its already sufficient sales inthe north
of Europe. When we read all this, we are forcibly reminded of
a very apt remarkmadebyProfessorMorgenstierne
to t h e
effect that even a purely temporary frontier calls forth claims
to protectionagainstcompetition,
while the same sort of
competition is regarded as a healthy and natural development
1

See ante, p. 84.
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when it takes place within the boundaries of a country. The
summit level of cynicism was probably attained in an address
to the Emperor from the Cologne Chamber of Commerce in
the autumn of 1811, where a pleawascoolly put forward to
move the population from the unfertile right bankof the Rhine
to its fertile left bank :
But itmay be said that the great majorityof the inhabitantsof the
French empire cannot but gain by the incorporation of so industrious
a region as Berg.We
reply to this that the object can be attained
withoutthe incorporation of the Grand-Duchy. As soon as Your
Majesty has declared that no such incorporation should take place, the
manufacturers of t.he Grand-Duchy, excluded from themarkets of
France, Italy, and North Germany, will find themselves reduced to the
pressing necessity of moving their works to the left bank of the Rhine.
All the cotton, wool, and silk factories of Berg will be restored to their
mother country, and Berg will have left only the factories that belong
t o its soil, namely, the iron andsteelindustry,
whichwill continue
to exist.1

Instead of growing milder, the French attitude toward
Berg rather became more rigorous, especiallyunder the influence
of the severe crisis of 1810-11 in France, which naturally made
competition from a superior industry still more objectionable
than ever ; and as was so often the case during this period,
the difficulties wereincreased by almost meaningless annoyances,
as, for instance, when Remscheid’s steel manufactures were not
allowed to be conveyed throughFrance for exportation to
America.
Under such circumstances Berg, on the whole,suffered
nothing but injury from the Continental System ; and after
1810, when conditions everywhere began to get worse, the
situation in the Grand-Duchy was represented as heart-rending,
withunemployment and the increasing emigration of skilled
workers across the Rhine (asthe Cologne Chambero f Commerce
had hoped) and asgeneral discontent which Beugnot, immediately before the Russian Campaign, tried to exorcise by a reducZeyss, op. cit., p. 367; Thedifferent
petitions are printed in Schmidt, Le
eand-dwhd de Berg, app. E, andZeyss, z%id., Anhang VIII. The actual material
for the account in the text is taken substantially from Schmidt’s model work.
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tion of the duties of the Trianon tariff, but which broke out
into open revolts in the beginning of 1813. It is true that the
complaints may be reduced to some extent, as is indeed always
the case ; for nothing would be more misleading than to write
history, and particularly economic history, on the basisof
complaints alone, for ' every torment hath its cry, while health
doth hold its peace The loss of the French, Italian, and northwest G-erman markets, and also the scarcity of raw cotton,
certainly brought about great suffering; but, on the other side,
the smuggling of cotton went on to the last, and at theGerman
fairs, where Napoleon's measures had no effect, the sales were
good ; in particular, the woollens of Bergwere regarded as
keeping all others outinFrankfurt.The
diminution inthe
exports of manufactures by a bare 30 per cent. (from 55,000,000
to 39,000,000 francs), which Roederer ascertained at the close
of 1810, cannot in itself be regarded as overwhelming ; but,
of course, it meant a great deal for a country that was industrialized to such an extentas Berg and wasespeciallywell
equipped for foreign sales. Above all, there was here, in sharp
contrast with the state of things in Saxony and Switzerland,
practically nosingle point in which the rigid and detested
systemafforded
any compensation forits inconveniences.
When the effectsof the war on Europe in general began to
make themselves felt more and more strongly, therefore, it
was only natural that thesituation should become unendurable
in a country which was pressedso hard between two antagonists
"almost literally between the devil and the deep sea-especially when it quite naturally seemed to the population as if the
officially announced aim of the policy might have led to a very
different treatment and rendered possible a favourable development of the country. Just astheleft bank of the Rhine was
grateful, and with reason, for theorderly administration and the
economic prosperity brought about there by the French rule,
and just asthe time of Napoleon was alsoimportant for various
autonomous German states of the Confederation of the Rhine,
e. g., Bavaria, through the indirect French influence, so did the
pressure of the Continental System make itself detestable in
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this uniqueindustrial regionwhich
was shutout
quarters through the egoism of French policy.

from all

INDUSTRIES
IN OTHER COUNTRIES
The development of industryin the otherstates of the
mainlandofferscomparatively fewnew features ; and there
is no reason t o essay a monographic treatment of the several
countries. Conditions in Bohemia
seem
to have accorded
more or less completely with the developments in Saxony,
while not only Baden, as has already been mentioned, but to
a very large extent Italy, like Switzerland, came to suffer Rom
the closing of the frontier of SouthEurope to allquarters.
I n th.e north thefamous linen manufactures of Silesia especially
suffered through the closing of the Italian frontier, so that
the well-known misery of the Silesian
linen-weavers-so
dramatically treated by Gerhart Hauptmann, among othersbegan duringthis period. Thus we havehere a very close
parallel to the Swiss development. The industries of Denmark
were of so little importance that they could not suffer much
harm ; but what the Continental System did to them was of
a typical forcing-house character ; the number of looms in the
Copenhagen cloth manufacture increased from 22 in 1807 to
213 in 1814, only t o fall back to 74 in 1825.1
It ischaracteristic
thatthe
regionswhichworked
for
maritime trade were hard hit, not only by the stagnation of
trade and shipping, but also by the fact that the
blockade
removed the very groundfrom under the feet of their industries,
a thing which quite naturally could most easily happen in such
countries because their industries are usually based to a very
great degree on trade relations with other countries, either for
raw materials or for sales or for both. I n accordance with this,
the industries of Hamburg wereseriously crippled in every
respect, because its sugar factories suffered from the scarcity
of raw sugar and English coal, and its calico-printing works
(to a smalldegree, it is true) from a shortage of unprinted
calicoes ; in the same way Holland suffered not only through
Rubin, op. cP., pp. 436-7, 510.
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the entire annihilation of its carrying trade, but also through
the scarcity of salt for its fisheries and an absence of markets
for its spirit manufacture.

COUNTRIESPRODUCING RAWMATERIALS
Theaccount of the development under thecontinental System
of the countries that provided raw materials must necessarily
be very brief, as the sources are strikingly scanty, and as the
blockade on the Baltic and in Austria was so intermittent.
,'
I n Russia the dislike of thenobilityand
of persons of
political influence for the alliance with Napoleon and the ContinentalSystemwasextremelystrongfromtheverystart,
as has been set forth with typical French animation and wealth
of colour in Vandal's famous work NapoGm et Bkzalzdre IeTer
(1891-6) ; andwithoutdoubt
economic factorsalsoplayed
theirpart.Butonehasnevertheless
a kind of impression
that their importance has been exaggerated. What especially
gives occasion for doubt is the fact that the evidence for the
stagnation of trade which is alwaysmetwithisthegreat
decline of the Russian rate of exchange (a loss of '72 per cent.).
Thiscannotbeexplainedby
an ' unfavourablebalanceof
trade ', for this cause is never sufficient in any case that occurs
inpractice tobringabout a result of that magnitude. The
true cause wis and is the depreciation of the currency in Russia
and Austria, both then and now caused by an excessive issue
of paper m0ney.l But this,
of course,does not make it impossible that the stagnation in Russian timber exports may
havebeengreat,
as is indeed statedfromFrenchquarters
which had 'some interest in maintaining the opposite; and the
factispartlyandquiteirrefutably
confirmed bythegreat
increaseintheprice
of timber, to which we have already
calledattention:inbothGreatBritainandFrance.
This
stagnationwasbroughtabout,however,not
only by the
increased difficulty of maritime intercourse, but also by
a rather
1 Oddy, in his contemporarydescription of the commercialconditions of the
time, unheeitatingly explains the state of the Russian exchange in this way. Cf.
Oddy, European Commerce (London,
1805), p. 197.
a See an&, p.
173.
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unique consequence of the blockade, which has had analogies
during the recent war, namely, the great part that Englishmen
played in theeconomic life of Russia before the Peace of Tilsit.
This is illustrated by the vast amount of information from
official Russian sources that can be found in Oddy’swork.
For instance, in 1804, 35 per cent. of the imports and no less
than 63 per cent. of the exports of St. Petersburg were in the
commercial
hands of British merchants ; and the three greatest
houses, all of them British, taken by themselves, carried on
more than one-fourth of the export trade of the Russian capital.
French evidencetestifies
tothe same conditions.General
Savary, whoreached St. Petersburg in July 1807, on behalf
of Napoleon, gave a detailed description in his report of the
all-dominating position of the British trade, telling howhalf
of all the vessels were British and how Englishmen took over
all the timber from the nobility and thereby provided them
with their safest source ol income ; and he also remarked
that they themselves founded industrial concernsin Russia
when the importation of British manufactures was too
much hampered by customs
duties.
When
so important
a part of the economic activity of Russiaceased to exist
without warning, it was naturally impossible to obtain substitutes either inRussia itself or from France ; and the natural
consequencewas a stagnationin Russian exports.Napoleon
was quite conscious of this position, and in November 1807,
he ordered his ambassador, Caulaincourt,to lay before Emperor
Alexander a propositionwhereby
the French government
should buy several million francs’worth of mast wood and other
naval stores for its shipyards. It is uncertain, however,
whether this plan was ever carried out.1
The Continental System seems to have had a much more
marked restraining effect on the exports of raw materials and
foodstuffs from Prussia, that is to say, chiefly from the districts
Vandal, N a p o h et Alexandre Ier, vol. I, pp. 140, 324, 513(Napoleon’s instructions to Caulaincourt, Nov. 12, 1807) ; Oddy, European Commerce, bk. I,
especidy pp. 130 et seq., pp. 197-8 (computations by the present writer) ; Tarle,
Kontinmtdncsja blokada, vol. I, pp. 477, 482, 486 ; Darmstiidter, Stdien, &c., vol. 11,
p. 610 ; Rose, in the English Historical Review, vol. xvn~,
pp. 122 et 8eq.
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east of the Elbe, probably because Napoleon had still greater
reason to distrust the loyalty of the Prussian government than
that of theRussiangovernmenttowardthesystem,and
because,moreover,he
had considerablygreatermeans
of
exercising pressure against the former than against the latter.
According to an account by Hoeniger, great stocks of timber
rotted away at Memel, while the price of- corn fell by 60-80
percent.between1806
and 1810 owing tothe absence of
markets.
The
same
phenomena
appeared
northwest
in
Germany, which had been wont to dispose of its surplus corn
to Englandvia Bremen andnow saw its meansof export barred,
with the consequence that, while the price of colonial goods a t
Bremen increased many times, the price
of wheat there declined
by 62 per cent. between 1806 and 1811, and the price of rye
correspondingly. On theotherhand,the
shipping and corn
exports of Mecklenburg were allowed toremainpractically
undisturbed until the latter half of 1810. I n fact, accopding t o
accessible figures, theyearbetweenAugust1809andJuly
1810 marks the summit-level of development, which, it is true,
waslargelycausedby
thetrade withSweden
which was
resumedaftert,he
conclusion of theFinnish
war. From
Rostock there sailed during that twelvemonth no fewer than
M9 vessels, as compared with 55 in the year 1808-9 and 31
in the year 1810-11 ; and the exports of cornexhibitequal
figures. Here, as has been previously mentioned,'
it was the
licence system that put an end to the export of corn.2

ENTREP~T
COUNTRIES
Finally, as regards countries carrying on an intermediary
trade, Sweden and-before the passing of the Embargo Actthe United States, it appears from what has already been said
that the effects of theContinentalSystem
were necessarily
ante, p. 262.
Hoeniger, Die KontineWperre und i h e Einw'rkunqenauf Deutachland, in
V o l b w i r t s c h f l i d e Zeitfragen (Berlin, 1905), no. 211, p. 26 ; Schiifer, 9.cit., table
IX; Stuhr, DienapleonisckeKontinentdaperrein
hle.cklenburg, 1806-1813, in
Jahrbuch des Vereina f u r Mecklenbwgksche O d i c k t e und AEtertumhnde, 1906,
vol. LXXI, tables on pp. 361 et seq.
1 See
2
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limited substantially t o the sphere of trade ; and in the preceding pages materials have been supplied for the illustration
of this development. The United States is of particular interest
in this connexion in that it shows a quite different development
before and after the enforcement of the self-blockade. At one
single blow this transformed the country t o the type of France
andgave a hugestimulus t o the development of industry,
especially the cotton industry, which, according to an inquiry
of Secretary of the Treasury Gallatin, seems t o have sextupled
during the four years preceding 1809.

.

GENERAL SITUATION
ON THE CONTINENT
When, after this discussion of the development of different
countries, one undertakes t o form ageneralpicture
of the
situation on the Continent of Europe, it cannot escape the
observation of anyone who is at all free from prejudicethat the
effects of the ContinentalSystem
on theactualmaterial
foundation of the life of the people-what economists call the
satisfaction of the wants of the people-were far less than those
which accompanied the recent blockade. What was lacking
with regard to pure articles of consumption was little else than
coffee and sugar, and, to some extent, tobacco ; and however
severely the scarcity of coffee may have been felt during the
recent war, surely no one will. deny that the material effects
of the war would have been quite insignscant in comparison
with what they actually were if they had not extended beyond
that. For the rest, the scarcity under the Continental System
applied t o industrial raw materials,mainlycotton
and dyestuffs, but in many countries also other textile raw materials,
such as wool, flax, hemp, and silk. So far, therefore, the situation seems t o correspond t o ourrecentexperience
; but in
reality this is not the case. For while the shortage in our own
time seriously reduced the supply of woven goods themselves,
thatisto
say, articlesactuallyrequired
for consumption,
during thetime of the ContinentalSystemcomplaints
were
always, at least as far as I know, limited to theinconveniences
suffered byproduction
in consequence of the lack of raw
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materials andthe resulting unemployment. Unemployment,
in particular, with its consequences in the way of mendicancy
and vagrancy, is a consistently recurring theme in the descrip-i
tions of the effects of the Continental System-during thewhole
period in the ports, and in times of war and under the influence
of shortage of raw materials in the industrial districts. Parallel
with this run the accounts of the death-like silence in the great
coast towns, grass growing in the streets of La Rochelle, the
ruin of shipping, and the like. In order to conceive the importance of these phenomena aright, one must necessarily have
a firm grip of the fact that trade, shipping, and industrial
activity are means for covering the wants of the people, not
ends in themselves ; and what settles the matter in the last
resort is to what extent those wants could be satisfied more or
less as usual. So far as we can judge, that was far more the
case a hundred years ago than it has been in our own day.
We might perhaps summarize this contrast by saying that
the effect of the Continental System on the European mainland
was continuous dislocation, while the dislocation of the recent
war was,in the main, overcomeduring the first year of hostilities.
On the other hand, during the recent war, in contrast wit,h the
great war of a century ago, the lowering of the standards of life
and the decrease in supplies necessary for the general wants
continued uninterruptedly and probably at anaccelerated pace,
but without dislocations, in the proper sense of the term, and
with an immense decline in unemployment, as compared with
peaceconditions.
Thefactthatthe
course of development
took two such opposite directions then and now andthat
there was no dislocating effect in our own day shows, on the
one hand, how muchmoreflexible andadaptable economic
organization has become during the last century. But, on the
other hand, the difference is due to the dissimilarity of the two
blockades, which is the reason why the satisfaction of general
wants remained comparatively undisturbed a hundred years
ago, At a time when Great Britain asked for nothing more
than an. opportunity to flood the Continent with colonial goods
and industrial products, .the supply must, despite all self1669.43
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blockade, have been quite different from what it was when the
normal producers proceed to hinder all supply.
FinaUy, another contributory cause was the relative selfsufficiency ( u ~ T u ~ x which
E ~ ~ ) evidently
,
greatlylimitedthe
effects of the Continental System as regards the satisfaction of
generalwants
of the population of the continentalstates.
"he most important factis that difficulties regarding food did
not possess anything like the importance that they had during
the recent war ; indeed they practically played no part, whatever on the Continent before the winter of 1811-12. The one
exception was in Norway.1 This self-sufficiencyas regards food
was far greater than can be found in our own time, even in
countries that produce the necessary amount of food for their
own population, because theyare dependent upon imports
of manure and fodder, while such a situation was practically
unknown a hundred years ago. Moreover, the self-sufficiency
within the continental countries, the relative economic independence of the particular household, went far to prevent the
hardships occasioned by a blockade in the twentieth century.
The fact that, as a consequence of this, the corn problem was
really a problem only for England, makesit proper to postpone
its treatment to the section in the following chapter dealing
with the effects of the ContinentalSystem in that country,
and makes a mere reference t o it sufficient in this place. I n
that connexion, too, Norway will be considered. The explanation of the seeming paradox that the scarcity of raw materials
principally hit production andleft consumptionalmostunchanged, also lies in the consumers' comparatively great independence of market conditions as well as in the great reserves
of linen, cloth, and wearing apparel kept inevery self-respecting
household.
In spite of thelimitationinthe
general effects of the
ContinentalSystem
that follows fromallthis,onecannot
shut one's eyes to the fact that the yeark 1811-13, after the
crisis in France, Great Britain,and most of the othercountries,
are characterized by a serious deterioration of the economic
1

Worm-Miiller, Norge gjennem W a a r w z e , t c . , pp. 82 et sty.
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conditions prevailing everywhere on the Napoleonic mainland.
It is true that the character of this deterioration is anything
but clear and would deserve a really searching examination ;
butthefact
stands out clearly in many different quarters.
As early as the autumn of 1810 one of the French commercial
spies speaks openly and very pointedly of the ‘ pretty general
condition of ill-being (malaise)’ in Germany ; and afterwards
the situation finds particular expression in the difficulties,
already indicated, that the luxury industries experienced in
finding a market. Moreover, the same thing is shown by the
difficulty in overcoming the crisis of 1810-11 and its more or
less latent continuation down tothe great transformation
brought about byNapoleon’sfall.
It was just at that time,
too, that fooddifficultiesshowedthemselves
to some extent
all over Europe and hit the most vital of the general needs.
There is no justification, it is true, for laying the blame for this
position entirely on the Continental System, which was merely
oneside of a state of war that had then existed for twenty
years; but undoubtedly the trade blockade had its share in
the result. It is possible that conditions would have come to
develop in a direction more like our recent experiences if the
fall of Napoleon had been delayed a few more years. As things
turned out, however, people got scarcely more than a preliminary taste of what would have been involvedin such a situation.

Y2

CHAPTER IV
EFFECTS ON THEUNITED KINGDOM
THERE
remains the questionof the effects of the Continental
System on the United Kingdom, which is in a way the most
important of all, inasmuch as it must show the importance of
the policy in relation t o its special purpose.

LIMITATIONS
OF OBSTACLES
TO EXPORTS

In order to be able to judge this matter aright,

we must
realize clearly the serious weakness that existed in Napoleon's
positionfromthestandpoint
of theContinentalSystem,
a
weakness that lay in the fact that the very most that he could
be expected to attain by his own resources was the closing of
the mainland of Europe. The importance of this for his object
of smothering the exports of Great Britain probably appears
with sufficient exactitude if we reduce the value figures corresponding to her exports to percentages and then divide them
intothreegroupsaccordingtocountries
of destination.The
position is then. revealed asfollows :
A. DOMESTIC
GOODS

/

Year

1805

I-

.

.
.
1808 .
1809 .
1810 .

Europe

1806
1807

1811

.

I

United
States

1

31.3
33.4

I
3

25.7
35.4

.

j

42.9

,,
,,
,,

i1

15.0
16.2
23.9
6.2

9,

,,

,,
,,
,,
,,

1

Rest of world
37.8

,,

41.1

,,

484
42.0

,,

i 50.9

,,

9,

1 Theoalculation has been made on the basis of the figures given on p. 245,
and like those figures, it applies to Great Britain alone (excluding Ireland). But
a change has been made in the fact that the trade with Ireland, Channel
the
Islands,
and the Isle of Man has not here been taken into account,
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Year
1805
1806
1807

1808
1809
1810
1811
.

.

.
.
.
.
.
.

.

.
.
.
.

Europe

.
.
.
.
,
.
.

78.7 per cent.
72.9
,,
80.0
,,
71.1
,,
83.1
,,
76.9
,,
83.6
,,

UNITED KINGDOM
COLONIAL

GOODS

United States

I
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Rest of world

16.2 per oent.
21-4

16.9
28.0
15.5
20.4

16.0

,,

,,
,,
,,
,,
,,

This summary shows, t o judge by the position immediately
before the organization of the Continental System, that at the
very highest about one-third of the exports of domestic goods
could beaffected by the self-blockade
of the Continent, although,
it is true, there must be added to this three-fourths
of the
re-exports. It was, therefore, a factor of fundamental importance for Napoleon’s success that the United Statesshould also
bedriven to the establishment of a self-blockade, inasmuch
as that would put an end to another third of the exports of
British goods. It is impossible to denythatinthismatter
he received excellent help from the British government itself,
when it allowed things to come to an almost unbroken series
of conflictswith America, mainly because of the Ordersin
Council, which as a matter of fact were never more than quite
asecondaryweaponin
the great struggle. This meant that,
strictly speaking, everything had been done which was really
possible in the direction of preventingBritishexports ; and
so far Napoleon had achieved even more than he could have
achieved with the resources of his own empire alone.
But precisely thedevelopmenttherebycreated,as
it is
illustrated in the above figures, shows a limitation in the range
even in a course of action which was so surprisingly successful,
namely, that it always left trade with the rest of the world undisturbed. We see from t,he third columnof the table how the
share of this departmentof exports with regard to British
goods
increases in relative importance under the Continental System
in comparison with the preceding years ; and this tendency
will be clear whether the situation is regarded from an English
or from a continental point of view. British industry would
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seek transmarinemarketsassubstitutes
forlostEuropean
ones ; and it would likewise find them, as the increased selfsufficiency of theEuropeanContinent
would maketherest
of the world more dependent upon British supply than before.
Of interest in this connexion is the fact that the Continental
Systemgavetheimpulse
for Britishtransmarineexports
of
calicoes and prints, which had been unheard of before.1 And
in this respect Napoleon was almost hopelessly impotent, for
it must have been inconceivable to prevent for any long time
thepowerthatcommandedalltheseas
of the world from
exporting goods to other continents. Even if the self-blockade
of the Continent of Europehad beencomplete, which was,
of course, far from thecase, the immediateeffect would probably
have been to hasten the economic orientation of Great Britain
both from Europe and also, to a large extent, from the United
States, to the rest
of the world ; and this orientation, as
a
matter of fact, has taken place gradually during the last hundred
years and has formed one
of themostsignificantchangesin
,
the position of GreatBritainintheeconomy
of the world.
I n one of his famous and most overweening utterances (1826),
Canning justified British co-operation in
the liberation of the
South American colonies on the ground that
‘ he called the
New World into existence to redress the balance of the Old ’.
In the sphere of economics this British tendency already had
century-oldroots, and indeed it wasprecisely what was attemptedunderthe
ContinentalSystembythespeculative
exports to Brazil. When one follows the later development of
transmarine exports, one scarcely doubts that this speculative
touch would soon have vanished if the blockade of the Continent had become permanently effective. How important the
change has been since the time immediately before the Continental System is shown by the following comparison with the
situation immediately before the outbreak of the World War.2
‘Erst dieKontinentalsperrezwangEngland,zumErsatz
fiir denEntgang
Das
deskontinentalen Marktes tlndereiiberseeischeAbsatzgebieteaufzusuchen.
waren dieLevanteliinder.’Jenny-Triimpy,
op. cit., vol. II, pp. 370-71,quoted in
Geering, Entwkkdung des Zeugdrucka, &c., p. 422.
The Sgures for 1913 are calculated on the basis of the Btatktical Abstract for
the United Kingdom.
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1805
1913
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.

1
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.
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A. DOMESTIU
GOODS
Europe

United States

37.8 per cent
35.6
,,

30.5 per cent.
5.6
,,

~

Rest of world

1

I

31.7 percent.
58.8
,,

1

Rest of world

B. FOREIGN
AND COLONIALGOODS

1

Year

1

: :

Europe

1

78.7 per cent.
56.1
,,

United States
5.1 per cent.
276
,,

16-2 per
cent.
16.4 ,,

The same thing can also be illustrated by the quantity
@pres, namely, the tons actually shipped to the same groups
of countries ; but in this case we can deal only with the &st
half of the nineteenth century, because statistics are no longer
compiled in this way.

I

Year
1802
1849

.
.

.
.

.
.

I

1

Europe
66.97 cent.
per
56.00
,,

1
1

United States
7.63 per cent.
16.90
,,

1

I

Rest of world
25-50 per cent.
27-10 ,,

More or less parenthetically it should be observed that at
the present time Great Britain, as a consequence of this, would
be considerably less susceptible to being barred from exports
to Europe than she was a hundred years ago.
The limitation of Napoleon’s possibilities of affecting British
exports was thus obvious even during the comparatively few
years that his continental empire lasted; and, as far as one
can judge, it would have become still more so, in ever-increasing
degree, if the Continent of Europe had passed through a long
period of isolation. We must now try to form a notion of
British economic life under the pressure of the blockade as f a r
as it actually became a reality.
Unfortunately it must be regarded as impossible, in the
main, to separate these effects in any kind of inductive way
from the general tangle of economicdevelopment. Not even
in the peculiar department of warmeasuresdoes
the Continental System stand in isolation ; that is to say, the effects
of the war and the effects of the Continental System do not
coincide, Here the self-blockade of the Continent has by its
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side the Orders in Council andthemanyothersubjects
of
disputewith
the UnitedStates,
which brought aboutthe
closing of that great market to Britishexports .; andthey
were accompanied also by the burdens peculiar t o the war
itself, which could not possibly have been without importance
even if there hadbeen a complete lackof measures and countermeasures in the sphere of commercial policy. But in addition
to all this there was'the circumstance that not even this complex of factors could take effect as a whole in anything which
could be called, even approximately, a community in a state
of economic equilibrium. On the contrary, the economic life
of Great Britain would have been in a state of violent transformation quite irrespective of the Napoleonic wars, owing to
all thedifferent movements included
in the industrial
revolution,
the effects of which were made still worse by a poor law system
. which was entirely devoid of guiding principles and was thereforeextremelypauperizing.Finally,
moreover, the confusion
of the Britishcurrencycauseddislocations
which must be
independent
referred t o yet a third cause, which wasin the main
of the others. It is manifestly impossible, under such circumstances, to arrive a t more than rather general conclusions as
to the effect of the Continental System on the economic life
of Great Britain as a whole.
RATEOF INDUSTRIAL
DEVELOPMENT
The main thing is t o determine to what extent the industry
of the country was hit in the way that Napoleon intended.
We ask ourselves, therefore,whether the sixyearsduring
which the Continental System may be regarded as having been
in force (1807-12) exhibited anystagnation or decline with
respect t o the preceding and succeeding development ; if there
was, we may possibly see in this aneffect of this special cause.
The question is not easy to answer, as the period was so
short and so full of upsand downs. But one starting-point
might possibly be obtained in the
figures for the supply of
coal, if such were available ; for during the age of coal, coal
has usually formed the best common standard of industrial
development. As it is, however, we have no figures for the
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total amount of coal produced, but only for the quantities of
coal shipped from Newcastle and Sunderland ; while probably
the greaterpart, and the part that
underwent the greatest
increase, was consumed within the huge cotton, wool, and iron
areas that lay on or behind the coal-fields. But in any case
the @pres (yearly averages) are of interest.1
Period

.
. .

l"1

1

1

Tons

Per cent. increase over
preceding period
"

Firstquinquennialperiod of the century (1801-5)
2,137,209
Period of the Continental System (1807-12)
2,463,890
First quinquennial
period
after
the
peace
(1816-20).
2,812,851
14.83

..

-

15.29

-

~~~~~

These figures do not in the least degree indicate that the
rate of industrial development was retarded under the Continental System, but, on the contrary, they show thatthe
growth was not greater even during the first years of peace;
andthe figuresfor the particular years give the same impression. For the cotton industry by itself we have no figures
to go by save those referring to the imports of raw cotton;
and as appears from the tables given in a preceding chapter,'
the fluctuations here were very great from year to year. But
a summary of the figures for net imports, on t.he same method
as before, gives the following result :
Per cent. increase over
preceding period

Year
1801-5
1807-12
1816-20

.
.
.

. .
40.73
. .
.

"
"

56,662,421
79,744,529

~

I

_"

~

-

..

.

89.27

Here too, therefore, we are confronted with an increase
which is even several times greater than in the former case,
although it falls far short of the increase during the following
peace period, which, of course, is only natural.
Nor does the rest of the somewhat scattered material that
is available show any visible signs that the uniquely rapid
industrial developmentwhich is characteristic of this period
1 The figures have been collected on the basis of the table in Porter, Propea
of the Nation, pp: 275-6. Theother statistical data in this sectionhave been
taken, where nothmgto the contrary is stated, from the same work.
2 See ante, p. M.
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was retarded by the ContinentalSystem.Thepopulation
of
Great Britain and Ireland increased 13 per cent. between the
years 1801 and 1811, as compared with 1% per cent. during
the following decade ; andnaturally
it was considerably
greater for the industrial districts. Calico-printing works quadrupled their production between 1800-14, and the exports of
iron increased. Nor did the years of the Continental System
form an exception t o the general transition t o new technical
methods which constituted the primus motm of the industrial
revolution. Thus Cort’s son stated ina petition to theHouse of
Commons in 1812 that even atthatdate
250,000 tons of
malleable iron were annually produced by puddling and that
Cort’s processes had obtained practically general acceptance.l
The power-loomlikewise
made progress, though a t a considerably slower pace. A great new revolutiontookplace in
calico-printingwith the year 1808, in that the pattern
was
transferred to the cylinders from a little steel cylinder instead
of being engraveddirect ; and the lacemachinecameint,o
existence in 1809, &c.
There was certainly no pause in the industrial revolution,
nor any tendency to a backward development of the industrial
life of Great Britain toward increased self-sufficiency, such as,
in accordance with our previous findings, would have been the
consequence of complete success for the Continental System.
But, of course, it was not in that way that Napoleon himself
thought of the matter ; his hopes were limited to dislocations
in the system.

EFFECTS
OF DISLOCATION
OF EXPORTS
It appears from the accountin part 111 that these hopes
were not frustrated, but, on the contrary, were verynearly
fulfilled through the British crisis of 1810-11. Also it appears
equally dear that thiscrisis cannot be regardedwholly, or even
mainly (though certainly in part), asa fruit of the blows of the
Continental System against Great Britain ; nor was the extent
of its effects at all what Napoleon had imagined.
Hansard, vol.

XXI,

p. 330.
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On the whole,we have no reason to regard the economic
effect of purelydislocationphenomena
asparticularly important. It is possible in this connexion that we are too much
impressed by the unique experiences of the recent war in this
direction ; buteven if we think of crisesoccurringduring
otherwisenormal times-even crises of such an incalculable
character as the cotton famine in England during the American
Civil War-it is striking how soon their traces are swept away
bysubsequentdevelopment.The
whole of Napoleon’s plan
on this point, made out
at short sight as it was, cannot be
regardedashavinghadanygreatprospect
of attainingits
object, that is, the crippling of Great Britain’s military power
by undermining the foundations of her economic life.
This, then, holds good of the purely economic effects of the
dislocation ; with regard to its social and political effects the
matterassumesquite
a differentaspect.
Herethe political
economist can really neither contest nor confirm the process
of thought, for the result depends almost exclusively on the
character of the people in question. An impulsive race, which
has also become accustomed t o receiving help from the state in
all things great and small, may be led by a mere trifle to overthrow a government, a constitution, perhaps a whole order of
society, while another people,which is more phlegmatic and
less trained to rely on the state, may leave the conduct of the
state entirely undisturbed even in timesof serious distress and
great difficulties. It is quite obviousthat Englishmen, especially
during the time of the Napoleonic wars, belonged to the latter
category ; and as Miss Cunningham has justly observed, the
rage of the unemployed was directed in the “ Luddite riots ”
againstthe new machinery(frame-breaking),butnotreally
against
the
government.’
One
can
easily
imagine
that
Napoleon,withhisexperience
of thecontinual COUPS d ’ h t
during the French Revolution,could not see this ; but this
makesnodifferencewithrespect
to the fact that he made
a thorough miscalculation.
But to all this must be added the fact-and this is a very
1 Miiss

Cunningham, Brithh Credit, &e., pp. 76-7.
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important fact-that the particular kind of dislocation in Great
Britain due to the Continental System which was most favourable to Napoleon, was necessarily of acomparativelysuperficial nature,just
because it was a dislocation caused by
obstacles in the way of exports and not of obstacles in the way
of imports. A failure of exports can always be alleviated by
production with a view t o accumulating stocks-supported, if
necessary, by public funds ; but that is not the case with the
failure of imports, for if irreplaceable commodities are irretrievably left outsideno measures can be of any avai1.l
Napoleon’s thoughts certainly did not run in thatdirection,
and the explanation lies in an attitudewe have already learned
to know, and which he shared not only with all his countrymen, but also, probably, with the majority of Englishmen.
But even with due allowance for this, the position he took up
was very peculiar ; for what England would have needed to
do was pretty much what he himself did at that very time.
His own remedy for unemployment, in fact,was state support in
different forms, in order to enable manufacturers t o continue
operations ; and there is no reason to suppose that he ever
ceased to believe in the efficacy of this remedy. In that case
it would not have been a great flight of imagination t o expect
the same capacity on the part of his adversaries, whose fertility
of resource and endurance he was not wont to deny.
In reality, it is true, these remedieswereemployed
in
Great Britain only t o a very limited extent, owing t o the fact
that the principle of laissez-faire had already obtained a great
influence over the classes that held political power in England.
But we may certainlyassume that Napoleon was not so familiar
with his enemies or their economicviews that he took such
afactorinto account. TheBritish measureswere limited to
an issue of treasury bills for ~6,000,000for the support of
embarrassed business men, chiefly manufacturers, the intention
being to tide them over the time of waiting until the assets
locked up in South America or elsewherecouldbereleased.
.
It may be allowable to point out how well this result, whichwasreached
early in 1918, ia in acoordanoe with later German developments.
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The proposalon this subject, based on a precedent of 1793,
hadbeenbroughtforwardby
a committee of the House of
Commons in March 1811, but was not veryenthusiastically
reeeivedin any quarter.None the less the planwascarried
out, because no one really wished to be responsible for throwing obstacles in the way of anything that might possibly be
helpful in an unusually ticklish situation.1
The arguments brought against the plan, especially by the
economic authorities of the opposition, such as Huskisson, were
especially that the crisis had been brought on by an excess of
credit, which in its turn was connected with the excessive issue
of notes by the Bank of England, and that these new loans
would merely augment the speculation, the issue of notes and
the rise of prices.Towhat
extent this diagnosiswascorrect
is a question that does not pertain t o ourpresentsubject.
We need only observe that if obstacles in the way of sale arise
that are really caused by blockade and not by excessive speculation, then the transition to that form of production which in
such a situation would be the right one can be rendered easier
by a granting of credit ,that permits of a limited production
for stockduring the period of transition. Further, if this
granting of credit is effected by genuine saving, that is to say,
by a diminution of the demand for credit for other purposesa thing which the banks can bring about by raising the rate
of discount-then there do not arise the consequences alleged
by Huskisson and by those who shared his views. This implies
thatthe dislocation at whichNapoleonaimedbyplacing
obstacles in the way of British exports could have been overcome withoutinsuperabledifficulties.
As things were, one
may say that, on the whole, the dislocation was overcome by
itself, without any measure at all worth mentioning ; and it is
not impossible that this was the best way out of the difficulty.
The impenetrable conviction as to the harm of all kinds
of state interferencefoundunmixedexpression when it was
a question of the sufferings of the workmen. With reference
1 For this and the following paragraph, of. the references given above (p. 239,
note).

1
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to petitionsfrom the cottonoperativesinLancashire
and
Scotland, the House of Commons appointed, at the beginning
of June 1811, a committee, which made its report after eight
days. In that report it was stated, in the first place, ' that no
interference of the legislature withthe freedom of trade or with
the perfect liberty of every individual t o dispose of his time
and of his labour, in the way and on the terms which he may
judgemost
conducive to his own interest,cantake
place
without violating general principles of the first importance to
the prosperity and happiness of the community ' t h i s as a reply
to the petitions of the workmen for a regulation of the actual
conditions of labour. In the secondplace, it was laid down
that help in the form of money ' would be utterly inefficacious
as to every good purpose, and most objectionable in all points
of view ', and after this there was no alternative left. Nevertheless, it would be a misjudgment of the leading men of the
time if we should choose to see in their position mainly indifference as to the
welfare of the workers, who, onthe contrary,
hadindisputably
sincere spokesmen inboth
the House of
Commons andinthe
committee in question, especially the
great cotton manufacturer, Sir Robert Peel, the father of the
statesman. The fact of the matter is, as far as one can judge,
that theysincerely regarded any kind of relief to theworkers as
harmful-although, in strikmg contrast, relief in the form of
loans was finally granted t o the manufacturers-because it was
calculated to raise hopeswhichcould
not be fulfilled and to
bind the workers firmly to an industry whichcould not give
them employment. One speaker inthe House of Commons
particularly emphasized the necessity of the transfer of labour
to agriculture,with the object of making thecountryindependent of theimport of foodstuffs. This wasprecisely
.a demand for the reorganization of economic life with a view
to increased self-sufficiency. But the very fact that the working
classes
of GreatBritain
acquiesced withcomparative
patience in their tremendously heavy sufferings, even
in the
presence of so uncompromising a rejection, shows how limited
the possibilities in reality were of putting an end to British
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power of resistancebyany
social movementscausedby
economic dislocations,This
will beparticularlyclear
if we
compare the attitude of the holders of political power at that
time with the concessions that had to be madeto the demands
of the workmen during the recent war in order not to endanger
their good-will toward a continuance of the struggle.

POSSIBILITY
OF PREVENTING
IMPORTS
All tha.t has justbeen said, however, applies only
to obstacles
in the way of exports, with their obviously limited possibilities
of causingruininthe
economiclife of R country. As the
economic function of exports is absolutely limited to providing
payment for imports, it is quite meaningless when there
are
noimports.Imports,on
theotherhand,areends
in themselves, because they satisfy the wants of the people directly,
which is the h a 1 function of all economic activity. Consequently, we cannot possibly turn our backs on the question as
t o whatchancesNapoleon
would havehad for gaining his
object if he had directed thepoint of his blockadeagainst
the imports of Great Britain instead of against her exports.
It is indeed true that this was quite incompatible with the
economic views that he shared with the majority of persons
of politicalconsequence, as has beenshown throughoutour
previous account. But it does not necessarily follow from this
that he could not have made his object the
cutting-off both
of imports and of exports, as, on the whole, took place during
the recent war ; in any case the problem is so important that
it cannot be ignored. What especially necessitates an investigation of the whole thing, including Napoleon’s policy in the
matter, is that the view which has been pretty generally accepted during the last decade happens to have been determined
by a populararticleby
Dr. J. H. Rose, which was hastily
drafted for a purely practical purpose and whichscarcely gives
sufficient, or even correct, guidance in the question.1
1 ‘Britain’s Food Supply in the NapoleonicWar,’ in the MontiaEy Review
(1902), reprinted in Napoleonic Studh, pp. 204 et seq. The later statement by
Dr. Rose in his chapter on ‘ The Continental System ’, in the Cambrae Modem
Iliatory, vol. IX, p. 371, is in far bett.er accord with the 8ourceB as I read them.
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The question of the dependence of Great Britain on imports
from the European mainland has generally been regarded AS
identical with the question of its provisionwithfood.
To
a large extent this iscorrect,inasmuch
as the majority of
industrial rawmaterialsimportedcamefrom
transmarine
countries, and practically all industrial products of importance
for the mass of the community could be manufactured within
the country.Yet
it should be mentioned that both naval
stores(especially timber)and wool formedexceptionsfrom
this general rule, inasmuch as they were taken from the Baltic
lands (includingScandinavia) and fromSpainorGermany,
respectively ; and, as we have already mentioned, there was
a t times a scarcity of both these’kinds of commodities during
the course of the Continental System. Consequently it is not
impossible that twosuch fundamental sides of warrequirements as shipbuilding and the clothing of troops might have
offered difficulties if the supply from Europe had been cut off.
It is far from probable, however,that these factors would have
been decisive, since timber, like other things required for ships,
could have been obtained from Canada ; and according t o an
estimate for the year 1800 more than nine-tenths of the wool
required can be assumed to have been provided from domestic
sources.
Obviously
the question of foodstuffs
went
much
further.
The importance of GreatBritain’s imports offoodstuffs,
which can practicallybe regarded as identical with her imports
of wheat, is anything but clear, it is true, as we have no information at all as to the agricultural production of the country
itse1f.l Nevertheless, there can be no doubt that the previously
1 Cf. also, Porter, op. cit. ; Tooke, op. cit. ; Smart, o
p. cit. ; Oddy, op. cit.,
bk. III; McCulloch, Dictionary, Practicul, Thuoretiml, arid Hiatoriml, of Cmmerce
and Commercial Navigation (new ed., London,1862), article on ‘Corn Laws end Corn
Trade’ ; Cunningham, Ur&h of Enqtish Induatry and Cmmerce, 3d ed., vol. II, pp.
703 et se4. The British figures corresponding to volume (quarters of 8 bushels)
have been recalculatedaccording to weight, 1 bushelbeingtaken
as equal to

28.2 Irgs,
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existing surplus available for export had been replaced, within
the twenty years beforethe outbreak of the revolutionary wars
at the latest,by a normalexcess of imports,and that the
self-sufficiency of the countryhad thus ceased to exist. In
absolute figures the excess imports of wheat quite naturally
varied much from year to year, according to the harvest. The
British imports during the Napoleonic wars-always including
whatcamefromIreland-attained
their maximum in 1810
with 336,430 tons, while one solitary year (1808) even showed
an insignificantexcess of exports.Theaverage figwe during
the period of the Continental System (1807-12)was an import
excess of 104,000tons. The absolute significance of this @we
will be made clearer if in connexion with it we' mention the
fact that the wheat imports of a country such as Sweden, for
instance,during the periodimmediatelybefore the outbreak
of the WorldWarin 1914, was about 200,OOO tons, and its
combined imports of wheat and rye were about 300,OOO tons,
that is to say, two or three times as much, respectively. Thus
there can be no doubt that the quantities in themselves were
small according to our notions. It is more important, however,
to form a clear notion
of the relative importanceof such imports
for the total British consumption of wheat ; but unfortunately
this is impossible,as we do not know the amount of the harvests.
The majority of estimates, both contemporary and later, however, are basedon a consumptionper inhabitant inGreat
Britain, that is to say,excludingIreland, of one quarter or
about 225 kgs. perannum, not countingseed-wheat.This
undeniably strikes, one as a very high figure, as, for instance,
the Swedishconsumption of "wheat and rye together before
the outbreak of the World War, that is to say, a hundred years
later, was onlyabout 180 kgs.However,
if we take British
calculations as to consumption as ourbasis, we find that,
according to the 'average population of Great Britain during.
the decade 1801-10 (about 112 millions) the total consumption
of wheat would have been 2,655,000 tons, of which the average
import excessduring that decennialperiod (132,600 tons)
formed just 5 percent., or one-twentieth. This very modest
lS69.4a
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amount would thus have been the normal import demand ;
but if instead of this we wish to investigate the relative magnitude of the greatest shortage during the period, that for the
year, 1810, we find that not even that, in relation to the then
greater population, rises to more thanabout 12 percent.
However, there also occurs a lower calculation of the consumptionthan
one quarter (eightbushels)per
inhabitant,
namely, six bushels, which falls slightly short of the Swedish
consumption of rye and wheat a hundred years later.
As the
home supply inGreatBritain
can only beobtainedfrom
a figure based on consumption, this gives a smaller amount for
the harvest, and consequently a greatershareforimports.
On such a supposition, that share forms 6& per cent., or somewhat over one-sixteenth, onan average, forthe decennial period
of 1801-10, and a good 16 per cent., or scarcely one-sixth, for
the year of maximum imports, 1810.
Even if the imports of wheat had been totallycut off,
therefore, the deficiency, even in years of bad harvest and on
the most unfavourable estimate, would have been a mere trifle
in comparisonwithwhat
we had t o accustomourselves t o
during the recent war. For Sweden the averageimports
during the quinquennialperiod before the outbreak of that
war formed a good fourth of the total requirements of wheat
and rye, while the total supply of cereals in Sweden during
the bad year 1917-18 was probably less than half of the normal.
This shows to what extent normal food requirements have
been curtailed, even in neutral countries in our own day, and
the shortage a hundred years ago consequently dwindles into
comparative insignificance. In spite of this, the blockade
during the revolutionary and Napoleonic wars was sufficiently
effectiveboth to stimulate the cultivation of corn inGreat
Britain,l and also to bring about a severely felt shortage of
food, which was especially marked in the years1795, 1800, and
1812, and which gave rise to constant apprehensions. A large
number of the measures adopted during the recent war were
‘

Cp. Ricardo, Primiple.g of P o l i t i d Ecolzoney and T d i o n (London, 1817),
P~<n~izyle~l
Of Pditieal Eoon~my(London, 1820), ch. III,

~ h Uf
, ; Malth-,
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alsoemployed. a hundred years ago, though not the most
effective and far-reaching among them, and especially not
rationing. Thesemeasures included a suspension of the corn
duties, the prohibition of the distillation of spirits and the
manufacture of starch, the postponement of the sale of bread
until twenty-four hours after baking, incessant exhortations in
royal proclamations and also organized agreements to reduce
the consumption of bread by a third, as well as a prohibition
against baking bread of unmixed fine bolted wheat flour, which
is known as the Brown Bread Act of 1800. But the population
found it much more difficult to put up with these interferences
with their food habits than with other privations which, 'to
our wayof thinking, wereconsiderably greater. It proved
impossible t o enforce the Brown Bread Act, so that it had to
be
repeaIed
immediately ; and serious
food
disturbances
occurred bothin 1800 and in 1812. So far, therefore, it is
fairly evident that the placing of obstacles in the way of importing corn would have had far greater prospects of affecting
public opinion and tranquillityin Great Britainthan the
barring of exports, in whichNapoleonplaced his confidence.
On the other hand, the assumption that even the barring of
imports would have forced the conclusion of peace, or overthrown the British government, is onewhich is more or less
refuted by experience. During the year 1812, when the prices
of wheat reached a record height and remained there until the
last weeks of the old harvest year, there prevailed just that
position which would have been the consequence of a blockade
as complete as one can reasonably imagine to have been enforced.
For owing to the bad harvest, which was general in Europe, as
well as to immense purchases made by Napoleon as a preparation for the Russian campaign, the rise in prices in Great
Britain did not cause any imports worth mentioning ; for the
whole year there entered the country only 55,000 tons, which
is little more than half of the average figure for the sexennial
period of the Continental System, and considerably less than
half of the average figure for the preceding decennial period.
Thus the fact that, despite all this, difficulties could be over22
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come indicates more or less plainly that not even a complete
barring of imports would have attained its object, even apart
from the fact -that an effective blockade would probably have
been able, after some time, to pave the way for some of the
effective measures with which a much greater scarcity of food
was met during the recent war.
Napoleon's chances of striking a t British food supplies
were evidentlylimited t o whathad to be taken from the
.mainland of Europe, or, in the case most favourable to him,
from there and from the United States. I n sources accessible
to me there do not exist figures relating t o all the countries of
origin of the wheat imported into Great Britain during this
period. But theAmerican wheat went mainlyto South Europe,
especially to the Iberianpeninsuladuring
thetremendous
struggles there, while allourinformationpoints
to the idea
that the Baltic lands formed the main sourceof supply of corn
for Great Britain, with Danzig as the centre. From
the very
full statistics on the Baltic seaports printed in Oddy's work, it
appears that in the year 1800, when British imports of wheat
were great, 47 per cent. came from the three ports, Konigsberg,
alone.1 And
Elbing,and Danzig, 34 percent.fromDanzig
besides these, other Baltic ports were of importance also. Consequently, so far as Napoleon could make his will prevail, not
only on the North Sea coast of Germany, but also upon the
south and, t o some extent, the east coast of the Baltic, he did
no€ lack the possibility of hampering the food supply of Great
Britain. Accordingly, the question is, How did he really regard
such a task and what steps did he take t o accomplish it ?

FOOD
POLICY
OF NAPOLEON
AND HIS OPPONENT
It is on this point thatthe accepted views have been
determined bythe conclusions of Dr. Rose inthe article referred
to above.They
come to this, that Napoleon notonlydid
nothing to hinder British imports of foodstuffs, but actually
sought to encourage the exports of corn to that country with
the object of ruining the enemy through theunfavourable
* Computed on the basis of Oddy's figures, op.cit., pp. 234-52 ; passim.
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trade balancewhichwouldbe
the consequencethereof. But
this account givesa misleading impression bothof the measures
and of the motives of Napoleon, and it is not borne out by the
letters cited by Dr. Rose inits support.
It is true that the notion of,ruining the enemy by imports
fitted in very well with the economic conceptions of Napoleon
and of many of hiscontemporaries, as has beensufficiently
shown in the foregoing pages. But the matter of food supplies
here took an exceptional position, inasmuchas it was regulated
in the continental states, and especially in France, along the
lines of the mediaeval ‘policy of plenty ’ rather than in accordance withthe principles of mercantilism, in that was
it desired,
primarily, to provide for. an abundant supply andnot for
profitable production and sale. Napoleon did not swerve from
the economic traditions of France any more in this department
of economicpolicy than in others ; and it would have been
highly peculiar if he had allowed himself to be led by one set
of ideas where his own country was concerned and by another
set when the enemy wasconcerned.Norwas
that the case,
but, on the contrary, his opinion is quite consistent and not at
all difficult to explain.
The fundamental object of Napoleon’s food policy was, as
has just been mentioned, to secure supplies withinthe country ;
and this not only from the samemotives that actuated his
Bourbon predecessors, but also because of his desire to prevent
labourdisturbances.Consequently,
he is alwaysreminding
his French helpers of the danger of beinginsufficientlyprovided with foodstuffs, urging them to remember what it had
cost him in the Year X (1801-2)to procure a few thousand
quintaux of corn, and insisting that itwould involve the greatest
danger if they had not a ‘ double supply ’. ‘ You hate not
sufficient experience inthis matter,’ he wrotein 1810 to Eugene, ,
the viceroy of Italy. ‘ The corn question is for sovereigns the
most important and the most delicateof all.
The first duty
of the prince in this question is to hold to the people, without listening t o the sophisms of the landowners.’ During the
difficulties of the winter of 1812 he strove, by the distribution
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of bread and soup, ' to make the most needy part of the

multitudeindependent ' of food difficulties. Just as before,
therefore, heforbade the export of corn when scarcity was
apprehended, or even, as in 1810, while awaiting the results
of the harvest. And although on August 6, 1810, he had
authorizedEugene to permit the exportation of corn from
Italy, he wrote to him three weeks later (August 31) : ' It is
said that the Italian harvest is bad. Take care
that not too
much corn is exported and that we do not get into difficulties.'
For this reason, too, he authorized his Italian minister of finance
in 1813 to permit the export of French and Italian products
with the exception of corn and rice, regarding which he wished
to have a report first-a policy that marks the special position
of foodexports-and,
in full analogy with this, Napoleon, in
January 1812, expressed the opinion that licences for the
importation of foodstuffs should be granted without conditions ;
that is to say, he waived the customary obligation of exporting
goods to the corresponding value.
The same point of view determined the whole series of
measures that the Emperor took in the winter and spring of
1811-12, when, according to his own declaration,there was
a real scarcity of corn in Paris. At the same time he deemed
it necessary to take more pains than usual to secure quiet in
Paris duringhis absence on the Russian campaign. His feverish
zeal to intervene and regulatedrove hishelpers,especially
Pasquier, the eminent prefect of police in Paris, to despair,
and afterwards led Chaptal t o make the biting remark that
Napoleon took every measure that was calculated to further
the rise in prices and theshortage of foodstuffs. These measures
included the buying up and seizure of corn in the departments
adjoining Paris, the taking over of the mills, secret sales by the
agents of the government in order to force down prices when
they rose in consequence of the previous measures-the only
consequence of which was to raise them still farther, and the
final result, as the culmination of the abortive ' policy of
plenty ', was'the establishment of maximum prices. It should
be obvious, on the face of it, that the whole of this series of
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measures was totally incompatible withthe notion that it would
injure an enemy to provide him with f0od.l
On the other hand, it certainly did not follow from such
a point of view that the exportof foodstuffs would be considered
inexpedient or even lookedat askance, under allcircumstances,
As soon as thesupply of food withinthe countrywas considered
safeguarded, the general interest for exports showed itself at
once ; and theruler of such countries as North Germany, Italy,
and France, which were distinctively countries that exported
foods and stimulants,couldhardlybeimagined
as adopting
any other standpoint, when in other respects he favoured the
mercantilist or ' bullionist ' policy. It wasonlynatural,
therefore, that Napoleon, in a letter of 1810 to Gaudin, hi5
minister of finance, which has already been cited onceor twice,
spoke of his object of favouring, by, means of smuggling, the
export of French foodstuffs and the import of precious metals ;
and that in thesame year he caused Champagny to inform the
French ambassador at St. Petersburg-evidently with reference
t o complaints on the part of Russia-that he granted
licences
for the exportation of wine and corn as beneficial to his territories,withoutinquiringtoo
closely as to how the English
afterwards treated thevessels provided with licences. Similarly,
in a letter of July 28, 1809 (cited by Dr. Rose), to the acting
home secretary, FouchB, he bitterly denounced the allegation
that he discountenanced export in itself, which he, on the contrary, regarded as being hindered by the British and not by
him. ' Exports occur,' he said, ' as soon as there is a possibility of sale.' Notone of theseletters, or anyotherletter
known to the writer, contains even a hint of an intention to
injure England by the exports of foodstuffs, but, on the other
hand, an evident intention to benefit France thereby. T h e real
Letters to Archchancellor Cambad&, Apr. 5 and 25,1807 ; to Eugene, Ang. 6
and 31, Sept. 24,1810 ; various ' notes ' (imperial diotated addresses) dated
Jan. 13,
Feb. 8, Mar. 11, 1812 (Correspondance, nos. 12,297; 12,470 ; 16,767;16,856;
16,946 ; 18,431 ; 18,485 ; 18,668) ;. Letters to the Italian minister of finance,
Mar. 22, 1813(Lettrea i&ites de N a p d h Ier, no. 972); Pasquier, Hidoire de
men temps : bik?tcoirea (Prrrie, 1893), vol. I, oh. XXI ; Chaphl, &uuenkrs, &o., pp.
291-2; Levamern, Ristoire des classes wvrilres, &c., de 1789 d 1870, vol. I,
pp. 341, 477 note 6 ; Vandal, op. cit., vol. m, pp. 339, 459.
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motive stands out distinctly in the most celebratedcases when
extensive exports of corn from France, Holland, and Flanders
to Great Britain tookplace in the years1809 and 1810. During
1809 it is stated that aboutO
9
0
,O
O tons of wheat, besides other
grain, came from those countries ; and of the unprecedented
imports
in
the
following year-which,
without
deducting
exports, amounted to 353,500 tons of wheat and 135,MO tons
.of othergrainandrepresented
a totalvalue of morethan
S7,000,000-one-third of the wheat (evidently unground) and
half of the flour were said to have come from
Napoleon’s empire,
all by means of mutual licences. The remarkable thing in this
connexion is that not only Napoleon but also many Englishmen
considered these large imports from France, under the existing
conditions, t o be extremely advantageous for the French, and
consequently open to grave objection from a British point of
view, This was partly because it provided means of disposing
of surplus products, and partly because it was an important
source of income t o Napoleon owing to the huge licensing fees,
which, togetherwithfreightandinsurance,
were alleged to
raise the price by 30-50s. per quarter, or from $6 15s. to E l l
per ton. This mode of thought, which is just as much French
as British, was given characteristic expression in
a speech in
,the House of Commons (February 19, 1810) by the politician
Marryat, the father of the famous novelist, fromwhich we cite
the following :
The benefit which the enemy derived from the present system of
licensing the importationof his grain was much more than many gentlemen imagined. It was a fact that in July last the farmers of France
were so distressed bythe low price of grain, that theycould not pay their
taxes. The price was then so low as 27s. the sack, whilst it was known
t h a t t h eFrench farmer calculated upon a price of 86s. as a fair ‘return
for @s expences. Buonapartb, being apprized
of these circumstances,
.had no hesitation, of course [sic], in granting licences for the exportation of that grain, which our government readily granted licences
to
import ; the consequence of which was the raising of the price of that
article in France, by the last accounts, above 50 per cent. beyond the
ratein July last.Thus were the Frenchcorngrowersbenefited,while
BuonopartC’s treasury derived at the rate of 18s. a quarter from the
same means. He would then submit it to the serious consideration .of
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the House whether some measures ought not to be immediately taken
to put an end to a practice which so materially served the resources of
the enemy.

This leads us to the third motive determining Napoleon’s
corn policy, the motive that haddecisive weight for more and
more of his economic measures the longerthe war went on-the
need of money. This, and nothing else, dictatedthe whole
of the motley multitude of export licences for corn to French,
Italian, and ‘Neapolitan ports, the Hanse Towns,Mecklenburg,
Danzig, &e., in combination with special export fees, especially
in the last-namedplace, which was the most important exporting port of all. This fact alone showsthat there was no thought
of flooding GreatBritainwith
corn,for in that case there
would have been no question of export dues, least of all t o
suchamounts as now occurred, which, according to General
Rapp, the French commander inDanzig, were 60 francs per ton
in 1810, and were so high that they were quite expected t o
smother the tradeof Danzig.
So far was Napoleon from believing that he was injuring
England by the mere fact of supplying her with corn, that he
.evidently perceived the profit of that supply to his adversary,
as indeed is obviousbeforehand.
Inthe above-mentioned
instructions to Champagny, meant to be forwarded t o Caulaincourt,theambassadorinSt.Petersburg,heexpressly
says :
‘ TheEnglish,havingneed
of corn, will naturally let them
(the vessels) enterand leave,because the corn is a prime
necessity for them.’
Since that was the case, however, the questionarises
whether the Emperor had no Lhought of giving a new turn to
his policy and making a direct effort t o starve out England.
Thus far we have had no knowledge of this matter ; but some
contributions toward an answer to ‘the question have become
available through the publication, in 1913, of the first part of
the work of the Russian historian, Tarle, entitled Kontiw&Z’mja b202,02,02,02,02,02,02,02,02,Thus
02,02,02,01. ina report dated July 17,1810, Montalivet,
the home secretary, wrote t o Napoleon as follows : ‘If our
rival is eventually threatened with famine,it would seem to be

,
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quite natural to close all ports to him. It would be beneficial
to thecommon cause if all the peoples of the North Sea and the
Baltic unitedto deprive Great Britainof her means of existence.’
But Tarle’s supposition that Napoleon really entertained any
serious plans in that direction at the time seems to be refuted
by the fact that his licences for the export of corn were being
issued in torrents just then ; and in any case he adhered to
exactly the opposite view in the following year, as appears from
a particularly
illuminative
imperial
dictated
utterance
of
June 24, 1811, which Tarlehas also brought to light. The
situation then was stated to be such that there was a scarcity
of corn in Great Britainat the same time as therewas a surplus
thereof in Germany and Poland, which naturally caused the
British to import the commodity by sea. The question, therefore, was whether this should be prevented. Napoleon’s answer
to thisquestion was in the negative, for three reasons : I n
the first place, he regarded it as uselessbecause the English
would procure the corn from America if they could not get
it from the Baltic. Thus it was the limitations to his power
over the supplies that here blocked the way. In the second
place, it was, according to Napoleon’s declaration, impossible,
even withall watchfulness, to preventPrussia and Poland
from exporting. This is undeniably
a surprising utterance on
the part of a man who was not wont to &knowledge economic
impossibilities ; but anexplanation of it may possibly be found
in his conception that exports are always more natural, and
consequently more difficult to prevent, than imports. Finally,
in the third place, fiscalism stuck up its head as usual, in that
the Emperor debated the question of moving the exports to the
Hanse Towns, whichwere at that timeincorporatedin
his
empire, in order therebyt o give the French treasurythe benefit
of the export dues. It is obvious that thesereasons do not
bear witness to any special zeal to prevent the importation of
foodstuffs into Great Britain ; but, like everything else, they
show that Napoleon did not overlook the utility to England of
those imports, but rejected measures against them owing to
their futility. The remarkable thing is that he recognized the
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unfeasibility of the thing only in this case, while the argument
might seem to apply with at least equally great strength to
that kind of blockade which he tried to enforce.1
GREAT BRITAINAND NORWAY
Before leaving the subject of food supply, it may be asked
whether the policy of Great Britain followed the same lines as
that of Napoleon in regard to the unrestricted exportation of
corn to enemy countries. It follows from what has previously
been said that the question was hardly of importance in more
than one case, namely, that of Norway, where, according to the
recent work of Worm-Miiller, about a quarter of the normal
consumption of corn (raw materials for the distilleries not included)wascoveredbyimports.Themotives
which guided
British policy on this particular point hardly appear with the
necessary clearness from hitherto-published materials ; but at
least the externalfacts are not open to doubt.
In the first years after the bombardment of Copenhagen,
(1807-9) GreatBritainmaintained
a rigorousblockade, but
apparently with no object other than that
of bringing about
a relaxation of the rigours of embargo prevailing on the other
side, and especially of securing a supply of Norwegian timber.
When the needs of Norwayprevailedover
the somewhat
quixoticloyalty of Frederick VI to the ContinentalSystem,
the importation of food, as well as trade in general,was allowed
to continueunhampered,upontheusualsystem
of British
licences, to such a degree that the situation was said to border
on commercialrelations in times of profoundpeace. So far
British policy was apparently guided by the same
principles
which had dictated her earlier measures, e. g., the prohibitions
on the exports of raw cotton and ' Jesuit's bark '. But in the
last years of the struggle (1812-13) these methods were again
reversed, and a food blockade was brought to bear on Norway1 Correepndame, nos. 16,224,16,608; Lettres iddites, nw. 491,662 (toMontalivet, July IS, 1810) ; Ransard, vol. xv, pp. 396-7 ; Fisher, Studies, kc., p. 344 ;
Stuhr, q.cit., p. 356 ; Rambaud, op. cit., pp. 426-7 ; Tarle, Kontinental'nuja
btokada, V O ~ .I, pp. 486, 494-5.
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so far a s is known, the only serious instance of such a measure

in the course of the revolutionary and Napoleonic wars. The
blockade could be made exceptionally binding and effective,
especially after Sweden and Russia had joined the anti-Napoleonic alliance. A contributorycauseundoubtedly
was that
the need for Norwegian timber, as well as for exports to Norwegian markets, had lost their importance
to Great Britain.
In other words, the policy which made exports of vital interest
had lost a great deal of its force since the palpable breakdown
of the ContinentalSystem.
But even if theseconjectures
prove to be correct, the incident shows that Great Britain was
already at that time more willing than her adversary t o use
a food blockade as a weapon of war.
The weapon, however, came far from gaininggeneral
approval even among Englishmen, and naturally it called forth
anathemas from the opposite side. The British chargd d'afluires
in Stockholm, Foster, openly told the Swedish statesmen that
' the starvation system appeared to him to be blameworthy,
difficult t o execute, and conducive to numerous dangers
The result was that Norway came nearer t o starvation than
any other country
during this period, so that her pitiful situation
was alleged by FrederickVI as a reasonfor renouncing his rights
to the country in the peace of E e l in January, 1814. Had it
not been possible for spirited Norwegians and Danes to break
through the blockade with their small corn vessels, the situation would have appeared all but hopeless in the eyes of contemporaries.1

'.

BRITISHSUPPORT
OF

THE

CONTINENT

We may now return to the economic life of Great Britain
herself. It has been shown that the more fundamental effects
of the Continental System on herorganism did not playa decisive part in the issue of the struggle. But as the reader may

*

Cf. Worm-Miiller, op. cit., the greater part of which is devoted to this
~ubject. For the later years, cf. Rubin, op. kt., ch. x, end Holm, Danwk.Nol.gea
His2crrie, kc., vol. VII : 2 ; pm&m. The utterance of Fo&r may be found io
Grade, &Age och Tikit-Alliamen, pp. 438-9.
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remember from part I, chapter IV, it was assumed in French
circles that therewas a more immediate connexion between the
self-blockade of the Continent and the political elimination of
Great Britain than thatwhich was provided by its generaleconomic ruin. It was thought, in fact, that,owing to the inability
t o export, Great Britain
would be prevented from supporting the
Continent either by means of subsidies or by the maintenance
of troops. Miss Cunningham, in the little study that has often
been cited in this
work, has not only successfullyelucidated
these ideas and their bearing on the policy of Napoleon but
has also, with less success, so far as I can judge, sought to show
the validity of that train of thought to such an extent as to
prove the correctness of Napoleon's (falselyassumed)object
of ruiningGreatBritainbysupplyingherwith
foodstuffs.
Miss Cunningham's thesis, indeed, is that the excess of imports
gave rise to an export of gold which came near t o exhausting
the metal reserve of the Bank of England and thus shaking
' the real foundation of the credit system x.' This contention
does not appear to give due weight to the real significance of
international exchange as that was brought out, not only by
Adam Smith, but more,particularly by the leadingeconomists,
in the great currency debate which went on during the actual
period of the Continental System. To begin with, we must see
whether that French line of thought was correct which made
Britishexports theantecedentcondition
for themaking of
payments on the Continent ; and in so doing we must connect
the matterwith the discussion in our first part towhich reference
has justbeen made.
The kernel of the question, then, is the point that Adam
Smith maintained, namely, that both war and other functions
are in reality paid for by goods and human efforts (services),
andnotbymoney
or preciousmetals.
The subsidies that
G h t Britain had to pay on the Continent
were intended t o
procure necessaries for her allies, and the same were required
for the maintenance of the British troops after Great Britain
had begun operations by land.
Consequently, the business in
1

Miss Cunningham, British Credit, Bco., pp. 4 et set&, pp. 71 et 8eq.
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hand was either to provide the necessaries direct or else to
provide the means with which they might be purchased.
If, then, the situation was such that British goods could be
imported into the Continent, the simplest arrangement of the
matter was that described by Adam Smith, namely, an export
of goods from Great Britain without corresponding imports.
It wasof no consequence whether the British goodswere or
were not precisely of the kind required by the troops or by the
continental governments. Their sale on the Continent created
in the lattercase British assets which could be used to pay for
the domestic goods needed by the troops or by the allies ; that
is t o say, the purchasers of the British goods in reality paid
their debt, not to theBritish, but to thesellers of the domestic
goods that were used by the British troops or by the governmentssupported by Great Britain. Butthefactthatthe
matter wassimplifiedby
the possibility of exporting British
goods t o the Continent by no means implies that the support
of the continental governments would have beenimpossible
without the realization of such a condition. If, for instance,
we suppose, instead, that no British,but, only transmarine
goods, could get into the Continent, the system only needed to
be supplemented by the participation of a third country, for
instance, the UnitedStates,in the operation. At timesthis
was undoubtedly the case with the payments on the Iberian
peninsula, where American corn went in great quantities. The
assets that Great Britainacquired by her exports in transmarine
countries went, under this supposition, to the European mainland in payment for continental imports of colonial goods, that
is to say, British exports for the non-European countries paid
for British supportto the Continent of Europe. In the one case
as in the
other it was a question of the exchange of commodities,
and not of any need of payment in money or in gold and silver.
When, therefore, it came about that Wellington wished to make
cash payment during his campaigns in Spain and Portugal, this
by no means meant that he had to have the requisite amount
sent to him in precious metal. The only thing necessary was
that the British government should have assets.on the Iberian
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peninsula, for instance,in the formof bills of exchange or claims
on business establishments there, to an amount corresponding
to the requirements of the British army, so far as those requirements could not be satisfied by the supply of goods on British
account.
It is truethat it ispossible to imagine a situationin
which Great Britain was cut off from exporting to transmarine
countries as well as to the European Continent ; and it would
then become a question of what possibilities there would be for
supporting the Continent under such conditions. In that case
the matter was manifestly hopeless ; for a completely isolated
Great Britain-and a country without exports is practically the
same as an isolated country-must, no less than a completely
isolatedEuropeanContinent,
necessarily implythe impossi-.
bility of Britishhelp for the adversaries of Napoleon. But
this connexion is self-evident to such a degree that it need
scarcely be pointed out ; and what is more, the supposition
of its existence is so devoid of practical importance that it can
never have played any part in the conduct
of Napoleon or any
other statesman of the time.
The next question, then, is whether even a diminution of
British exports would not have been able to place obstacles in
the way of supporting the Continent, inasmuch as the assets
held by Great Britain to payfor the support might in that
case
beexpected to be smaller. But even thisidea is incorrect,
because the decisive thing is not the absolute amountof exports
but the amount
inrelation to imports, i. e., the excess of
exports. If only imports were diminished to the same extent
as exports, the possibility of giving supportwould be in no wise
altered. It is in the natureof things that the support mustbe
paid for by limitation of domestic consumption when a country
cannot count upon borrowing abroad,,a thing which was not
to be thought of for Great Britain during the
period of the
ContinentalSystem.Thegeneral
conclusion thusremains
simply this, that exports (including carrying profits and other
f,oreigntrade profits) mustexceed imports by the amount
of the
support given to foreigncountries.
It is truethat. British
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commercial statistics for this period are altogether too uncertain
to admit of any positive arithmeticalproof in such a question ;
but it may be mentioned that the British customs statistics €or
the years 1805-9 show an excess in the tradebalance itself (that
is t o say, apart from freights, &x.)varying between 5,900,000
and 14,900,000 pounds sterling, or, as an average for those five
years, amounting to almost precisely S1O,OOO,OOO.1
However, still anotherpossibility may beconceived, namely,
that the European Continent might take no necessaries a t all,
eitherBritish or continental, or might take onlymoney or
precious metals. This was undoubtedly what Napoleon aimed
at, although he never even approximately reached his goal. So
far as Great Britain succeeded in carrying on military operations on the Continent, however, even this possibility was quite
out of the question; for where troops could be landed, it is
evident that goods could be landed with still greater ease. And
as regards the allies, the matter would have been of importance
only in the highly curious situationthat thecountries in question
applied the Continental System strictly and received British
subsidies at thesame time. For the sake of completeness, however, this line of thought may be followed out. Here, too, the
same thing holds good ; the idea to which Adam Smith had
given expression, namely, that the precious metals in this connexion were commodities like others andwould have had to be
purchasedby means of Britishexports.The
only difference
in the situation from a British point of view would have lain
in the fact that precious metals might prove difficult to obtain,
as indeed was probably often the case. From the pointof view
of the Continent, on the other hand, such a form of payment
meant that in reality nothing was imported that could serve
military purposes ; and consequently the thing could have
been of importance only in case one or more of the individual
continental states could thereby acquire necessary goods from
other continental countries.
If we pause to consider the actual circumstances in greater
1 Report of tke Sekct Committee
Commons, 349, table 73).
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detail, we are immediately impressed by the fact that it was
precisely the flourishing period of the Continental System that
was marked by quite insignificant subsidies to the continental’
states ; and the reaeon for this is closely connected with the
fact just mentioned that efficacy of the self-blockadeceased
as soon as Great Britain gained the support of allies on the
Continent.Forthe
whole of the sexennialperiod 1807-12,
the sum total of the cash subsidies subsequently reported
to
Parliament was $14,722,000 ; and it is in the very nature of
things that most of this amount fell to countries with which
GreatBritainhadunimpededintercourse,
e. g. (inround
numbers), Portugal (1809-12)nearly $6,000,000; Spain (180812)S3,660,000 ; Sicily (1808-18) $1,700,000 ; Sweden (1808-9
and 1812)H,660,000 ; and Russia (1807, before the Peace of
Tilsit) $600,000. Altogetherthesecame
to $13,580,000, or
more than nine-tenthsof the total amount. There is no material
available for estimating the total amount spent on Britishmilitary operations on the Continent ; but in 1808-10 the total
payments of the British government abroad ran to something
over E32,000,000.1 As has been observed above, however, the
military expenses must always have been among those where
the normal system
of international paymentscould be employed.
As a matter of fact, however, we have the seemingly incompatible facts that, on the one hand, Great Britain had great
difficultieswithher payments on the Continent, and, on the
otherhand, was exposed toan outflow of preciousmetals,
which constantly threatened the bank reserve and was usually
connected with the heavy decline in the rates of exchange on
England. It might thus seem as if Napoleon was right after
all in trying to read thesuccess of his war against the credit of
England in the decline of the exchanges and in the difficulties
of payment. But the true
connexion was quite different.
First, as regards the difficulty of financing themilitary
operations on the Continent, we may say that that difficulty
was mainly due to bad financial organization, and also to an
1 The figures are based on the tables in Porter, op. cit., p. 607, and Tooke, q.cit.,
vol. I, pp. 362.
1669.48
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apparently ineradicable notion of the unimportance of the war
in the Iberian peninsula.Wellington had manyoccasions to
complain of the inadequacy of pecuniary support andthe
shortage of the most necessary things, while at the same time
huge sums were dissipated in far less important ways, even on
the Continent, such as for the notorious and thoroughly abortive expedition to the island of Walcheren, off the coast of
Holland, in 1809. As regards the modus operandi, Wellington
had to obtain funds by drawing bills on the British treasury
and selling them on the spot, that is to say, without there
being any available British assets ; and as there was an entire
lack of organization, this could not take place without a heavy
decline in their value. Nathan.Mayer Rothschild, the greatest
financial geniusof the house of Rothschild and its true founder,
who at this time had already moved from Frankfurt to London,
mentioned to Sir ThomasFowell Buxton, in the course of
a conversation many years afterwards, that once during this
period he set about buying up, onthe one hand, a great number
of Wellington’sbillson the Britishgovernment,whichwere
under par, and, on the other hand, gold, which was sold by the
East India Company; and by so doinghedeclared that he
compelled the government t o come to an agreement with him,
on the one hand, to prolong the bills which it had no means to
pay, and, on the other hand, to pass over the gold, for which
Wellingtonwas very hard pressed. ‘ When the Government
had got the money,’ he said,with well-founded contempt, ‘they
did not know howto get it to Portugal. I undertook allthat, and
I sent it through France. It was the best business I ever did.’
Apart from this scanty and late item, which is as meagre as
most of the contributions t o the history of the house of Rothschild, weseem to know hardlyanythingabout
the actual
manner in which the Continentwasfinanced by the British
government under the Continental System. On the other hand,
we have a somewhatfullerknowledge of the circumstances
during the next period, that of the Wars of Liberation and of
the Hundred Days in 1813-15, owing to the materials collected
in a biography of the politician J. C. Herries, the commissary
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in chief intheBritishfinancialadministration
of that time
(1811-16),on which the German economic historian, Professor
Richard Ehrenberg, has based
that partof his study of the'house
of Rothschild, Even at that time, with the greatly multiplied
continental expenses for both subsidies
and military requirements, the financing was a t firstmanagedpartlybyvery
cumbrous movements of silver from England, and partly, and
more particularly, by bills drawn from
the Continent on the
British treasury in London. These last the continental governments and generalsafterwardshad the greatest difficulty in
selling, and therefore they declined heavily in value. But now
there was graduallycarriedout,through
N. M. Rothschild,
a change of systemby which bills and coins were privately
bought up on the Continent, with the result that
difficulties
of placing bills and the consequent dislocations in theexchanges
almost ceased. Thus Herries states in his
official report that
during 1813.bills on Holland and Frankfurt for ~ 7 0 0 , 0 0 0were
bought up without depressing the exchange, while a payment
of E100,000 on the old methods would, in his opinion, have had
ten times as great an effect upon the exchanges.1
The whole of this account shows clearly enough that the
difficulties lay in the matter of technical organization and were
not due to any
profound economic obstacles inthe way of
paymentsontheContinent
; for it is manifest that such
obstacles, had they existed,would no less fully have lain in the
way of Rothschild'spurchases of commercialpaper onthe
Continent, that is to say, his acquisition of continental assets
on British account. What the change of system implied, therefore, was t o organize the support in the main on the lines of
international payments in general.
But it was recentlymentionedthatintheearlierstage
Rothschildsent gold to Wellingtonon theaccount of the
Britishgovernment,and
thatthelaterpaymentsonthe
Continent were partly effected bysending silver. One thus
1 Memoirs of Sir Thomas Powell Buxton (3d ed.,London,
1849), ch. XXI, pp.
288 et seq, ; Ehrenberg, Grosse Vernziigen, ihre Entstehung und ihre Bedeutung (Jena,
1903), vol. I, pp. 58 et sq.
A & 2
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gets the impression, in spite of all that has been said, that
precious metals were necessary, at least at times, in order to
support the Continent. This evidentlyneedsexplanation
;
and the explanationmainly lies in the stateof British currency
during the Napoleonic wars.

BRITISHCURRENCY
As has been mentioned in part I, Great Britain had had an
irredeemable paper currency ever since 1797 ; but before 1808
this currency had only inparticularyears
shown any great
deviations from its par value. The quotations for gold do not
appear to have been very reliable at the time, but the rates
of exchange on Hamburg and Paris, both of which, characteristically enough, were quoted in London without intermission
during the whole course of the last Napoleonic war, make the
matter sufficiently clear. I n 1808, however, a great change set
in. Especially from 1809 the exchanges began to show a very
remarkablefall, i. e., theamount of foreign money to be
obtained for 3
3 sterling declined heavily. The averagedepreciation for 1809 is given by Mr. Hawtrey as 21 and 23.3
per cent. as compared with Hamburg and Paris, respectively.
This gave rise to a great controversy--which offers a number
of points of contact.with the discussion during t h e recent
war-concerning the connexion between the changes in the
value of gold and the ratesof exchange, o n the one hand, and
the decline in the value of the British paper currency, on the
other hand, and also concerning the true cause of the latter
phenomenon. The first importantcontributions t o this controversy were made byRicardo in the latesummer a,ndautumn
of 1809 in the form of three articles published in the Morning
Chronicle, which were followed up in December by a celebrated
pamphlet, the title of which, The High Price of Bullion a Proof
of the Depreciation of Ban.k Notes, sufficiently expresseshis
point of view. I n this pamphlet,Ricardo, who at that time
was known only as a successful and highly respected broker on
the StockExchange,laid
down what is called the quantity
theory of money and laid the foundationof his still unpresaged
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fameasthemostacute
of economic theorists. In order to
test the question, the House of Commonsin February 1810
appointed a committee,knownas
the Bullion Committee,
'whosereport,framedentirelyin
the spirit of Ricardo, was
announced in Junebut
didnot
come before Parliament
untilthe following spring. The discussion was carriedon
withgreat zeal outsideParliamentas
well, simultaneously
with an almost continuous rise in the price
of gold. According to the computations of Mr. Hawtrey, that rise was 364
percent. in 1813 (that of silverbeing 367 percent.), while
the fall in the exchanges had already culminated in 1811 with
391 per cent. and 44 per cent. on Paris and Hamburg, respectively.Duringthese
long discussions there alsoarosethe
question of the cause of the export of gold and its connexion
with payments on the Continent ; and it may be said that in
the course of this discussion the connexion was made clear in
all essentials, especially by Ricard0.l
As a starting-point in this discussion Ricardo took the case
where a country, owing to failure of the harvest, has to embark
upon unusually large imports of corn ; but he maintained that
the payment of subsidies to a foreign power formed a still more
markedinstance of the samething. Now, if thecountryin
question, that is to say, Great Britain, had R metallic system
of money and no ' redundant currency ', that is,. not a greater
quantity of money in relation to the quantity of commodities
than other countries, there was, in his opinion, no occasion for
theexport of preciousmetals.
In that case, corn,like the
subsidies, would be paid for by exports of commodities in the
usual way, as has been explained at length above. If, on the
Report of the Bullion Committee, withexamination of witnesses. Hansard.
vol. XVII, pp. ccii et seq. The appendices, however, are printed only in the otticial
separate edition(see ante, p. 352 note). Ricardo, Works (McCulloch ed.,London,
1852), pp. 267 et seq., 269 et seq., 292 et seq. ; Three Letters on the Price of Gold,
A Reprznt of Economic Tracts (Hollander ed., Baltimore, 1903) ; Letters to Thomas
Robert Malthus, 1810-1823 (Bonar ed., Oxford, 1887), pp. 1, 15 et seq., 19,20 et seq. ;
Anonymous [Malthus], in Edinburgh Review (Feb., 1811), pp. 342 et sq., 361 et seq. ;
Hawtrey, The Bank Restriction of 1797, Zoc. cit. (1918), vol. XXW, p. 64 ; Tooke,
op. cit., vol. I, pp. 157 et seq., 207 et seq., 352 et seq., 375 et seq. ; also, A History
of Pricea from 1839 to 1847, inclusive (London, 1848), pp. 100 et seq.
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otherhand,thereprevailed

a

' superabundantcirculation ',

that is, a greater quantity of money in the subsidy-paying
country than in the country to which the subsidies were paid,
it meant that the value of money was lower or the price-level
of commodities higher in the former place than in the latter,
in which case the precious metals flowed t o the place where
their value was highest ; inother words, an export of gold
took place. Or, as also explained by him, if money or gold was
export.ed instead of commodities, this was due to the fact that
the transaction could be settled more cheaply in this way. I n
that case gold or money was what stood relatively lowest in
value in the paying country (Great Britain), as compared with
its value in the othercountry, and consequently people fulfilled
their obligations at a smaller sacrifice if they paid with money
or gold than if they paid with commodities. Otherwise, if the
value of money was the same in both countries, the export of
gold would never be worth while, but the payment must take
the form of commodities. Ricardo did not dispute absolutely,
it is true, that the transmission of gold could take place in all
events ; he considered it highly improbable, however, because
in that case the gold would have gone to a country where its
purchasing power was less, or at least not greater, than in the
country from which it came. But both he and his opponents
were agreed that in that case the gold must soon flow back to
the former country ; and even if this factor played a larger
part than Ricardo supposed, it could never explain that onesided movement of precious met.al from Great Britain to the
Continent that exhaustedthe gold reserves of the Bank of
England and therefore gaverise to such great anxiety.
The outflow of gold was thus an evidence that money had
a lower value in Great Britain than on the Continent. But if
Great Britain, like the Continent, hadbeen on a metallic basis,
thisdissimilarity would have been removedby the outflow,
inasmuch as the quantityof money would have been diminished
in the former place and augmented in the latter.
As it was,
Great Britain had a paper currency which stood far below its
nominal value in gold ; and in that case the export of gold
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could continue for any length of time without.restoring equilibrium, because the vacuum was constantly being f i k d with
new notes. Thus it was not the payment of subsidies or any
extraordinary export of corn that caused the outflow of gold,
but ' the superabundant circulation ', or, in other words, the
lower value of money in Great Britain.
This account, which goes to the root of the matter, can be
regarded as conclusive in all essentials and needs to be supplemented only in one or two points,which are also touched upon
by Ricardo. If the country in question has a mixed paper and
gold circulation, as was the case with Great Britain, not only
the paper money but also the metallic money declines in value
within the country. I n other words, pricesrise in whichever
currencytheyarequoted,inasmuchastheyareboth
legal
tender and their combined quantity has
been increased. It is
precisely this circumstance that drives out the
' better ', that is,
the metallic money, because people get more goods for that in
other countries.
If, then, it was the case, on the whole, that the export of
gold haditsrootinthedepreciation
of Britishcurrency, it
should nevertheless be added, in common fairness, that a payment of subsidies in itself, regarded as an isolated phenomenon
and without any connexion with the depreciation of the currency, would also set going a definitive export of gold from the
subsidy-payingcountry,inasmuchas
it woulddiminish its
stock of commodities ; andanunchangedrelationbetween
the quantity of money and the quantity of commodities-in
other words, an unchangedcomparative
price-level-would
thus require a corresponding diminution on the other side of
the equation. But the quantity of goods is exposed to so many
changes in different directions that this matter is probably of
no practical interest whatever.
The argument brought forward against all this by Ricardo's
opponents, especially by Malthus in the Edinbwgh Rmitw, in
February 1811, was that a great export of corn, or claims to
subsidies on the part of the continental states, need not evoke
among thema greatly increased demand for
' muslins, hardware,
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and colonial produce ’,and that,therefore, it might be necessary
for Great Britain to pay instead withmoney, which was always
welcome.Applied t o the payment of subsidies, however, this
argument was particularly unfortunate, as the function of the
subsidies was quite obviously that of procuring goods for the
work undertaken by the continental powers, as has been explained at length above ; and consequently for our purpose
the objection can be dismissed without further ado. For the
sake of completeness, however, it may be added that the same
conditions prevail in other cases. No country sells corn except
to get something else instead ; and no country has 60 much of
all commodities that it cannot usemore. The origin of these
commodities is a matter of no importance, as we have already
seen ; and the limitation, in Malthus’s instance, to thearticles
of British trade itself is consequently quite unjustifiable. The
only exception, which is scarcely treated by Ricardo, but which
is discussed in detail, from a somewhat different standpoint, in
the report of the Bullion Committee, would be if LL country had
somespecial reason t o increase its stock of precious metals,
e. g., to form a war fund or t o pass from a paper t o a metallic
currency.The
Bullion Committee here showed theuntenability of the supposition thatthe Continent hadany such
increased need of gold as could explain the course of development in Great Britain.
The gist of all thisis, therefore, that theexport o f gold from
Great Britain can be regarded neither as a necessary condition
nor a necessary consequence of the payment of subsidies to the
Continent, but had its essential cause in the deterioration of
the currency. From this, two conclusionsfollow. In the first
place, the British government could have prevented, not only
the export of gold, but also the permanent fall in the rate of
exchange (to be carefully distinguished from thetemporary
dislocation occasioned by especially largepaymentson
the
Continent)by raising the value of money. Whether in that
case the remedy would have been less harmful than the disease,
after the depreciation hadgone so far, it is not easy t o say ; but
that matter need not be discussed in this place, as it is a t all
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events clear that the Continental System, as such, was 'not the
cause of the situation, or at any rate not one of its principal
causes.
I n t h esecond place, from the standpoint of the payment of
subsidies, it cannot even be regarded as having been necessary
to let the export of gold or silver continue when the British
government had once ceased to keep the currency a t par with
gold. From a purely formal point of view, it had obtained the
possibility of independence in this respect by the Bank Restriction Act, that .is to say, by making bank notes irredeemable ;
norwasthereanyinsuperableobstacleinthe
way of this
expedientinactualfact.Strictly
speaking, the Continent
needed no importation of either gold or silver ; and it is far
from the case, of course, that all the payments of the British
government on the Continent were effected by the export 'of
precious metal. For the moment it is not possible to state the
relationbetween thetotal foreign paymentsandthetransference of coin on behalf of the government except for the two
years 1808 and 1809 ; but even the figures for those two years
show how casual the proportion was.1 I n 1808 the foreign
payments of thegovernment(here,as
elsewhere, the figures
refer to all countries outside the British Isles, and not merely
the Continent of Europe) amounted to~330,!235,000,while the
exports of precious metal on public account amounted to
at
least g3,905,000, or, if we include that sum which was paid for
the purchase of silver dollars (without our being able t o see
whether they were purchasedinside or outside the country)
to ;E4&3,000, or over 4per cent. of the whole. The principal
part in this matter
was played by over twenty remittances,
principally silver, to the Iberian peninsula to a total of more
than E2,666,000,and also 6e855,OOO insilver to Gothenburg,
sums which the Britishgovernment could not contrive to
provide in a more convenient fashion. I n t h eyear 1809, on the
other hand, when the total payments abroad were larger than
1 The figures for the exports of precious metal follow tables 69 and 79 in the
appendices to the Report of the Bullion Committee, reduced, when neoessary, to
pounds sterling.
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in the previous year (amounting to 51!2,372,000), the exports
of precious metal on account of the government reached only
&1,206,OOO, according to the lower calmlation, and 33,290,000,
according to the higher calculation ; that is to say, at themost
only 1% per cent.of the total payments.Now if it was regarded
as necessary, out of regard for British ‘prestige ’ or for any other
cause, not to letso much metal go out of the country as actually
did, these mere figures make it clear (and the idea isconfirmed
by the experiences of the recent war) that it would have been
quite possible to avoid sending out gold or silver. Even if one
had not been able t o come to this conclusion by theoretical
methods, it follows from thepractical experience gainedby
Rothschild’s rearrangement of the system of foreign payments
in 1813, that these payments did not involve any inevitable
need for the export of gold or silver ; and for other purposes
such export was, considering the general position of currency
policy, a somewhat purposeless means of limiting the fall in
value of British currencyto a negligible extent, without restricting the circulation of bank notes.

BRITISH
CREDIT SYSTEM
The above largely supplies the answer to the question that
still remains, namely, as to the importance of the Continental
System in relation to the solidity of the British credit system.
If it was considered that the credit of Great Britain stood and
fell with the metallic reserves of the Bank of England, neither
Napoleon’s measuresnor
the depreciation of thecurrency
would have prevented the preservation of the gold reserve, as
has just been shown. It is true that the very conceptionof the
importance of the metallic reserves for the credit of a country
withapapercurrencylackssupportbothintheory
and in
experience, although popular notions to this effect have been
diligently nourished at all times ; and it is difficult to see what
inconveniences would have followed if the metallicreserves
of the Bank of England when it didnotredeem
its notes,
had had to sink to the same level as at the Bank Restriction
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of 1797 or even lower. But if it had been desired to avoid that
state of things, then, as has been said, there would have been
no insuperable difficulties, as is also shown by the experiences
of the following years.
It is a quite different and far more searching question, to
what extent the British credit system could have been thrown
into disorder by the general difficulties and dislocations caused
to British economic life by the Continental System in combination with a number of other factors. As regards the credit of
thestate,nothing
of the kind occurred. Thesystem of the
national debt was so firmly founded that it resisted the strain
withoutdifficulty, thoughthecost
of the revolutionary and
Napoleonic wars certainly appears, for various reasons,to have
been much greater thanwould have been the case if the borrowing had been effected in some other way. The private credit
system, on the other hand, had not yet attained the same vital
position in the economic life of the country as it has now. The
new large-scale industry was to a predominant extent based on
its own capital, and was mainly extended with the help of its
ownprofits-a
fact which is seldom properlyemphasized.
Consequently, the harm thatcould be involved by a dislocation
of credit can probably be measured by the results of the crisis
of 1810-11-that is to say, bankruptcies by the merchants with
reaction on the manufacturers from whom they bought their
goods. Besides, it is anopenquestionwhetherthecredit
system of a country can be regarded as being so delicate as it
has long been the fashion to make out. The experience of the
recent war has largely suggested that our credit organization
has a much more robust physique than anyone had previously
suspected.

CONCLUSION
COMPARISON WITH THE PRESENT DAY

THEContinentalSystem had little success in its mission
of destroying the economic organization of Great Britain,
and most of the things it created on the Continent lasted a very
short time. The visible traces that it left in the economic
history of the past century are neither many nor strong.Indeed,
it is difficult to find any more obvious and lasting effect than
that of prolonging the existence of the prohibitive system in
France far beyond what was the case, not only in Great Britain,
but also in Prussia. Thus there are good grounds for doubting
that the material development of our civilization would have
been essentiallydifferent if this giganticendeavour t o upset
In
the economic system o€ Europe had neverbeenmade.
general, it is true that what sets its mark on the course of
economic
development-largely
in contrast with
what
is
political in the narrower sense-is that which can be used as
a foundation for further building, where cause can be laid to
cause. Isolated efforts to destroy the texture of economic
society,even if theyare madewith a giant’s strength, can
generally do little more than retard theprocess of development,
and gradually they disappear under the influence of what may
be calledin the fine-perhaps too fine-phrase, ‘ the self-healing
power of nature ’ (& medicatria! naturae).
However, the ContinentalSystemmainly had immediate
ends in view. It was in the f i s t place a link in a life-and-death
struggle, where, as is always the case under such circumstances,
the thought of the future had to be relegatedto thebackground.
The fact that the future effects were small, therefore, isa thing
which, strictly speaking, touches the heart of the Continental
System no more than it touches the heart of other trade wars.
It is true that in all such struggles people count on the most
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far-reaching andprofound effects in the futurefrom the victory
that they wish to win to-day ; but the only thing that they
understand clearly is their desire to win the victory. First and
foremost, therefore, the question is, to what degree the Continental System served this its immediateaim.
So far as the answer to this question lies in the sphere of
economics-and the present book has no concern with what
lies outside that sphere-the answerhasalready been given
in the preceding pages, and is mainly in the negative. But no
detailed explanations need be given as to why just the failure
of theContinentalSystem, even asapure measure of trade
war, makes it especially important to confront it with the
phenomenon that corresponds to it in our own day, the trade
war in the shadow of which we still live at the time of this
writing. If any point should have stood out clearly from the
foregoing survey, it is surely the paradoxical character of the
Continental System ; and so far the contrast with the present
day has consisted in the very setting heregiven to the subject.
But from a purely economic point of view every trade war is,
strictly speaking, a paradox, for it is directed against intercourse
which isprofitable to bothpartiesandthereforeinevitably
inflicts sufferings on its author no less than its intended victims.
Consequently, the property of the Continental Systemof being
an economic paradox does not render superfluous a comparison
with the presenttime.Perhaps
such a comparison derives
still greater interest from the light it seems to cast over the
general development of society during the past century in its
connexionwith economic conditions. Butasthematerials
for suchasurvey
have beenlargelygivenin
the preceding
chapters, these last few pages will to some extent have the
character of a summary.
The relatively limited effect of the Continental system on
the economic life of Europe was primarily due to the autarchy
of *e different countries, that is, their far-reaching economic
seu-sufficiency in all vital matters. The speedy conclusion of
the blockade of France at the outbreak of the revolutionary
wars was undoubtedly connected, not only with the particular
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ideas with which we have become acquainted, but also with
%he slenderness of the prospects of starving a country in the
position of France ; and toa lesser degree the circumstances were
t h e same with regard to a food blockade of the British Isles.
On the other hand,it may be takenfor granted that a blockade
of the latter kind would now be effective if it could be carried
out. But evenwithregard to its practicability the situation
is altered.
Nowadays
such blockade
a
demands,
almost
inevitably, the command of the seas, as the countries that now
produce corn are so many and so scattered that it can hardly
be possible to command them all by land ; and the same holds
good of the majority of products other than foodstuffs, even
of the majority of raw materials. The possibility of blockading
a country simply by power over the sources of supplyhas
therefore been enormously reduced since the time of Napoleon
with regard t o all the main commodities of world commerce.
Such a possibility is mainly reduced to a number of important,
but quantitatively insignificant, articles, such as certain special
metals,potassium, and indigo. Therefore, the possibilities of
a n effective blockade have been so far diminishedthat nowadays,
t o a much greater extent than
a hundred yearsago, they require
power over thetransport routes, while formerly there were
greater possibilities of becoming master over production itself.
I n t h eopposite scale we have the fact that the
damage done by
blockade, when it can be carried out, is many times greater
now than then. Consequently, it is obvious that the blockade
of the Continent, which was nevereven attempted seriously
during the Napoleonic wars, is now susceptible of a much wider
range.
In addition to these fairly self-evident material reasons for
the greaterefficacy of a blockade in our own day, there are other
reasons which lie in thesocial or spiritual sphere,and aretherefore far less obvious and generally known, but by no means
less important. Foremostamongtheseshouldbeplaced
the
increased power of governments in comparison with a hundred
years ago. If there is anything which forms theburden of
all discussions under the Continental System it is the hopeless-
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ness of enforcingobedience to the blockade decrees. ‘ Why
not prevent the skin from sweating
? ’ was King Louis’s despairingcryinanswer
to the threatening complaints about
the smuggling in Holland ; and an anonymous report of 1811
in the Berlin nationalarchivesexpressed
the matter in the
following way : ‘ To keep the English away from the Continent
byblockadewithout
possessing fleetsisjustas
impossible
as to forbid thebirdstobuildtheirnestsin
ourcountry.’
In thesame way a French report to Bonaparte in
1802 declared
it to be a hopeless undertaking to prevent the importation of
Englishmanufactures that everybodywanted;andas
we
know, Napoleon himself justified his failure to try to prevent
the exportof corn to England on the ground that
such measures
were futile.1 No onewho has followed the foregoing account can
doubt the correctness of these opinions ; and as has been said
already, the food supply of Norway during the years of rigid
blockadedepended on blockade-breaking. I n contrastwith
all this, we are confronted with the fairly indisputable fact that
during the recent ‘war both the belligerent parties
were able,
without any noteworthy leakages, both t o exclude the enemy’s
goods, when they deemed it expedient, and to prevent their
own goods fromleaving the country. No countryhasbeen
able to get her food supply through blockade-breaking.
I n a mannercorrespondingto
theutterancesjustcited,
Stephen speaks of the great difficulties involved in preventing
theconveyanceacrossthe
sea of enemy goodsdisguised as
neutral ; while, on the other side, those who had command of
the sea during the recent war revealed a remarkable capacity
to
prevent, not only this, but also the exportation to the enemy
from neutral territory of goods produced from imported raw
of a neutral country’s
materials, andeventheexportation
own goods when they had to bereplaced in some way or other
by goods imported by sea. The ‘ import trusts ’ that have been
establishedindifferentcountriescreatedguaranties
which
were altogether lacking during theNapoleonic wars, and which
1 Duboscq. Louds Bonaparte en HoUande, p. 4 8 ; Hoeniger, op. cit., p. 19; Tarle,
Kontiwntdnaja. blokada, vol. I, p. 147.
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fundamentallychanged thenature of neutral trade.Highly
significant, too, is the insurance of enemy cargoes, which developed into a perfect system under the Continental System,
withaspecialprovisionfor
the underwriter that heshould
abstain from the right to have the insuranceannulledon the
ground of the enemy origin of the cargo, while there was no
mention of anything of the kind during the recent war.
Most striking of all is the contrast with regardt o the export
of gold and transactionsin gold at rates above par. There
is a famous eighteenth-century utterance by Bishop Berkeley
t o the effect that it is impossible to make a prohibition of the
export of preciousmetalseffectivewithoutbuildingabrass
wallround the whole country; and the majority of writers
on the monetary system a hundred years ago were agreed on
this point.Thus,forinstance,
the somewhatlowervalue of
gold in specie than gold in bullion in England was explained
by the existence of somewhatgreaterrisk
of exporting the
former, because it was forbidden by law ; ' but,' says Ricardo,
' it is so easily evaded, that gold in bullion has always been of
nearly the same valueas (i. e., very little above) gold in coin '.l
During the recentwar,on the other hand, in Germany
and
France, for instance, gold was seen pouring into the coffers of
the banks of issue in spiteof its far higher value than the paper
moneygiveninexchange ; and consequently there has been
scarcely any mention of smugglinggold out of the country,
althoughsuchexportwouldhaveyielded
st large profit if it
could have been successfully performed.
This general weakness of governments a hundredyears
agoconstitutes the constantlyrecurringjustificationfor
the
frequent concessions towarddisobedience to the prohibitive
regulationsexisting on paper.Thus,forinstance,Perceval
in the House of Commons in 1812 justified the licences for the
importation of lace and muslin on the ground that they would
be imported illegally if permission were not given for it ; and
about the same time Lord Bathurst declared in the House of
Lords that the only effect of the abolition of licences would be
1

Ricardo, W o r b (High Price of Bullion), p. 265.
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that Britishsubjects would continue the trade with neutral
foreigners as dummies and resort to every conceivable dodge
and device to avoid detection. ' In fact,' concluded the British
minister of commerce, in words which might stand as a motto
for the entire policy of licences, ' we only permitted him (the
merchant) to do that openlywhich *he would surely [sic} do
clandestinely '.I
It is of great moment t o determine the causes of this enormous difference in the effectiveness of governments then and
now. Some of the causes are more or less temporary,that is to
say, they are due tothe peculiarconditionsgoverning
the
carrying-on of wars both then and now, especially then ; but
others, so far as one can judge, express a tendency in development which deserves particular attention. When, in discussions
as to the possibilities of state intervention in some respect or
other, reference has been made
to older precedents, people have
usually failed to see to what an extent those old measures were
ineffective, and have therefore completely misunderstood the
connexion between causeand effect.
The most profound change, so far as one can see, consists
in the increased honestyand efficiency of public administration.
In the precedingpagessufficientevidence
has beengiven of .p>
the corruption of the executive powers under the Continental
System, so that no further evidehce is necessary.
To some extent
the situation was undoubtedly affected by the reluctance with
whichpeopleconformed
to the Continental decrees,which
was especiallythe case in the non-French states of the Continent;
however, this factor played nopart at all in England, and only
8 small part in France. We must, therefore, search deeper for
the causes, and in so doing we can scarcely avoidthe conclusion
that the majority of European states and also Great Britainperhaps thelatter above aU--did not until the nineteenth
century attain anexecutive organimtionon whose senseof duty i
and incorruptibility it waspossible to rely.Therefore, while
in our day it is possible to entrust an executive with functions

3
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1 Speeches in the House of Lords, Feb. 28, 1812; in the House of Commons,
Apr. 17, 1812. Hansard, vol. XXZ, p. 1056; vol. X=, p. 435.
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that put these qualities to the test, such was not the case a
hundred years ago, and is even now not the case in countries
with an executive organization of the older type. It need not
be furtherelaboratedwhat
consequence this involveswith
regard to the possibility of state intervention and the state
management of economic undertakings, As a matter of fact,
these possibilities vary largely according to the nature of the
executive in each individual country.
It is true that the
palpable overstrainingof government functions during the recent war has led to a more or less marked
relapseboth as t o the law-abidingness of subjects and the
integrity of officials ; and it is quite conceivable that history
will thus repeat itself. So far, however, the difference between
now and thenremainsvery
great ; and at leastonefactor
appears to work in the direction of keeping up this distinction.
For, furthermore, technical development has played
into the
hands of the governments t o an extent that people in general
havenotfullyappreciated.
It is especially the network of
cables and lines of communication of every sort, which practically form a completely new factor in the economic life of the
nineteenth century, that have brought about this result ; for
it is obvious that power over this system creates a possibility
of controloveralmosteverything
that fallsunder the head
of intercourse, and over much that falls under the head of production. Within a country
it is especially railways and highpressureelectrictransmissionlines
that createthis power,
while both within and between countries a part of the same
function is performed by the telegraph cables. The last-named
have created a possibility for censorship and a possibility
for
counteracting revolutionary measures on the part of citizens
or foreigners, and also on the part of the enemy ; and with
the help of the railways it is possible to throttle almost all
domesticindustrialproductionandmost
of the imports or
exports that it is desired t o hinder. It is true that quite recent
events have served to show various features which point to
a certain degree of emancipation from the supremacy of a rigid
system of lines, namely, wireless telegraphy and aerial naviga-
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tion. But the latter is still, from an economic point of view,
little more than the music of the future ; and even the part
played by wireless telegraphy during the war, though certainly
not altogether insignificant, was remarkably restricted, while
the former types of communication are the genuinereality
which for the presentplaceresourceshithertoundreamt
of
in the hands of governments-so long as they can hold them.
Of course, anarchy can throw thesystem into pieces, or factions
can get hold of these engines of power and destroy them ; but
this in no wise alters the fact that they have increased enormously the strength of an undisputed government.
It is highlysignificant, in connexion withthisincreased
strength of governments, that almost the onlypointone
canspeak of any real improvement in the treatment of the
neutrals sincethe beginning of the last century is with regard
to
captures at sea. Here, indeed, a strictly military governmental
organization has not only taken the placeof the purely private
and acquisitive enterprises of the privateers, but at the same
time has also put an end to the pecuniary interest of naval
officers and crews in the seizure of neutral cargoes ; and this
means a t least the abolition of that kind of high-handed treatment which had its sole root in the desire of private gain.
With these deeper dissimilarities between the past and the
present may be associated others which have a more temporary
character, but are nevertheless of great interest. One of them,
which must strike every careful observer, is
how completely
that character of ' a political war of religion ', which was &st
noticed byLarsvonEngestrom,disappearedin
the sphere
of economics, and to what an extent an open acknowledged
and
intercourse existed among the belligerents. The licence system
as such is one huge example, of this, but there are other still
more striking ones. Thus, for instance, it appears from many
details that journeys to an enemy country were by no means
unusual, Napoleon told the deputies of the French Chamber
of Commerce in his speech to them in March 1811, that he was
well aware of these journeys ; and he does not seem to have
takenthem a t all with a tragic air. From the continental
B b 2
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states, of course, no feeling of hostility to Great Britain was to
be expected ; but it is nevertheless remarkablethat Englishmen
seem t o have lost hardly anything by their continental debtors.
All this, however, referred to private individuals ; butthe
grandest exampleof economic co-operation betweenthe enemies
occurred on account of the governments themselves. This was
what was known as the Ouvrard Affair, which pops up many
times in the contemporary sources-most indetailinthe
memoirs of the great Parisian speculator, Ouvrard, but perhaps
most authoritatively in Mollien’smemoirs-andwhich
is one
of the most astounding of the economic events of the period.
The affair had to do with what was, for the conditions of those
times, a colossal remittance of silver to an amountof 37,000,000
francs, which Spain was to maketoFrance
from Mexico
throughthe
mediation of the Anglo-French-Dutchbanking
firm of Hope & Co. of Amsterdam, with which Baring Brothers
of London and the ultraspeculative banker, Ouvrard of Paris,
worked. As the British controlled the sea, however, the transferencecouldonlybe
effected byBritishwar-shipsfetching
the money from Vera Cruz in 1807, and conveying it to a European port on Napoleon’s account. Mollien’s comment on this
is : ‘ Thusthree powers which were wagingwar ci outrarwe
couldsuddenly make a kind of local truce for an operation
which did not seem likely to benefit more than one of them ’ ;
andhe goes on : ‘ When Napoleon expressed t o me some
inquietude regarding the fateof such an important remittance,
I was able t o answer him, with a confidence that the result
fully justified, that the enemy hands that I had chosen would
not provefaithlesshands.’I
Eventhoughfuture
researches
should reveal many transactions from the recent war of which
we now suspectnothing, yet it must be
regarded, to put it
Mollien, &fdm*ree, &c., vol. I, pp. 434 et aeq., 490 et aeq. ; voL II, pp. 129
et aeq,, 242 (the quotation being from vol. 11, p. 132); Ouvrard, H h o i r e a , &c.,
vol. I, pmsitn, especially pp. 107 et aeq. ; Ehrenberg, & m e Vemdgen, &c., vol. I,
pp. 72 et aeq. ; vol. 11 (1905). pp. 120 et eeq.
also, a. Weill, Lejinancier Outward,
loc. cit. (1918), VOL 127, p. 39. An article on Pierre C h r LabouchBre, the head
of the Hope fbn, m the Revue d‘;histoire diphm&ique for 1913, gives no informstion
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on this .or related subjects.
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mildly, as improbable that any of them will prove to show
such a measure of working agreement between deadly enemies.
One very importantreason for this lively economic intercourse
with the enemy is undoubtedly the distinctively mercantilist
nature of the blockade. When exporting to the enemywas
regarded as a patriotic action, regardless of the fact that the
trade prohibitions with the enemy forbade it on paper, this
really cut off the possibility of a political or economic war of
religion ; and it was no longer possible in that case to avoid
forming commercial ties with enemy subjects, so that governments had to take theconsequences. Accordingly, the methods
of the recent war in severing all commercial ties led, in quite
another degree, tothe establishment of a gulf between the
combatants that was not merely material but also mental.
Themost obvious difference between thepastandthe
present, of course, is precisely this dissimilarity in the object
of the blockade, which has been set forth and discussed in the
foregoing account. It is impossible to deny that the blockade
of the World War, conceived as a means to the end of undermining the enemy’s power of resistance by economic pressure,
had a far
morecorrect economicobject thanhadthat of Napoleon.
The recent blockade was primarily directed againstthe enemy’s
imports, which procure what can be
replaced by neither financial
dexterity nor credit, while the Continental Systemwas directed
againstexports,andthereforehadverysmallprospects
of
attaining its object. Saying this is not the same assaying under
what conditions the present-day policy of trade war may have
a chance of attaining its object. Economic life has exhibited
a power of adaptationthat was completely undreamt of,
a possibility of changing its direction with the shortest preparation under pressure of external conditions, which should have
greatly diminished hopes of conquering an enemy by such
means. In consequence of this the problem of self-sufficiency
also has passed intoa new phase. The primary thing for a
country is, or at anyrate should be,no longer to be selfsufficient in peace, but to possess that elasticitythroughout
its economic organization which creates the power of becoming
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self-sufficient in war or' on the occasion of any other isolation ;
and in complete contrast t o what most people have believed,
the development of'modern industrial technique and a modern .
credit system has increased, and not diminished, the prospects
of t h i s . But the discussion of these problems does not belong
to an historical account, but to an analysis of the economics
of therecent war. Such an analysis has been attempted*to
some little extent in a preceding work by the present
writer,
.
.
and therefore need not be repeated here.l
1 V&rl&krigeta ekonomi : e n s t d i e af nutidens naringslif u&er b i g & inverkan
(Stookholm. 1916).
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FINALLY,
it seems expedient to give a rapid summary of
the most important materials that throw light on the Continental Systemitself. The presentwriter’sstudies as regards
the sourcesthemselves, as well as the works in which those
sources have b.een worked up, were necessarily limited to what
wasaccessible in Swedishlibraries,since it was practically
impossible to obtain books from abroad during the period in
wbich this book was in preparation ; nor had the writer either
time or opportunity to visitforeignlibraries.
On the whole,
the Swedish libraries cannot be regarded as poorly equipped
for a subject ‘such as the present one ; but the lack of contem’ porary British and American publications was nevertheless
strongly felt‘. Consequently, in this book remarks to the effect
that information of one sort or another was inaccessible mean
simply that sources containing it were unknown to the author.
The more important collections, in so far as they are known t o
the author, are included herein.
BIBLIOGRAPHIES
Mr. Dunan’sbibliography contained in Revue des &uks
napoldoniennes, vol. 111 (Paris, 1913), merits study owing to
its freshneis and searching appreciation of the various works
(it even contains corrections of mistakes in detail) ; but it is
far from complete as-regards the several countries, particularly
as regards British and American literature. This, to a certain
extent, is supplemented by a valuable article by Dr. Lingelbach
in the American Historical Rewiew (January 1914), vol. XIX,
containing a discussion principally of manuscript sources, with
copious extracts, An extensive and morecomprehensive, but
lesscopious,bibliography,
together with a criticism of the
manuscript sources, forms an introduction to the Russian work
mentioned below, i. e,, Tarle, Ko.ntinenial’mjablokadu (MOSCOW,
1913).
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SOURCEPUBLICATIONS
The collection of original documents which must always
remain the principal source for the history of the Napoleonic
age is Correspondance de Napoldon Ier, published on the initiative of Napoleon I11 in two parallel editions, both in thirtytwo volumes, which are quite identical as to contents (Paris,
1858-69 and 1870, respectively). To facilitate the use of either
edition, Napoleon’s letters are referred to by number in the
preceding pages. In the first fifteen volumes of the Correspondance practically everything of interest has been included ; but
after that a selection was made out of regard to the prestige
of the empire, a selectionwhich applied especially t o the
letters written to Napoleon 111’s father, King Louis of Holland.
“his hasled to a number of collections,amongwhich
the
collectionissued by Lecestre in two volumes, Lettres iddites
de NapoUon I e r (Paris, 1897), would seem to be the only one
offering anything of importance for the history of the Continental System. That collection includes certain of the most
characteristic letters of Napoleon, but the general impression
created through them is too one-sided and violent owing to
their being compressedinto two small volumes.
Besides these must be mentioned the well-known work of
Martens, Nouveau reczleil de traitis, which in its first part, for
1808-14 (Gottingen, 1817), contains a fairly abundant collection
of the various blockadedecrees, Of perhaps greater value,
however, are the documents collected in different parts of the
original Recwil, including earlier declarations and instructions
which are lessaccessible. The Americanofficial publication,
American State Papers (Foreign), vol. 111, isalsosupposed to
contain a collection of the most important laws and regulations
of all the belligerents governing .neutral trade.

GENERALSURVEYS
These are not very numerous and are of less value than
might be expected. The &st of a serious tendency appears to
be Kiesselbach’s Die Continentalsperre in ihrer okomisch-
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politischenBedezltung (Stuttgart & Tubingen, 1850). It is
very far from impartial and is sadlyconfused on the economic
side ; but a largenumber of whathave been takentobe
recent discoveries will be foundthere, especially inregard
to the matters treated in part
I, chapter IV, of the present
work. The book isthroughoutdominatedbytheideas
of
FriedrichListandadvocatesthe
necessity of combating
England in order to free the Continent from the bondage of
the ‘ agricultural state ’. I know only by name the next work,
bySautijnKluit,
Geschiedenis van het Continentual stelse1
(Amsterdam, 1865). An Italian work byBaron Lumbroso,
Napoleone I e l’lnghilterra: Saggio sulle origini del
blocco
continentale e sulle sue consegzcenxe economiche (Rome, 1897),
shouldproperly come nextin chronological order. It is a
somewhatundigested collection of abstracts and information
gathered from different sources. Quiterecentlytwogeneral
surveys on a fairly large
scale have been attempted. One of
them is a German-Austrian work by Peez .and Dehn, Englands
Vorherrschaft, vol. I, Aus der Zeit der Kontinentalsperre (Leipzig,
1912), an uncritical and biased work, mainly directed against
England, which, however, does not lack information of value
andmay leadacriticalreader
to more authentic accounts.
Of quiteanotherkind
is Tarle’s Kontinental’najablokada
(Moscow, 1913), which is based on exhaustive studies,especially
in the French archives, and contains a great mass of material ;
but the first part
of it-and the only onethat has so far appeared
“treats of nothing but French commerce and industry. Owing
to the language in which it is written I have been able to use
thetext only to averylimited
extent,butthe
notes and
appendices are accessible to everybody and contain an abundance of valuable information. Last in time probably
comes
the work of Dr. Frank E. Melvin, Napoleon’s Na&gation System
(New Yo&, 1919); but it had not reached me at the time of
writing. Thereisyetanother
work,however,which,
though
dominated by a somewhat antiquated
conception of history,
as well as by a very obvious pro-British and anti-French bias,
may probably be regarded as containing the best survey that
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has so far appeared of the ideas of the ContinentalSystem
of Mahan,
and their application,namely, the last three chapters
The I n , w n c e of Sea Power upon the French Re.oolution
ami Empire, 1793-1812, vol. 11 (London, 1893). Despite its
weaknesses, this work is still well worth reading. Its general
thesis has several times been discussed in the preceding pages.
Of generalhistoricalsurveys
of the time,twoshould
be
named in thisconnexion, namely, Sorel, L’Europe et ta rkvolution
fraqaise, vols. I-VIII (Paris, 1885-1904), which has been
sufficiently characterized in the preceding pages ; and Thiers,
Histoire du C o w l a t etdeZ’Empire, the twelfth part of which
(Paris, 1855) contains bk. XXXVIII, entitled Blocus continental,
which despiteahighlyuncriticaladmiration
of Napoleonparticularlysurprisingwithregard
totheTrianon
policyis based upon materials which still give value to an unusually
absorbing account.
A contemporary source of great value in regard to ,commercial conditions, especially in the north of Europe, is Oddy,
European Commerce, showing New and Secure Channels of Trade
with the Colztinent of Europe (London, 1805), published little
more than a year before the Berlin decree. The full and greatly
needed particulars of the commerce and econonlic character of
the northern countries, particularly Russia,
are supplemented
by a lengthy section on Great Britain, which is, however, more
in the nature of an economic pamphlet, and besides, distinctly
inferior to the rest.
FRANCE
With regard to source publications, of course, we have here
to take into consideration the Correspondance de NapoUon Ier,
the Bulletin des lois, &., and Le Moniteur, all of them very
helpful. A contemporary,secondary,thoughveryabundant
source is Chaptal, De E’industTie frawoise, vols. 1-11 (Pans,
1819). It suffers from the very obvious vanity and prejudices
of its author, who, however, probably had a better acquaintance
thanmost of his contemporarieswith the economic life of
France under Napoleon. Of the almost innumerable memoirs
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of the Napoleonicagescarcelymore
than twobearon the
question in hand,bothbyministers
ofNapoleon,namely,
Mollien, Mkmoiresd’unministre
du trksor public, vols. I-rn
(1MShere used,Gomeled.,
Paris, 1898) ; andChaptal,
Mes souvenirs sur NapoUon (Pans, 1893), of which the former
isbeyondcomparisonboth
the moreuseful and the more
trustworthy.Chaptal’sreminiscenceshave
the sameweaknesses as his book, and also exhibit a rancour toward Napoleon
that isdifficult to explain. Of Mollien,on the otherhand,
the words of Macaulay in reference to George Savile, Marquess
of Halifax, hold good to an unusual extent, namely, that he
saw the events of his own day ‘ from the point of view from
which, after the lapse of manyyears, they appear to the
philosophic historian
Of secondary works we must first refer once more to Tarle’s
book, which in the volume so far published chiefly falls under
this section. A detailedsurvey of the economic history of
France throughout this period is given in Levasseur, Histoire
des classes ouwilres et de l’industrie en France de 1789 d 1870,
2ded.,vol. I (Paris, 1903). Darmstadter, who wouldseem to
be the foremost living German authority of the administrative
history of the Napoleonicage,has treated the economic life
of France under the Continental System and during the crisis
of 1810-11 in the first of his two treatises, Studien zur rtapokanischenWirtschaftspolitilc in Vierteljahrschrift fur Social- und
Wirtschaftsgeschichte, vol. 11 (Leipzig, 1904). The only thing
lackingthere is a thorough grasp
of the deeper economiccharacter
of the questioninhand.
An excellentmonographonone
particular problem is Roloff’s Die Kolo7Eialpolitik Napolebns I .
(Hktorische Biblwthelc, vol. x ; Munich and Leipzig, 1899).
Moreover, the periodical Revue des & d s napoldoniennes
(Paris) contains several minor contributions to the history of
the ContinentalSystem in France. The periodical
NapoEmienne, editedfrom RomebyBaronLuMbroso,also
contains some studies which bear on the subject, as does even
more the Rem d’histoire des doctrines kconomique8 et SoCkd.88
(lat.er called R e m d’hi8toil.e kconomiqw et 8W:ak).

’.
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Theliterature concerning the variousincorporatedterritories is treated below under the countries to which they
belonged just before the World War of 1914.

GREAT BRITAIN
With regard to published sources there is a very perceptible
scarcity of all collections. Naturally enough there is nothing
corresponding to Napoleon’s correspondence ; but there is not
even any collection of official documents or legal enactments
This makes Hansard’s Parliamentary
otherthanstatutes.
Debates (after 1803) ourmain source in avery high degree,
because it contains, in addition to the debates themselves,
a number of official papers which otherwise appear only in the
LondonGazette, whichwas rather inaccessible to me. Besides
Hansard, however, there is, so far as I can judge, very comprehensive and useful material in the great collection of Blue
Books or Parliamentary Papers, of which, however, very few
were accessible to me. The same is the case with the pamphlet
literature of the period.Among
the writings falling under
this head is Stephen’s War i n Disguise : OT the Frauds of the
Neutral Flags (London, 1805 ; reprinted in 1917), which has
been repeatedly cited in the preceding pages and needs only
to be mentioned here. Themany accessiblevoluines of Life
and Letters, Memoirs and Correspondence, &c., which largely
have the character of sources, owing t o the number of
originaldocuments included, have proved to containvery
little material of importance for the history of the Continental
System.
As regards secondary works, the foremost place mustbe
given to those of Dr. J. Holland Rose, of which, however, only
the a‘rticles Napoleonand.British
Commerce (1893), Britain’s
Food Supply in the Napoleonic War (1902), both reprinted in
his collection of essays, Napoleonic Studies (London, 1904),
contain a somewhat detailed discussion of the problems that
concern us ; and even theseare based mainlyon politicohistorical studies. On the otherhand,there
areabundant
economic materials, thoughbut littleworked up,in threebooks :
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Smart, Economic Annals oftheNineteenth
Century, vol. r,
1802-20 (London, 1910), which, as thename implies, is a purely
chronological account of the more important economic events,
based mainly on Hansard ; Tooke, A History of Prices, and of
the State of the Circubtwn, from1793 to 1837, vols. 1-11 (London,
1838), in which the indispensable material is made to support
certain rather dubious economic theories of the author ; and
finally Porter, The Progress of the Nation (many editions).
The English work corresponding to Levasseur’swork is Cunningham’s Growth of English Industry and Commerce, vol. 11,
In Modern Times, 3d ed. (Cambridge, 1903) ; but this fundamental work gives much less on the Continental System than
Levasseur’s,simplybecause
that incident takes a far more
humble place in the economic hist.ory of Great Britain than in
that of France. There is,therefore, really nocomprehensive
summary for the United Kingdom. A special problemis treated
in Miss Audrey Cunningham’sBritish Credit in t h e h s t Napokonic
War (Girton College Studies, vol. 11, Cambridge, 1910), which
has beensufficientlydiscussed in the precedingpages.Two
valuable short studies on the currency problems of the time
have been published by
R. G. Hawtrey in The Economic
Jourrucl, vol. XXVIII (London, 1918), and reprinted in the volume
Currency and Credit (London, 1919) ; of these the Bank Restriction of 1797 bears more directly upon the problems treated in
this book.

Mr.

GERMANY
Here we find by far the greatest flood of literature; but
the political conditions in Germany during that period rendered
possible only investigations for particular areas so that many
of the volumes are far too special to find a place here. There
is no comprehensive survey of the economic history of Germany
as a whole in modern times. Curiously enough, Prussia seems
to be the important territory in Germany whose position with
regard to the Continental System has been least fully treated.
A sort of substitute for a comprehensive survey is offered
by the work which has been frequently cited in the preceding
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pages, namely, Konig’s Die e&chsische Baumwollenindwtrie
am E& des vm*gen Jahrhunderts urd zexihrend der KontinenduE
sperre (publishedin Leipziger S t u d k na w &
e
m Gebietder
Geschichte, vol. v : 3, Leipzig, 1899). This has developed
into a very detailed and useful study of the history of the
Leipzig Fairduringthis
period, basedonexcellentarchive
materials ; and owing to the importance of the Leipzig Fairs
inthe economic life of Germany, it contributesgreatly to
our knowledge of the position of the whole of Central Europe
during the self-blockade. According toanannouncement
published in German periodicals, the Saxon Royal Commission
for History at the end of 1915 awardedacertainsum
to
Dr. Konig for a work which he submitted on the influence of
the ContinentalSystem on the industry of Saxony ; but of
the fate of this work I have been unable t o obtain information.
With the work of Konig we may connect an article by Tarle,
Deutsch-franzosische Wirtschaftsbeziehungen zur nupoleonischen
Zeit in Schmoller’s Jahrbuch fiir Gesetzgebung, &e., vol. XXXVIII
(Leipzig, 1914), which is also based on valuable archive material,
with sections on Hamburg, the Grand-Duchy of Berg, and the
rest of Germany.
For the Hanse Towns, which are the most important
in
this connexion, there is aparticularly copious literature, of
which we may mention : Servidres, L’Allemagne fraryaise s o w
NapoUon ler (Paris, 1904), a work which, despite its comprehensivetitle,dealsonlywith
theHanse Towns, but which,
though written by an historical dilettante, is valuable owing t o
its employment of much French archive material ; Wohlwill,
Neuere Geschichte der Freien und Hansestudt Hamburg, insbeson&re von 1789 bis 1815 (Allgemeine Staatengeschichte. Dritte
1914),
Abt., Deutsche Ladesgeschichten, 10. Werk, Gotha,
acomprehensiveaccount
bythe leading authorityonthe
modern history of the Hanse Towns, and especially Hamburg,
but meagre in the sphere of economics ; Vogel, Die Halzsestiidte
und d k Konthmtabperre in Pfingstbltitter des H a r w i s c h
Geschichtsvereins(vol. IX, 1913), an unusually good little survey
which suffers only from its popular, form and its scanty refer-
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ences ; MaxSchafer, Bremen und die Kontinentabpewt?, in
Halzsische Geschichtsbliitter, vol. xx, 1914, the chief value of
which consists in thestatisticalmaterials
included. Of contemporaryaccounts, Rist’s Lebenserinwrungen, vol. 11 (Peel
ed., Gotha, 1880), and Bourrienne’s Mkmoires surNapoZkon,
le Directoire, le Consulat, 1’Empire et la Restauration, chiefly
vol. VII (Paris, 1829), are the most important ; but the former
is in all respects the most
useful and reliable.
For the states of the Confederation of the Rhine, Konig’s
work has already beenmentioned. But by far the principal
work, as an historical account, is Schmidt’s Le Grand-Duchd de
Berg, 1806-1813 (Paris, 2905), which casts more light on the
Continental System as a
whole than most works ; the parts
which are mainly concernedwith the matter are chapters
x
and XI. Darmstadter’s Das Grossherzogtum Frankfurt (Frankfurt-am-Main, 1901) hasalso an account of the Continental
Systeminthesmalldistrict
covered by the book, which is
excellent but much shorter and more anecdotal than
Schmidt’s.
There are three books dealingwith the moreimportant
Germanterritories
that were incorporatedintheFrench
Empire : Zeyss, Die Entstehung der Handelskammern und die
Industrie a m Niederrhein wahrend der franzosischen Herrschaft
(Leipzig, 1907), is animpartialandhelpfulaccount
of the
Roerdepartmentontheleftbank
of the Rhine ; Herkner,
Die oberelsdssische Baumwollindwtrie und ihre Arbeiter
( Abharzdlungen aus dem staatswissenschaftaftliche7t Semimr 221 Strassburg
i. E., vol. IV,Strassburg, 1887),gives a somewhat meagreaccount
of the extremelyimportant Miilhausen district duringthis
period, by way of an introduction to a social-political study of
the presentday.Darmstadter,
DieVemaltung
des UnterElsass (Bas-Rhilz) unter Napoleon I., 1799-1814, in zhtsCh&ft
fur die Geschichte &a Oberrheim, N.F.,vol. XIX (Heidelberg,
1904), treats, in its last sections, the economy of the Strassbwg
district under the Continental System.
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UNITEDSTATES
The principalwork for the historyof the United States during
this period, namely, Henry Adams’s History of the United States
of A m r i c a during the Administrations of Thomas Jeflerson and
James Madi8on, vols. I-IX (New York, 1889-91), has not been
accessible to me. Good surveys of the general course of political
events
are
given by
Edward
Channing,
The Jeffemonian
System, in The American Nation ; a History, vol. XII (ea. by
Albert Bushnell Hart, New York, 1906), and J. B. McMaster in
the Cambridge Modern History, vol. VII (Cambridge, 1903). For
the actual course of the trade war, however, there is a work
which largely makes the others
superfluous, namely, Mahan’s
Sea Power and its Relations to the War of 1812,vol. I (London,
1905). I n merits and defects alike it is similar t o his betterknown general work which has previously been mentioned.
SCANDINAVIA
The lack of any kind of comprehensive survey for Sweden
makes itself felt very strongly ; but it may be hoped that the
great history of Gothenburg that is now being planned will
largely fiU the gap. Moreover, a fairly complete collection of
the letters of GovernorvonRosen of Gothenburg from that
time would probably prove t o be of great value. A rather small
number of them are available in Ahnfelt, Ur Svenska hofvets
och aristokratielzs Zif, vol. v (Stockholm, 1882), SchinkelBergman, Minnen ur Sveriges nyare historia,vol. VI (Stockholm,
1855), andvonEngestrom,
M i n m n och anteckningar, vol. 11
(Tegn6r ed., Stockholm,1876) ; and, moreover, Frodinghas
based, mainly on such letters, an article bearing on our subject
in his collection of essays, Det f o r m Goteborg (Stockholm, 1903).
There are statistical materials for the exports of ‘Gothenburg
in Bergwall, Hbtorisk Underr&ttelse om Staden Gotheborga
betydligaste Varu-Utskeppningar (Gothenburg, 1891). Some
contributionstowardanEnglishpresentment
of the period
may be found in Memoirs and Correspondence of Admiral Lord
de Sawnmex, vol. 11 (Ross ed., London, 1838). The only comprehensiveaccount, necessarily brief from the nature of the
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book, is offered by Clason, in Hildebrand’s Sveriges Historia
inti11 t j u g d sekZet, vol. IX : A (Stockholm, 1910) ; and the
same writer has illustrated a special point in the &st of his
collected essayspublished under the titleof Gzlstaf I V Adolf ock
(Stockholm, 1913).
den suropeiska Lrisen under Napoleon
In comparison with thisboth Denmark and Norway are
inhitely better represented in the literature.For Denmark
we have Holm, Danmark-Norges Historie fra den store nordiske
Krigs Slutning til RigerlzesAdskillelse (1720-1814), vol. VII
(Copenhagen, 1912), which, however, treats only the external
history, as the author
did not live to conclude the only remaining
part (vol. VIII), which was to have treated the internal history
of the period 1800-14. But this inconvenience is considerably
diminished by the fact that we may fall back on a very full
and useful account of this very subject in Rubin, 1807-1814 ;
Studier til Kobenhavnsog Danmarks Historie (Copenhagen, 1892).
The state of affairs in Norway has long been illustrated by
a well-known work which has partly the character of contemporary source, namely, Aall, Erindringer s m Bidrag til Norges
Historie fra 1800-1815, vols. 1-111 (Christiania, 1844-5) ; and,
moreover, there hasrecently appeared an exhaustive description
for the first half of the period of the Continental System, by
Worm-Miiller, Norge gjennem n4dsamene 1807-1810(Christiania,
1918), largely based on manuscript sources and very rich in
details.

OTHER COUNTRIES
Only the most important works can be mentioned in this
place. For Italy, mention may be made of the second article
in Darmstadter’s Studien in Vierkljahrschrift fur Social- urUE
Wirhchaftsgeschicht, vol. 111 (1905), which treats of Napoleon’s
commercialpolicy, mainly with regard tothe Kingdom of
Italy(NorthItaly)
; and Rambaud’s Naples sous Joseph
Bowparte, 1806-1808 (Paris, 1911), in which, however, economie
questions have been awarded an extremely limited amount of
space.
For Switzerland, a doctoral dissertation by de CBrenville, Le
’
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sy&me continental et la Subse, 1803-1813 (Lausanne, 1906),
provides a full and many-sidedsurvey,based
partly on an
abundmt collection of Swiss monographson the industrial
development of different cantons, and partly on Swiss archive
materials ; but, on the other hand, thework almost completely
lackscontactwiththegeneralliteratureon
the Continental
System and is far too biased against theFrench.
As regards Belgium, we may
mention
the extremely
interestinghistoricalintroduction
tothe
two volumes of
Varlez, Lessalaires
darM I’indecstrie
gcsntoise
(Royaumede
Belgique, Ministtke de
l’industrie
et dutravail,
Brussels,
1901, 1904).
With regard to Holland, there is a fairly extensive collection
of publications, especially as regards the reign of King Louis.
Foremostamongthese,perhaps,
is Rocquain’s NapoZkon Ier
et le R& Louis (Paris, 1875),with the correspondence of the two
brothers, which, however, was not accessible to me ; but
Napoleon’s side of the correspondence is contained in full in
Lecestre’s edition of Lettres inbdites. Moreover, a valuable
collection of letters from Louis, chiefly to his Dutch ministers,
is contained in Duboscq, Louis Bonuparte en Hollan.de ; d’aprds
ses Eettres (Paris, 1911). Of secondary works can be mentioned
van Koning LodewijkNapoleon,
only Wichers, Deregeering
2806-1 810 (Utrecht, 1892).
For Russia there are scattered notices of the Continental
System in Vandal, Napolkon et Alemalzdre Ier, vols. 1-111 (Paris,
1891-6), and valuable particulars in Oddy’s work ; but, on
the whole, it would seem that the internalcondition of Russia
under the Continental System was a terra irzcognita, at least for
students of Western Europe.
Finally, I would refer to my own work, VurEcEskrigets ekonomi
in Skrifter utgifna af Handelshogskolan (Stockholm, 1915) for
general economic ideas and .comparisons with the recent war.
I
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APPENDIX I
THE BRITISH ORDERS

IN COUNCIL, 18071

I

First (Whig) Order
J.4NUARY

7, 1807.

Order in council ; prohibitiug Trade to be carried 01% between Port a&
Port of Countries under the dominion or usurped controul of France
and her allies.
AT the Court at the Queen’s Palace, the 7th of January 1807 ;
Present, The King’s most excellent Majesty in council.-Whereas, the
French government has issued certain Orders,which, in violation of
the usages of war, purport to prohibit the Commerce of all Neutral
Nations with his majesty’s dominions, and also to prevent such nations
from tradingwithanyothercountry,
in any articles, the growth,
produce, or manufacture of his majesty’s dominions : and whereas the
said government has also taken upon itself to declare all his majesty’s
dominions to be in a state of blockade, at a time when the fleets of
France and her allies are themselves confined within their own ports
by the superior valour and discipline of the British navy : and whereas
such att,empts on the part of the enemy would give to his majest.y an
unquestionableright of retaliat,ion, and would warrant his majesty
in enforcing the same prohibition of all commerce with France, which
that power vainly hopes t o effect against the commerce of his majesty’s
subjects ; a, prohibition which the superiority of his majesty’s naval
forces might enablehim to support,byactuallyinvesting
the ports
and coasts of the enemy with numerous squadrons and cruisers, so as
to make the entrance or approach thereto manifestly dangerous : and
whereas his majesty, t.houghunwilling to €0110~the example of his
enemies, by proceeding to an extremity so distressing to all nations
not engaged in the war, and carrying on their accustomed trade, yet
feels himself bound by a due regard to the just defence of the rights
1 The Orders in Council are here reprinted from Hamard, vol. X, pp. 126-48.
Although the text, unfortunately, is not very good, i t has been followed literally in
all respects, including spelling, capitalization, $0. A collation, kindly undertaken
at my request by Dr. &ut Peteraron, with the text of the Orders 88 inwrted in
the London Gazette (all except 11,111,VIII, X, and XI1 of the following series), has
shown
almost
complete
conformity
with the rendering
of
a n s a r d . The
chronologicalorder of the originalhas been presemed ; butforthedifferent
Ordersissued under the same date,the order of the original has beenslightly
changed to one more logical. The headings have been italicized by the editor for
thesake ofconvenience, and signatureshavebeenomitted.
NO. Iv is S i g n e d
‘ Steph. Oottrell’ ; all the rest ‘ W. Fawkener’ or ‘ Fawkner

’.
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and interests of his people, not to suffersuch measures t o be taken by
the enemy, withouttaking some stepson his part to restrainthis
violence, and to retort upon them the evils of their own injustice : his
majesty is thereupon pleased, by and with the advice of his privy
council, t o order, and it is herebyordered, That no vessel shallbe
permitted to trade from one port t o another, both which ports shall
belong to or be in the possession of France or her allies, or shall be so
far under their controul, a s t h a t British vessels may not freely trade
thereat : and the commanders of his majesty’s ships of war and privateers shall be, and are hereby instructed t o warn every neutral vessel
coming fromany such port,and destined to anothersuchport,
to
discontinue her voyage, and not to proceed to any such port ; and any
vessel after being so warned, or any vessel coming from any such port,
after e reasonable time shall have been afforded for.receiving information
of this his majesty’s Order, which shall be found proceeding t.0 another
such port, shallbecaptured
and brought in, and,
toget.her with her
cargo, shall be condemned as lawful prize : and his majesty’s principal
secretaries of state, the lords commissioners of the admiralty, and the
judges of the high court of admiralty, and courts of vice admiralty, are
to take the necessary measureshereinas
to them shallrespectively
appertain.

I1
FEBEUARY
4, 1807
Order in Council ; upproving Draught of an additional Instruction to the
Commanders of H i s M a j e s t y ’ s S h i p sof War and Privateers, directing
thatNeutralVessels,ladenwithCargoesconsisting
of theArticles
therein enumerated, coming for importation to any Port ofthe United
Kingdom (provided they shall .not be coming from anyPort in a state
of strict and rigorous Blockade), shall not
be interrupted ; and that
in case any such Articles shall be brought for Adjudication before the
H i g h CouTt of Admiralty, or any Court of Vice Admiralty, the same
shall be forthwith liberated, upon a C l a i m being given by or o n behalf
of the Merchant or Merchants to whom such Articles shall be coming
fw Importation.
AT the Court at the Queen’s Palace, the 4th of Feb. 1807 ; present

the King’s most excellent Majesty in Council.-Whereas there was this,
day readat theBoard, the annexed Draughtof an Additional Instruction
to thecommanders of his majesty’s shipsof war andprivateers, directing
t,hat theydo not interrupt NeutralVessels laden with Cargoes consisting
of the Articles thereinafter enumerated, coming for importation to any
port of the united kingdom (provided they are not coming from any
port in a state of strict and rigorous Blockade) ; and in case any such
vessel, so coming with such articles, shall be brought for adjudication
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before the high court of admiralty, or any court of vice admiralty, that
the same shall be forthwith liberated, upon a claim being given by or
on behalf of the merchant or merchants t o whom such Articlesare coming
for Importation : his majesty taking the said Draught of Additional
Instruction into consideration,was pleased, with the advice of his privy
council, to approve thereof, and to order, as it is hereby ordered, That
the right hon. earl Spencer, one of his majesty’s principal secretaries of
state, do cause the said Instruction to be prepared for
his majesty’s
royal signature.
Draught of an A4dditional Instruction to the Commanders of w r Ships
of War and Privateers.
Our will and pleasure is, That you do not interrupt NeutralVessels
laden with cargoes consisting of the Art,icles hereinafter enumerated,
coming. for Importation to any port of our united kingdom (provided
they are not coming from any port in a state of strict and rigorous
blockade) ; and in case any such vessel so coming with such Articles,
shall be brought for adjudication before our high court of admiralty,
or any court of vice admiralty, we hereby direct that the same shall
be forthwith libera.ted, upon a claim being given by or on behalf of
the merchant or merchants to whom suchArticles are coming for
Importation.
ENUMERATION OF ARTICLES
Grain, viz. corn, meal and flour,(if importableaccording to the
provisions of the corn laws) ; rice, Spanish wool, Mohair yarn, madder
and madder roots, malts, shumack, agol, galls, cream of tartar, safflower,valone,brimstone,Spanish
wine, indigo,saEron,verdigrease,
cochineal,orchella weed, cork,olive oil, fruit, ashes,juniperberries,
barilla, organzined, thrown, and raw silk (not being of the production
of the EastIndies or China) ; quicksilver, bullion coined and uncoined ;
goat, kid, and lamb skins, rags, oak bark, flax, seeds, oil of turpentine,
pitch, hemp, timber, fir, oak, oak plank, masts, and yards.

FEBRUARY
18, 1807
Order in Council ; approving %aught of Additional Instructions d$recting

that the Ships and Goods belonging to the Inhabitants of Ramburgh,
B r e m and other places and countries in the north of Germany, which
Vessels and Goods shall be engaged in the Trade to or from the Ports
of the United Kingdom, shall, ubi1 furth order, be sujgk.ed to pass
free and unmolested, &c.
AT the Court at theQueen’s Palace, the 18thof Feb. 1807; present,
the King’s most excellent Majesty inCouncil.-Whereas there was this
day read a t t h e board the annexed draught of Additional infitructions
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to the commanders of ships of war and privateers, and to the judge
of the high court of admiralty, and the judges of the courts of viceadmiralty, directing, that the ships and goods belonging to the Inhabitants of Hamburgh, Bremen, and other places and countries in the
north of Germany, which vesselsand goods shall be employed in P trade
to or from the ports of the united kingdom, shall until further order,
be suffered to pass free and unmolested, notwithstanding that the said
countries are or may be in the possession or under the controul of France
and her allies ; and that all such ships and goods so trading, which may
have been already detained, shall be forthwith liberat.ed, and restored :
his majesty, taking, etc. [almost identical with no. 111.
Additional Instructions tothe Commanders of Ships of W a r and Privateers,
to the Judge of the High Court of Admiralty, and the Judges of the
courts of Vice Admiralty.
Our will and pleasure is, That the ships and goods belonging to the
inhabitants of Hamburgh, Bremen, and other places and countries in
the north of Germany, which vessels and goods shall be employed in a
trade to or from the ports of our united kingdom, shall, until further
order, besuffered to pass free and unmolested, notwithstanding that
the said countries are or may be in the possession or under the controul
of France and her allies ; and all such ships andgoods so trading which
may have been alreadydetained
shall be forthwithliberated
and
restored.

N
AUGUST19, 1807

Order in Council : directing, that all Vessels under
the JEag of Mecklenburgh,Oldenburgh,Papenburgh,
or Kniphausen,shall be forthwith
warned not to trade in future at any hostile Port, unless such vessels
shall be going fromor coming to a Port of the United Kingdom, &e.
AT the Court at the Queen’s Palace, the 19th of August 1807 ;
present, the King’smost excellent Majesty in Council.-His
majesty,
takinginto consideration the measures recently resorted to bythe
enemy for distressing the commerce of the united kingdom, is pleased,
by and with advice of his privy council, to order,and it is hereby
ordered, That all vessels under the flag of Mecklenburgh, Oldenburgh,
Papenburgh, or Kniphausen, shall be forthwith warned not to trade
in future at any hostile port, unless such vessels shall be going from or
coming to a port of the united kingdom ; and in case any such vessel,
after having been so warned, shall be found trading, or to have t.raded
after such warning ; or in case any vessels or goods, belonging to the
inhabitants of such countries, after the expiration of 6 weeks from the
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date of this order, shall be found trading, or t o have traded after such
6 weeks have expired, a t any hostile port, such vessel and goods, unless
going from or coming to a port of the united kingdom, shall be seized
and brought in forlegal adjudication, and shaIl be condemned as lawful
prize to his majesty : etc. [almost identical with no. I].

V
Principal (Tors)Order : Blockade Ordinance
NOVEMBER
11, 1807
Order in Council ; declaring the Dominions of his Majesty’s Enemies,and
of Countries under their Controul, in a state of Blockade, under the
Emceptions specified in the said Order.
AT the Court a t t.he Queen’s Palace, the 11th Nov. 1807 ; present,
the King’s most excellent Majesty in Council.-Whereas certain Orders,
establishing an unprecedented system of warfare against this kingdom,
and aimed especially at the destruction of its commerce and resources,
were some time since issued by the government of France, by which
‘ the British islandswere declared to be in a state of blockade,’ thereby
subjecting to capt,ure and condemnat.ion all vessels, with their cargoes,
which shouldcontinue to trade with his majesty’s dominions.-And
whereas by the same Orders, ‘ all trading in English merchandize is
prohibited ; and every article of merchandize belonging t o England, or
comingfromher
colonies, or of hermanufacture,isdeclaredlawful
prize : ’--And whereas the nations in alliance with France, and under
her controul, were required to give, and have given, and do give, effect
t o such Orders:-And whereas his majesty’s Orderof the 7thof January
last, has not answered the desired purpose, either of compelling the
enemy t o recall those Orders, or of inducing neutral nations to enterpose, with effect, t o obtain their revocation ; but, on the contrary, the
same have been recently enforced with increased
rigour :-And whereas
his majesty, under thesecircumstances, finds himself compelled to take
further measures for asserting and vindicating his just rights, and for
supporting that maritime power which the exertions and valour of his
people have, under the blessing of Providence, enabled him to establish
and maintain ; and the maintenance of which is not more essential t o
the safety and prosperity of his majesty’s dominions, than it is to the
protection of such states as still retain their independence, and tb the
general intercourse and happiness
of mankind :-His majesty is therefore
pleased, by and with the advice of his privy council, to order, and it is
hereby ordered, That all the ports and places of France and her allies,
or of any other countryat war with his majesty, and all other ports or
places in Europe,from which, althoughnot a t war with his majesty, the
British flag is excluded, and all ports or places in thecolonies belonging
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t o his majesty’s enemies, shall from henceforth be subject to the same
restrictions, in point of tradeand navigation,with
the exceptions
hereinafter mentioned, as if the same were actually blockaded by his
majesty’s naval forces, in the most strict and rigorous manner : and
i t is hereby further ordered and declared, that all trade in articles which
are of the produce or manufacture of the said countries or colonies,
shall be deemed and considered t o be unlawful ; and that every vessel
trading from or to thesaid countries or colonies, together with allgoods
and merchandize on board, and all articles
of the produce or manufacture of the said countriesor colonies, shall be captured andcondemned
as prize to the captors.-But,
although his majesty would be fully
justified,by the circumstances and considerations ,above recited,in
establishing such systemof restrictions with respect to all the countries
and colonies of hisenemies, without exception or qualification ; yet
his majesty, being nevertheless desirous not to subject neutrals to any
greater inconvenience than is absolutely inseparable from the carrying
into effect his majesty’s just determination to counteract the designs
of his enemies, and t o retort upon his enemies themselves the consequences of their own violence and injustice ; and being yet willing to
hope that it may bepossible (consistently with that object) still to
allow to neutrals the opportunity
of furnishing themselves withcolonial
produce for their own consumptionandsupply ; and even t o leave
open, for the present, such trade with his majesty’s enemies as shall be
carried on directly with the ports of his majesty’s dominions, or of his
allies, in the manner hereinafter mentioned :-His majesty is therefore
pleased further to order, and it is hereby ordered, That nothing herein
contained shall extendto subject to capture or condemnation any vessel,
or the cargo of any vessel, belonging to any country not
declared by this
Order to be subjected to therestrictions incident to EL state of blockade,
which shall have cleared out with such cargo from some port or place
of the country to which she belongs, either in Europe or America, or
from some free port in his majesty’s colonies, under circumstances in
which such trade from such free port is permitted, direct to some port
or place in the colonies of his majesty’s enemies, or from those colonies
direct to thecountry t o which such vessels belong, or to some free port
in his majesty’s colonies, in such cases, and with such articles, as
it may
be lawfult o import intosuch free port ;-nor to anyvessel, or the cargo
of apy vessel, belonging to any country not a t war with his majesty,
which shall have cleared out from some port or place in this kingdom,
or from Gibraltar or Malta, under such regulations as his majesty may
think fit to prescribe, or from any port belonging to his majesty’s allies,
and shall be proceeding direct to the port specified in her clearance ;nor to any vessel, or the cargo of any vessel belonging to any country
not a t war with his majesty, which shall be coming from any port or
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Place in Europe which is declared by this Order to be subject to the
restrictions incident to a state of blockade, destined to some port or
place in Europe belonging to his majesty, and which shall be On her
voyage direct thereto : but these exceptions are not to be understood
as exempting from capture or confiscation any vessel Or goods which
shall be liable thereto in respect
of having entered or departed from any
port or place actually blockaded byhis majesty’s squadrons or ships of
war, or for being enemies’ property, or for any other cause than’ the
contravention of thispresent
Order.-And
the commanders of his
majesty’s ships of war and privateers, and other
vessels acting under
his majesty’s commission, shall be, and are hereby instructed to warn
everyvesselwhichshall
have commenced hervoyageprior
to any
notice of this Order, and shall be destined to any port of France, or of
her allies, or of any other country at war with his majesty, or to any
port or place from which the British flag as aforesaid is excluded, or to
any colonybelonging to his majesty’senemies, and which shallnot
have cleared out as is hereinbefore allowed, to discontinue her voyage,
and to proceed to some port or place in this kingdom, or to Gibraltar
or Malta ; and any vessel which, after having been so warned, or after
a reasonable time shall have been afforded for
the arrivalof information
of this his majesty’s Order at any port or place from which she sailed,
or which, after having notice of this Order, shall be found in the prosecution of anyvoyagecontrary
to the restrictionscontainedinthis
Order, shall be captured, and, together with her cargo, condemned as
lawful prize to the captors.-And whereas, countries, not engaged in
the war, have acquiesced in the Orders of France, prohibiting all trade
in any articles the produce or manufacture of his majesty’s dominions ;
andthemerchants
of thosecountrieshavegivencountenanceand
effect to
those prohibitions,by accepting from persons styling themselves
oommercial agents of the enemy,resident at neutralports,certain
documents, termed ‘ Certificates of Origin,’ being certificates obtained
a t t h e porti of shipment, declaring that the articles of the cargo are
not of the produce or manufacture of his majesty’s dominions ; or to
that effect:-And whereas this expedient has been directed by France,
and submitted to by such merchants, as part
of the new system of
warfare directed against the trade of this kingdom, and as the most
effectualinstrument of accomplishing the same,andit
is therefore
essentially necessary t o resist it :-His majesty is therefore pleased, by
and with the advice of his privy council, to order, and i t is hereby
odered, Thet if any vessel, afterreasonabletimeshallhave
been
afforded for receiving notice of this his majesty’s Order at the port or
place from which such
vessel shall have cleared out, shall
be found
carrying any such certificate
or document as aforesaid, or any document
referring to or authenticating the same, such vessel shall be adjudged
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lawful prize to the captor, together with the goodsladen therein,
belonging to the person or persons by whom, or on whose behalf, any
such document was put on board.-And
the right hon. the lords commissioners of his majesty’s treasury, etc. [aImost identical with no. I].

VI
NOVEXBER
11, 1807
Order in Council ; containing certain Regulations under which the Trade
to and f r o m the enemies Country shall be carried on.
AT the Court a t the Queen’s Palace, the 11th Nov. 1807: present,
the King’s most excellent Majesty in Council.-Whereas articles of the
growth and manufacture of foreign countriescannot by law beimported
into this country, except in British ships, or in ships belonging to the
countries of which such articles
are the growth and manufacture, without
an Order in councilspecially authorizing the same :-His majesty,
taking into consideration the Order of this day’s date, respecting the
trade to be carried on to and from the ports of the enemy, and deeming
it expedient that any vessel, belonging to any country in alliance or at
amity with his majesty, may be permitted to import into this country
articles of the produce or manufacture of countries a t war with his
majesty :-His majesty, by and with the advice of his privy council,
is therefore pleased to order, and it is hereby ordered, That all goods,
wares, or merchandizes,specified and included in the schedule of an
act, passed in the 48rd year ofhis present majesty’s reign, intituled,
‘ an actto repeal the duties of customs payable in Great Britain, and to
grant other duties in lieu thereof,’ may be imported from any port or
place belonging to any state not a t amity with his majesty, in ships
belonging to any stateat amity with his majesty, subjectto thepayment
of such.duties, and liable to such drawbacks, as are now established by
law upon the importation of the said goods, wares, or merchandize, in
ships navigated according to law : and with respect to such of the said
goods, wares, or merchandize, as are authorized to be warehoused under
the provisions of an act,passed in the48rd year of his present majesty’s
reign, intituled, ‘ an act for peImitting certain goods imported into
Great Britain, to be secured in warehouses without payment of duty,’
subject to all the regulations of the said last-mentioned act ; and with
respect to all articles which are prohibited by law from being imported
into this c o i t r y , it is ordered, That the same shall be reported for
exportation to any countryin amity or alliance with his majesty.-And
his majesty is further pleased, by and with the advice of his privy council,
to order, and it is hereby ordered, That all vessels which shall arrive at
any port of the united kingdom, or a t the port of Gibraltar, or Malta,
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in consequence of having been warned pursuant to the aforesaid order,
or in consequence of receiving information in any other manner of the
said Order, subsequentto their having taken on board any part
of their
cargoes, whether previous or subsequent. to their sailing, shall be permitted t o report their cargoes far exportation, and shall be allowed to
proceed upon their voyages to their original ports of destination (if not
unlawful before the issuing of the order) or t o any port at amity with
his majesty, upon receiving a certificate from
the collector or comptroller of the customs at the port at which they shall so enter (which
certificatethesaid
collectors andcomptrollers of thecustomsare
hereby authorized and requiredto give) setting forth, that suchvessels
came into such port in consequence of being so warned, or of receiving
such information as aforesaid, and
that theywere permitted to sail from
such port under the regulations which his majesty has been pleased to
establish in respect to such vessels : but in case any vessel so arriving
shall prefer to import her cargo: then such vessel shall be allowed to
enter and import t.hesame, upon such terms and conditions as the said
cargo might have been imported upon, according t o law, in case the
said vessel had sailed after having received notice
of the said Order,
and in conformity thereto.-And it is further ordered, That all vessels
which shall arrive at any port of the united kingdom, or a t Gibraltar,
or Malta, in conformity and obedience
to thesaid Order, shall be allowed,
in respect to all articles which may be on board the same, except sugar,
coffee, wine, brandy, snuff, and tobacco, to clear out to any port whatever, .to be specified in such clearance ; and, with respect to the last
mentioned articles, to export the same to such ports and under such
conditions and regulations only as
his majesty, by any licence to be
granted for that purpose, may direct.-And, etc. [identical with no. VI.

NOVEMBER
11, 1807
Order i n Council ; declarily the future Sale and Transfer ofenemies
Vessels to the Subjects of n Neutral Country, to be invalid.
A ~ ’ t h Court
e
at the Queen’s Palace, the 11th Nov. 1807 ; present,
the King’smostexcellent
Majest.y in Council.-Whereas the sale of
ships by a belligerentto a neutral,is considered by France tobe illegal :
-and whereas a great part of the shipping of France and her allies has
been protected from capture during the present hostilities by transfers,
or pretended transfers, t o neutrals :-And whereas it is fully justifiable
to adopt the same rule, in this respect, towards the
enemy, which is
applied by the enemy to this country :-His majesty is pleased, by and
with the advice of his privy council, to order, and it is hereby ordered,
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That in future sale
theto a neutral of any vessel belongingto his majest,y’s
enemies shall not be deemed t.o be legal, norin any manner to transfer
the property, nor to alter the character of such vessel : and all vessels
nowbelonging or whichshallhereafterbelong
to any enemy of his
majesty, notwithstanding any sale or pretended sale to a neutral, after
a reasonable time shall have clapsed for receiving information of this
his majesty’s Order a t the place where such sale or pretended sale was
effected, shall be captured and brought in, and shall be adjudged as
lawful prize to the captors. And, etc. [identical with no.
VI.

vm
NOVEMBER 18, 1807
Order in council ; approving Draught of I!nstructionsto the Commanders
of his Majesty’s Ships of War and Privateers, &e. to act in due CMZformity to and ezecution of the Order in Council of the 11th of November, declaringthe Dominions of his Majesty’s Enemies and of Countries
m d e r their Controul,in a state of Blockade.

.4T the Court at the Queen’s Palace, the 18th Nov.1807 ; present,
the King’s most excellent Majesty in Council.-Whereas there was this
day read at the Board, the annexed Draught of Instructions to the
Commanders of all ships of war and privateers, and to the judge of the
high court of admiralty, and the judges of the courts of vice admiralty,
st,rictly charging and enjoining them to act in due conformity to and
execution of his majesty’s Order in Council of the 11th of this instant,
declaring the dominions of his majesty’s enemies,and of countries under
their controul in a st.ate of blockade, under the exceptions specified in
the said Order : his majesty, taking the said draught of instructions
into consideration, was pleased, with t,he advice of his privy council, to
approve thereof, and to order, as it is hereby ordered,That theright hon.
lord Hawkesbury, one of his majesty’s principal secretaries of state, do
cause the said instructions (a copy whereof is hereunto annexed) to be
prepared for his majesty’s royal signature.
Draught of Instructions’to the Commanders of his Majesty’s Ships of War
and Privakers, and to the j u d g e of the High Court of Admiralty, and
Judges of the Courts of Vice Admiraltg.
Whereas by our Order in Council of the 11thNov. instant, it is recited
and ordered as follows ; to wit, &c. [Here the said Order is recited, as
in no. v, ante, p. 398.1 Our will and pleasure is, and we do hereby
direct, by andwith the advice of our privy council, that thecommanders
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of our ships of war and privateers do act in due
conformity to andexecution of our aforesaid Order in Council ; and we do further order and
declare, That nothing int*hesaid Order shall extend or be construed to
extend to prevent any vessel, not belonging t o a country declared t o be
under the restrictions of blockade as aforesaid, from carrying from any
port or place of the country to which such vessel belongs, any articles
of manufacture or produce whatever, not being enemies property, to
any port or place in this kingdom.-And we do furtherdirect, That all
articles of Britishmanufacture,upondue
proof thereof, (not being
naval or military stores) shall be restored by our courts of admiralty
or vice admiralty, on whatever voyage they may have been captured,
t o whomsoever the same shall appear to belong : and we do further
direct, with respectt o vessels subject onlyto be warned,that any vessel
which shall belong to any country notdeclared by the said Order to be
under the restrictions of blockade and which shall be proceeding Qn her
voyage direct to some port or place of the country towhich such vessel
belongs, shall be permitted to proceed on her said voyage ; and any
vessel bound t o any port in America or the West Indies, to which port
or place such vessel does not belong, and which is met near to America
or the West Indies, shall be permitted, at the choice of the master of
such vessel t o proceed either to Halifax, or to one of our free ports in
the West Indies, at the option of such master, whichc.hoice of the
master, and the port chosen by and assigned to him, shall be written
on one or more of the principal ship’s papers ;. and any vessel subject
to warning, met beyond the equator, shall in like manner be permitted
to proceed, at thechoice of the master of such vessel, either to St.Helena,
the Cape of Good Hope, or the island of Ceylon, and any such vessel
which shall be bound to any portor place in Europe, shall bepermitt.ed,
at thechoice of the master of such vessel, t o proceed either to Gibraltar
or Malta, or to any port in this kingdom,at theoption of such master,
which requestof the master, as well as the port chosen by and assigned
to him, shall be
in like manner written upon one
or more of the principal
Ships’ papers : and we do further direct, that nothing in the above
Order contained, shall extend or be construed to extend to repeal or
vacate the additional instructions of the 4th day of February last,
directing that neutral vessels ladenwith cargoes consisting of the
b i c l e s therein enumerated, coming for importation to any portof our
united kingdom (providedthey are notcoming from any port ina state
of strict and rigorous blockade) shall not be interrupted.
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Ms
NOVEMBER
25, 1807

Order in Council ; establishing certain Regulations as to Vessels clearing
out from thisKingdom, with referenceto the Order of the11th of
November instunt.
AT the Court at the Queen’s Palace, the 25th Nov. 1807 ; present,
the King’s most excellent Majesty in Council.-Whereas his majesty,
by hisOrder in council, dated 11th of Nov. instant, respecting the
trade t o be carried on with his majesty’s enemies, was pleased
to exempt
from the restrictions of the saidOrderallvesselswhichshallhave
cleared out from any port or place in this kingdom under such regulations
as his majesty may think fit to prescribe, and shall be proceeding direct
t o the ports specified in the respective clearances : his majesty, taking
into consideration the expediency of making such regulations, is pleased,
by and with the advice of his privy council, to order, and it is hereby
ordered, That all vesselsbelonging to countriesnot, at warwith his
majesty, shall be permitted to lade in any port of the united kingdom
any goods, beingthe produce or manufacture of his majesty’s dominions,
or East India goods or prize goods (all such goods having been lawfully
imported) and to clear out with, and freely to convey the same to any
port or place in any colony in the West Indies or America, belonging
to hismajesty’senemies,such
port or place nat being in a state of
actual blockade, subject to the payment of such duties as may, a t the
time when any such vessels may be cleared out, be due by law on the
exportation of any such goods, or in respect of the same being destined
to theports of the colonies belonging to his majesty’s enemies, and likewise to lade, clear out with, and convey as aforesaid, any articles of
foreign produceor manufacture which shall have been lawfully
imported
into this kingdom, provided his majesty’s licence shall have been previously obtained forso conveying such foreign produce
or manufactures :
and it is further ordered, That any vessel, belonging as aforesaid, shall
be permitted to lade in any port of the united kingdom any goods, not
being naval or military stores, which shall be of the growth, produce,
or manufacture of this kingdom, or whichshall have beenlawfully
imported, (save and exceptforeignsugar,coffee,wine,
brandy, snuff,
and cotton) and to clear out with, and freely to convey the same to
any port, to be specified in the clearance, not being in a state of actual
blockade, although the same shall be under the restrictions of the said
Order, and likewise to lade, clear out, and convey foreign sugar,coffee,
wine, brandy, snuff, and cotton, which shall have been lawfully imported,
provided his majesty’s licence shall have been previously obtained for
the exportation and conveyance thereof: and it ishereby further
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ordered, That no vessel shall be permitted to clear out from any port
or place in this kingdom, to any portor place of any country subjected
to the restrictions of the said Order, with any goods which shall have
been laden, after notice of the said Order, on board the vessel which
shall have imported the same into this kingdom, without having first
duly enteredand landed the same in some port or place in thiskingdom ;
and thatno vessel shall be permittedto clear out from any portor place
in this kingdom to any port or place whatever, with any goods, the
produce or manufacture of any country subjected to the restrictions
of the said Order, whichshall have been laden, after notice as aforesaid,
on board the vessel importing thesame, without havingso duly entered
and landed the same, or with anygoods whatever which shall have been
laden after such notice in the vessel importing the same, in any port
or place of any country subjected to the restrictions of the said Order,
without having so duly entered and landed the same in some port or
place in this kingdom, except the cargo shall consist wholly of flour,
meal, grain, or any article or articles the produce of the soil of some
country which is not subjected to the restrictions of the said Order,
except cotton, and
which shall have been imported in an unmanufactured
state direct from such country into this kingdom, in a vessel belonging
to the country fromwhich such goods have been brought, and in which
the same were grown and produced : and it is further ordered, That any
vessel belonging to any country nota t war with his majesty, may clear
out from Guernesy, Jersey, or Man, to any port or place under the
restrictions of the said Order, which shall be specified in the clearance,
not being in a stateof actual blockade, with such
articles only, not being
naval or military stores, as shall have been legally imported into such
islands respectively, from any port or place in this kingdom direct ;
and with respect t o all such articles as may have been imported int,o
the said islands respectively, from any port or place under the restrictions of the said Order, it shall not be permit,ted to any vessel to clear
out with the same from any of the said islands, except to some port
or place in this kingdom. And, etc. [identical with no. VI.

X
NOVEMBER
25, 1807
Order in Cowncil; approving Draught of Additional Instructions tothe
Commanders of Ships of War and Privateers, S c . for protecting
Goods going from and coming to any Port ofthe United Kingdom,
to whomsoever the Property may appear to belong.
AT the Court at the Queen's Palace, the 25th Nov. 1807 ; present,
the King's most excellent Majesty in Council.-Whereas there was this
day read a t t h eBoard, the annexed Draught of Additional Instructions
1689.48
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t o the commanders of all ships of war and privateers, and to thejudge
of the high court of admiralty, and the judges of the courts of vice
admiralty, for protecting
goods going from and coming to any port
of the united kingdom, to whomsoever the property may appear
to
belong : his majesty, taking the said Draught of Instruction into consideration, was pleased, with the advice of his privy council, t o approve
thereof, and t o order, as it is hereby ordered,That, etc. [almost identical
with no. VIII].

Draught of an Additional Instruction to the Commanders of Our Ships of
War and Privateers, and to the Judge of Our High Court of Admiralty,
and the Judges of Our Courts of Vice Admiralty.
Our will and pleasure is, t h i t vessels belonging to any statenor [not]
a t war with us, laden with cargoes in any ports of the united kingdom,
and clearing out according to law, shall not be interrupted or molested
in proceeding t o any port in Europe (except ports specially notified t o
be in a state of strict and rigorous blockade before our order of the
11th Nov. instant) or which shall hereafter beso notified, to whomsoever
the goods laden on board such vessels may appear to belong : and we
do further direct, that vessels belonging as aforesaid, coming from any
p o d in Europe (except as before excepted) direct to any port of the
united kingdom with
goods for importation, shall not
be interrupted
in the said voyages, t o whomsoever the goods laden on board the said
vessels may appear to belong : and in case any vessel which shall be
met with, and asserted by her master t o be so coming, shall be detained,
on suspicion of not being really destined t o this kingdom, such vessel
shall be broughtto themost convenientport in the course of her asserted
destination, and the captors are hereby required t o enquire, with all
convenient speed, into the alledged destination, and in case any vessel
and goods so brought in and detained shall be proceeded against in our
high court of admiralty, or in any courts of vice admiralty, we hereby
direct that thesame shall be forthwith restored, upon satisfactory proof
being made that the cargo was coming for importation to a port of this
kingdom.

xi
NOVEMBER25, 1807
Order in C w d l ; respecting Enemies Produceand
Manufacture on
board British Ships.
AT the Court a t t h e Queen’s Palace, the 25th Nov. 1807 ; present,
the King’s most excellent Majesty in Council.-Whereas his majesty,
by his Order in Council of the 11th Nov. inst. was pleased to order and
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declare that all tradein articles which are
of the produceor manufbture
colonies mentioned in the said order, shall be
deemed and considered t o be unlawful (except as is therein excepted) :
his majesty, by and with the advice of his p r i l y council, is pleased t o
order and declare, and i t is hereby ordered and declared, That nothing
in the said Order contained shall extend
t o subject to capture and
confiscation any articles of the produce and manufacture of the said
countries and colonies, laden on board British ships, which would not
have been subject to capture and confiscation if such Order had not
been made. And, etc. [identical with no
v].
of the countriesand

XII
NOVEXBER
25, 1807
Order i n Council ; appointing Times at which Notice shall be presumed to
have been received of the Order of the 11th instant att h different places
specified i n the said Order.
AT the Court at the Queen’s Palace, the 25th Nov. 1807 ; present,
the King’s most excellent Majesty in
Council.-Whereas it has been
represented that it would be expedient ta fix certain periods, a t which
it shall be deemedthat a reasonable time shall have
elapsed for receiving
information, at different places, of his majesty’s Order incouncil of the
11th Nov. instant, respecting the trade with his majesty’s enemies, and
in their produce and manufactures : his majesty, taking the same into
consideration, and being desirous to obviate any difficulties that may
arise in respect thereto, and also to allow ample time for the said Order
being known t o all persons who may be affected thereby, is pleased,
by and with the advice of his privy council, t o order and declare, and
it is hereby ordered and declared, That information of the said Order
of the 11th Nov. instant, shall be taken and held to have been received
in theplaces hereinafter mentioned,a t t h eperiods respectively assigned
to them ; namely, ports and places within the Baltic, Dec. 21st 1807 ;
other ports andplaces to the northwardof Amsterdam, Dec. 11th 1807;
fromAmsterdam t o Ushant, Dec. 4th1807; fmm Ushant to Cape
Finisterre, Dec. 8th 1807 ; from Cape Finisterreto Gibraltar, inclusive,
Dec. 18th 1807 ; Madeira, Dec. 18th 1807 ; ports and places within the
Streights of Gibraltar, to Sicily and Malta, and the west coastof Italy,
inclusive, Jan. 1st 1808 ; all other ports and
places in the Mediterranean,
beyond Sicily and Malta, Jan. 20th1808 ; ports and places beyond the
Dardanelles, Feb. 1st 1808 ; any part . o f the north and western coast
of Africa, or the islands adjacent, except Madeira, Jan. 11th 1808 ; the
United States, and British possessions in North America and the West
Indies, Jan. 20th 1808 ; Cape of Good Hope, and the east coast
of South
1569.48
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America, March 1st 1808 ; India, May 1st 1808 ; China, and the coast
of South America, June 1st 1808 ; and every vessel sailing on or after
those days from those places respectively, shall be deemed and taken
to have received noticeof the aforesaid Order: and it is further ordered,
That if any vessel shall sail within twenty days after theperiods above
assigned respectively, from any of the said places, in contravention of
the said Order of the 11th Nov. instant, and shall be detained as prize
on account thereof; or shall arrivea t any port in this kingdom, destined
to some port or place withinthe restriction of the said Order, andproof
shall be made to the satisfaction of the court of admiralty, in which
such vessel shall be proceeded against, in casethe same shall be brought
in as prize, that theloading of the said vessel had commenced before the
saidperiods,and
before information of the said Order had actually
been received at the port of shipment, the said vessel, together with
the goods so laden, shallbe restored to theowner or owners thereof, and
shall be permitted to proceed on her voyage, in such manner as if such
vessel had sailed before the day so specified as aforesaid ; and it is
further ordered, That no proof shallbe admitted, or begone into,
for the purpose of shewing that information of the said Order of the
11th Nov. instant had not been received at thesaid places respectively,
at the several periods before assigned. And, etc. [identical with no. VI.

XIU
NOVEMBER
25, 1807
Order i n Council ; establishing certain Regulations as to Vessels clearing
out from the Ports of Gibraltar and Malta, with reference to the Order
of the 11th Nov.instant.
AT the Court at the Queen’s Palace, the 25th Nov. 1807; present
the King’s most excellent Majesty in Council.-Whereas his majesty,
by his Order in Council, dated the 11th Nov. instant, respecting the
trade tobe carried on with
his majesty’s enemies, was pleased to exempt
from the restrictions of the said Order all vessels belonging to any
country not at war with his majesty, together with their cargo, which
shall be coming from any port or place in Europe which is declared in
the said Order to be subject to the restrictions incident to a state of
blockade,direct to some port or place inEurope belonging to his
majesty ; and also all vessels which shall be cleared out from Gibraltar
or Malta under such regulations
as his majesty may think fit to prescribe,
and which shall be proceeding direct to the ports specified in their
respective clearances : and whereas it is expedient to encourage the
trade from Gibraltar and Malta to countries under the restrictions of
the said Order subject to regulations to be made in respect thereto :
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his majesty is therefore pleased to prescribe the following regulations
in regard to such trade accordingly, and, by and with the advice of
his privy council, to order, and i t is hereby ordered, That all sorts of
flour and meal, and all sorts of grain, tobacco, and any other article
in an unmanufactured state, being the growthandproduce of any
countrynot beingsubjectedby
the said Order tothe restrictions
incident to a state of blockade (except cotton, and naval and military
stores) which shall have been imported into Gibraltar or Malta, direct
from the country where the, sameweregrownandproduced,
shall,
without any licence, be permitted to be cleared out to any port or place,
not being in a state of actual blockade, without the same being compelled to be landed : but neither the said article of cotton, however
imported, nor any article which is not the growth, produce, or manufacture of this kingdom, or which has not been imported in a British
ship, or from this kingdom direct, (except fish), and which shall have
been laden a t the port of original shipment, after the period directed
by an Order of this date to be taken as the time at which notice of the
said Order of the 11th Nov. shall be considered as having been received
at such port of shipment, shall bepermitted to beexportedfrom
Gibraltar or Malta, except to some port or place in this kingdom : and
all other articles of the growth, produce and manufacture of this kingdom, or which shall have been imported into Gibraltar or Malta in a
British ship, or from some port or place in this kingdom, together with
the article of fish, however imported, may be exported to any ports or
places in the Mediterranean or Portugal, under such licence only as is
hereinafter directed to be granted by the governor of Gibraltar and
Malta respectively : and i t is hereby further ordered, That licences be
granted by the governors, lieutenant governors, or other persons having
the chief civil command at Gibraltar or at Malta respectively, but in
his majesty’s name, to such person or persons as the said governors,
lieutenant governors, or persons having the chief civil command shall
think fit, allowing such person
or persons to export fromGibraltar direct,
to any port in the Mediterranean or to any port of Portugal, or to any
port of Spain without the Mediterranean, not further north than Cape
Finisterre, and from Malta direct to any port being within the Mediterranean, with any articles of the produce or manufacture of his
majesty’s dominions ; and any articles which shall have been imported
into Gibraltar or Malta from this kingdom, to whomsoever such articles
shall appear to belong (not being naval or military stores) in any vessel
belonging to any country not at war with his majesty, or in any vessel
not exceeding one hundredtons burthen, and being unarmed, belonging
to thecountry to which such vesselshall be cleared out and going ; and
also to import in any such vessel or vessels as aforesaid, from any port
within the Mediterranean, to Gibraltar or Malta, or from any port in
Dd3
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Portugal or Spain as aforesaid, t o Gibraltar, suchport andsuch destination respectively t o be specified in such licence, any articles .of merchandize, whatsoever and to whomsoever the same may appear to belong,
such articles to be specified in the bill of lading of such vessel, subject
however to such further regulations and restrictions with respect to
all or any of the said articles so t o be imported or exported, as may be
inserted in the said licences by the governors, lieutenant governors, or
other persons having the chief civil command a t Gibraltar or Malta for
the time being respectively, as to them shall from time to time seem fit
and expedient.-And it is further ordered, That in every such licence
shall be inserted the names and residence of the person or persons t o
whom it shall be granted, the articles and their quantities permitted
to be exported, the name and descriptionof the vessel and of the
master
thereof, the port to which the vessel shall be allowed to go, which shall
be some port not under actual blockade ; and that no licence so to be
granted, shall continue in force for longer than two months from its
date, nor for more than one voyage, or any such licence be granted, or
acknowledged to be valid, if granted, to permit the clearance of any
vessel to any port which shall be actuallyblockaded by any naval force
of his majesty, or of hisallies.-And
it is further ordered, That the
commanders of his majesty’s shipsof war and privateers, and all others
whom i t may concern, shall suffer every suchvessel sailing conformably
t o the permission given by thisOrder, or having any licence as aforesaid,
to pass and repass direct between Gibraltar or Malta and such port as
shall be specified in the licence, in such manner, and under such terms,
regulations, and.restrictions, as shall be expressed therein.-And it is
furthered ordered, That in case any vessel so sailing as aforesaid, for
which any such licence as aforesaid shall have been granted, and which
shall be proceeding direct upon her said voyage, shall be detained and
brought in for legal adjudication, such vessel, with her cargo, shall be
fortwith released by the court of admiralty or vice admiralty, in which
proceedings shall be commenced, upon proof being made that the
parties ha-d duly conformed to the terms, regulations, and restrictions
of the said licence ; the proof of such conformityto lie upon the person
or persons claiming the benefit of this Order, or obtaining or using such
licence, or claiming the benefitthereof.-And
it ishereby further
ordered, That no vessel belonging to any stateon the coast of Barbary,
shall be prevented from sailingwithanyarticles
of the growth or
produce of such state, from any port or place in such state toany port
or place in the Mediterranean or Portugal, such port or place not being
actually blockaded by some naval force belonging t o his majesty, or
his allies, without being obliged t o touch a t Gibraltar or Malta.-&d,
etc. [identical
v]. with no.
.
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Order in Council ; declaring that his Majesty’s Orders of the 11th of Nov.
shall not extend to permit the Produce of enemies Colonies in the West
Indies to be brought direct to any British Port in Europe.
AT the Court at Windsor, the 18th Dec. 1807 ; present, the King’s
most excellent Majestyin Council :
His majesty is pleased, by and with the advice of his privy council,
to order, and it is hereby ordered, That nothing in his majesty’s Order
in Council of the 11th of Nov. last, shalt extend or be construed t o
extend, to permit any vessel to import any articles of the produce or
manufacture of the enemy’s colonies in the West Indies, direct from
such colonies to any port of this kingdom, and it is further ordered,
That all vessels which may arrive in the ports of this kingdom direct
from the colonies aforesaid, shall nevertheless be released, upon proof
being made that the charter-party or other agreement for the voyage
was entered into before notice of this Order. And, etc. [identical with
no. VI.
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